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It is a significant fact in the history of the Persian language and literature that 
India has played as great a Ale in producing a mass of literature as her sister - 
country, Persia, the original home of that language. It is equally significant to note 
that, whereas our knowledge of the history of Persian literature produced in Persia is 
quite up-to -date ,the great contribution of India is sinking into oblivion. Even though 
the private libraries of Indians contain works, ranging from the unique manuscripts 
down to the bazaar editions of the works of their own ancestors, the knowledge of the 
average Indian student covers only a few monographs and biographical works in Urdu or 
English on the poets and prose -writers of that country. The Shi'r al -'Ajam of Shibli 
Nu'mani, written in Urdu is the only critical study,but as the title indicates,it 
deals with the poets of Persia and includes only two poets of Indian origin, Amir Khusrau 
Dihlavi and Faydi ,to the exclusion of even Mas'úd- i- Sa'd -i- Selman ,the Rudegi of 
India. The only work in English which deals with the Persian Literature of 1ughal 
India is , A History of Persian Language and Literature at the Mughal Court, Babur- Akbar, 
by Muhammad 'Abdu'l Ghani . It is more descriptive than critical, and therefore, 
approaches the standard of the College text book,and as such it is very useful. 
I am not aware of any published work in English which deals with the 'Ilm al- Insha', 
or more precisely, with Epistolary Composition in Persian, and that, so far as I could 
discover,has formed a systematic study of that art. But the present dissertation,it is 
submitted, is the first humble attempt in that direction. " The Mughal Contribution to 
Persian Epistolography, Babur- Shah Japan ",is as much an original topic, as it is the first 
of its kind to fill a long gap in the history of Persian literature produced in Mughal 
India. At the same time it forms a systematic study of the Secretarial Art,the development 
of Dar al -Insha and the long -felt discussion of the Sabk -i -Hindi or the Indian style 
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of Persian prose. Owing to the growing tendency to unearth materials from the 
original documents and State papers sunk into the dust of centuries,for the 
re- orientation of the knowledge of I uslim History in India, it becomes at the same 
time a more urgent task to examine those materials in the correct light. The main 
need is for a systematic study to ascertain the correct position, classification and 
denomination of the rescripts and epistles, original or copies. One often meets a 
Nishán, the princely Order,introduced in the garb of a Royal Farman of the Emperor. 
It is,therefore, hoped that the present work may form a guiding link for a further 
study in that direction in India. 
I feel much pleasure in offering my sincere thanks to m;j Supervisor for this 
study, Mr. L.P.Elwell- Sutton, Lecturer in Persian in the University of Edinburgh,but 
for whose valuable guidance and encouragement,this work could not have been undertaken. 
I am also thankful to Mr. Walsh, Lecturer in Turkish at the University of Edinburgh for 
answering my queries on the Turkish language. I owe much to my friend Mr. H.S.Khalfay, 
in this respect. Lastly, I have to express my thanks to the University of Bombay for 
granting me a scholarship to fulfil my long cherished desire to work on the Insha' 
and the Munshis of India. 
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A Soyurghal of 'Zahir al -Din Muhammad Babur Badshah Ghazï. 
A Farman- i- thabti of Shah Jahan. 
Verso of the above, The Dimn. 
Sanad-i-Sadarat al- aliya. 
Tashiha (b) or Sanad-i-Haiy-va-Qa' imi. 
Tashiha (a) . 
V 
SYSTEM OF TRANSLITERATION. 
I have adopted the following conventional system of transliteration : 
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: v or w as in khwur-dad , or ú as in khizb ,or u as in khalif. The Indian 
d,,,1 f5 i s : ó c as in Fbta -dár , L,ódi etc. 
o : h or i as in chi (,.7) , or eh as in daureh, khaneh (Iranian pronunciation) . 
The obscure " D " is not pronounced except in certain Arabic, Persian and 
Urdu words, however inconsistencies will be found. The usual transliteration 
of " 0 " is a vas in n-ma ,but siy-ah etc. 
y, as in. siyah , or I as in divan. For alif- i- magsira is " á. " instead of 
the common "a The 1$ is e , as in Sh-e -Shah , or y as in Ray. 
THE SOURCES. 
The sources for the present study can be divided into the following groups of materials 
(i) Munsha' ats : Collections of official documents , chancellery edicts, and non -official 
or private despatches. 
(ii) Treatises and Manuals on the art of epistolography. 
(iii) Original documents of the Mughal Chancellery and copies of the original documents 
found in manuscripts ,and published collections with facsimile (including Records). 
(iv) Contemporary histories and Dastúr al-female. 
(i) and (ii): 
As the facts stand the formulation of rules and laying down of conventions 
for the epistolary art evolves from the unwritten principles reflected in the writing of 
the earliest masters of that art. The multiplication of the rules and conventions is a 
historical process. 
(I) ' Atabat al- Katabah of Mu' ayyid al -Daula Muntajab al -Din Bad; 1 Atabeg al- Juvayni , 
and (2) al- Tavassul ila -al- Tarassul (circa A.D.II82 -84) of Bahá' a1-Din b.Mu' ayyid 
al- Baghdádi. 
Muntajab was the secretary to 5ult5n Sanjar the Saljuq (A.H.513- 552),while 
Bahá' al -Din flourished under Tekish Khwarazm- Shih(A.H.568 -96) and was the head of the 
Divan al- Inshá'. As the earliest collections of state papers and private epistles,they 
show the conventional literary style and the chancellery draughtsmanship of the periods 
of the Saljúgs and the rival dynasty the Khwara7,mi ans . Interesting parallels in the 
edicts of both the periods and of other Muslim chancelleries after them , exhibit a 
literary persistence in the practice of epistolography which has its bearing on our period. 
In this respect mention must be made of rich collections of the official and 
private correspondences covering almost the whole Muslim period from the time of the 
Saljúgs ,for example (3)the Nuskha -yi -J W -yi- murásalát (circa I052/I642 )(Br.Mus.fldd76,88) 
of Ev- oghlï Haydar ;(4) Khulasat al- Inshá' (Bodl. I4I6) and (5)Per. D.84 (Bódl.) . 
(6) Faramin- i- Farsi -ÿi- Matinádaran (Persian edicts of 15th-16th centuries): 
This collection of chancellery documents of the Turcomans and the Safavids , 
edited by A.D.Papazyan in Armenian and Russian and published by the Academy of Sciences 
Armenian S. S. R, Erevan,1956 ; contains a series of edicts relating to land -grants with 
immunities. This throws fresh light on the literary and technical draughtsmanship of 
the Mughal Chancellery and aids in making a comparative study of the edicts of our period 
with those of the above two from a close stand.This comparative study includes many 
other documents belonging to the Mongols,the Timurids and the Turcomans which are publish ,r( 
ed in the learned magazines. 
(ii) 
(7) Tarassul-i- Nusriyya, (Br.r us.Ms. Or.3322- ff.22a- 57a);of Sharaf al-DIn Fal -Allah 
al- Qazvini. 
Insha -writing in fact began with the Mongols and their successor dynasties. It 
was during that period that the most important manuals,the earliest ones that have 
survived, were compiled by professional Dabirs and Munshis. This squall treatise,which 
was dedicated to the author's patron, Atabeg Nusrat al -Din (r. A.H.695 -733) must have 
been owing to its originality, a popular text book and a chief source for the munshT s and 
authors. Identical extracts on the and A'In -i -' Ibarat from it are found 
particularly in the Inshá=i- Najm -i -Thini (Br. Mus.Ms.Or. 2,196) of Muhammad Najm -i -Th ni 
and the Munsha' at -i -A' zam Khartali (in India) (Br.Mus.Ms.Or.2023) . I have used only the 
Tarassul. 
(8) Dastúr al -Katib fi Ta' yin al- Maratib, (Br.Mus.Ms. Or. 3344) . 
One of the most important manuals,both for its historical value and the Secreta- 
rial art,is the above compendium of Muhammad b. Hindñshah al- Nakhjuvvni called Shams al- 
Munshi. He was the son of Hindúshih b.Sanjar b. 'Abd -Allih Sáhibi,the author of a biogra- 
phical work called Tajirab al -Salaf (comp. A. H. 724, pub. Tehran) . Shams al- Munshi was 
attached to the Divan -i- Inshá' from the prime of his life and wrote the present treatise 
during the reign of Shaykh Uvays Bahádur Khan(757- 76/1356- 74),the second prince of the 
Jaláyi.r dynasty. The Dastñr contains models in the Taugi' át and the Muhavarat. I have 
utilised the Dastñr for a close analysis of the art of epistolography as cultivated 
during the Mughals. 
(9) I'jaz- i- Khusravi or Rasa'il al -I' jaz,(Br,Mus.dd.I6,84I). 
No one can be a better judge on the Indian -Persian and the Sabk -i -Hindi than 
Amir Khusrau Dihlavi the greatest poet of India. He is the author of the earliest 
surviving treatise compiled in India on Rhetoric and Insha; No doubt 'Awfi in his 
Javauri' al- Hikayat va Lavami' al- Rivayat (Br.Mus.Ms.Add.I6,862),one of the earliest works 
produced in India (circa 630/I232 -33) devotes a chapter (xviii) on the DabIri similar 
to one in the Chahar Magála of NizamT 'Arudi and the Qábñs -Nana of Kayká'iis ,but a 
regular compendium appeared only during the Khalji reign. 
(I0) Men zar al- Inshá; (Br.Mus, Ms. Add. 22, 706) of ' Imád al-DIn Mahmñd Gavan, commonly 
known as Khwaja Jahn or SadrLi -Jahan (d.A.H.886). 
It is doubtful if there exists a more exhaustive, learned and critical treatise 
I. 
on Inshá' and Rhetoric than the Manazar al- Inshá' (comp. Á.H.880). A contemporary of the 
great scholars of the day, like Maulaná Ja I, Jalal al -Din Daváni and Sadr al -?in Ravác7 
the Khwája was no less celebrated for his own erudition. He was the Vizier of the 
Bahmani Kingdom of the Deccan and wrote letters on behalf of his masters and himself to 
foreign rulers and men of letters. These exemplary epistles he collected under the title 
Riyád al- Inshá' (pub. Ryderabad,1948) . The Dastúr-i-Shigarf (Br.Mus.Ms. Or. 20I7) of Bhópat 
Ray, a tract on Insha',is mainly based on the materials from the Manázar. The author 
is no more than a servile copyist. The Riyad forms one of the sources of another useful 
treatise the Dac a'iq al- Inshá' (Edinb.Ms.NO.I15)of Ranjhór Káyesth. Both of them were 
compiled by Hindu Munshis of the late Mughal period. At every step I have utilised the 
Manazar in matters of rules and conventions of the art. 
I. The Man .zar is described by Háji Khalifa (Vol. VI) and not Vol. V, as given by Riau, 
which mistake is repeated byEthé in the EIO., and Bodl.catalogues,pp.I132 and 1348,res, 
(II) Nama-yi -Nami (EI0- 2,055) of Ghiyath 
al-Din Khw- ndarnir (comp.A.D.1520 -24). 
Although the Timurid period can boast of having produced 
several treatises 
and munsha'áts ,only a few of them seem promising in relevant 
material on our topic. I 
have consulted all the available works of that period but there has been rarely occasion 
to resort to them. However, the Sharaf -Náma of Marvarid (now available with a Gelman 
translation and Introduction by Robert Roemer ),the Insh- i -Mu'in al- Zamaji (EI0- 2,982) 
and the sahifa-yi -Shahi (Lithographed, Mirzapur 1260/I844) have occasionally provided 
parallels for the style of chancellery practices. But the most important of these is 
the Nama -yi -Nami of Khwandamir who came to India in 935/1528 to join Babur and later 
attached himself to Huinayún. The Iúámi contains historical documents like the Sharaf- náma, 
The Nami yields relevant material for our purpose. 
(iii) 
The present dissertation deals with the Taugi' át and the Muhavarát in the first 
book, while the study on the Munshis and their works forms the second book. The first 
part, as is evident, treats the classification, forms, style and language of the epistles 
of our period ;this research is chiefly based on the contemporary sources. The second 
part shows my critical appreciation and study on the Inshá'works and the munsha'ats of 
the prescribed period. These works of twelve authors serve at the same time ,as the 
chief source for the first book. 
(I2) 2.0.4551 (Collection of miscellaneous documents in originals. 
I have referred to the above collection as Batala(panjab) Collection (I.O. 
4551) , since the majority of these Mughal Chancellery documents belong to that place ; 
these documnets relate to Madad -i -ma' ash grants. One of them is the earliest document 
of the Mughal Chancellery that has come to light so far. On the whole they range from the 
time of Babur to the fall of the regime. 
(13) Besides the single documents in the Br.Mus. (Or.II,697 ; and Or.2285),there are 
the copies of Faxmans , Nish-ans and parvanas in manuscripts and published collections. 
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(I4) Br} Mus. Ms. Add.24,039. 
This collection contains copies of Mughal documents relating to 
the F iglish 
trade in India, with dates ranging from A. D.I633 -1712, from the reign of Shah Jahn. 
(15) Imperial Faxmans (A.D.1577 -1805) (Facsimiles of original Fazmans, Nishans,I 
Lams 
and Pary nas ) . 
This is another rich collection of Mughal documents from the time of Akbar granted 
to His Holiness the Ti.kayat IvIaharáj ,. and his successors ,for benevolent purposes. It has 
beat translatted into English, Hindi and Gujarati ,and in all the three languages it is 
corrupt. Even the transcription of Persian terms and words illustrates the worst of the 
notorious Indian pronunciation. Nevertheless ,the Imperial Fasmans supplement and 
support our knowledge of many documents which have not seen the light of the day. 
Indian Historical Records Commission (From 1920- 1956). 
(16) The recent discovery of 7,000 documents of great historical importance, 
unearthed from the dust of centuries in India, shows the good fortune of that country 
in that respect. Besides the many single documents which appear in the learned 
magazines, the efforts of the Indian Historical Records Commisssion wheedled out quite 
a number of them from private hands and Museums. I have utilised fully the documents 
which appeared mostly verbatim or with descriptions ,to reinforce my own classification. 
(iv) Bábur -nlna. 
(I7) In the Chaghatiy Turki Text (A.S.Beveridge ,Gib.Memo.Ser.),the only documents in 
Persian are the Farman announcing B.bur's renunciation of wine, and a Fath- njma,both of 
which are found in the Babux1.nllina I izuk- i -Babui or w i át- i- Báburi )(Br.Mus.Ms. Add. 
24,416), Persian translation by 'Abd al -Rahim KbIn -i -K1 nan. The 'Tabun-II:ma provides 
other relevant material:. about Indian custom, language and the history of the preceding 
periods that have not been pointed out by any other students of Mughal history. I have 
chiefly resorted to the English translation of A. S. Beveridge. 
(I8) Badshah -n&ma by 'Abd al -$mid I:ahauri . 
This covers a history of the first twenty years of Sháh Jahán's reign and 
contains the diplomatic correpondence, Fazmáns and 'Ahd -ramas of that E#nperor,which 
are found in the Jami' al- Insha' (Br.Mus.Ms.Or.1705) . The 'Amal- i -Salih (19) by Muhammad 
Sálih Kanbúh contains several other Farm-ans of that Emperor. Both the works are 
published.( Bibliotheca Indica ). 
The other contemporary histories and works include the (20) Akbar -rama ('Tr.,H. 
Beveridge ,BI);(2I)A'in - i- Akbari (Text and tr.,by H.Blochmann and Jarret,BI); Iuuntakhab- 
al -Taw ì kh ,by 'Abd al -Qadir Badá'iani (22) ('rext,BI,tr.,Lowe and Haig,Vols.ii and iii); 
and (23) Mir' át- i- Ahmadi (Gaekwad' s Oriental Series, 33 and 34, Part i, and Suppl. Texts) . 
The Dastúr al -' amals: 
The most valuable information can be gathered about the MUghal administration, 
Institutions and biographical sketches from the Pin- i- Akbari of Abú'l- Fadl. The manuals 
on administration called commonly the Dastúr al-' amals tend to supplement the 
Pin, and it is in them that a close sight of the Chancellery transaction is beheld. I 
have utilised the following three Dastúr al- 'amals . 
(24)Br.Nus.Ms. Or.I641 (Davábit- i- 'Alamgir); (25) Br.Mus.Ms . Add.6599 and Add.6598 
another copy of the same work). ( PY
Nigar- nama- yi- Munshi (Br.Mus.Ns.1735),by Malik -Zada Munshi(circa A.H.I085). 
The Niger is a less utilised source which contains biographical sketches of the 
famous Munshis of different reigns, models of the Ministerial rescripts and authentic 
letters of the late Aurangzib period. This manual yields much valuable information 
regarding the administrative orders of the Div ni. 
(27) Br.Mus.Ns.Add.I,6859, . 
Dr.Rieu's description of this Ms. needs amendment . This does not consist solely 
of the 'Ard-dshts and letters of Kh;n- i -Jahan Sayyid Muzaffar Khán Barha addressed to 
Shah Jahn ,but besides two Farmans of that Emperor,there is found an interesting 
autobiography of a Hindu munshi Balkrishan Barahman which throws a flood of light on the 
education, qualifications and the career of the Munshi class in MUghal India. 
I NTRODUC TION. 
I 
Development of Dar a1- Insha' and Epistolary composition : 
It is not without significance that the very first revelation made to the Prophet 
I. 
was an injunction to read( and to write with the pen). The pen has without doubt played 
a very important rôle in propagating the teachings of Islam and especially in preserving 
the text of the Qur'an from corruption. 
It was during the life time of the Prophet that there arose a pressing need to commit 
to writing the ' words of Allah'. Writing was a very special accomplishment and a rare 
ncvelty at that time. Among the Companions of the Prophet very few are reported to have 
been literate and these acted as amanuenses to him. Those who wrote down the revelation, 
2. 
such as ,Ubay bin Ka'b , Ibn Mas'úd and Ziyad bin Thabit were called Katib al -wahy. 
In this period, the kátib's sole qualification seems to have been a knowledge of the art 
of writing. Later a knowledge of other languages became a further qualification. 
Ziy d b.Thabit is reported to have acquired proficiency in Hebrew, according to a 
3. 
tradition, within a fortnight. 'Ali ,one of those members of the Q,uraysh tribe who could - - 
4. 
write, is said to have been the first person to give advice on the quality of writing. 
' The noblest of all and verily the most essential is the art of writing', 'Ali once said 
5. 
when advising the Muslims to educate their children in that art. Some of the 
Companions who once acted as amanuenses rose to the Caliphate for example, ' Uthman b. 
'Affan and Mu'áwiyah b. Abú 6ufÿan. 'Above the office of katib, there was nothing to 
6. 
aspire to, save the Caliphate.' 
It was not until the rule of the second Caliph 'Umar b.'Abd al- Khattab that the 
office of a kátib gained political significance. The caliph appointed for each governor ofa 
I. Qur'án. Chapt.xcvi I:4, compare also chapt.lxviiiç "Consider the inkstand and the pen and 
what they write. "). 
2. Subh al- A'sha. al- Qalgashandi(C_airo) vol.i,pp.3,91. 
3. Encyclopaedia of Islam. Art. Ziyad b.Thabit 
4. A Survey of Persian Art. Oxf.1939, vol.ii ,p.I7I0. 
5. Br.Mus.Ms. Add.76,89,fol.39b. 
6. SuÌh.vol.i,p.37. 
province a katib, an elegant stylist and orator,whose duties were to act as a secretary 
and counsellor to the former ;such was Ziyad b. Samayyah to Abu Musa Ash' ari, the 'arm 1 
I. 
of Basrah. It was also during his Caliphate that Persian influence first appeared in the 
form of the divan(public register),which was adopted by him for the distribution of 
spoils.2. The word divin later came to mean an official department and in India the 
officer of the divan himself(i.e. divan). 
Divan al- Khatam 
There was very little need of diplomacy and state -craft during the period of the 
Orthodox Caliphs,but as the empire expanded the need for an organised machinery became 
pressing. One of the several divans created by Mu'awiyah,was the divan al- khatam,the 
department of the Royal Signet. A proper channel of communication between the capital at 
Damascus and the provinces was maintained on a regular basis through the above- mentioned 
state chancellery, where every order that issued from the Caliph was first cbpied in a 
7 
register and the original then sealed and despatched." 
The Umayyad period witnessed the development of epistolary composition and the art 
of writing. Abu Ghalib 'Abd al -Hamid Yahya b. Sa' d, a pupil of Jabalah b. Salim b. 'Abd al- 
'Aziz, the katib to Hìsham, was a distinguished stylist and a master of belles -lettres 
and all branches of sciences. As he was considered the first great katib,his style became 
a model for future generations. He is also responsible, according to Ibn Khallikan ,for 
having introduced in his composition the flowery style with complimentary eulogies.' 
Attached as secretary to the last Umayyad Caliph Marcran II, Haroid al -Katib flourished 
on the eve of the downfall of that house. The and of the Upayyad period was the 
beginning of the Kitabat. According to a favourite Arabic saying," The art of epistolary 
composition began with 'Abd al -HemT d and ended with Ibn 
I. al -Farúq (Urdu) Shibli Nu' mari, Cawnpore, I899, Vol. ii,p. 25. 
2. al- Pakhri (on the system of Government) tr. , C. E.J. Whitting, London,1947,pp.79 -80. 
3. The Orient under the Caliphs(Tr.of Van Kremer' s Culturgeschichte des Orients),by 
Khuda Bakhsh, Calcutta,1920,p. 193. 
4. Wafayatu'l- A'yan(Obituarries of eminent Men)Ibn- Khallikan,tr.by De Slane,Vol.ii,p.173. 
5. Manazar al- Insha',Br.Mus.Nis. Adc1.22,706,fol.48b. (+J,,S .J )vt.ü 
'Amid was the vizier of Rukn al-Daulah,the Búhid. 
The arts of epistolary composition and calligraphy developed together. This is borne 
out by a study of'the interaction of both arts, from their earliest development during the 
Umayyad period. During the period under review,epitolography was characterised by the 
development of several styles of writing employed in official correspondence. A script 
called Jalil (mighty) came to be reserved for diplomatic correspondence, for which full 
scrolls were adopted. To distinguish between private and royal epistles, Wald bin 
'Abd al- Malik(A.D.705- 15 /A.H.86 -96) had his missives inscribed on full scrolls in that 
I. 
bold hand,i.e. Jalil. 
Divan al- Taugi' 
to move from Damascus to the splendid city of the Arabian Nights , Baghdad,the seat 
of the Abbasid Caliphate, is to pass from ' the period of Arabian nationalism to that of 
Persian ascendancy and cosmopolitan culture.' Persian influences active at the court of 
the Abbasids revived the grandeur and magnificence of the Sasanians. Even the organisation 
of the government was based largely on the lines of the Persian model. The vizier, the 
rules and laws governing whose office had been established by this time, stood in a close 
relationship to the Caliph. As such his office clearly comprehends that of kátib,who had 
hitherto acted as a counsellor(mushi) and vizier,which title,however, he had not yet 
2. 
assumed. The vizier became the head of the kátibs, the officers attached to one or other 
of the divans . In the state parlance a kátib(secretary, denoted a functionary of the 
Secretariat, ranging from clerks to the first departmental secretary, and in some cases 
3. 
the minister himself. 
The office of correspondence was styled the divan al- taugi' or the department of 
Imperial decrees. This divan, which handled official and diplomatic correspondence, 
4. 
continued in existence under various names at different periods. Under the Abbasids the 
clivän al- taugi' , corresponding to the divan al- khátam of the Umayyads, conducted all 
official letters, which were composed and despatched after impressing the seal of the 
5. 
Caliph bearing a Qur' anic legend. 
I. A Survey of Persian Art. vol.ii,p.1710. 
2, al- Fakhri. (tr. , )p- ß.I46 -47. 
3. Javami' al- Hikayat va Lavami' al- Riväyat, ?uhd. ' Awfi. (Br. Mus. Ms.) Add.16, 862. fol.173a. 
4. The Social Structure of Islam. Reuben Levy. Cambridge,1957,p.327. 
5. Von Kremer.p.235.(Tr.),(Khuda). 
IO 
Kátib : 
The chief secretary had the title of Katib al- sirr(private secretary) and had under 
his control subordinate officials each with the title of Katib al- insha: These made the 
first drafts of state papers and their principal duty was to draw up the decrees(Taugi') of 
the Caliph in fluent language and elegant style,and issue them under the royal seal and 
motto of the Caliph. Copies of these were despatched to all the provincial govexnors,throu- 
gh the Barid(postal service) I. 
This class of the secretaries of state, Von Kremer tells us, centralized and controlled 
the administration of the provinces and revenues of the empire. Thus they wielded much 
political influence, since they shaped policy and controlled appointments and dismissals. 
A kátib of this rank and power would some time succeed a vizier, as happened with the 
Baxmacid viziers, yahya(d. A. D.805) and his two sons Fadl and Ja'far -all celebrated for the 
elegance of their style, literary talents and penmanship. It was under these three $atibs 
that the art of epistolography reached its perfection. 
The art of epistolary composition,therefore, was studied zealously by those who 
aspired to state service. It was also from this class of Ahl al -galam ,that the highest 
officials of the state were recxuited.3.As a result, several manuals and treatises were 
compiled for the guidance and education of literary amateurs and prospective katibs ,such as 
Adab al -Kátib of Ibn Quta bah (d. circa. A.D.828) , al- SulI's work with the same title as 
rautaybah's and Kit .b al- kutfab of Ibn Duxustavayhi. 
A prospective kátib had to possess a knowledge of all manner of subjects. His range of 
intellectual attainments included the religious as well as mundane sciences.It was precisely 
the 'Ilm al- adab(Humanities),besides the qur'n and its associated subjects, that formed 
the back -bone of his education. The family and social status of a katib were also taken 
4. 
into account. As regards his literary accomplishments he was required to write 
in a good Arabic style. To acquire a mastery of the language he had to study it in 
I. Subh. Vol.i,p.93. Compare also Levy, Social Step -cture, p.327. 
2. VonKremer, Tr.(Khuda)p.193, Also, Levy Ibid.p.326. 
3. gncy.Islam. Art. Katib. 
4. Subh. Vcl.i,pp.65 -66. 
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all its various aspects, such as grammar, prosody, rhetoric ('I1m al- Balágha ), Adph and 
Inshá.' (belles-lettres) . A kátib equipped with all these faculties besides many others 
I. 
might than qualify for the vizierate. 
One of the characterstic features of Arabic prose of the Abbasid period was the 
development of an ornate and grandiloquent style. The simple and terse style was replac- 
ed by rhymed prose and high -flown diction. The fact that much of the Qur'an is written in 
rhymed prose, consecrated its use for all Muslims. It began to appear in public sermons 
(khutba) writings and in the epistolary compositions of official katibs, like Ibrahim 
bin Hilii al- S5bi (circa.A.D.994). 
Divan al -Insha 
Another feature of the Abbasid era was the birth of Persian prose and poetry. 
With the use of the national dynasties in Transoxiana and Persia, the slumbering Muse 
awake with a vigour to sing the epic of the Persian Renaissance. Amongst the several 
independent dynasties that emerged from the low -ebb of the once ocean -like Empire of the 
Abbasids, mention must be made of the Samanids A.D.874 -999) and the Ghaznavids 
(AD.976- II86). 
With the rise of the Semanids, Persia found a new lease of life. Under their 
'enlightened absolutism' the bureaucratic system of the government was fully developed. 
Amongst the several divas recorded in the chronicles, the divan of the mainstray of 
State ('Amid al -Muck) ,according to Barthold, is probably identical with the divan al- 
rasa'il or divan al- Insha' (divin of the official documents); "the latter",as he tells 
us, "is mentioned very frequently by the historians, in some cases already in the 
Samanid period. In Bayhagi the head of the "divan of documents" bears the title of 
3 
Khwajah -i- 'Amid ", and was one of tke:highest officials in the state ". 
I. Subh. Vol.i.p.65.vide also De Slane' .. vol.ii.p.174.'Abd al -Hamid al- Kátib's account. 
2. Literary Hist.of the Arabs, Reynold A.Nicholson. Cambriäge,1930.,pp.327 -28. 
3. Turkestan down to the Mongol Invasion, Barthold.,Gibb.Memo. Ser.1928.,p.229-30. 
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Barthold has very aptly summed up the bureaucratic system 
of the government prevailing 
in the eastern Muslim kingdoms. " Throughout the whole system 
of the Muslim political 
organisation there runs like a red thread the division of all 
the organs of administration 
into two main categories, the dargah (palace) and the divin (chancery) 
".I'The distinction 
between the dargáh and the divan which existed in the administration of 
the Samsnids, was 
maintained by other dynasties like the Ghaznavids and the Saljúgs, and through it spread 
to India during the Sultanate of Dihli. 
Divan -i -Ri sal at 
The principal civil departments of the chancery under the Ghaznavids were : the 
diván-i-vizarat(finance department), divin- i -lard ( military ),divin- i- shughl- i- isráf -i- 
mamlakat (secret service) and the divin- i- risálat.2' The divin- i- risálat conducted the 
chief correspondence between the Caliphs,the Kháns of Turkestan and the petty nzlers.It 
3. 
also issued all official documents and royal proclamations. This divan was under the 
charge of the dabir- i -kháss (chief secretary). Because of his delicate duties involving 
secret information, he was a trustworthy official of advanced age and ripe experielce.4. 
Divin al- Inshá'- va- al- 'Iughrá : 
The Saljúq administration retained the chief features of the Samanids, with the 
traditional division between the palace and the chancery. The vizier as the " key -stone " 
5. 
of the central government was head of the divins, the chief of which were the divan al- 
zimam - al- Istifá' and the divan al- Inshá'- va- al- Tughrá , corresponding to the divin of 
official documents already described above. 
The principal duty of the holder of the office of Tughrá'i, was to inscribe the 
official documents in curved script (al -Khatt al- gausi) 6' and to draw the tughrá on them 
over the initial " bismilláh " ?' The duties of the Inshá' branch were of a more delicate 
nature than those the 'Pughrá'1. branch.8' 
I. Barthold, p.227. 
2. The Life and Times of Mahmñd of Ghazna, M.Nazim, Camb.,1931, p.130. 
3. Tá.'rikh- i- Mas'úd} , Morley, Calcutta, I862, p. I64. (Bayhagi). 
4. Nazim.op.cit. pp. 135 -36. 
5. Contribution to the Study of Seljuq Institutions (Thesis), prof. A.K. S. Lambton, London 
University, 1939, p.56. 
6. Ibid. 
7. Compare De Slane , Vol. i ,p. 462. The account of Hasan b. 'Ali al- Tughrá' i . 
8. ' Atabat al- Katabah, ed. Muhammad Qazvini and 'Abbas Igbal,Tehran, Shamsi 1329,p.49. 
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Divan i- Insha' (India) : 
Almost corresponding with the period that witnessed 
the rise of Chingiz Khan 
(d.A.D.I227) and the fall of the Kwaravmians, Muslim rule in India 
at that time wain 
full flower. 
with the consolidition of the empire a regular hierarchy of state officials came 
into play as early as the time of Sultan Shams al -Din Iyal- Timish(607- 33/I210 -36), who 
succeeded Qutb al-Din I -bak (d. A. D. I2I0) , the first Muslim ruler of Hindiistán. 
The Turkish rulers brought with them the administrative system prevailing in their 
own land. Ghazna was the immediate source and model for the political administration 
and organistaion of the various departments. At the chancery were four ministers, some of 
them almost identical with those at Ghazna. ' The four pillars which suinorted the vault 
of the empire', described by Bughia Khan in his advice to his son Mu' iz al-Din Kayqub l 
I. 
(d.1290),were the diván-i-vizarat (finance department),the head of which was the vizier ;the 
diván-i-' and (military) ; divan i- risalat (ministry of appeals ) and the diván-i-insh3a' , 
corresponding to the diván-i-risálat of the Ghaznavids. The head of the divan- i- inshá' was 
called dabir al- mamálik or dabir- i -khass and bore the title Táj al- mulk(the crown of the 
state) or 'Umdat al- mulk(pillar of the state) ? He had a large secretarial staff of three 
hundred scribes. The dabir- i -kháss was the channel between the central government and the 
provincial governors with whom the most important correspondence was conducted. In the 
convocation of the darb r held every Tuesday,the petitions of the governors and the people 
made to the Sultan were submitted by the Vakil- i- dár,who performed the secretarial function 
of the court.Every order emanating from the Sultan was conveyed through the Vakil- i-dir to 
the confidential secretary(Kátib al- sirr),who executed it forthwith.4'The post of the dabir - 
al -mama] ik under Malik ' Tzz al-Din , a son of A111 Dabir, gained much political 
I. Barani. p.153. 
2. Ibid.p.337, Compare also, The Administration of the Sultanate of Delhi., Ishtiaq 
Blzsain Qureshi, Lahore, 1942, pp.84-86. 
3. Subh. Vol.iv,p.92; Tr., Otto- Spies, ,Arab Account Of India in the I4th Century; 
Stuttgart, 1936, p.68. 
4. Ibid.p.96, Tr.,p.74. 
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importance during the reign of 'Ala'al -Din Khalji (695- 715/I296- 1316). But on his 
removal in the last days of that Sultan, the divan- i- insha' lost its importance and after 
I. 
that time perhaps the dahir al- mamalik waned gradually into insignificance. In Malik 
'Ayn al- Hulk MultanI, the author of the Inahi'-i-Naril and other excellent works and 
a prominent figure in the Tughluq period, we find a dabir who possessed the qualities 
2. 
attributed to the post by Nizami ' Arudi in his Chahar Magala. During the period of 
anarchy that succeeded the ruthless incursion of Timtr , we do not hear of the division 
of functions or power. It was in the period of great Mmini strative reforms of 
Sher Shah Stir ( 946 -952/1539 -1545 ) that the dahir again emerged as an important political 
figure. He was honoured with the privilege of reading out the royal farmins to the 
nobles in the great Mosque. Any disobedience to the royal command was forthwith 
3. 
reported to the Emperor. Thus the dahir, acting as a kind of State Security Officer, 
constituted a check upon the refractory bureaucracy. 
The position of dahir by this time was reduced to that of a mere political 
figure and he did not necessarily need to be a literary man. His only qualification 
seems to have been his ability to wield the sword more mightily than the pen. It was 
not until the time of Akbar ( 963- I0I4/1556 -I605 ) , the great Mughal Dnperor, that the 
office of dahir as an administrator was merged in the office of the daxügha- ji -ghusl khans, 
who acted as a private secretary to the Enperor in the private chamber; the dabir's duties 
4. 
being divided among the dañagha himself, the ' ardi- mukarrar and the musavvada- nivis. 
As regards the literary aspect of the secretarial art, the munshis showed themselves to 
be the true successors of the dabirs. 
I. Barani. p. 337. 
2. Ibid. pp. 336 -337. Vide Inshá' -i -Nehru .TAS(Bengal) 1923.XIX- p.253, and Islamic 
Culture.vol.XVI.No.3.I942. The unique Ms, is preserved in the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal ( Ivanow.No.338.) 
3. Mir' at al- 'lllam. ( EIO. I24) fol.320a. 
4. The Central Structure of the Mughal EMpire. Ibn Hasan, Oxf,1936. p.293. 
II. 
l abir 
A dabir in Persian denoted a Kátib ( secretary ) par excellence; he had the 
same duty and enjoyed the same political importance as the kátib. 
Even in the early days of the Sasanians, the knowledge of writing ( dapirih ),was 
considered to be one of the accomplishments befitting a prince, and there existed men with 
I. 
the function of professional scribe ( dapir ). The art of letter -writing during that 
period had so much progressed as to have produced a treatise in Pahlavi known as 
" Khudá'i -Hama ". The word dabir in its present form occurs in the earliest Persian 
works of prose and poetry as an equivalent word for the Katib (who conducted in Arabic 
2. 
the official correspondence of the amirs and the princes). 
Arabic has ever enjoyed its sanctity as a religious language amongst the Muslims. 
As long as Baghdad remained the metropolis of Muslim learning and culture,Arabic served as 
a vehicle of sciences, philosophy and to a certain extent of belles -lettres and diplomacy. 
Arabic,therefore, could not be dispensed with, not only because it was the basic language 
used in the education of those destined for diplomatic services, but still more because it 
was the language of the Qur'an and the Prophet. The Qur'an as the guiding factor to all 
knowledge and sciences ( as is believed by Muslims ) stimulated a study of various subjects 
such as grammar, rhetoric, poetry, hi story, sirah(biography) , calligraphy and many other 
subjects. 
The Holy Book and its associated subjects,therefore,formed the key -stone of a 
dabir's education. "The extreme eloquence of the Qur'an lies in its conciseness 
of words and marvellous presentation of ideas ", and with a profound knowledge of 
it ' with one verse a dabir might discharge his obligation to a whole realm.' If he had 
I. A Literary History Of Persia , E.G.Browne, 1902, Vo1.,i,pp.26I -62. 
2. Ta' rikh_i- Tabari (Bal' ami' s Tr. , 352/963) ; Navalki shore. , Chapt. iv,p.764, Compare 
p.757, where the word dabir stands for s stylist or an elegant writer. Comparé also 
the Shlan-ana , Tehran,131I, Vol, iii,p. 38; ' 
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sagacious 'Ulama' failed to tackle. Several viziers,before 
they rose to that office, 
held subordinate positions as dabirs attached to the chancellery. por it was 
more often 
the power of the pen than the might of the sword that won the vizierate in Muslim politics. 
The profession of dabiri became a fami ly heritage in the case of certain dabirs. 
Ambitious students would travel to education centres to learn the art under some master 
I. 
in order to keep up the tradition of their ancestors. Sometimes the ruler himself would 
be inclined to install the sons of dabirs in the divan as a token of recognition of the'_ 
services rendered by their ancestors in the past. After consultation with the head in 
the divan,if such candidates were found to possess the necessary qualificaticns,they were 
2. 
taken as unpaid probationers. Taiping under some experienced debar was given to them and 
their duty was to copy out the rough draft of the official documents inscribed by their 
teacher -dabirs. When vacancies arose,in most cases by the transfer of dabirs to the 
provinces,they got appointments as regular scribes. promotion depended largely on their 
own efficiency and scholarship. Their salary would sometimes reach to a sum as much as 
4. 
seven thousand dirhams per month. In some cases lands were assigned to prominent scribes. 
In India the chief secretary of 'Ala' al -Bïn Khalji was paid a sum equal to the income of 
a big town. This class of dabirs lived in great affluence,in palatial mansions,with a 
5. 
large retinue of minstrels,cup-beares and ghulams. They were big landlords and owned 
several villages and large estates. They were feared for their political powers,but for 
their elagnace of style they were honoured and imitated. 
Because they were considered as the master -minds and back -bone of the empire(khudáv- 
and n -i- fitnat va pushtib n- i- daulat),their services as dabirs were directed to various 
ends in politics and literature. In them we find the fullest expression of Muslim 
I. 'Atabat, pp. 2 -3, compare also Bayhagi,pp.I64 -65. 
2. Bayhagi, p. I66, compare also Nazim,p.143. 
3. Bayhagi,p.I68,cf. also, Lubáb al- Alb-ab, Per. Hist.Text,vol.IV,First Part,I, ëä ,Browne 
and Qazvini,p.77 -78. 
4. Bayhagi,p. I66, compare also al- Tavassul- ila- al- Taraasul, Ahmad Babmanyar, Tehran,1315/ 
1936,p.285. 
5. Bayhagi,pp.I66 -F7 ;compare also,Life and Conditions of the people of Hindústan(I200-1550 
Ashraf Kunwar Muhammad, pub. J. A. S. Bengal, Vol. I, I935(Lett ers) , (pp. Io3 -355) , p. 230, and 
Subh. Vo1,IV,p.94,Tr.p.7I. 
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'a knowledge of the religious sciences, had learnt the proverbial saying of the Arabs and 
the wise -words of the Persians' and had studied the Arabic and Persian classical literature 
in prose and poetry, he could then adorn his correspondence with quotations therefrom, 
I. 
displaying his scholarship and literary skill. As regards forming and improving his 
epistolary style,he was advised to study the munsha'áts of the masters of this art. Such 
works in Arabic included the correspondence of Sahib Ismá' it b. ' Abbád(d.386 /995) , al --Sabi 
(d. A. H. 384) and abs Qü b. Vushmagir, the rescripts of Bal' ami (d. A. H. 386) , Ahmad Hasan al- 
Maymandi and Abu Nasr Kundúri (A. H. 456) ,and the epistles of Muhammad ' Abduh, Sayyid al- 
2. 
Ru' asá (d. A. H. 383) and 'Abd al-Hami d al- Katib. 
To appreciate fully and to cultivate in himself a style ornate with rhetorical 
embellishment, the dabir was recommended to study the famous works on maq mah in Arabic 
3. 
and Persian. However,for letters in Persian, the employment of saj' was considered un- 
favourable. The language of such letters had not to be pure Persian. It had to be altogeth- 
er elevated, mellifluous and metaphorical. His object should be expressed in sahl -i- 
mumtani' in such a subtle way that it might be easy for him to write, but difficult for 
4. 
others to imitate. A good knowledge of calligraphy added to the excellencies of the 
5. 
secretarial art. 
Besides his personal character, social status and family lineage, a dabir's 
inherent qualities were of great asset to his career. A dabir of 'peneterating discern- 
ment, firm judgment ,and who was._quick in perception and possessed insight into the 
mysteries of the secretarial art' could then be able of appreciating the significance of 
allusions, solving baffling enigmas and answering tricky queris, which even the most 
I. Chahar Magála.,Text,Muhammad 'Abd, Wahhab Qazvini, 1327/1909,pp13- 25,and Qabús -nna, 
E.J. W.Gibb, Memo. Ser.(New)1951,XVIII, Rueben Levy.,pp.II9- I24.Tr.Rueban Levy, London, 
1951,pp.20I- (A Mirror for princes.)Comp.also Javami',ff.I732 -b. 
2. Chahar.ibid. 
3. Chahir.ibid., Qabús.ibid. 
4. Dastizr,ff.312a. b. 
5. Ibid. ff.175 -I8a, also Qabús. ibid. 
learning, scholarship and diplomacy. They wielded their pen almost in the whole realm of 
art and literature. To them we owe many useful works on grammar, prosody, rhetoric,history 
and,of-course, in epistolography. Some of the collections of official documents and 
private letters ( munsha' áts ) of prominent secretaries came to be recognised as text 
books illustrating the art of epistolary composition. 
'11m al-Insha'. 
The ' Ilm al- Insha' generally means epistolography, the art of drafting letters 
and documents. The term is also loosely applied to the writings of a refined -prose style. 
" The final aim of Insha' is to acquire a knowledge of the virtues and faults(mahasin-va- 
ma' a'ib) of prose composition, but the principal forms involved in the study of Insha' are 
Khutab ( sermons ) and Rasá,'il ( epistles )." The Insha' in this respect takes two forms 
( i ) It is addressed to the general reader ( without specifying any name ) or (ii) it is 
addressed to some ' specific person '. In the first case it takes one of the following 
forms of composition:- 
( I) Khutab: sermons for Haj j, Friday and 'Id prayers and marriage. 
( 2 ) Khi1áfat -nima; a certificate of succession as the spiritual head granted to the 
Khalifas ( vicars) by the spiritual preceptor. 
( 3 ) Manshhr: ' a patent granted by the king to show his favours to the ingenious masters 
of skill without specifying the names of the patenteés' therein individually. But if 
it specifies the recipient it then belongs to the Rasa'il. The Rasá'il or more 
precisely the Tarassul therefore differs from the above genres, in that it is 
"always addressed to specific person or persons." 
According to the rules of epistolography all epistles are classed into two main 
2. 
categories. (I) Taugï'át,which consists of the Amthila and Ahkám (sing. mithál and hukm) 
and(2) Muhavaraj. Khwaja Jahan Mahmüd Gavan enumerates the following kinds of epistles 
I. Manázar. ff.4a,7b-8a,28a, and Dastúrii-shigraf. Or.20I7. ff. 90b-91a. 
2. Manázar. fol. 28a and Badá'i al-Inshá' ( Lith.Delhi.) 1870. pp. 2-3. 
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belonging to both the classes: (I) Manshúr , (2) Farman ,(3) Fatlrnám!,(4)' Ahd -rama, (5) 
Mithel ,(6) Maktûb, (7) Tahniyat -nana , (8) Ta' ziyat- nana(9) Ruga' a, and (IO) 'Arleta. I' 
All the epistles are classed into different grades on the bases of social status 
and relationship between the Katib(writer)and the Maktub- ilayhi(addressee), A Katib is 
either superior or inferior to,or equal to the Maktuab- ilayhi. Khwája Jahn explains the 
first point syllogistically. His premises are,if the Mursal(writer) is higher(A11á)than 
the Mursal- ilayhi(addressee),he is either a king,or he is not. In the first case his 
missives are designated as Fans, Manshurs, Fath- ramas, 'Ahd -nemas and the like. If 
he is not a king,then he may be a prince, a vizier,a noble or some higher official of 
2. 
the state. Such official rescripts as issued by them assume the name of a Mithel. 
The Muhavarat stands out as a distinct category of epistles from the official ozdemi 
i.e. the Taugi'at. It consists of the non -official or private correspondence,divided 
into the Mufavadat and the Mukátabát . The Mufavade.t forms the correspondence of the 
privileged classes of the royalty,the ruling classes and the religious classes, either 
among their own members or addressed to the members of lower classes,hut in all cases the 
Ketib holds a superior position or relation to the Maktúb- ilayhi. The Mukatabát is a 
general term implying epistolary correspondence. It consists of letters exchanged 
between members of all classes, from a higher class to a lower class and vice -versa, or 
between equals of any one class. As such it is classified into three grades according 
to the relationship between the writer and the addressee. Letters from members of 
a higher class to a lower, are termed Ruga'et. If the Katib is inferior to the 
Máktúb- ilayhi in social status or rank, such epistles as addressed by him form the 
Murafa'et . The Murasalet consists of friendly correspondence between equals of 
any class, for instance between two kings, two nobles, or two plebeians. Letters of 
congratulations and condolence are communications between equals, or from at Adna 
I. Man-azar ,ff.28a,60b. 
2. Ibid. 
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(inferior) to an A' la (superior),but not vice versa. Every letter belonging to the 
Muh..varat is either a Khitabi,that is,it is addressed at the first instance to a 
person, (i.e. the Maktib- ilahi) , or is a Javabithat is, a reply to his letter.I 
Sabk- i- munshiyana 
By the time of the Saljügs and the Khwarazmian,epistolography had reached such 
a degree of perfection that it had produced a number of munsha' áts by eminent dabirs 
of the period, like Rashid al -Din Vatvát(d.578 /1182- 83),his contemporary and saviour 
Munta.jab al -Din Badi' Atábeg al- Juvayni, Baha' al -Din b. Mu told al- Baghdadi and'Abd al- 
W si' Jabalì(d.555 /II60) ? Amongst the dabirs these masters of the art may be considered 
as the first exponents of the Sabk- i- munshiyna, a style rich with prolixity in 
phraseology and high -flown diction.3' This period is characterised by the growing 
tendency of several writers to resort to an artificial style(sabk- i- fanni)in response to 
the influence of Arabic literature, especially of the Magamah , and their predilection 
for rhetorical embellishments. The graceful and unadorned style of Abu Nasr b.Nishkan(d. 
431/1039-} and his colleague and pupil Abu' l -Fadl Muhammad b. Husayn Bayhagi(d.470 /I077 -78) , 
the dabirs of the Ghaznavids ,was discarded in favour of an elaborate and articifial style. 
I. Manazar, ff. 60a-b , Bad' i al- Insha' (Litho. ) pp. 2 -3. 
2. Muhammad b.'Abd al -Jalil al -'Uma i,better Impwn as Rashid al -Din Vatvát al -Kátib was 
the seeretary,boon- companion and laureate of Atsiz Khwarazmshhh (d.551/IZ56 =7). A 
portion from his Persian Munsha' át is described by V. Rosen (Les manuscrits persans de 
l'Institut des Langues Orientales, Pertrograd ,I886,No.26,pp.I46 -60). This collection 
contains a number of documents from the 'Atabat and letters of Jabali also. It is known 
as Munsha' át -i -' ana i -Sal júgi va Khwarazmshahaia va ava' i l -i -' and-i-Mughul, 
The Raga át -i -'Abd al -Wási' Jabal were apparently extant in India in the late 
17th century( Vide Dag-a' ig al- Insha' , ECiinb. Ms. Preface. ) 
3. I'jaz. ff.20b,24a- ó,254a. 
4. Some of Mishk n's letters are included sporadically by Bayhagi in his TTa'rikh -i- 
Mas'údi(vide Bayhagi(Morley)p.94,etc.) Bayhagi says that his own epistles written 
to the Caliphs,Khans of Turkestan and others were destroyed.(Ibid.p.362.), 
2I 
The simplicity and directness of the rabûs -náma (comp. A.D.I062 -83) and the 
Siyásat-náma (comp.484/I091 -92) did not appeal to these dilettanti; they were more enam- 
oured of the rhymed prose (musajja'), which later became almost a fetish with the munshis. 
According to Bahá'al -Din, Vatvát is responsible for introducing the rhetorical and rhymed 
.I 
prose in response to Arabic style. The style of Bahá'al -Din itself betrays countless traces 
of his Arabic scholarship and learning, the display of which is a predominant element in 
his al- Tavassul ile- al- T'arassul. 
One of the reasons for the development of grandiloquent and sonorous diction was 
to glorify the might and prowess of kings in the eyes of their rival rulers and petty 
princes. But to a certain extent the dabïrs wished to exhibit their on erudition and 
elegance of style in order to outdo the secretaries of the rival kingdoms. 
It was during that brilliant period of Persian literature that the conventions and 
standards prevailing in official life were laid down in works like the Qabñs -nama and the 
Chahar Magjla of Nizami 'Arúdi of Samargand (comp.circa A.D.I155), which treat of the 
secretarial art. There developed also the rules and techniques of the art of epistolary 
2. 
composition reflected in the writings of dabirs like M ntajab. and his contemporaries. The 
set forms of expression, the stylized language and the conventional formulae were dwelt 
upon as a time -honoured practice, although to dabirs of Bahá' al -Din's taste, such literary 
3. 
hack -work fell short of their critical appreciation. 
In all the epistles, private and official, the conventional epithets are carefully 
graded according to the social status and relationship existing between the writer himself 
and the addressee. Distinction of class was maintained and recognised as determining their 
relations with one another. The religious and social factors prevailing in the feudal 
Middle Age determined the conditions in life of the people, shaped their outlook on life 
and influenced their art and literature. 
I. al- Tàvassul, p.9, compare also Sabk- shinási, Muhd. Tggi Bahar(Malik 
vol.ii,pp.248. 
2. 'Awfi informs us that Muntajab had compiled a treatise on the art 
composition called Rugyat al- Qalam, Vide.Lubáb, i,pp.78 -80. 
3. al- Tavassul. , pp. 9-Io, 325. 
al-Shu ' arä' ) , Tehran, 
of epistolary 
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Viewed in this perspective, the pompous diction, the highly complimentary strings 
of epithets and the exuberant phraseology were more than the fashion of the day and a 
show of erudition. There was also the desire for glorification on the part of the 
sovereign himself that forced his_ adulators to paint him in resplendent colours. 
Very few writers and ; dabirs found it easy to break away from the rigid conventions 
of court literature. For very few, indeed, was it easy to write in an unaffected style. It 
was for this.reason no doubt that, when Chingiz Khan, ignorant of the polished Persian 
language, ordered his secretary, who was once attached to the Khwarázmsha ,, to write in 
simple and direct language, the latter could not do so. The unsophisticated Mongols did 
not like the elaborate and turgid titles, nor the rhetorical embellishments in their 
I 
official correspondence. Perhaps their sword was too strong to need the support of their 
munshis' pen. 
But it seems that their munshis, recruited from the conquered population, could 
not give up the traditional style of epistolary composition and not all of them could 
cultivate a simple style like the great vizier RAGhi d al -pin Eadl- AllAh. The chancellery 
language remained essentially the same as it was prior to the Mongols. In one of his 
letters addressed to his son, advising him to guard the honour of the dabirs, Rashid al -Dins 
own metaphorical language reflects his opionion as to how a secretary should wield his 
pen. He writes, The tip of the pen of the secretaries is the nightingale of the garden 
of eloquence (balághat) and the 'undalib on the twig of excellence (barä'at) . 
they ( dahirs) ornament the visage of the kingdom and royal mandate (Manshür) of the 
2 
victory with the mole of eternity and the tughrá of purpose. 
We certainly find a happy departure from the artificial style in some writers of 
the Mongol period, like Rashid al -pin, Nasir al -Din Baydávi and the Hindiisháhs,while the 
ornate style itself had culminated in 'Ata Malik Juvayni and Yassaf. As Shams al- KUnshi, 
I. Tarikh- i- 8ahan- gushay of Juwayni, Tr.John Andrew Boyle, The History of the World -Conqueror, 
i4ianchester University rress,1958,Vol.I,pp.26- 27,also compare Sabk.Vol.iii,pp.I66 -69. 
2.ivtukatabat- i- xashidi, (Rashidi) , ed. Muhammad Shaft', Lahore,1364 /I945,Pp.85 -86. 
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the author of the Dastúr al -K átib observes, " The style of Vatvat, Bahfl al- Din. , 
Nur al -Din Ivnuzshi (al- Nasavi) and Radi al -Din Khashsháb had become antiquated and was no; 
I. 
more suitable to the liking and trend of the people of his time." 
Although Timur encouraged a simple and direct style devoid of involved phraseology 
for the composition of history, his on chronicler Sharaf al -Din 'Ali Yazdi(d.858 /I454) 
employed a florid style in the Zafar-náma. 'Ali Yazdi was held in high estimation for his 
Inshá' in his on country and India. According to Khwândamir ,the Mull excelled in all the 
2. 
three kinds of Inshá'used in the composition of history,chancellery rescripts and epistles. 
Under the Timuridsthe art of epistolary composition had reached its apogee, and such was 
the affinity of this art among people in different walks of life that even calligraphists, 
3. 
Sufis and the nobles combined with their talents the niceties of Inshpardazi. The 
period under review is equally rich in the works of Insha'. The Sharaf -náma of Shiháb al -Din 
'Abd -Allah Marvarid, the Insha=i -Mu'in al- Zama.ji, the Inshäi -J ämi, the Näma -yi -riami and 
the Makhzan al- Inshá' of Kamal al -Din Husayn Wa'iz Káshifi(d.A.H.91O), exhibit the exquisite 
specimens of the clerical style of the period employed in the chancellery and models of 
private correspondences. The bombastic and diffuse style found a great exponent in Kashifi. 
The Makhzan has much in.common with his Anvar -i- Suhayli,while his Schifa-yi- shihi contains 
stocks of verses and complimentary epithets for the embellishment of epistles,which display 
the tendency to literary artifices. The Inshá'of Miram Siyah Qazvini,with the takhallus Pir 
(still alive in A.H.957 /1550- Humäyun's reign) shows another redeeming feature of the style 
4. 
of the Timurid period, that of the rhymed prose. 
No doubt the munsha'áts and the treatises of thesenunshis and stylists were 
looked upon as models for the art of letter -writing in India, but there evolved in the Indian 
milieu in the course of time an indigenous style, the Sabk -i -Hindi in the Persian 
language of India, 
I. Dastur. ff.3b -4a. 
2. Nami . fol.49a, Nigar- náma- yi- Munshi.Or.1735. fol. 3b, and Or. I750(Khulasat al- Inshá:) ff.158a 
3. Babu -nama.(Bev.)vol.i.pp.278,271 etc. 
4. Compare EI0.206I. ff.I4b,I6a. His letters to Babur and Humayun. 
2L; 
IV 
sabk -i- Hindi. 
The consolidation of the sultanate of Dihli 
coincided with the rise of the 
Mongols in Turkestan.Waves of scholars, 
savants and Sufis infiltrated into India from the 
subjugated lands. The splendour of the courts of Khwarazm 
and KhuriS7an was transferred 
to Dihli , Multán and Lakhnauti . The Sultañs 
court became " an asylum, refuge, resting 
place, and point of safety "I' 
Amongst the immigrants who finally adopted India as their hóme , most hailed 
from Transoxiana. With its scholars, excellent theologians, 'Ulamá and Imams , ' which 
2. 
no country produced since the time of the Holy prophet' ; Transoxiana exercised a 
preponderant influence on other Muslim lands. Under the auspices of Turanis, Muslim 
learning and teachings flourished in India, as did the Persian language and literature. 
In the preface to his Diván " the Ghurrat al -Kama ", Amir Khusrau Dihlavi ( 651 -752 
I253-1325) holds the scholars of Hindustan, particularly the Munshis , in high esteem and 
notes some very interesting dialectal peculiarities of the Khurásanïs and Sistánis. He 
says, " The learned men of Hindastán, especially the immigrants who have settled down in 
Dihli, surpass all other scholars in their erudition. (But) any Arab, Khurásáni 
Hindu or any other who comes to Indian cities like Dihli , Multan and Lakhnauti, and not 
to places like Gujarat, Málawa or Deogir, the abodes of Hindu idolatry ,cannot change his 
tongue even if he spends his life there, and shall certainly speak according to the 
standard of his own country If a Hindu citizen or a villager continually converses 
and mixes with the inhabitants of Dihli ,yet there is imperfection in his Persian. A 
Khurásni, 'Irági , Shirazi or a Turk,however well -disposed he may be, always commits 
errors in Hindüi (Hindi) language even if he burns many a midnight candle 
I. Tabagát-i-Násiri, W.Nassau Lees, Calcutta,I864, p.I66; Tr.,H.G. Haverty, London, 
I88I, Vol.i,p.598-99. 
2. Bábur-náma (Bev.),Vol.i,p.75. 
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But a Núnshi born and brought up in the cities of Hindustan, especially in Dihli,without 
much practice can speak any language in its (correct) style and can even mould the prose 
and poetry (ofthat language) and adopt the style of any country he visits. And it has been 
proved by experience that several of our (munshis) who never had the opportunity of 
I. 
visiting Arabia, have acquired eloquence in Arabic language." 
Persian, being the language of the Turkish ruling class, was learnt by all the 
Indians without the aid of any grammar for 'there had not yet been evolved any grammatical 
system' by the time of Amir Khusrau. In fact, Khusrau maintains, there was no need to learn 
the rules of grammar of the Persian language, since every one knew the language from the 
banks of the Indus to the sea - shore. This Persian parlance enjoyed 'a uniformity of idiom 
throughout the length of four thousand parasangs, unlike the Hindi tongue,which had no 
2. 
settled idiom and varied after every hundred miles and with every group of people.' 
Persian was written as it was pronounced, 'according to the standard of 
Transoxiana,the Persian of that country being similar to that of Eindiistän, and because 
3. 
Persian had lost its purity of idiom every where,except in that country.' "The Rhi rá anis, 
for example, "observes Khusrau in his Ghurrat al-Kama, "pronounce 'Chat as 'Chi'( «) 
and some of them say 'Kajú' ( /) instead of 'Kujá' ( (/ ), the correct pronunciation 
being denoted by the spelling. There are several other words, which they write correctly 
but pronounce differently." "Similarly, ".continues Khusrau, "people from Adharbayjan say, 
'Karda -hunt and 'Karda -kun' for Karda and the Sistanis are prone to conclude their 
4. 
sentences with 'Hint e.g. 'Gufta hint and 'Rafta hint." 
I. EIO, I187 (Kulliyát -i- Khusrau) fol.I6Ib.- I62b., EIO. Ghurrat fol.17a. -b. 
2. Nuh- Sipihr., Amir Khusrau, ed. D.Wahid Mi.rza, Oxford. 1950,Pref.pp.xxx -xxxi, Tèxr P173. 
3. Churrat. ibid. 
4. Ibid., It is interesting to note that Indians even to the present day pronounce " i 
as 'Chat," )L47 ", as ' Chunán' . However,Khusrau in his I' jáz pronounces chunin as 
chinán (as it is pronounced at present in Iran.) The chunin is the more correct 
pronunciation (i.e. chun + án = chunin, similarly chunin AP chún fin). Compare Sabk,Vol. 
ii,p.148. 
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Thus in view of the common features of the Persian tongue of both Transoxiana and 
Hindustan, it was logical for the Indian writers to accept as 
immediate models the authors 
of Transoxiana. It was not, therefore,without significance that Vatvat and Baha'al- Din 
Baghdadi of the Khwarazmshahian were looked upon as literary preceptors, and their 
Munsha'ats as the standard text books on the art of epistolography. They were widely 
read and imitated by the munshis ,for the sake of their 'flow of style like the rippling 
water of the Euphrates.' The traditional style of these masters :like a barge loaded with 
the rhetorical ornaments continued on one track under the Indian sun, for no other course 
I 
had been yet discovered.' 
Khusrau in his I'j z-i Khusravi,one of the earliest treatises written in India on 
the art of epistolary composition and rhetoric,notices that although the old style had 
become too conventional to allow any innovation,there had been developing in the Indian 
milieu a new style of prose 'mixed with delightful artifices', the relish of which was 
2. 
almost unknown to the ' ice-cruncherl(yekh-shikallof Transoxiana and Khuräsán.' Khusrau 
himself to introduce his own original style of epistolary composition,which ss he 
calls it, was a medley (sik-bil prepared with the favour and spices of Iham and Khayal to 
3. 
the exclusion of all other verbal tropes. This style, which he considers to be 'light as 
4. 
water',was according to him original and distinct from all the nine prose styles in vogue. 
The miracle performed by Khusrau in his epistles through a ' concealed.xvelation', 
reduced ,in fact,his I'jaz to a mere magic of words and puns, and won him but a handful of 
followers like, Zuhuri, Munir, Tughra, Ni'mat Khan -i -'Ali and Mirza 'Abd al -Qadir Bidil. 
I. I'jaz. ff. 24a and 254a. 
2. Ibid. fol.24a 
3. Ibid.ff.25a,28b, 32Ia -b. 
4. The following are the nine styles enumerated by Khusrau:(i) The style of the Mashá'ikh:, 
divided into two categories according to the spiritual rank(a) men of ̀ resting' and 
`stations; examples: Kashf al-MI6-lb of Sahgikh 'Ali 'Uthman al- Juliabi al-Hu jviri (d. 465/I072) 
and Sunk al- Muridin ; (b) Sufis of " States" ,example: works of al- Ghazali and 'Ayn al- 
cudat al- Hamadáni; ( ii)of sp&ri:.t.1 'ulama._ , example: Persian works of al- Ghazáli and 
translation of the Ihya(i.e. Kimìyáy- i= sa'ádat;(iii)of dabirs,mixed with Arabic and Persian 
like the works of Bahä'al -Din and Kalila -u- Dimna(tr. , NasrL- Allah, AD. II43 -44) ; (iv) of the 
savants;(v)of orators;(vi)of teachers;(vii)of the common- folk;(viii)of the working class 
people, artisans etc. and (ix)of humorous writers,buftons and clowns. 
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The indigenous style of prose " 
mixed with delightful artifices" which took its root 
during the age of Khusrau,blossomed 
in the hands of the newer generation of Indian 
writers and enjoyed its vernal days in 
the Indian Summer of the Mughal period. The old 
style of the masters came to be discarded gradually,because 
it was difficult to imitate 
I. 
such a style which was " a pass studded with nails ". It did 
not, however entirely 
disappear for in every age some would follow in the footprints of Nasr -Allah 
Munshi, 
2. 
Wassáf and others. The indigenous style, which we may call the Sabk- i- Hindi,owes 
its 
development to various historical, cultural and dialectal factors. 
(i) 
The texture of the Insh&=style as woven by the masters,displays dominant 
elements of Arabic. Since the use of Arabic constructions,phrases and expressions was 
regarded as an important feature of the Inshalstyle,it was incumbent on the munshis tO 
3. 
follow that conventional line of the masters. It,therefore, demanded a command of both 
Arabic and Persian and required the secretary's inventive genius 'to prepare unique 
perfumes by judiciously mixing the sandal of ' Ajam with the musk of Arabia' To possess 
a profound knowledge of the Arabic classics,and to be able to appreciate the poetry of 
Abú Tammam, Abiz- F.irás,Mutanabbi and the prose works of Sabi, 'Utbi and the like,was the 
most requisite accomplishment.5. 
It seems that such a profound knowledge of Arabic in particular, and so high a 
standard could not be achieved by the Indian writers of the later period. Certainly the 
munshis born and brought up in Dihli distinguished themselves as linguists and acquired 
an eloquence in Arabic denied to the Arab themselves,but knowledge of Arabic in the case 
of most of the Indians(indigenous Muslims and converts)did not reach beyond the study of 
the Queen as a religious descipline. Fbr the Hindú'i speaking Indians it was easier to 
adopt Persian because of its Sanskritic affinities,but Arabic was difficult to assimilate 
6. 
even with the aid of 'systematized grammar' (like the Kafiya and the Shafiya of Ibn al- fiajìt 
d. A. D. I248) . To acquire eloquence and elegance in the speaking and writing of the Arabic 
language was the achievement of only a section of Indians,like the 'ulam ,if s and jdriAtt. 
I. I'jaz. ff.24a, 32Ia. 
3. Ibid.fol.82a. 
5. Manazar. fo1.4a. 
6. Nuh Sipihr, text,p.173, Compare also 
teacher about the difficult assimilation 
Travels in the Moghul Empire, Constable' 
2. Manázar. fol.4a. 
4. I'jaz. ff.20b,24a,26b. 
the celebrated rebuke of of 'Álamgir to his 
of the Arabic language,recorded by Bernier; Vide 
O.M.,London,pp.155 -6I. 
2?: 
This does not in any case imply a 
total inability of the Indians to learn 
Arabic, although it does suggest 
a lack of enthusiasm for it and consequently a dearth 
of literature produced by them in 
that language. The fact that the study of Arabic 
classics and the use of Arabicised Persian prose 
style had lost all its fascination for 
the writers of the later Sultanate period is amply borne out 
by the remark of Khwa.ja Jahan. 
He says, "Most of the people entertain a dislike for the quartains of Ibn Yamin 
and the 
poetry of Mutanabbi, Abx -FU as, Zahir and Abi -Tam m. The prose 
work of 7abi, 'Utbi 
and the original similes of Ibn al- I:u'tazz, are looked upon as gibberish in 
the Arabic 
language, and the Arabicised diction of Kalï la- va -Dimna of N asp -Alláh ( Abü' 1 -I:a' ali ) 
I. 
and the elevated metaphors of 4lassaf, as useless and profitless productions." 
) 
But this was not all that brought about a decline in the old style, and conseque- 
ntly contributed to the development of Indian Style. The inner changes taking place in 
the Persian language of India were mainly responsible not only for the change in style of 
prose and poetry, but for the whole of Persian speech. 
In the course of time that purity of idiom, of which Khusrau boasts, was lost to 
the Persian language of India. ' That Persian was written as it was pronounced according 
to the standard of Tñr n,' was pronounced differently from the standard of Persian of 
Persia ( Western -Iran ) and in the case of certain words was spelled differently toot 
This fact is amply borne out by the earliest dictionaries compiled by Indians, for instance 
the Adát al- Ftidalá' compiled by Qadi Khan Badr Muhammad of Dihli in 822/I419, and the 
Sharaf-muna-yi-Ibrahimi or Farhang- i- Ibrahimi, by Ibrahim Qawe Fazugi, between 
A. D. 1428 -I445. The last mentioned dictionary compiled to commemorate the name of 
44aykh Sharaf al -Din Ahmad b. Yahyá I tunyari (d.782/138o -8I), like the preceding one gives 
I. Manázar. fol. la. 
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occasionally Hindai equivalents 
and Indian pronunciation of Persian words. This change 
in pronunciation and spelling becomes 
more distinct in the Majma'al- Furs- i- Sururi of 
Muhammad Qásim b.Haji Muhammad of Kashan,who 
came to India during the reign of Shah Jahan 
and died there. The spelling and pronunciation 
of Surizri are those of the standard Persian 
of Persia, and, therefore, differ from the Turani Persian 
of the Indian lexicographers 
I 
mentioned above. Since the dialectal peculiarities of Eastern -Persian 
were deposited on 
Indian soil with the waves of invaders and the exodus from Baran ( Transoxiana, Eastern- 
Khurasan and Afghanistan ), they became an integral part of Indian Persian. To 
this 
inheritance was added in the course of time, the special characteristics of Indian dialects 
and vernaculars. Examples of the change in pronunciation are given by Khwaja Jahàn in his 
2 
learned treatise the Manâzar al- Inshá.' H.Blochmann in his essay "Contributions to - 
Persian lexicography " has collected a number of words and phrases peculiar to the 
3 
Isti.'mal -i -Hind as distinct from the Iati'mal -i -Furs. This change in spelling, form, 
meaning and construction or the Tasarrufát is one of the reasons for the development of 
the Sabk- i- Hindi as a distinct style from that of Persia. 
(ìü 
Besides the Tasarrufat , another aspect of the Indianisation of Persian was the 
accumulation of loan -words from the vernaculars due to the natural linguistic development 
of Persian in a foreign land amongst foreign people. Persian was the language of diplomacy 
änä literature par excellence and of polite society. But as the social conditions of that 
time reveal, Hindi like Persian was equally the mother tongue of Indian Muslim families 
of foreign extraction. Indian Muslims,like Amir Khusrau,were even proud of their Hindüi 
4 
tongue and spoke it more eloquently than other languages. By the time of Khusrau,this 
common tongue of every day talk had developed to the point where it was capable of being 
5 






Vide. Contribution to Persian Lexicography. 
vol. XXVII. pt. I. 
Manazar. ff. 40b -42a. 
T ,S. Ibid. 
4-;" .10-4.; Compare Amir Khusrau :  ,r
Nuh Sipihr. p.xxxi. Text. p. I78. 
H.Blochmann. J.J .Benga1.I869. 
' 
: 
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Although to introduce Hindi words 
into pure Persian was considered unpleasant, it 
was an unforced necessity with 
Khusrau, Baran', 'Afif and other writers, like the Sufis. 
The ready access to Hindi for 
homely expressions, terms and phrases was a natural process 
and more practicable than coining 
or neologism. In this respect the earliest dictionaries 
must have helped supplying ready -made 
loan- words. Neologism, the peculiar formation of 
composite words with Persian and Hindi, and 
analogous expressions in Persian were equally 
peculiar to the munshis of the Mughal period, 
and reached their acme in the composition of 
the Hindu lirunshis. 
(iv) 
Persian became more Indianised when the Hindus took to the study of Persian, 
according to the common belief during the reign of Sikandar L3di (895 -915/1489- 1510). A 
great majority of Hindu Punshis, all of whom flourished during the Nughal regime, enriched 
the Persian language with Indian vocabulary, homely metaphors and imageries drawn from the 
Hindu- í- :uslim beliefs. 
Lvi 
Indianisation of Persian was one of many aspects of social development taking place 
between the two divergent societies of Hindus and Muslims. The great builders of the 
Indo-iúslim society were the Sufis and the Bhagats, who worked it out through a synthe- 
. 
sis of Sufism and Vedanta. It was in the field of culture that the separately flowing 
life -currents of Hindus and Muslims were brought into a confluence that had its far 
reaching effect on Indian soil. 
The Sufis,who with the foundation of ï.uslim rule in India had organised 
themselves into the then existing mystic orders ( silsilas ), made great contribution by 
bringing about a happy harmony in the various social groups. Their contribution to the 
social and cultural developments are equally glorious. They popularised the common tongue, 
Hindi; wrote mysti-cal verses with uncommon combinations of Persian and Hindi. called 
" Reichte "; and gave to the Persian language a mass of literature on Safi doctrine. 
3I 
I 
India can well boast of a number of collections 
of letters , called .Maktúbát, on Sufi - 
doctrine and religious topics, written by the Mediaeval 
Indian Sufis, whereas Persia 
by that time possessed only the earliest Naktübät of al- Ghazà1i 
and 'Ayn al -Qudát 
2 
Abüa l -Ma' Ali r iy naji. 
The style of Sufis is direct and devoid of rhetorical artifices. They write 
short sentences and employ saj' more oftén than not. The language is filled with Arabic 
and Persian quotations from the religious and Sufi works. Analogus expressions of 
3 
Hindi and Persian,include crude constructions such as " Chatr al- Sultan ." The ordinary 
sentences seem to be a painful translation from the Hindi in which they normally thought. 
Such expressions consequently found their way into the Persian composition of other 
writers. 
I. The following are the extant collections: (i) Maktúbät- i- Munyari or 'Ajvtba- yi- MUnyaai, 
(Bombay Uni.Cat.) Munyar a place in Bihar is always wrongely and sometimesbarbarously 
pronounced as Munir,(vide:A Hist. Of Persian Lit. at the Mughal Court,1930.p.I0 and 
Bá bur -narra ,tr.Beveridge,vol.ii.p.666). But compare the following verse by the author of the 
s 
(Br.Mus.Add.76,78.ff.3e -b) '/,'fii lvf iv 
(ii) Maktubat of +Ali Hamadáni. (A.D.13I4 -84) of the Kabiriya order and the author of the 
Dhal rat al- Muliak. (Br.Mus.Ms.) The lithographed edi tion(1327 /1909) does not collate with the 
Br.Mus. Ms. Add. I6, 840. 
( iii) Maktúbat- i- Husayni (Gisú- daraz)(132I- 1422)of the Chishti order. Vide cat. Tipoo Sultan 
Stewart.p.37. 
(iv) Bahr al -Ma' ni, letters of Muhammad b. Nasir al-Din Ja'far al- Husayni, a 
Khalifa,of the preceding Shaykh. ide.EIO.Ms.I867. ' 
(v) Maktúbat- i- Ashrafi, letters of Sayyid Ashraf Jahángir al- Simnáni. Vide.Br.Mus.Ms.Or.267. 
(vi) Seha'if al- Tariga, letters of Shaykh Behä' al -Din Nathu Jaunpuri(d.before A.H.900),on 
ascetic life. Vide. Br.Mus.Ms.Add.15,846. 
(vii) Maktübát- i- Quddúsiya, letters of Shaykh 'Abd al -Quddüs Gangúhi(d.944 /1537) (Lithograp- 
ed.) . There are several other collections which do_not seem to be extant but are mentioned in 
the hagiologies such as, Saváti' al -Anvär (EIO. 654) and the Akhbär al -Akhy .r of Shaykh 
'Abd al -Hagq. (Printed) . 
2. Vide, Br.Mus.Ms.Add.16,823. 
3. EIO.Ms.I873, Mektubat- i- Quddusiyya. ff.208a -b. 
Sharaf- nema- yi- Ibrahimi: 4f 7 ;44,n jft 'A)57: 
2 
This Indianisation was complete when Persian succumbed 
to the influence of Indian 
customs and creeds, legends and mythology, romance and folk 
-lore. It was not only a change 
of form but a change in spirit and mood. Yysticisn had captured 
the essentially pantheistic 
mind of Medieval India; this had its deep impact on intellectual activities. A. swing to 
mysticism stimulated the writing of Sufi works while at the same time causing a 
lack of 
I 
enthusiasm for belles - lettres under the Sultanate period. 
(vi) One of thereasons of the decadence of Persian after the close of the I4th century 
was the absence of any literary centre with a nucleus of scholars and writers of great 
merit. The fabric of Indian society was torn asunder and so was the Empire of Dihli after 
it received a coup de grace at the hand of Timur in A. D.1398. The space of over a century 
was followed by a chronic anarchy,disruption and disputed succession. Dihli stood like a 
silent witness of vanished dreams beholding the shadow play of Sultans coming after Sultans. 
Persian enjoyed the position of court language at the kingdoms of Málawa,Gujarat,Jaunpúr, 
and the Deccan,but no work of any high merit was produced although writers contributed 
quantitively to Persian literature. The flow of scholars from the literary centres of 
Persia and Transoxiana WAS stemmed, and scholars like Jammi,Jalal al -Din Davani and Sadr 
al -Din Ravasi(d.A.H.871)could not be persuaded even by so eminent a person as Khwaja Jahsn 
2 
to visit India 'to light the torch of guidance and raise the spiritual level of the people. 
(vii) The Pathan rulers were unfavourably disposed towards Persian, and it is strange to 
note that most o4the Afghán chiefs insoite of their close association with Persian, could 
3 
not speak that language by the time of Bábur. This age is characterised by the progress of 
Hindi language and literature. Hindi was recognised as a semi- official language under the 
Sirs and the chancellery rescripts bore the transcription in the Devanagari scrip t of the 
4 
Persian contents,a practice which was said to have been introduced by the Lódis. The 
development of Hindi had thwarted the progress of the Persian language which in fact had 
attained that apogee after which all possibilities of progress were exhausted and decay 
was the next stage. Although Persian in India followed a definite tradition of the Turanian - 
Persian, it was Indian in spi it and in style, the Sabk -i- Hindi. 
I. Compare Barani, pp.344 -46. 





Dar al- Inshä' and the Minshis under the Mughals. 
Babur did not live to consolidate the empire which 
he founded in 932 /1526, after the 
overthrow of the Lódi dynasty,nor did his son Hum;yün's 
chequered career give him an 
opportunity to reconstruct the administrative 
machinery which had for years been on the 
verge of disorder and anarchy. Both of them carried on the prevalent administrative 
system. However,to a great measure the official nomenclature, administrative terminology 
and duties of the various functionaries were borrowed ready -made from Fars, 
Khurasan and 
Turkestan. From the pages of Bábur's Memoirs information can be gathered about the 
organisation of the military caste and civil administration as it existed under him. The 
list of the civil officials included a Chief Justice (Sadr al- sudür),Viziers,Divins, 
parvanachi, Muhrdär, Eshik- ágási( master of the threshhold); and some minor functionaries 
I. 
like the Kitäbdar, Bukavuls (tasters) , Yaa vuls (ushers) and many others. These or 
similar officials existed under Humayan also. 
Humayzn classified the State machinery into four departments after the four 
elements, AtashT, Abi, Havá'i and Kháki ; corresponding to Military, Sherbat -khana, House- 
hold and Agriculture respectively. Another innovation of his original mind was to 
divide the nobility and the officials into three classes. (I) Ahl- i- Daulat(officials of 
the state) consisted of the upper ruling class, the Emperor's relations, viziers and the 
nobility. (2) Ahl- i- Sa'dat (the Literati) included the scholars, 'ulna. and munshis, 
and among the Ashráfs ,the sayyids and the shaykhs. On the religious side there were the 
q its and the muftis , while the other men of learning consisted of the philosophers, 
teachers and poets. (3) Ahl i -Murád were those who possessed grace and elegance, 
or the minstrels, dancing girls and beauteous youths all catering for pleasure and 
lascivious sensuality.2. 
I. Compare Babur -nana (Bev.) , Vol.ii.pp. 559 -74. 
Timurids,vide ibid,Vol.i,pp.270 -86, the Nami 
in Fars 88I/1476,BSOAS,X- 1940 -42, by V.Mino 
2. Bumáyin -náma ,Khwändamir, Elliot. Vol. V,pp. 
For corresponding officials under the 
l ,J:;-&nd A Civil and Military Review 
rsky. 
I19-20 and I23 -24. 
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It was however, left to the administrative genius of Akbar to reconstruct and 
reorganise the state machinery. The model of Yiughal institutions he left behind was 
retained by his successors. The entire organisation of the Mughal administration 
presented a net -work of several departments, with all of its threads in the hands of the 
Enperor, but the actual administration was carried on by four ministers at the Capital 
and well- equipped staff at the provincial centres which were almost miniatures of the 
Central government. 
(I). Divan i -kull or the DrrV + -ir- a'lá : The vizier, as the Divan- i -kull was called, had 
eclipsed the Vaki.l ( Prime- Minister ),which title remained only an honorary epithet. 
He was the head of the Excheq er and Finance. The Divan- i- khalisa (of the crownlands) 
and the Divin -i -tan ( of salary or tankhwah ) assisted the Chief divan. Attached 
I. 
to that office were also the Mushrif( Chief accountant ) and the ;.'ustaufi(Auditor). 
(2). Mfr- Bakhshf: Also styled as Bakhshi al- mamalik,he was in charge of the Military 
department. He was the Paymaster General and Adjutant General of the army and the 
mansabdars. Several other Bakhshis assisted him. 
(3). Mir -i -sám n: or Kh n- i- sáman: He was the administrator of the Royal Household and 
had several assistants, the Dfván-i-buyütát, Mushrif, I'ustauff, Názir, Tahvi-ldár and 
the Darughas. 
(4). Sadr: Variously called the Sadr al- sudúr, Sadr- i -kull, Sadr- i -jahan, he was the 
highest ecclesiastical law-officer and Inquisitor and the head of the judiciary. 
For some time the office had unlimited authority in conferring Soy»rghal in cash or 
land devoted to ecclesiastical and benevolent purpose. The Divan -i- sa'adat was an 
important assistant of the Sadr. All the provincial Sadrs and the Pargana adis 
2. 
came under his jurisdiction. 
I. Pin., vol., i, (Bloch.), tr., pp.6 
2. Ibid. p.28I. 
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The history of dar al- inshá' is ignored in the account of 1 ughal 
rule in India. Ít 
is strange to note that the A'in- i- Akbaxi,the 
chief source of our knowledge of the 
kughal institutions,does not make the slightest 
reference to the working of the 
Chancellery bureau as a distinct and separate department under the Mir Munshi or State 
secretary. This silence of the A' in echoes through all the Dastñr al -' amals,which 
normally tend to supplement the PinixLcertain respects. The modern historians have 
likewise evaded an attempt to give even an outline of the dar al- inshá',and in most 
cases have neglected even to mention it with other institutions of the Mughal &mi nist- 
ration. The eminent historian Sir Jadunath Sarkar's brief account of the dar al- inshá' 
does not supply us with any details or relevant informatidn,nor does he disclose his 
source. 
I. 
As the facts stand,the stray references to the post of Mir Minshi during the 
periods of Humayun and Akbar suggest that the dar al- insha' must have existed from the 
earliest time of the Mughal rule. But it is from the time of Shah Jahan that frequent 
mention is made of the dar al- inshá: From a passing reference made to it in the Davbit -i- 
'llamgiri it becomes evident that the bureau of correspondence was attached to the 
office of Bakshi al- mulk'in accordance with the practice in the past(ba- dastizr- i -sábiq . 
This fact becomes clear when the nature of civil service under the Mughal administration 
is fully visualised. Every servant of the government as a rule,had to be a commander 
maintaining a certain number of horsemen,which was a convenient means of fixing the 
salary and official status of every Mansabdar. All Mansabdars belonged to the department 
of the Bakhshi,who was the head of the military office and the Paymaster General. The 
I. Ibn Hasan in his excellent work,The Central Structure of the Mughal Empire,does not 
mention the dar al- inshá' al all. Compare also The Mughal Administration , Sir 
Jadunath Sackar, Calcutta,1924,p.225. 
2. Or.I64I,ff.93b -94a. 
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civil officials consisting of ghost writers,clerks and writers in other 
capacities,all of 
them commonly called munshis in India, came under the authority of the Bakhshi, at 
least 
for their salaries and payments. The department of the Bakhshi in this respect 
must 
have handled the administrative side of the secretariat only,for example,the recruitment 
to each department of the required number of munshis ,transfers and changes in their 
personnel,and posting to various duties. The orders of the posting of the mansabdars and 
the Vagi,a -nivis were connected with the officè of the Bakhsh7.I' 
Mir Munshi 
The immediate official of the dar al- Insha' was, however,the Mir Munshi also 
called the d-añlgha -yi -Car al- Inshá' . His position as the State secretary or State- scribe 
in charge of the diplomatic and political correspondence of the Emperor, is quite obscure. 
It is doubtful whether he ever enjoyed that position in the face of the all -powerful 
diván, who had left no scope to the State secretary for his privileged duties. The 
Chancellery orders (Ahkamri- diváni) relating to State affairs and revenue transactions 
(mu' nalat- i- mulki- va -máli) were the chief concern of the diván, who drafted all Farm ns 
2. 
in his office or in private,with the help of the munshis. The Emperor entrusted him 
with the composition of the important royal missives, such as those addressed to the 
ruling princes (Farnin -i- sultán) and the diplomatic correspondence conducted with 
foreign sovereigns (Murasalat) . 
The viziers of the Mughal Emperors were accomplished writers of Persian and 
Arabic, and were stylists of their time. It was one of the qualifications for the 
post of the divan that he ought to be , " Pleasing in style clear in his writing, 
truthful, a man of integrity, condescending, zealous in his work.3'The divan, in this 
respect eclipsed the State scribe, who hitherto had enjoyed ministerial rank and was 
one of the traditional four pillars of the State. 
I. Or.1641, ff.I8a -20a. 
2. Chahar Chaman (Br.Mus.Ms.Or. I892) , ff.87b -88a, 90a-b. 
3. Pin (Bloch.)tr.,Vol.i,p.6. 
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Again, the many instances of combination 
of the posts of Sadárat (justice) and munhsi 
in one person make it more 
complex to delineate the features of the State scribe as he 
existed during the Mughal rule. 
Under Bábur Shaykh Zayn al-Din Khwáfi (d.940/1533-34), 
" The most exalted among sadrs of 
the human race ",was entrusted on important occasions 
with the compilation of the Fazmans of religious 
significance and Fath -námas of politic- 
al interest. He was assited by the office- 
munshis of the Emperor.» The Chancellery 
orders of land grants made for subsistence allowance and 
benevolent purposes (i.e. 
Soyúrghál),bore his seal and endorsement, for in 
the capacity of a Sadr he was authorised 
2. 
to deal with such grants. Instances of one person holding the combined posts of Sadr or 
;.di and State scribe can be multiplied under the Mughal administration.3' 
Muhammad Asghar (d.983/1575 -76), commonly known by his title Ashraf Khán ,was 
well- versed in Insha' and calligraphy. He entered the service of Humá~vún and received 
from him the title and post of Mir Munshi . There is no account of his active service as 
the Mir Munshi,either in the Taba4at- i- Akbari or in the Akbar-náma . Under Akbar his 
career as a soldier in various military expeditions seems to discount his position as 
the Mir Munshi,the title by which he is always remembered in the contemporary annals. But 
it is certain that he officiated in the duties of Mir Munshi at any rate till the last 
year of his life. An original Farm-an of the Emperor Akbar,dated 979/1572, issued under 
the Mihrábi seal used for judicial transactions, bears his seal impression in the capacity 
of Mir Munshi.4' 
The great Munshi Abú'l -Fadl, Akbar's minister and friend, acted as State secretary 
to the Emperor, without officially holding that portfolio and title. He was appointed 
Divin of the province of Dihli in 1585, and towards the middle of A.H.I000,beginning of 
1592, he became one of the grandees of the Court, and remained as before,ìn immediate 
attendance on the Emperor.It was in his honorary capacity as Munshi- yi- hadrat that he 
wrote letters to the Kings of Persia,1 rán and other foreign countries, end composed in 
I. Bábur -náma (Bev.),Vol.ii,pp.553,559. 
2. Vide Illustration No.I. 
3. Mir'át -i- Ahmadi, Part,i.pp.377 -8, Compare also Nigár.fol.15b. 
4. Vide IHfO -xxii, Oct.,I945,pp.33 -35, " A Fazmln of Emperor Akbar". 
3- 
sonorous diction and high-flown language Fatamin- i- sult-ani addressed to nrinces,amirs and 
the ruling powers of India. The Ahkáu -i- divani of Akbar's reign beginning from the 38th 
Regnal year, bear the seal impression or endorsement of 'Allami Fahhni Abuhl- Fall. 
I. 
Under Jahangir we do not come across the name of any prominent Munshi who might have 
enjoyed the position of a state scribe. The Emperor himself is known to the world of 
Persian Literature, through his Tuzuk- i- Jahangiri and royal missives compiled by him, as a 
writer of a simple style, with elegance and naïvete of expression. In most cases he wrote 
2. 
out himself the Farmans and letters. Some of the original Fazmans of madad -i -ma' ash grants 
3. 
bear the seal impression of his famous Prime MLinister and father -in -law, I'timad al- Darla, 
and it is probable that, literary figure as he was,he might have been entrusted with 
darfting the Faramin -- sultn and the diplomatic correspondence on important occasions. 
Shah Jahan's reign witnessed the most brilliant galaxy of professional and 
non -professional munshis. The most renowned after Abu' 1 -Fadl is certainly Munshï Chandra 
Bhan Barahman. He was earlier attached to the dar al- insha' and later deputed in the 
Imperial Exchequer in the section of Farman. He worked as literary secretary to the Chief 
Divins of Shah Jahan,the most noteworthy being Afdal Khan, Islam Khan, Sa'd -Allah Khan, 
9. 
and Ja'far Khan. His position in all cases was that of the departmental secretary.During 
the later Mughal rule munshis holding that position are termed Mir Munshi,a title suitable 
for Barahman,but which he never assumed. 
'All¢ni Fahhàni Afdal Khan started his career as a secretary and confidant of 
prince Khurram who afterwards became the Emperor Shah Jahan. Ile is designated as the 
_ 5. 
" Chief of elegant writers( sar- monad- i- munaggah- nivisán) ". He conducted all the diplomatic 
correspondence of the Emperor Shah Jahan, after he was appointed Divan -i -kull in the year 
I038/I62e -29. Besides the letters addressed to the Shah of Iran and to the ruler of Balkh 
in the name of the Emperor,Afdal Khan drafted the Treaty('Ahd- nama) which took place 
between the Mughal Kingdom and that of Bijapur(Deccan) in A. H. I045. 
I. Imperial Farmans. Vide.K 0. IV -A. , also JRAS(Bomaby) ,1903, A Farman of Akbar of the 40th 
year of his reign. 
2. Tuzuk.,per.text, ed., Syud Ahmud(Sayyid Ahmad),'Aligarh.I863,p.192, Nuskha.fo1.2l8b,etc 
3. Vide IHRC.vol.XXVI- part,Il,pp I -7. 
4. Chaman.ff.60a -b, Munsha' -at - i- Barahman(Edinb,No.334).fol.ib, 
5. Ni:: fol 4a 
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' Allami Fahhami Sa'd-Allah Khan ranks with the most famous and efficient viziers of 
the Mughal dynasty. He is considered as second to Abi'1- Fadl in style, although in scholar- 
ship he was no less than his match. He knew all the current Muslim languages and wrote 
letters in Arabic and Persian to foreign sovereigns and Faxmans to local powers in 
I. 
subordinate alliance with the suzerain power. Hershman his protege and great admirer, 
2. 
assigns him a place higher than the learned men of 'Iráq and 'Ajem. 
In the Mughal administration, as we have seen, the Mir Munshi never enjoyed a 
ministerial rank, although he remained the head of the dir al- insh;; which itself was a 
dependent bureau and not a ministry. His literary duties as state scribe were performed 
by the divan,while his administrative duties as a personal secretary to the Emperor in 
immediate attendance on him were divided among the dana gha- yi- ghusl- khána(superintendent 
of the private chamber), the 'ard- i- mukarrar (examiner of petitions) and the munshi s 
3. 
present on duty called munshi- yi- hudur- nivis. 
Drafting of the Royal missives in the naulat Khana-yi- xhás: 
All the Mughal Emperors with the exeeption of Akbar, were distinguished epistolary 
writers. Besides writing out their own personal letters they drafted the replies of 
important petitions('ara'id), addressed to princes and grandees in their own' favourable 
hand -writing' (ba- khatt- i- navzish). Sometimes to show their special favour towards chiefs 
and favourites, or in order to emphasise the importance of Fanstians, they added iierses or 
4. 
autographs on top of the Faxmans composed by the ' Mercury -like munshis('utarid ithar). 
The Emperor ,after a day's heavy business transacted in the public daxbir,held in 
the daulat- khana- yi- khass- u -'amm, retired to the private chamber called variously the 
ghusl -khára and the daulat- khina- yi- khass.In reply to petitions on important affairs, the 
Emperor drafted with his own hand the Fanmans in the private chamber. In the case of other 
matters submitted to him through the Vakil(court- agent),vizier,or the clerks(i.e.'ard -i- 
mukarrar),the Emperor dictatèd the replies to the eloquent scribed ,(dabir- n- i- balighat-a'N 
I.Vide Lahauri. vol .ii.part,i,pp.493,`30,573,596. Jami'al -inshi ff.I26b- I28b,138b -I43ó etc., 
also vide, IHRC.1951,part- ii,pp.,74- 77.Two fannans of ßáh Jahán to the Ráná of Udaypur. 
2. Chaman.ff.56a 
3. Láhauri.vol.i.,p.I42. 
4. Ibid. also Chaman. ff. ,15a -I6a. 
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who drafted them according to the }Mcm- i- 
mushafaha (oral order) . The Iinperor himself 
went through the text and corrected mistakes,if any, in language or in sense» 
The Farmans were sometimes endorsed and sealed by the Princes also, and were 
recorded in their memoranda (risála) kept by their Risaladars. The divan, who in most 
cases drafted the rescripts relating to revenue transactions added the words " ma'rifat- 
i-khud "(through me) below the (endorsement) of the Princes. The Farmgins were then sent 
to the harazn to be sealed by the particular seals kept in custody of the Enpress.2. In 
addition to the royal seal,the impression of the royal hand(panja) dipped with vermillion 
or saffron was also added as a great show of favour to the potentates. According to the 
European traveller Manucci,the panja was used in treaties and caul -námas as an assurance 
of peace, or other binding promi ses. 
3. 
Departmental Munch; s ; 
writers proficient in the art of Inshá' were eagerly sought after as ghost writers, 
or private secretaries by the State,princes and nobles. They were called after the duty 
assigned or the department they were attached to, such as Farman- nivis, Vagi a -nivis , 
and so on. The prefix munshi,a term for respect,was loosely applied to each writer,and in 
the office parlance the cpmmon form for addressing them was Munsbi ji.4' Munshis were 
divided into different official and technical grades, which determined their promotion 
and literary status. 
Munshi- yi -hagi ji 
A real munshi, also called Ì unshi- yi- Rs1i,is one who has distinguished himself 
in profound scholarship and learning, and acquired mastery over the art of Insha'in all 
its brancehs. ' Such a munshi does not stand in need of munsha' áts of the classics for 
producing original phrases in Arabic, and creating rare idioms(i jad- i- lughat- i- badi') . 
Khwája Jahn points out that there exist very few munshis of such distinction who 
deserve the title i_unshi- i- hagigi.5. 
I. Láhauri. Vol. I,pp.145 -48; Chaman. , f_'.I6a, 25a. 
2. Compare the Ma'áthir al- Umara',Vol.ii,p.639, Vol . i,nn.270 -71. 
3. maria Do IC'ogor, London,1907,17ol.iii,pp.231 -32.; Lahauri.,Vol.i,part,ii,.I73. 
4. The Hindi suffix " JI " is a respectful term equivalent to the Arabic Sahib,in India. 
Bernier (Travels in the Poghul Empire,pp.29,152)records the Mughal EMpèrM s addressing 
their nobles and others as "Babagy" and so on. 
5. Manazar. , fol. 58a, Khulgsat (Or.1750) fol. II6b. 
4I 
' A munshi who does not possess power and ability in elegance of composition,but 
has the skill of connecting a few cbbice 
phrases(figi;t) picked up from the composition of 
eloquent writers,in such a manner that the simplicity and 
vigour of the style (salásat -var 
matanat ) is maintained in keepii with the loan -phrases :I' 
Munshi-yi-ti'lifi ,or Munshi-yi-maktubi 
Through constant association with real munshis, he has acquired a knowledge of the 
current idioms('ibárat- i- musta'mala) and expresses himself correctly in his 
correspondence. He does not,however, possess the ability of maintaining the mood and 
standard of his style, even with the help of the borrowed stray phrases from others.2. 
munshi-yi-ta' riff 
According to Khwaja Jahn a munshi belonging to the last grade is one who 
'irrelevantly and disorderly intersperses his composition with stray borrowed idioms and 
sentences'. But it is his pleasing hand -writing that summons the observer to go through 
his epistles and therefore, he is also called a" iviunshi- yi- tasviri. ".3' 
The literary distinctions of the munshis played a great rôle in assigning them 
their departmental grade, on which depended much of their promotion and prospects. 
Officially they were divided into three grades. 
(I) Munshi-yi-auval or the First departmental secretary. 
He was the Munshi- yi -auval who did not require the assistance of his higher 
authorities in drafting the State papers and correspondence relating to mu' amalát- i- mulki- 
va-mali ,and carried out his duties quite independently, having regard to the rules and 
regulations of Inshá' of which he was a master.4I 
(2) Under secretary : 
He was termed Munshi-yi-duvum, and worked under the guidance of the First 
departmental secretary, and followed the rules formulated by the learned munshis for 
epistolary composition. 5. 
I. Man-azar .,fo1.58a, Khulá.sat. fol.IT8b. 
2. Manázar.Ibid. 
3. Manazar . Ibid.,Khulásat.,ff.Il8b-I19a, and fo1.II6b. 
4. Khulásat.fol.II6b. 
5. K.hulá.sat . fol. I I7a. 
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(3) Amanuensis: 
TheMiunshi- yi -sivum acted as a ghost writer who wrote out the rescripts to the 
dictation of other nunshis and officials,or copied them from the original musavvada . 
Thus promotion from the lowest grade of ordinary copyist to the highest grade 
depended not so much on the efficiency and loyalty,as on proficiency in the art of Inshá: 
Most of the viziers,who started their career in ordinary positions in the Imperial service 
or under some prince, rose to premiership through their scholarship and mastery over the 
art of episjolography. Chandra Bhan Barahman rose in the Imperial service from the post 
of a vai'a- nivis- i -hudúr to the position of the First departmental secretary in the 
Imperial exchequer. 
Hindu Munshis: 
Prior to Muslim rule in Hindustan , Indian society based on the principles of 
discrimination,was divided into castes and sub- castes. The hierarchical cult of the 
Brahmans enjoyed exclusive rights,intellectuai , social and religious. The Kshatriyas formed 
the feudal class,holding the lands as did their counterpart the Brahmans. To the Vaisyas 
and the Sudras ,representing the lower strata.andconsisting of peasantry, artisans, skilled 
labourers,traders and other professional woxkmen,ordinary human rights were denied. 
Education in the Muslim countries was open to all, while in India it was closed to all 
sections of people not belonging to the twice -born caste. Muslim iule in India brought 
about social, cultural, and in certain respects economic changes in the course of time. 
New progressive forces of religious movements and heresies, the mediaeval form of mass 
discontent, under the Muslim impact played a great rólé in destroying the Hindu order 
completely, bridging impassable barriers, modifying castes. In the course of time the 
I. 
conception of India as a nation was made possible. 
The Muslim invaders could not dispense with the conquered Hindus, on whom they depend: 
ed for the supply of worlen , artisans and servants. Most of therp found employment in the 
state departments and in local administration. It was in the revenue department of the 
state that the Sultans could find no substitutes for the Hindus, especially the Kayaths or 
1. Compare Introduction to Elliot's History. 'Aligarh Univerìty .195I,1'&hd.Habib,p.38-39. 
also cf. Ashtaf ,(J.kS- Bengal,1935),pp.I07,131. 
2. Calcutta Review,I817,Lii,p.316," A chapter from Mohammedan History ". 
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the Kayesthas, known as the " writer caste ". When Bábur came to India, he found that 
the revenue department was manned by Hindus. The famous Shaykh 'Abd al- Quddus Ganguhi 
in an admonitory letter addressed to the Emperor drew his attention to this fact. Quite 
against the principles of tolerance and humanity -the tenets of the Sufis -the Shaykh wrote; 
" It behoves ( the Emperor ) not to assign a post on any account to any of the infidels, 
in the Muslim Chancery (divan -i -Islam ) or in the dar al -salám ( Muslim cities ), and 
they should not be allowed to wield their pen in the offices ( dar dafatir qalam na -zanand) 
2. 
or be appointed as administrators or revenue -gatherers (-emir va 'amil na- 15ashand ) ". 
Under the Sultans although Persian was the court language of polite 
3. 
correspondence and conversation, the registers of all revenue accounts were kept in Hindi. 
Even the land grants documents issued from the Chancellery bore transcription in 
Devanagari script of the Persian text, a practice said to be prevalent during the time 
of the I,adi s. 
Under the natural forces of human civilisation, it is quite logical to 
believe that the Hindus did not escape the influence of the Persian language, as they 
and the Muslims could not but yield to the reacting influences of each others culture. 
The Hindus must have developed affinities with the language of the conquerors from the 
very beginning as did the letter themselves. But the genesis of this appeared only 
during the time of Sikandar Lodi. They took so zealously to Persian studies from that 
time that by the time of Akbar a section of them was ready to carry out the order of 
Raja fodar Mall, the Finance Minister of the Emperor Akbar, to the effect that all 
4. 
government accounts should hereafter ( 28th Regnal year) be written in Persian. The 
fact that the sudden switch over to Persian from Hindi was not productive of any serious 
inconvenience to the Hindu revenue officers, proves that they had acquired proficiency 
not only in the Persian language,but also in the office technology and the siÿaq. 
I. Babur -nama ( Bev.), vol, ii, p. 518 
2. Maktub at -i -'Abd al- Quddus. (El0 I873'), ff. 207b -208b. 
3. Calcutta Review. 
4. Agin., ( Bloch.) tr., vol i pp.377 
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Prom the middle of the I7th century, the State departments, particularly the 
dar al- Inshá' and the Imperial Exchequer, were mostly filled by the Hindu munshis and 
mu$arrirs. They rose to the highest office of diván, and later on held the posts of 
_ - - I. 
Mir Munshi or the Munshi al- mamalik. In the time of Sikandar Lodi there appeared the 
first Hindu Poet in Persian, Pandit Dogar Mall, and the first Hindu Prose writer recorded 
in History was a Munshi, an author of a treatise on Inshá; attached to I'tib ar Khan 
Khwaja -sacs under Jahengir. Munshi Harkarn Das KanbTh Multavi is the first Hindu author 
2. 
of a treatise on Insha' and perhaps the first Hindu & inshi so far known. 
As Arabic Literature owes much to the Shu'ubiyya so Indian Persian owes 
much to the Hindus. Their contribution to the literary output in Persian is no less 
prolific and splendid than that of the Muslims who, as they thought, had a better claim 
to mastery of their ancestral language. The growth of literature gained momentum from 
the time that Hindus applied themselves to the cultivation of prose and poetry. Certain 
fields hitherto unexplored or neglected found perspicacious investigators, chiefly Hindus. 
On the philological sciences they produced most excellent works, critical treatises on 
Persian language, and the most exhaustive lexicons, such as Bahár- i- 'Ajam, 
Mustalihát- i- Warasta and Miry át al- Istilah. Their Persian Grammars and Commentaries on 
idioms, phrases and poetical proverbs show their deep research, vast inquiry and literary 
accomplishments in the Persian language. The art of Inshá'was like an idol to them, to 
which they devoted themselves with great zeal and produced such a vast literature in that 
field that it is to be doubted whether Muslim munshis have a better claim. They opened 
the history of their authorship with Insha- writing and ended it with that subject. Such 
was their affinity with that art, that since the I9th century, every educated Hindu has 
earned the title of Munshi, while even the ordinary Hindu clerks have been designated 
3. 
as Sahib- i- galam. 
I. For example Anand Ram Mukhlis, who was Mir Munshi to the Bnperor Muhd.Shah. ( A.D. 
1719-1748 ) 
2. Bada'uni has preerved one verse of the Pandit. Muntakhab al- Tawarikh, text (BI ) 
vol. i , p.323. 
3. Vide. Contributions., Blochmann, and Mir'at al- istilah (Br.Mus.orl8t under sahib- i -galeu 
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The literary output produced by Hindus and Muslims alike represents in its 
totality the enduring monument of a national culture and one single civilization, rather 
than that. of a people divided by the gulf of twth different religions. It was the spirit of 
nationalism that synthesised Hindu Vedanta with Muslim Mysticism. Both of them dedicated 
themselves to the Muse in the shrine of Love, the mystical religion, which devotion is as 
much indigenous to both of them as it is Oriental. This eclecticism found expression in 
their prose and poetry. The Persian diction flowed in the direction of Hindu ways of 
thoughts in Muslim writing, while the Hindus opened new avenues of thought in their own 
minds under the Muslim impact. Every Hindu writer opens his book with the traditional 
Muslim form of invocation to God, with a sacramental declaration of His transcendental 
existence, and benediction on the Prophet and his Family. The constant employment of 
imageries and similes drawn from Muslim belieft, the allegorical abstractions of religion 
and use of idioms such as " ban -lab -i -gor ", vásil -i- jahannam" all used . by the 
Muslims,display the confluence of the two channels, hitherto running in different 
directions; at the same time it shows the impact of the Muslim rule on the Hindu mind. 
Education of the munshis: 
Persian enjoyed the same position in Mughal India as did English during the 
British rule. During the early Muslim rule in India, it was the 'Latin of the Middle aged 
the language of the litterateurs; but through the years it travelled from the threshhold 
of the 'ulama into the courts of the Rajputs and the Marathas also. Its recognition as 
the diplomatic language not only of the Mughal dynasty,but of all other ruling powers, - 
strikes us most. The enlightened patronge of the Mughal Emperors stimulated a wide 
application to Persian studies by all from the literati to the merely literate. It was 
a compulsory language particularly for students preparing for careers in the Imperial 
service. 
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Ni akt ab 
on the whole the early education of the Hindus and the Muslims began in 
the 
maktabs,run by the local educated families or some nobles, and 
in most cases the 
seminaries were annexed to the mosques. The teacher called Akhwund, 
usually a man of 
learning and excellences, imparted education to students of all 
caste and creed without 
discrimination.' The great tolerance of the F)nperor Akbar,felt in other directions 
also, 
manifested itself in the furtherance of education of the Hindus. One of his many 
reforms in the system of education was that every student received his education 
according to his own religious beliefs and view of life2. He formulated new regulations 
and improved the system of education by introducing new changes in the modes of study and 
the curriculum. Abú'l -Fadl writes that "the regulations shed anew light on schools, 
and cast a bright lustre over Madrasas ". ñe also remarks that ' all civilized nations 




The young students were first taught to write the Persian alphabet, to trace 
their forms, accents and punctuation. Than followed after a few days,the combination of 
letters and learning by heart short pieces of prose and poetry of religious sentiments. 
Exercises in reading and writing enabled the students to acquire in a short time, a 
knowledge of letters; the meanings of words, the hemistich and the verse taught, and of 
the previous lesson known in India as " amukhta ". After an advanced training in 
reading and writing,they studied the prescribed curriculum which included the following 
subjects : - Ethics (akhlq),arithmetic(hisab),the notation peculiar to arithmetic (i.e 
siyáq),agriculture(faláhat) ,history, mensuration (misahat) ,geometry, astronomy, 
physiognomy(raml),household economy(tadbir-i- manzil),the rules of government(sìyásat-i- 
mudun),medicine, logic and the threefold division of sciences consisting of Ilahi(divin_e), 
I. Br.Mus. Ms.Add.I6,859. The Autobiography of Balkrishan Barahman who flourished under 
the later period of Shih Jahán's reign. ff.97e -99a. Vide also The Literary Progress of the 
Hindus under Muslim rule, by Syed Sulaiman Nadvi, Isl.Cul. Vol.XIII- no.4,oct.1939,401 -26. 
2. Promotion of Learning in India during Mohammedan Rule (by Mohammadans),Narendra bath 
Law, London,1916,pp.I62,171. 
3. Á' in,(Bloch.)tr.,Vol.I,pp.288 -89, Compare Law.,p.I6I. 
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I. 
21241 ( pertaining to mathematics etc.) and the Tabi'i ( physical sciences ) . It will 
appear that the above curriculum covered most of the subjects falling under the heads of 
Ma'Qula or the traditional sciences, such as Theology, Hadith,and the Mangüla, consisting 
of geography and other exact sciences. 
Madrasa education: 
It Was in the secondary education that a more advanced course was adopted 
and works of classical masters were studied in order to acquire proficiency in Persian 
composition and poetry. Nuch emphasis was laid on the manners of conversation 
( adab- i- muhávarát ), and the students were instructed to attend to the words of elders 
2. 
( buzurgan ) and act accordingly. The most popular works studied by all- from kings to 
ordinary literate persons- were the Bist n and Oulistgn of Shaykh Sa'di, the 
Akhláq- i- Jaláli of Jalal al -Din Davani, the Akhláq -i -Na i.ri of Nasir al-Din Tad. Amongst 
chronicles were included Habib al- siyar, Raudat al -Safá, Raudat aI- Salátzn, Tä ri kh- i -Gu da 
Ta lkh- i- Tabaxi, Zafar-n;ma and the Akbar-n2,na. Studies in poetry followed a wide 
course of works of the classical as well as the modern poets.( mutagaddamin and 
3 
muta' akhkhi rin) . 
The middle class students forced by the plight of poverty had to discontinue 
their studies after the secondary education, for that was a sufficient qualification to 
secure an employment on the clerical staff of the local. dafters. The accountancy 
department attracted them most because in the profession of siÿaq there were liberal 
salaries ( nagd- i- kushayishi); while the art of a Munshi was a difficult task and an 
arduous ambition. A whole life was required to acquire proficiency in that art. Then 
4. 
only was it postible to please difficulty loving temperaments( tab'- i- mushkil- pasand). 
I. Vide. Balkrishan , also Khulasat (Or. I750), ff. II8a -b, 158a. 
2. :Chaman, foIt I0.5a,;' and,B4krishä .. 
3. Balkrishan, and Chaman Ibid. 
4. Ibid. Compare also Chahar BZgh(EIO- 2O63),fol.7b,and Insh -a'- i- iágir,(EIO)I530,fol.364b. 
To Bur and others Hindústa. was a convenient country where there was always 
a ' set ready and a fixed -caste( j mi')' of work;nen._ of every profession and trade, for 
I. 
any employment or work, to whom vocation and employment had descended as a family heizIoan 
A muharrir ( accountant ) was destined to be a muharrir not so much for his own volition, 
but to keep up the family tradition. Then there was that Oriental pessimism, miscalled 
Fatalism, that seemed to determine the course of a Mediaeval human life. These taboos 
frustrated the more ambitious students desirous of being called to a more promising or 
suitable career for which they had a proclivity. Any one who could bteak away from the 
shackles of family bondage in revolt against the inhibitions succeeded in achieving his 
2. 
goal . Many munshis in India, destined to be muharrir won laurels and earned a name in 
Insha'owing to their own indefatigable efforts, through profound study and devotion to 
that art. For one aspiring after that noble profession, a further graduation was necessary 
and in this respect the education followed a defenite line and tradition prevalent among 
the Munshi families in India. 
Graduation: 
The course of studies forming the higher education may be termed the curriculum for 
the munshi-yd-majz1. It required more or less a private tuition under the constant 
guidance of some worthy munshi. In most cases the Munshi families trained their own 
relatives as a father would do his son, either under his own direct care or through 
correspondence. In the case of one who could meet a learned munshi through good fortune, 
there developed between the pupil(shagird) and the teacher(ustad) a parental affection and 
devotion, a notable characteristic of Oriental culture. The teacher would address the 
pupil in letters as farzand- i- ma'navi, and would treat him thus. And the disciple on his 
part would devote himself to the service of his preceptor with great zeal and enthusiasm. 
In his constant company he would take down every word that passed on the lips of the 
teacher in a note book to be used later by him in his own composition and idiom. He would 
also imitate the style of famous munshis and debirs and,like the munshi-yi-majäzi,would 
I.Babus-nama0ev.),vol.ii.pp. 518. 
2. Balkri shan. 
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I. 
embellish his composition with loan- idioms from their works. Abu' 1 - Fadl whose name has 
become a watchword . and a household name, was the most widely imitated Munshi because his 
is a style " resplendent like the lustrous moon, compared with the candle -sticks of his 
predecessors." 
Another profitable method of acquiring proficiency in style and diction was to 
transcribe manuscripts of excellent works,which helped not only in the cultivation of a 
good hand -writing but provided a means of living also. A calligraphic hand was looked upon 
2. 
as an additional qualification of a munshi,besides beauty of style. 
A few years were spent in studying works on Persian literature and on diverse subjects 
3. 
such as, Sufism and the Knowledge of the Path(suliak). The teacher recoimended the works of 
the masters to be studied under him and this included the famous text books of Insha: 
Amongst the munsha' ats which formed the main study were the Ruga' át -i -Jam; ,Bada' i al- Inshá; 
4. 
Muktabát -i -' Allami or the Insh- i -Abú' l -Fadl, Sahifa- yi -sháhi and the N .aa- yi- narni. A 
common practice of the munshis was to compile or collect specimens of epistles of their own 
or others, as professed text books for the use of their sons and other students. Such 
5. 
published works were studied as standard books illustrating the art of Inshá.: 
For a student preparing for the candidature of employment in the service of some 
noble or the provincial Car al- inshá;it was incumbent upon him to make himself acquainted 
6. 
with the rules and regulations of the chancellery practices in literary style. Regulations 
such those relating to the proper epithets and titles to be used for each official of the 
State were promulgated through the Dastur al- 'amals. " The entire ingenuity(hadhagat)of a 
I. Insha'- i -Bagir Khan. fol, 353a -354b. Cf. also Balkri shan. Ibid. 
2. Chaman.fol.I05a. 
3. Balkrishan. Ibid. 
4. Compare, Ì nsha at al- Namakin (EI0- 2064)(infra). Vide also,Chaman,ibid, Balkrishan,ff.124t 
5. The following munsha Its and treatises were assiduously read and studied as standard 
books,during the later Mughal period.(i.e.I145 /1732- 33).(i) Ruga'at -i -'Abd al- Wasi' 
Jabali(d.555 /II60Wastúr al- Kuttab of Abiz'l- Barakát Nishápñri, (iii) Riyad al- Inshá'of 
Khwája Jahan, (iv) Ruga' át -i -Jáu , (v)Badá, i al- Insh2, (vi) Ruga' át- i -Qásim Kahi(d.988 /7580),(.ßi) 
Munsha' át- i- Zuhari(i. e.Pan j Ruga' a- yi- Zuhüri) (d.I025/I616) , (viii)Munsha' át- i- Nasiray Hamad n 
( circa, I015/I606) (ix) Raga' át- i- Husayni (d.I044- 46/I634- 37)(x) Insha-i- Nunir, (xi) r nsha' at -i- 
Barahman .(domp.circa,I868 /I657).. Compare,Daga'iq al- Insha;(Edinb).ff.2b -3a. 
6. Khulisat.ff.117e -b. 
munshi could manifest itself only when he had acquired mastery over determining 
(ta'yin) the ranks of each person , and could present in the mode of his writing 
(namat- i- tahrir) the titles and compliments (ad'iyat) , in the manner (vad'yD they are 
I. 
established and due( ma'húd- va mu'tad) . 
All the rules and conditions related to the art of epistolary composition,and 
the manners of writing and composing (ái In- i- kitabat and in -i -' ibarat) as formulated 
by the great exponents of the art, were thoroughly dwelt upon before a munshi could 
enter the service in that capacity. 
Calligraphy and Siyaq were the additional qualifications of a candidate ,because 
as Barahman says,' there are few munshis who are munshi- yi- siy-aq -dan, while the 
2. 
number of siyaq dan- i- munshi , is still fewer. Education of this standard ,prosecuted 
under the private tuition of a munshi , was a sufficient distinction to secure 
employment in the capacity of a secretary to some local noble or in the local daftar or 
provincial dar al- inshá: But a very long and arduous way was still to be travelled 
before a munshi could really qualify himself to deserve the title of a munshi- yi- hagigi 
and find a place in the galaxy of the munshis of the Imperial fir al- insha' or as a 
secretary to a prince or to the emperor. 
I.Dastur. ff.3a, 312a. 
2. Chaman. fol.105a. 
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Chapter II. 
Classes of Epistles. 
T AU Q I'A T. 
Section. I. 
Farami n -i- Sultani : 
According to the Bada'i al- Insha,' the Takagi at consists of the Ahkäm and 
I. 
Amthila, the last being the official rescripts of the viziers and nobles of the State. 
It disappears during the Mughal period in favour of the Parvanachas, which is the 
official term for ministerial rescripts. The Ahkám used in this context of Royal and 
Chancellery orders is replaced by the Farman, which covers both categories of royal 
orders,i.e. personal orders of the Emperor and the chancellery orders. For the sake of 
convenience we call them ( A) Faramin -i- sultani and ( B ) Ahltam- i- diváni. 
The distinction between the above two classes of royal orders are mainly 
based on the following technical and literary points. 
(i) Status of the recipient of the Farman. 
(iii) Official formalities. 
A. Faramin- i- sultenni: 
(i) 
(ii) Subject- matter of the Farman. 
and (iv) Literary draughtsmanship. 
This consists of the royal orders and royal missives in which the addressee 
is either a member of the royal family, a noble or official of the State, a feudatory 
or ruling prince under the vassalage of the Mughal dynasty, or any other individual of 
the State, except the privileged persons such es ails and saintly- scholars, who receive 
and write Maktub from and to the Emperor. 
(ii) The subject- matter is significantly of a political nature, or concerns 
State affairs or business, royal favours or privileges accorded to the recipient, or to 
the personal and private affairs of the Emperor. 
I. During the period of the Sultans the ámthila( sing.Mith.l) were the official 
orders of the administrative agen ashab -i -sh :hl issued from the av- en- i- Insh -a 
( I' jaz- i- Khusravi. fol. 44.b.) 9 \ . so Manázar. fol. 60a, 71a. 
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(iii) It was not put through the official routine save for minor formalities, and 
was in most cases drafted by the E iperor himself in the private chamber, or by his 
munshis or viziers. The Tughra and the royal seal, with the exceptions of a few 
edicts, are the inevitable features of the Faramin- i- sultana.. 
(iv) The Faramin -i- sultáni does not indicate the preceding prototype in its 
literary draughtsmanship except in the choice of conventional Algabr and tu' a. A 
Manshúr belonging to the Faiamîn- i- sultani differes as much from another of its 
counterpart in the general literary set-up as the Ahkn -i -divani is closely adhered 
to the Chancellery draughtsmanship. 
Ahka- m -i- Divani: 
(i) and (ii) . This consists of the Farmans relating to the State affairs 
and Revenue transactions ( ) and in this respect covers a 
large variety of royal orders of appointments to mansabs, tutorship of the princes, to 
the rank of Amir al- Umare, land grants in jagir with military service or without it 
and for benevolent purposes, like the Soyurghal grants and all other such matters coming 
within the purview of the Royal order initiating a Farman of this nature. The 
Ahkem- i -divani are directed to the officials of the State enjoining them to execute the 
royal order accordingly and to abide by it. Abú'l- Fadl in the 14in- i- Akbari under the 
general heading of Sanads, assigns to such Fazmana the official term of Farman --i ;habti, 
while a Farm- an specifying a cash payment has been denominated as Barat. The 
Farman- i- thabti assumes many other different names according to the nature of the royal 
order therein. The Farman- i- thabti of the i4ughal Chancellery corresponds to the 
Farman -i- tughra, relating to the land grants, and Ahkam- i- taugi' to appointments, of 
2. 
the period of the Sultanate. 
I. Alin. ( Bloch.) tr., vol.,I. pp. 269 -73. ( A=in. NO. II.) 
2. Barani. pp. 439, 470. 
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(iii) The Ahka n-i -divani unlike its counterpart the FaramTn- i- sultáni, passed in 
all cases, through the well -regulated office -routine and admitted much red tape. It 
contains an the verso a resume of the office -procedure, the seals and endorsements of the 
officials through which it passed. The " Limn " explains the details of the procedure 
stage by stage. The tughra and the royal seal are the essential features of the 
Ahkam -i- divani. 
(iv) With only a few exceptions, the Ahkam -i- divan in most cases show the 
administrative and literary persistence of the Mughal Chancellery. The rigid structure, 
stereotyped language and the conventional formulae and phrases: exhibit a definite line 
followed by the M ghals in imitation of the earlier Muslim chancellery practices. It is 
doubtful if the liighals borrowed any of the chancellery traditions from the Sultanate of 
Dhli, for a comparative study of the Mughal charts with those of the chancelleries out- 
side India, Fárs and Khur sin reveals striking similarities. In view of the fact that no 
regular document belonging to the Pre- Mughal period in India has so far come to light to 
enable us to make a comparative study, we can only form our opinion consequently in 
favour of the first assertion. 
Varieties of the Farmin- i- sultani: 
( i ) Fannan. (ii ) Farmán-i-baÿadi. ( iii ) Fath -náma. ( iv ) Qaul- nxna. 
( v ) ' Ahd -nama. ( vi ) Ahkam. ( vii ) Ramz. ( viii ) Ishara. ( ix ) Kalima. 
( x ) Manshnr. 
(I) Farman. (a) 
This is the most loosely applied term to every order and missive that issued from 
the Emperor or the Chancellery under the royal seal and tughrá. Some of them are 
distinguished by the technical terms assigned to them, such as the Farmans of land grants 
for benevolent purposes are known by the official term Soxu$rghal and specifically as 
Farman- i- madad- i- ma'ash and milk grants as the case may be. There remains nevertheless a 
few of them that still need be distinguished. by special names, such as are the following 
kinds of Farrans. 
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A royal missive addressed to the feudatory or any private or official person 
is recorded simply as a Farman. Such Farmans may signify an order or refer to any 
political or personal affair of the Emperor. A Farman of Shah Jalan despatched to the 
Governor of Gwalior, Sayyid Muzaffar Khan of Barha, proclaims the recovery of Qandahár 
following 'Ali Mardan Khan's defection,while another to the same enjoins him to carry out 
the royal mandate recorded therein accordingly, and thus it embodies the phrase, 
I. 
" hukm mi shuvad ". To Fadil han a noble of the court, the same Emperor wrote 
several Farmans which form the subject of favour. 
The Farmans of this category (a) manifest varieties of literary forms,but a 
good many of them at least,have a definite preamble. The Algab is spun out in high-flown 
rhyming titles and complimentary epithets, graded carefully in the Ism,i- tafdal, ending 
with the proper name of the addressee, which is followed by an assurance of the royal 
favours, with a du'-a or without it. A more intimate Farman in fact does not have any 
definite preamble: Examples of the two varieties. 
2. 
(I) Akbar's Farman to Raji'Ali Khan, the ruling prince of Khandes (Deccan) 
`'°vt°u;, ", ,:',10" Ú 1a1/ó,í,u-y>,vrCA í;ó)l,óki.A9Y-Ç14>» á> lees 0 k/,:.:e.4 
a v4i o 6:%/1./ 
%o.Ac3/ál4:3Gv1óJlJóvvli,1vlábirv;'` 
(2) Shah Jahan's Fatmans to Fadil Khan s 
l 
i/:( 
(i) . Z r ,ájj%¡v. » 
(ii) 
,......,..,, pT j(/l ,1 i . 
3. 
Another Farman to the same recipient has a different begiiinnng. 
There is no specific cliche indicating a stereotyped ending, but an emphasis 
( talkid ) on the royal command or a du'a commonly appears at the end. The Emperor 
speaks in the Imperative mood and the addressee is remembered in the third person singular. 
I. Add.I6,859.(Br.Mus.Ms.), ff.,29a -30b, II8a -I20b. 
2. Insha(A.F. )pp. , 68-75, vide also p.75 for similar example, and Lahauri.wi.l.part,ii 
pp126-130,130 -135, Shah Japan's Faxmens to the rulers of Bijapur and Golconda respt. 
3. 'Amal -i- Salih.(BI),vol.Ill,pp.303,306- 7,308 -II etc. 
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The usual Demonstrative Pronoun " AA" enters into 
the Fannans combined with the Compound 
0 ÿL jl, and so on. Sometimes 
Nouns taken from the Algab, for example, . 
Ú% 0 ' 
I. 
the Emperor addresses more intimately as " farzand- i- arjmand ". We may suggest 
denominating them as Farman- i- siyasi. 
Farman(b) : 
Another variety of the Faxmans belonging to the above category are those which 
proclaím(i' lam) public ordinances and may be called as Farman-i -' -a:mm. Such Farmans are 
issued in the general interest of the subjects announcing a remission of tarha or zakat, 
abolition of the jizya (poll -tax) or the illegal perquisites. They are, as is understandable, 
directed to the officials of the State under threat of responsibility,to enforce the 
ordinances. The Farman of Babur announcing his renunciation of wine and remittance of 
the tamgha enjoins upon all ," whether they may be Tuxk, Tajik ,'Arab,Hindi,or Farsi 
2. 
(Persian) ", to adhere to the ordinances,and to act in compliance with the Farman. 
Babur's Farman in question composed in the erudite style of Shaykh Zayn Khwafi, 
stands higher than the one by the pen of Abu' l -Fall on the abolition of Zakat, in 
3. 
matters of convincing expressions and religious tone. 
(ii) Farm n- i- bayar3,' (fair -copies) : 
The Farman issued directly by the Emperor without passing through the elaborate 
procedure and routine of the daftars, for urgent and important matters demanding an 
immediate execution, is known as Farman- i -bayd . It was sealed in a particular way and 
put in a golden cover preventing its confidential contents from being seen, and was 
despatched forthwith to the addressee by a trustworthy servant of the Court. Abñ'l - Fadl 
says that the recipient of a Farman- i- baÿadi had to observe many respectful formalities 
such as,proceeding a proper distance to receive it and performing various acts of 
4. 
obeisance. 
I. Vide supra. p.54. 
2. Babur- nama(Bev.) vol. ii, pp. 553- 56. 
3. Inshá(A. F. )p;p. 67 -68. 
4. Aiin.( Bloch .)tr.,vol.I,pp.274(1fin.No.13). 
Path-nâma: 
As the title shows ,it is a letter announcing a victory over an enemy or a 
conquest of a territory. It was a common practice to despatch accounts of the victory to 
T. 
'all countries,clans, and retainers: Apparently its purpose was to commemorate the 
glorious occasion, sometimes reading it out to the public. The underljy:ing political 
motive was to strike terror in the hearts of recalcitrant chiefs maturing aggressive 
plans. It was a practice of contemporary diplomacy to parade the royal prowess before the 
2. 
world through Fathnamas composed in grandiloquent style with lofty expressions. 
As a rule the kings could not write Fathnamas to sovereigns of equal status,but the 
3. 
Maktub were used for that purpose. The Mughal Enperors' despatches to the rulers of 
Persia and Turn throw light on their shrewd diplomacy. Ostensibly purporting to open the 
door of friendliness through " Universal peace "(sulk- i- kull),they are meant to celebrate 
4. 
the victories of the Emperors. In a murásala addressed to the Shah of Persia, Shèhh Safi, 
the Emperor Shah Japan enumerates his political achievements in various conquests of 
territories in the Deccan, suppressing the formidable chiefs and the submission of the 
5. 
Deccan rulers. 
It was the privilege of the kings only to despatch Fath- ñamas. Tf it was addressed 
to a noble of the Court or a provincial governor,it then as a rule assumes the name of a 
Parman, as is called the one proclaiming the surrender of Qandahar following the defection 
of 'Ali Mardan Khan, addressed by Shah Jahan to Sayyid Muzaffar Khán Bárha. The Field- 
6. 
Commanders instead,could despatch their accounts of victories in the form of 'Ard- dashts. 
The series of 'Ard- dashts submitted to the Emperor Shah Jahan by Sayyid Muzaffar announce 
the latter's triumphs over the Bondela Chief Prithi Raj in several engagements about 
7. 
A.H.I049. A casual reference made by Abui l -Fadl in a letter to Khan- i- Khanan, suggests that 
the nobles also could despatch Path-names to the Capital. 
8. 
I.Babur- n7ama(Bev.)vol.i,p.319. 2. Compare Barani.p.36I. 
3. Compare T anazar. fol. 6Ia. 4. Inshd(A. F.) Akbar' s letters to the 
Shah of Persia and 'Abd -Allah Khan.pp.26- 33,4- II,respt. 
5. Lnhaurt. vo.I.,part.ii.p.257 -66. 
6. Compare Manazar.Ibid. 
7. Add. Ió,859. , ff. I -25. 
8. Insha(A.F.)p.I28. 
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It demanded great diplomatic insight and literary skill to draft a Fath nema to 
produce the desired effect. The Path -ñama of Bábur, following his victory over the 
pagan Raja Rana Sanga at Kanwa in A. H.933, composed in the Insha' of Shaykh .Zayn Khwafi 
illustrates the model of his accomplished style and example of the Muslim chancellery 
Practice. It is highly rhetorical and pompous. The predominant Figures of Speech are the 
Tajnis ,Ih7em,Ghulúw(hyperbole) and the Qur'anic allusions(Talmihát) made to the tt sharah 
I. 
mubasharah" and to the defeat of " Abraha ". 
(iv) Qaul -rama and (v) ' Ahd -nana: 
A Qaul- nama(Kaool -namah of the East India Company) is the unilateral executed 
engagement or a promise for a political purpose . Such Qaul- narras were very common during 
the period of the East India Company executed for the local Nabobs and Rajahs. 
There are references to the Qaul -riamas given by the Mughal Emperors to the ruling 
2. 
Princes. A Qaul -nama in the form of a preliminary engagement seems to be instrumental to 
an ' Ahd -nema. Before the counter-treaty was concluded between the Mughal EÌirperor 
Shah Jahan and the vassal king 'Adil -Khan of Bijapur in the year A.H.I045,both the 
parties executed the terms of the Treaty , expressing their Qaul and 'Abd foxmally,the 
former in his Farman identical with a kind of Qual -riama, and the latter in the form of an 
'Ard- dasht,: The Farman of the Emperor prescribes the terms of the Treaty in several 
articles, and his Qaul and ' Ahd that in effect would be " as firm and solid as the rampart 
of Alexander ". The Emperor calls his Farman as effective as the ' Ahd -nima itself(to be 
included afterwards). It bore the royal signature and the impression of the royal panja. 
The Farmán of the Emperor,in fact deserves to be called a haul -Pima. 
The counter -treaty ('Ahd -n.ma) concluded in the year A.H.I046,between the Emperor and 
the ruler of Gólconda Qutb Shah,was preceded by a bond óf feal -(ingiyad- rama) tendered - by 
the former. It is identical with the preliminary ' Ahd- nama(i. e.' Ard dasht) executed by the 
ruler of Bijapur. Both the (counter)'Ahd -narras finally concluded in the 9th year of 
4. 
Shah Jehan's reign are recorded in the Badsh náma of 'Abd al -Hamad I- hauri. 
3. 
I. Babur-nfma(Persiaxt)Br Nus.Ms. Add .24,4I6,ff.285a -91a. Cf.Pavet de Courteill's remark," 
cette piece est redigee en langue persane et offre un modèle plus accomplis du style en 
usage dans les chancelleries orientales ". (Biibur -riama, Bev. vol.ii.,pp.559- Footente ). 
2. Insh2( A .F.)p.79, Add. I6,859.ff.19b -20a. 3. Lahaur2.vol.I.,part.ii.,pp.I67. 
4.Ibid.pp.I78- 80,and pp.203- 5,2I0 -II. 
In the general set -up of literary form they resemble the several Farmáns(a)of the 
Emperor addressed to them on other occasions. They open with the titles(Algáb) linked with 
the assurance of the royal favours. The Emperor then refers to their choice of accepting 
the servitude and fealty ". He prescribes the terms of the Treaty with certain obligations 
imposed on the Vassals in their favour. The concluding parts of the 'Ahd -námas contain 
the 
explicit 'Ahd of the Ilxnperor;who takes his oath calling God and His Apostle as witnesses 
to the conditions therein, and declares that until the time the Vassal Kings and their 
successors act in accordance with the conditions recorded in the 'Ahd -námas and do not 
violate them, no harm whatsoever,God willing, would be afflicted to their Kingdoms by the 
Enperor,his illustrious sons and the grandees, end nothing would be produced contrary to the 
'Ahd transcribed on the Gold Tablet(lauh- i- tálá.) which is in filnness only next to the 
" Preserved Tablet "(Leah- i- mahfuz), and that the covenant and agreement(gaul- va- garar) 
would stand finn like the " sadd- i- Sikandari" ,generation after generation.' 
A comparative study of the two Mughal 'Ahd -námas with those of the earliest Muslim 
chancelleries, stands out as inferior in literary as well as in legal dr uightsmanship. 
They are plain to the extent of a mere despatch and not full of repeated oaths woven in 
I. 
every sentence as in the case of the 'Ahd -nanas drafted by the earliest I!unshis. 
(vi) m: 
From the singular Hukm (the Hiikum of Indian Pronunciation) an order as a token of 
" pluralis majestatis ". The Ahkám -i: Sháh Jahani is a collection of royal missives addresEW 
2. 
to foreign sovereigns and nobles of the Mughal Court. The term is however uncertain. 
(vii) Ranz : 
It denotes a short and secret note of the Emperor in his own hand. 
(viii) Ishára: 
The Ramz and Ishára are in fact short notes and points put down by the Emperor 
himself in his diary, or dictated to his Munshis to be used as materials for the official 
3. 
correspondence, afterwards. 
I. Compare Bayhaqi. p.334.,and al- Tavassul. pp.138-44, also Tarassul- i- Nusriyya(Br.Mus.Ns. 
(Cr. 3322.) ff . 46b-47 a. 
2. Vide. IHRC. Vol.XXI- Decm.1944,pp.30_32, "Letters of Shah Jahän "(in the Ahkám -i -Shah aahán) 
3. For exemple the Ramz- va- Isharah-a:y- i- 'Álamgir. - 
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(ix) Kalima: 
Similar to the preceding one,the Kalimat which are the notes taken down by the 
Dnperor chiefly relating to some public affairs in his own hand. They were later expanded 
into official orders. 
(x) Mmshúr; 
'A diploma of approbation conferred on religious authorities such as, gadis and 
muhtasibs, as a token of reverence accorded to them by the kings'. ' The many instances 
of the grants of Manshúrs in the past, reveal that the term covers edicts of various 
nature such as diplomas of investiture conferred by the Caliphs on the Sultáns,and 
letters- patent to religious and administrative offices and in this case issued from the 
chancellery(mana.shir- i- divini) 3' 
The Manshúr of the Mughals, like its counterpart the Farman, appears commonly as 
an honorary epithet. It is issued sometimes to identify a Farman and in other cases is 
qualified by another common term the Mithal.4' There are other such honorary epithets 
as Tamil' and Yarligh which are used in this context. The last three have,however, 
definite positions in the chancelleries of other periods prior to the Mughals.5. 
Under the Mughals the Manshúr, however, signifies a specific term for a royal 
missive and a mandate in which the Mursal- ilayhiis a privileged person belonging to the 
loyal family or the ruling class. It forms the subject of congratulations and condolence, 
favours and privileges,or private and official affairs. The royal missives of Shah Jahán 
to his Princes are designated as Manshur and Farman by the latters(.5' Akbar's Manshur to 
his favourite amir, Khan- i- Khanan conveys the former's joy on receiving presents of 
pigeons from 'Abd -Allah Khan Uzbeg. Another Manshur despatched to Hakim Humain expresses 
his deep sorrow on the death of Humam's brother Hakim Abú'l- Fath Gitani. There is 
again,another Manshúr to Khan- i- Khánan on the death of Raja Bir Bar.7' 
I. For example the Kalimat- i- Tayyibat of 'Alamgir(Br.Mus.Ms. Add.26,238). 
2. Manazar. fol.28a. 
3. Bayhagi. p.457; al- Tavassul. Part.I,pp.I2 -IIO. 
1_ 
4. Lahauri. Vol.i,part.i,pp.I0- II,I4I -42 etc.; Compare also Rugaat- i- 'Alamgir, 'Azamgarh 
1930,pp.317, part ii.,pp.15,17,I9, etc. 
5. Compare Inshati -Mahnz (J.A.S- Bengal),1923, Barani.,pp.439,470 etc. The Yarligh is 
frequently mentioned in Juvayni. 
6. Ruga'át. Ibid. 




The bureaucratic machinery at the Centre was a complicated net -work and the 
office routine admitted much red -tape, as under the contemporary Safavids. The elaborate 
procedure involved in drafting the various types of Chancellery orders has been described 
by Abiz' l -Fad1 in great detail./* 
Drafting of the Ahkam- i- diváni; 
The Vigi'a -nivis at the Court recorded in his daily book of report(rúznámacha) 
every doing and each word which passesd on the tongue of the ' Shadow of Gods This 
included multifarious affairs relating to the mu' ámalát- i- mullo -va -mali. The diary, 
having been checked every day by one of the officials at the Court,was submitted to the 
Emperor, who approved it. A separate copy of each order was made out by the clerks who 
signed it. This voucher,as it was called,was also signed by the Parvanachi,the Mir -i -'aid 
and by the official who had submitted the report to the Emperor. At this stage the report 
was termed fad- dásht(memorundum). An abridgment of the Yid -dasht was then made out and 
was signed and sealed by the officials concerned. At this stage it was called a Ta' liga . 
It was handed over to those who required it. It was sufficient for matters of daily 
routine and of minor importance to be executed when the document was at the stage of 
2. 
Yad- dasht or Ta'liga,for it did not require the royal seal. 
Fermin- i- thabtI: 
But in the case of appointments to higher posts such as of Vakil, Divan, Qidi ,and 
for appointments to jagirs with military service(Jsgir- i- tankhwih or dágh- va- mahalli) 
or without it bi -d h- va- mahalli or for confer ( ag ), ring Soyúrgháls, the order which was 
tensed Fannon- i- thabti,had to proceed further. Every order of this nature had to pass 
through the Divin, the Bakhshi ,and the Sahib- i- taujih(military accountant). 
Yar11 h- i -dágh: 
For example in the case of a jági r grant with military service, conferred on a 
I. A' in. (Bloch.)tr.,Vol.i,pp.268- 9(A'in No. Io). 
2. Vide specimens of the fad- dáshts in the Daftax- i -Divani Va Mal- va- mulki(State 
Documnets in the Daftar- i- Divani of Hyderabad Deccan),1357/1939. 
3. Pin. ( Bloch .)tr.,Vol.i.,pp.270- ?1(g'in No. II). 
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Nansabdár in lieu of salaxies(Jagir- i- tankhwah),the candidate applied through some noble 
to the Emperor. The first document in this respect is the 'Ard -dásht ,and the reading it 
out by the Pishkar called the Fard- i- su'vál T. After a Fard- i- haglgat i.e. ,office 
statement about the candidate's name and place, had been prepared in the office of the 
Diván-i-tan,it was placed before the Dives i -a' lá. The Diván-i-a' lá submitted it to the 
Enperor. If the Emperor ordered the grant of a jagir to the applicant,the Dives -i -a' lá 
endorsed the Hagigat with the following words:" Incorporate with the report of the 
events ". The attested copy (Tasdiq) served then as a voucher for the relevant office, 
in this case the Diván-i-tan,to prepare a Siyaha-daul or an estimate of the candidate's 
salary fixed in accordance with the Dastur al -' aural of the emoluments of Mansabdars, 
and the name of the pargana(a fiscal unit)from which the grantee had to receive the 
amount. The Siy-aha -daul was handed over to the Vagi' a -nivis to prepare the Yid- dásht. 
After the Yad- dásht reached the stage of Ta' liga repeating the same procedure as 
described above,it was sent to the Bakhshi with whose office the grant was particularly 
concernced. de endorsed it either on the back or the corner of the draft with the words: 
" This is special; the estimate for the salary may be made out. The proper officers are 
to prepare the descriptive rolls ". When the Dazugha of the dagh submitted the Dagh -nina 
the Bakhshi issued a Sar- khatt, while the Ta' liga was deposited in his office. On the 
basis of the Saz -khatt the Diván--i-a' lá prepared a report concerning the account of the 
salary due on it per mensem and per annum, and referred it to the Emperor. If the 
Emperor confirmed his previous order to confer a jágir on the candidate,the following 
words were written on the top of the report. " They are to write out a Ta'liga -yi -tan 
(certificate of salary) ". On the draft of the Ta' liga -yi -tan ,the Diván-i-a' lá 
endorsed the words " thabt numayand" ; it was then sealed by him, together with the 
Bakhshi and the accountant of the Diván when the Imperial Farmán was drafted outside. 
The draft thus completed was again signed by the Diván. The Ta'llga -yi -tan 
I. IHRO- xviii, 1942, Vide Jahingir's Farmán, p. 193. 
2, Br. Nus. Ns. Add. 6598, fol.172a. 
3. Compare The Any Of the Indian Noghuls , William Irvine, Lòndon,1903,pp.I6 -I8. 
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as it was called at that stage was sent to the Sahib- i- taujih who inscribed 
the 
details of the Farman(order)according to the draft made by the munshis of 
the Diván. 
This draft being the real Farman for the grant of a jagir was sealed and endorsed 
by all 
the officials concerned. The Royal Seal was put above the Tughra on the top of the 
Farman. 
Barat ( A Draft) : 
A cheque certificate for cash payment to the workman of the Royal Buyiitát 
followed the same procedure of an ordinary Farman . After the paper had been signed by 
the Nazir , who endorsed with the words " nagl girifta shud "(copy taken down),it was 
handed over to the DIv n- i- buyiitat. After it had passed through the hands of the 
Bakhshis and the Divar.;it was sealed and signed by the Khan -i -Seam . The usual sign of 
his Daftar was, " galami numayand "(let them write it ). The paper repeated the same 
procedure again before it reached the final stage.2. 
Soyurghal 
The general term used for the various grants and endowments during the time of 
the lYiughals was the Mongol word Soyiirghál. Such grants were made to religious persons 
and institutions for subvention to subsistence, either in cash or in the form of 
rent -free tenures of lands. Allowances paid in cash were termed Vazifa,while the land 
assignments were classified into rent -free or A'ima grant, and Madad- i -ma' ásh or Milk. 
Such grants were intended to last for a life or for more lives than one or were 
hereditary and differed from other land holdings such as Tiyul or the Jágir- i- tankhwáh, 
which were conferred for a specified period on Mansabdárs in lieu of their salaries. 
The authority for conferring such grants was invested in the office of the Chief Sadr 
The procedure through which a Soyúrghál for a land grant or Madad- i- ma'á.sh(subsistence 
allowance) had to pase did not differ in details from the ordinary Farmans. After the 
Ta_liaa was inspected, sealed and signed by the Mustaufi, it was handed over to the 
Divan- i- Sa'ádat,who was the clerk and in charge of the finances of the office of the Sadr. 
After it was sealed by other auxiliary authorities it was sent to the Divan -i -kull for 
3. his seal and endorsement. 
I. Á/in.(ßloch.)tr.,Vol.i.pp.273-74(A in No.I2). 
2. Ibid.p.272. omp are also Add.6641,ff.150-95. A 3. ïn.p.278.A,in No.I9). 
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Al- tamgha: 
A word of foreign importation like the Soyurgh 1, it came to mean in India a grant 
under the red seal of the Enperor,or one to which red ink was applied. It was one of the 
Institutes of Chingiz Khán; Jahângir, the innovator of such grants in India, says that 
whenever his ancestors wished to bestow a Jágir in proprietary right, they used to stamp 
the grant with the Al- tamgha (or 111- tanighá) seal. He ordered the place of the seal to be 
I. 
covered with gold -leaf when it was stamped with the said seal. Such land assignments 
were reserved for an officer who applied for a grant in his home village or pargana in 
which he was born. A grant of this kind was given in terms of the revenue(dáaA of that 
particular pargana, in the guise of an In'am. It is also called an In,-;m-grant. Sach 
2. 
orders like any other Farman- i- thabti had to pass through the office routine. 
FarMan-i-Elhd7i,rT. 
The Emperor in special cases issued in the form of a Farman to facilitate 
conveyance and free trade to the European travellers and traders, a permit (transit -visa ), 
in the name of the governors( hukkám), Jágir- holders ,revenue- collectors,road- watchmen and 




Form, Language and Style of the Farmans : 
In the following passage we make an attempt to delineate the principal features of 
the original or copied Nughal Fa nias with special reference to the Ahkám-i- divani. 
( a ) (i) SarLnáma, (ii) Tughra, (iii) Algab, (iv) .Du'a and Thana', (v) Khitáb (address), 
(vi) Ta'kid and Tandld. (b) Ta' zim for the Farman, (c) Language and Style. 
(a) (i) Sa r -nima: 
The Sacramental superscription,such as Huw al- Ghani(He is Independent) , Ruwa , 
I. Elliot . (Duázdah Säla-yi-Jahángir ) , Vol. 6, p.p.287-88. 
2. Vide Br.Mus.Or.2285. Two Al-tanghá Farmans in Original,dated II22/I710 and I151/1738 ; 
IHRC-xviii-1942, an Al-tamghá Farman of Jahángir,pp.I88-96. 
3. Br.Mus.Ms. Add.24,039(Copies of Farmans etc. A.D.I633-1712). 
4. Compare Man-azar al-Inshá. ff.76a-b. 
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Allahu -Akbar and many other Benedictory formulae which figure at the top of the Farm-ans 
and the Parvanachas(or the Taugi'át)allude to the character of the order ,craving the 
indulgence of its reader. Thus the formula Huw al- Fattah,refering to one of the epithets 
of God makes it clear that the paper is a Fath -n na. It is one of the rules of 
epistolography ,as the great exponents of the art have laid down ,to begin every epistle 
with one of the Names of Allah as a token of blessing and benediction. " But the most 
agreeable device is to conjoin the name " Huwa" with such epithets describing the divine 
I. 
attributes of God as may be in keeping with the subject of the text." Religion being the 
nerve centre of a Muslim's life, all his human activities, in which he seeks his 
identification with the Divine Being, gravitate towards it. Judged in this light the 
consecrated observance of prefixing God's name in the royal mandates tends to glorify 
the sovereign as one who is divine and God- like,sharing His attributes. Since he is the 
master of the world,'this great market place' and the khudáwand on earth,he has the 
authority for dispensing lands and his possessions he owns from the Over -lord. Jalll al- 
Din Akbar, the founder of the Din- i -Ilahi made a deliberate attempt to assume Divine 
incarnation by promulgating in his orders and coins ambiguous designs and suspicious 
formulae such as Allahu- Akbar (God is Great), or as the detractors construed it," Akbar 
2. 
is Allah" ; and Jalla Jalalahu,'` Glorious is His glory". The formula Allahu Akbar became 
almost the official motto of the YUghal Chancellery. The author of the Munsha'át al- Namakir; 
¿asim Khan Namakin,who served under Akbar,however says that it was for the sake of 
3. 
brevity that the above form was used. In conclusion it may be submitted that what the 
opening Sure Al-Fatihah is to the Qur'án,the sublime ideal of the Faith comprehending all 
the majestic glories of God, the superscription is to the royal mandates. 
(ii 'flighrá 
The Iughrá which crowns the royal Farm :ans was used as a visible symbol of the 
I. Vide Ñatinádárán; A Soylzrghál Of Qásim b. Jahangir Aq- goyunlu(903/1498) BSOAS; vol. IX, 
pp. 927-60; V.Prinorsky; and Br.Mus.Or.4935(Safavid documents)where similar legends fig-um 
api compare, Pianázar. fol.74b; Tarassul-i-Nusriyya. fol.24a. 
2. Badá'üni. Vol.ii, p.356. . 
3. Namakin.fol.3b. 
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king's majestic splendour. The name and the titles of the Emperor are drawn elaborately 
in an ornamental style of calligraphy in which the letters are interwoven and the 
uprights called " Alif- hAy -tughr i- sultáni " ' marshalled in a processional rythm' . 
Usually a Tughra is designed in a square and drawn with vermiliion(shanjarf) or liquid - 
gold(b- i- talá). Khwája Jahn says that the descendants of Chingiz Khan who ruled in 'Ajar 
substituted the Turkish formula " Sózümiz " meaning sukhun -i -má (our word) for the 
tughrá in imitation(mut -ba' at) of the latter 
(iii)Algib (iv) Du' á and Thaná' : 
Great formality was observed in the proper and suitable official titles to be 
used for the Royalty and particular persons. The honorary epithets and complimentary 
terms were chosen in close identification with the profession,rank and dignity of the 
addressee. Such was the glorification of the Mughal Emperors (and almost all the Muslim 
sovereigns and princes) that each of them was designated with interminable chains of 
supernatural application, divine titles and adulatory epithets. They were remembered by 
special posthumous titles each 'nestling and having his abode in the empyrean or 
paradise'. Thus Babur was remembered as Firdat s-makáni ; I3uma&un : Jannat -áshi yáni ; 
Akbar : ' Arsh- ashiÿni; Jahangir : Jannat- makáni; and Shih Jahn :A' la-hadrat Firdaus- 
áshiyani , Sahib-giran-i-Thani. 
The official titles and complimentary epithets of each official of the State 
were fixed and entered in the Dastñr al- 'amals. Some of the titles conferred On the 
'highly favoured amirs ' , as Babur observes in his Memoirs,' had a permanent stability in 
2. 
Hindústán' ;such as, Khlm -i -Kh n-an and Khán- i- Jahán. During the rule of the Mughals, the 
title Khan was the most common of all that were conferred on the grandees of the Empire, 
down to the ordinary Mansabdar of two hundred commands. Certainly it is the honorary 
epithet and the complimentary phraseology woven harmoniously into the texture of the 
titles that distinguish a Khan -i -Kh i7an from an ordinary Khan. Titles with the suffix Jiang, 
I. Man-azar. fol.75b. 
2. BaburLn-ama (Bev.)Vol.ii,p.537. 
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as Firuz- -.Tang came to be used with Jahángir,while the Daula, so much popular with the 
I. 
Ghazx avids and the BUyids was instituted by Sháh Jah n. Sultán was the official 
appellation for the Mughal Princes, which seems to have replaced Mirzá, as the 
2. 
Bádsháhzádas were commonly styled. 
The Emperors in their Faxmáns addressed to the Princes,besides passing parental 
epithets such as, " gurra(t "( the coolness of the eye of 
Empire and prosperity ), " Ghurra'- yi- nasiya'- yi- 'azamat- va -Jalal "( the star (brightness) 
on the forehead of grandeur and glory ), conferred titles such as Buland -Igbil 
( for Dárá Shikúh ), Bidsháhzáda '- yi- Jahln- va- Jahániyin ( for Shuja' ) and the like. In 
the State papers the Princes are usually mentioned thus: " Nuvvab- i- qudsi- alq_áb, Jaha -bani, 
Jahán- sitni Sháhzáda'vi_' álaar.,i '- lamiy -n ". 
Similarly the highest officials and the nobles of the Court were all assigned 
high -flown titles and Nouns of comparison ( Ism- i- tafdil ) Each was likened to a 
support or a prop( i'tidád ) of the Vault on which rested the Empire. The Vizier 
variously called Jumlat al -Hulk or Jumdat al -Mulk Medár al- Mahámm, being the centre of 
the important affairs, was accompanied with a retinue of rhyming adjectives such as : 
( ),yM. 
, " y ..li j t./ N ',.1 i19(lli% ~ i.-y4 (!''1(J1411 D ÿai1 il,l 
......la-kG;rlO»,Pr/ j j% (f'L"L%it (f%'lll, 
( ii ) For the Bakhshi al- Mulki: 
W / / ;CÁ U' : .J( 1',,1Wv 1 /0.,06r()i1(J ;1 O i6..ijL- M 
The religious authorities and saintly scholars such as Qadis, Sadrs and the 
Sayyids are mentioned with reverence and associated with them is a halo of veneration. 
Compound Adjectives are used to qualify the said persons. For example: 
Shari' at -ma' áb ( a Home of Mohammedan Law ) , Fadilat- iktisab ( acquiring excellence ) ; 
Tagva shi'ar ( clad in the inner garment of piety ); Diy-anat- dithár ( wrapt in the upper 
garment of integrity ) and the like. 
I. Ä'ïn. ( Bloch ) tr.,vol.i.,pp.398 -99. 
2. Humeyün- näma(Gulbadan)Ed. A.S.Beveridge; Or.Tr.Fruid.New Series; I; 1902,fol.7a,tr.p.90. 
ó'7 
The Emperor is equally generous in the titles by which he addresses the vassal 
Kings in his sarmans(a). In the Farmans(a) and Manshurs, the Thana' usually ends 
with another epithet -a compound Arabic,as Mubariz al -Din or Shujá'al -Din -which is 
I. 
followed by the proper name of the addressee and an assurance of the royal favours. 
The Du' á as a precedent is omitted in the Farmans of appointments and land grants,which 
is a feature of the Farmáns(a) and the Manshürs. On the contrary in the Farmans of 
Soyúrghals a desire is expressed that the grantee should offer prayers' for the daily 
increasing fortunes' and' the perpetuation of the August Empire. 
( v) Khi tab 
The Mughal Chancellery adopted for its model the chancellery practice of Fars 
and Khurasan. The of the Mughals bear striking similarity to those of 
the Mongols, Turcomans and thz Timurids in close adherence to common idioms and forms of 
expression. The traditional form of the Farman, the conventional phrases and formulae 
and the clerical style in vogue in those chancelleries were transplanted to India by 
Babur and Humayin. They gained currency under them and became the standard language 
of the Mughal Chancellery during the subsequent rulers of that dynasty. It is in the 
Soyurghals of the ì'ughals that parallels in the set-up of terminology and harmony in 
tone ,are noticeable to a greater degree. The complex procedure employed in the 
2. 
drafting described above followed the practice and pattern of the above chancelleries. 
It was a traditional practice of the Muslim chancelleries that a farman was 
addressed by the king to persons such as his brothers, sons, amirs, hukkam, darughas, 
' ummal, mubashirs of the matters of sultani, mutasaddis of the matters of divani,a'yan 
(dignitories),ashráf(nobility), kadkhudas(village headmen), and the rest of the population, 
informing them of his decision, the purpose of the farman(or the manshur)and enjoining 
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upon the officials concerned the execution of the royal command therein accordingly. 
I. Vide supra.p. 54 
2. ampare Matinadárán; and Minorsky A Soyúrghal, p.955. 
3. It is interesting to note the following parallels in a Manshur of Alp Arsalan(Nuskha, 
ff .8a) and a Mi thal of Khwarazmi àn i} ( al- Tavas ul-pp . 73 -4. ) , , ' b + U y f ; ,, 41cp.,' C , (J V 
. 
1 (ii) rr`,d, L:ü;,:((.P(sl-,ii .. ú,, Lae', >>LJ f C7áCf`; 
Such Preambles of Address as appear in the `thrcoman and Safavid documents figure in the 
T 
jk"&m -i -divani of the Pi ghals also, though less elaborate and carefully graded. From the 
time of Akbar the Ahk m- i- divani record a slight departure from the conventional bonds 
of the chancellery practices. The monotonous tone of the stylized language of the channce- 
llery, and the rigidity of the form of the Farman gradually took new tarns. As new 
conditions set in,anew office -terminology and clerical style evolved in the Indian milieu, 
only to be grafted on to the old ones. It is to be admitted at the same time that it was 
only a slight shifting here And there in the arrangement of the Arkán(to quote Khwaja 
Jahn) and such minor details which gave the Mughal documents a new colour and shape; 
on the whole it was a Persian miniature in Indian setting. 
Except in a few Fazmans, such as Farman -i- rah -dari, and Faxmáns granted for certain 
privileges, the part which contains the Emperor's Address henceforth tends to occupy the 
middle of the text of a Farman(belonging to the Ahkam -i- divani), as was the practice of 
the earliest Muslim chancelleries, for instance of the Saljúgs and the Khwárazmian 2' 
It is usually linked with the Ta'kid and Tandid. Such Farmens do not have any definite 
openings, but in most cases they begin thus: 
(ii) - - - - 
(iii)- - - - 
/ 
Oî, 
- - - -(iJY. N 
or, 
- - - - -11r(-04 
(vi) Ta'kid and Tandid : 
Yost of the officals in the Imperial service were paid in terms of 
assignments of the revenue of a specified area, called jagir or tiyúl,conferred for a 
specified time in lieu of salary and with the counterpart of obligations imposed on the 
grantee. _armans of such assignments, although they stand in contrast to the Soyurghal 
I. Vide Two Mughal Farmans(Babur and Bumayúr >,not dated ) quoted verbatim in the Oxi;ental 
College Magazine, Lahore, Nay, I933. 
2. Vide: Br. Mus. Har. Roll, 43, A. 4. q copy of Jahángir' s Farman; and Add. 24, 039, copi es of 
Farmâns etc. A. D. I633 -1712. ; and Compare Nuskha, fol.8a, etc and al- Zhvasui , pp. I2 -IIO. 
which conferred "immunity ", still embody certain common features in the form identical 
with the latter. The distinction was mainly of procedure. In both the cases the local 
officials under threat of responsibility were required to execute the royal command 
accordingly and recognise the legal possession as decreed. The Ta'kid and Tandid assume 
the same tone in the Farmens of both categories. 
A comparative study of all the Farmers, particularly those of relating to Soyúrghal, 
available in original and copies tell the story of the stereotyped practice of the MSughal 
Chancellery. These Fermáns of Madad -i -ma' ash reflect the monotonous " refrain" of the 
office -jargon, and present such a monochromatic picture that each fits in one and the same 
rigid frame -work. To analyse one,therefore,is to cover all. The Tá'kid and Tandid in the 
Soyurghal documents, as in the case of other Ahkam -i- divan]. ,for the sake of emphasi s(t aß.ú 
take the forms of tautological and synonymous expressions. The local officials of the 
present and future are enjoined 
(i) To act according to what has been 'couched in writing'(hasb al- mastür). 
(ii) They shall observe the continuance and maintenance(istimra -va- istigrar)of the 
most holy and exalted order of the E)nperor. 
(iii) They shall not introduce into its disposition or prescribed rales(gava'id) any 
changes or alterations(tagh it va tabdil). 
(iv) They shall not importune or molest (muzahim va mut a' acrid: nashavand,or, muzahamat 
narasanand) or demand (mutalabati nakunand) on any account of government taxes(malvajihát) 
and other demands( sa'ir- jihát). 
(v) But consider them as being exempted in every respect (min- kulli- vujüh -mu'af va - 
musallam- va- marff' al- qalam) 
(vi) And shall not present any draft for payment(havalat ) of these taxes and imposts. 
(vii) They shall not hover around the land of the assignee(piramún nagardand) . 
(viii)They shall not go beyond due limits of what has been ordered(az- farmuda dar naguzara- 
nd),I. 
I.Compare parallels in the edicts of Matinádárán ; A Soyúrghál (V.Minorsky) and A Mongol 
Farman (Fermâni az ferámsn- e- daureh- ye- Mughül), Dánishkadeh- ye- Adabiyát- e- Tabriz(Revue 
de la Faculte des Lettres de Tabriz ),No.I /v,A.H.1332,pp.40-47. 
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(ix) And consider it as obligation(dar 'uhda shinasand) . 
I. 
(x) They shall not request every year a new faenan or parvanacha(- mujaddad natalaband). 
It is to be noted that the Tandid does not mention any punishment as it appears 
2. 
in the charts of the Turcomans and the Safavids. 
( b.) Ta' zim for the Farman 
The Mughal Enperors' power as a ruler was' absolute and indivisible ' ; his Court 
was as magnificent as heaven (asa7i1n -jah) , 'an asylum for men (khala' iq- panih)' , and his 
every order was one ' to be obeyed by the world(jahn- mutá') and obligatory to be 
obeyed(vjib al- ittibá' )' . Such were the conventional and time -honoured phrases with 
which every Imperial order began and ' received the honour of penetration(sharaf- i- naf-adhi 
Every Fexmen of the Emperor commanded great reverence and respect from the recipient. 
Similarly letters to and from kings were presented after many foxmalities,obeisance and 
salutations made by the envoys in accordance with the customs and usages of respective 
countries. After the pishkash was brought and respects were paid,the messenger had to 
stand a full arrow -shot off to make his obeisance and salutations according to the custom 
of Hindüstán. He was to make three genuflexions in accordance with the usage of Turan, 
before he advanced to present the letter brought from his master to the Mughal Eaiperor.3' 
In the case of a Farman- i- bay-adi,pnd other royal honours,the recipient had to 
proceed a proper distance outside the city to receive the messenger. Sometimesa vassal 
prince would receive the Farm n(a) or (Farmer i- bay-adi)in a mansion built for that purpose 
outside the capital,which was called " Farman -bari or Farmn- badi(the Persian "bag." 
4. 
changed into the Hindi "bádi ",meaning an enclosure). A more anxious or zealous vassal, 
in order to register his goodwill and obedience to his over'-lord,would be willing to make 
a thousand saláms in his honour. In such case he was received by the Envoy of the Emperor, 
who would hold grand ceremonies and perform . various rituals. The recipient, after 
I. Vide Imperial Farmgns; JRAS(Bombay)1903,and 1920, Farmáns of land -grants of Akbar and 
Jah agir; and infra pp.83 -84. 
2. Compare Mátin t rán and A Soyiirghál. 
3. B .bur- nema(Bev.) Vol. ii,pp. 640 -4I. 
4. Mir' át- i- Ahmadi., sup.g.. p.22. 
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making obeisance from a distance to the throne, on which were placed the Royal Farman 
and the sword as royal insignia to signify the presence of the Emperor and the khil' at 
from him,advanced bare -footed to make many respectful salams . He stood there till the 
Emperor's envoy placed the Farman on his hand and presented the robe of honour to him. 
He made several other salutations and obeisance as thanksgiving to the Enperor. After I 
the ceremony was over, a convivial party was held in which betel- leaf(pan ) and perfumes 
I. 
were served. At times a recipient would not only place the Farman on his head,but would gc 
2. 
as far as making sijda before it. 
(c) Language and Style 
Khwaja Jahan,writing in the last quarter of the I5th century, in his I'Ianazar al- 
Inshá deplores the impotent diction and unimpressive tone of the chancellery language 
of his time. He notes to his great displeasure a digression from the prescribed rules 
and fonn(dastur- va- uslub` of epistolary composition; and an unwarranted omission of certain 
Arkan ,for instance Tahm d(praise of God) and Sala (benediction) in the 'Taugi' at ,such 
as Fannans,Manshurs and ìithals. In this context he mentions the Mitháls of the viziers , 
which contain a few sentences of compliments thrown at the I:ursal- ilayhi._ ,and after a 
short Du' a, a jump is made to the royal command. Such t ithals of his time, as he says," 
stand out as inferior as against those of the viziers of the ancient rulers(masátir)and 
Sultáns,the dignified style and grandiose diction of which struck awe of the pomp and 
splendour of the viziers into the hearts of the ' ummal and the ra' iyat." This degradation 
he attributes to Chingiz Khan, since whose time,' as the mangers of vizierate had gone 
astray from the old path(namat),the conventional fozm of composition also had dwindled 
3. 
into insignificance.' 
Judging from the standard of Khwaja Jahan' s estimate, and examining in the light 
of the established conventions and rules of epistolography, epistolary composition as 
practised under the J ughals would hardly present a true picture within the traditional 
I. Latifa- yi -Fayy di. (R.A.S.Ms.)ff.4a- 4b. Such ceremonies were held by the Sultans who 
rccdinvestitures 
from the Caliphs. (Bayhagi.p.353). 
2. A'in. (Bloch. )tr. , vol.i. ,p. 274. 
3. Ian ar.ff. 7Ia-b. 
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frame -work. Omission of Arkan and Shurat is frequently noticeable in the Taugi' át,while 
the language and style vary according to the nature of a document ,its importance and 
expedition, and cf course with the rank, social status and profession of the addressee. 
' A proper composition(tarkibi- yi- la'iq)and a super disposition(tartibi- yi- fa'iq) ought 
to be brought in the thread of interpretation in order of the rank of each person 
I. 
ranging from a sultán to a plebeian.' The language and style of the royal orders 'ought 
to conform with the particularity(khusüsiyat),which the occasion calls for. That is,if 
the addressee (mukhátab) is eloquent ,but is one who repudiates(munkir) the royal 
command,the language ought to be forceful to the extent of his disavowal(inkar),In the 
case of a block- headed(ghabi) addressee, who can not comprehend the delicacies of bal ghat, 
2. 
the language ought to be downright.' 
The hughal Chanceliery,it appears , had modulated its tone in language and style 
according to the temper of occasions. It assumes a high -flown language, sonorous diction 
and inflated style in the Manshúrs and Fannans(a)to feudatories and subordinates(i.e. 
Faramin- i- sultani). On the whole the Farâmn -i- sultani composed by the great M nshis and 
Viziers of the tughal Emperors, are verbose,omate and figurative. In this respect 'the 
form of the composition (hilyat- i- 'ibárat)is', what the exponents of the art desire to be, 
ornamented with the elegance of words and dignity of meaning(jamil al- lafz- va -jalil al, 
ma'ná)' . 
Since there was red -tape and tedious procedure through which most of the Ahkm - 
diváni passed,they followed a definite tradtion of the chancellery. The Mughals could 
do little to add to the technical phraseology and formulae borrowed from outside 
India, except to effect a juxta-position in their arrangement. The Ahc m-i- divani of the 
Mughals , like those of the Turcomans and the Mongols stand out as inferior in language and 
style as against the Manáshir- i- diváni of the early Muslim chancelleries. 
I. Dastúr. fol. 3T2 b. 
2. Manázar.fol.IIb. 
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The erudite styles of Bah.'al -vin Baghdadi and TMntajab al -Din Bag' At.beg al- Juvayni 
attain to that standard of Inshá' which is expected in that art by great Munshis. Their 
compositions are what Shams al- Munshi al- Nakhjuvani desires to be " adduced with the 
verses of the Qur'2n,Hadith, histories and annals(akhbar va athar), proverbs,couplets, 
strange stories, wonderful fables, exhortations (mavá' iz) ,and instructions ". Their 
writing reflects the religious temper of the age,the ethics of the official life and 
morals of society. Compared to this the Farms of the Mughals tend to assume a 
business like attitude in the guise of courtly style but under the mantle of vague 
threats and illusory promises of rewards. The language in the Soyttrghál Farmáns almost 
in all cases is unctuous, sanctimonious, assuming divine actions. On the whole the style 
in the Ahkam- i- divani is unimposing. The language of the Soyúrgh.l Faimans ,for example 
was ambiguously worded sometimes.2. In cases where a Farman was met with subterfuge,the 
subsequent Farmans on these occasions acquire a forceful style.3. 
The royal phraseology which echoed from the literary vanity and the scratching of 
the hired pen of the Munshis,were strictly adhered to and jealously guarded by the 
Emperors. Even the highest nobles of the Empire could not dare to appropriate this 
prerogative,or presume to begin their pare pas or epistles with the phrase, "By the 
miracle -working command ", for 'they did not possess the power of performing miracles.' 
It was a royal prerogative and as such even those Mughal rulers who were no more than 
puppets- holding an empire stretching between their tottering throne and the river Jumn.- 
could issue then Farman -i -' ali -span -vajib al -idh' n ". 
To illustrate fully the points discussed so far,I subjoin here (I)a Soyúrgh.l of 
the Emperor Babur being the earliest and the only extant document in original,and(2)a 
Farman- i- thabti of Shah Jahán ,dated respectively A.11.933 and I038/1629.5' 
I. _Da_stúr. ff.3a -4b ; Manazar. ff.50a -b. 
2. A'in.(Bloch.)tr.,Vol.i,p.282. 
3. Compare Br.Mus.Add.24,039, Copies of Farm-ans etc. 
4. Mir' át- i- Atimadi,part i,p.190; and Sarkar,p.141. 
5. (I) Batala Collection (Ì.0.455I), (2) Br.Mus.Or.II,697. 
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A Soyurghäl Of Zahir al-DIn Muhammad Bábur. 
Sar -náma: He is Independent. 
' Unván 
Great 
(Illustration PdO. I. ) 
(a) . 
The Royal Order Of Zahir al -Din Muhammad Bábur,the Victor in the Holy -war. 
Seal: (Inner Circle):Zahir al-Din Muhammad Bábur; 
(Outer Cicle)Ibn -'Umar Shaykh ; Ibn - Sultán Abú Sa'id ; Ibn Muhammad Mirra 
Ibn -Miran Shhhh ; Ibn - Amir Timür. 
On this occasion the world -obeying royal order(and)obligatory 
to be obeyed received the honour of penetration(to the effect 
(b) 
that'p011taas,the village(Panjhir Gil Bidaouri ?)from the Pargana (Vabala ? i.e.Batala),the 
revenue amount of which is a sum of five thousand copper Tankas(c),belongsto Qádi Jalil, 
the(acting idi) of the said Pargana in the manner of Soyúrghil(d)(hereditary grant), 
having considered(this), they shall now consider it as belonging to him in the same manner. 
(e) 
And they Shall neither molest nor oppose the aforesaid on any account of the Malvajihát 
and other Mutavajjahát, nor they shall hinder or present a draft(on any account of these 
taxes and imposts). It behoves them to carry it out in confòrmity with this confirmation, 
and they shall not need every year a new Farmán and parvanacha . In this respect(lacuna). 
Written : 13th Dhu' l -qa' da, 933(A.H.). 
I. 
Verso : Several seals some of them are illegible. 
A Round Seal of "Zayn al-Din Khwáfi" 
Endorsements " The parvinacha of the highest priest of great Sadrs of the Islamic cities 
amongst men '.' 
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A Farmen-i-thabti of Abu' l- Ivuzaffar Shihab al -Din Muhammad Shah Jahen. 
Sar -náma: God is Great. 
Tughra : The Royal Order of Abu' 1 -T uzaffar Shihab al -Din Muhammad Shah Jahan, the 
Victor in the Holy-war, the Lord of (happy) Conjunctions.II. 
Square Seals 
Since it reached our holy view that Nadi Bazid(to whom) was assigned the 
qadiship of the Pargana Malanawah in the District :h khnau of the Province 
Oudh ,has died;during this time the world -obeying order high as heaven, received the 
honour of issue and glory of bringing proof(to the effect ) that the qadiship of the said 
pargana ought to be attached to the aforesaid deceased's son di Barkhwurdar,the Home 
of Mohammedan Law,the Gain of Excellence. So that having attended to and endeavoured 
(co fulfil) the requisites(of)2.the said business like that which is proper ;in extermina- 
ting and settling dealings and differences, settling and deciding law-suits,contracting 
marriages with guardian and without guardian, distributing inheritances, drawing up 
legal sentences and decrees ; he shall not hold lawful deviating (even)a hair's point 
from the road of the Noble Shari and orthodox Creed (Figh). And it is ordered also,that 
(f) 3. 
About a hundred bighas of fallow -arable land exempted from the (Government) revenue(g) 
from the said Pargana ought to be assigned to the above- mentioned (i)in the guise of 
subvention to subsistence with effect from the beginning of Kharif- i- Ilen- yil(autumnal 
harvest of the sanke year) according to the contents. So that by spending and usuing 
I. After Timúr this symbolic title, which by consequnce came to mean as above, and whence 
arose the derivative meanings, "a Fortunate of Fortune " and a " Great Emperor "; 
passed to his descendents in India most of whom like Jah ngir and Sheh Jahen assumed 
it in their coins,royal signets and documents. ( Vide, JAS- Bengal,I\Tov.1910,vi,No.IO.pp. 
574 -79), 
2. Compare the following parallels in (i)a Farmën of Jahangir (IHRC- 
E. i 




as / ) 
I -' ¡ f ,s 
'41:141 //11(4)"," 
; I am therefore,inclined to omit the 
Vav- i- 'Atf(conjunctive)and read with Idafat. Compare also the duties enumerated in the 
earliest letters- patent(Nuskha.ff.6a -8a.; I' jáz.(Printed).vol.ii,p.T3; ,Atabat.pp.52,83.etc. 
3. Compare A 'in.(Bloch.)tr;yol.i,pn.278 -80; GAll soyürghál land should consist of one -half 
of tilled land and one -half of land capable of cultivation. 
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the income thereof,from season to season and year to year , he may be engaged in praying 
for the perpetuity of our eternity -allied Kingdom. It is incumbent on the present and 
future governors, tax -collectors, jágir- holders and króriÿanitof that locality)that, 
endeavouring(to observe] the continuance and maintenance of this most exalted holy order, 
having measured the said land, settled (its) boundaries and left it into his possession, 
they Shall by no means whatever permit any alterations or changes to (its disposition). 
And they shall not importune him on any account of (land -taxes such as,) Malvajihát and 
other imposts ) hra,j át (h) such as, Qanalgha, pi shkaah, j aribana, dabit na , muhassi lána , 
muhrana , darüghakana, bigar,shikar, tax of five per-cent, fees of the headman, tax of 
two per -cent, fees of the q iurgó, cost of annual settlement after the ascertainment 
2. 
of the Chak and repetition of .: cultivation(in every season i.e. Khaxlf and Rabi' ?), 
and all civil obligations and Government demands. In this respect they shall not request 
every year a new Fannin and parvanacha..If he owns any land at any other place, they 
shall not take it into account. They shall not swerve or go beyond due limits from what 
has been ordered. 
written on the I5th of the month of Shahrivar, 2nd Ilahi year(I0Y811629). 
Verso; (Illustration No.2A). 
THE DIM N. 
This contains the explanation of the Vági'a and the Yad- dásht of the Vági'a 
at the different stages of the drafting of the present Farman . The Resume of the Dimn 
appears on the Recto (Illustration No.2) as the text of the Farman. 
Seals: (i) Masavi Khan (d.I054 /I644),the Sadr -i -kull. 
(ii) Afdal Khan ; (iii) Sadiq Khan (iv) Ray Manaar Das,(other seals are illegible) 
I. From Crore meaning IO millions, Akbar divided his Empire in the year 1575- 6,into 
blocks each yielding a crore dins of revenue and the officer in ch:arge of each 
such unit was called a krrri.(A'in.Book I.Vol.I,p.IO.). The word crore appears in the 
Baburnama and the Wagi' at- i- Baburi (Br.Mus.Ms.Or.1999) fol. 64b. 
2. It was one of the duties of the 'amal -guzár (tax- collector)to ascertain the correctness 
of the Chak- nZna.(jain.Bloch. Text, Vol .i,p.286- 7,tr.,Jarrett,p.46 -7.) Vide Chapt.III- 
Parvänachas infra. 
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Single points are as follow: - 
(a) Ghazi: 
Bur assumed the title Ghazi after his glorious victory over the pagan Raja maá 
Sángá at Kanwah on 25th Jumada.II.933,29th March I527 ;and it was written,as the 
I. 
Emperor says, amongst his royal titles. Our chart which is dated just after over four 
months proves to be the earliest Mughal document that has come down to us in original. 
(b) Pargana : 
In the Indian parlance a pargana means a division of a Sarkár or a fiscal union 
of a Saba (province). In this context it appears in one of the earliest works written in 
Persian in India, the Tabagat- i- Nasiri of Júzjani (completed in A.H.658/I259). Babur, who 
can be designated as the first Mughal author in India, has used the words pargana and 
sarkari in his Memoirs,where the usual plural of pargana being parganát appears, formed 
2. 
by adding the termination " at " in imitation of the regular feminine plural in Arabic. 
3. 
(c) Tanka- yi- siÿah: This probably refers to copper coins,i.e. silver black. 
(d) Soyurghal: 
The Soyurghal from the Mongol "soyurkhal" meaning hereditary grant, certainly came 
to India in the wake of Babur, and there is some reason to believe that it is its first 
documentary appearance in the present chart. It is to be pointed out here that before the 
Mughals,the equivalent terms for the Soyurghal were the Idrarat, Milk, In'am- i- dehha, 
Ins am- i- zaminha, Vazlfa and A'ima.4' 
(e) Malvajihat , Mutavajjahát and (h) Ikhrajat: 
All the three terms appear in the documents of the Turcomans,the Timurids and the 
r 
Safavids. The Ikhrajat meaning " occasional expeneses orva.riou,slevies " is frequently 
5. 
mentioned in the Tarik2- i- Jahán- Gushay of Juvayni. 
I. Ba-bur -ngna (bev.) Vol.ii,p.574. 
2. Ibid. Turki text,Vol.i.1905, Vide Index. 
3. Ibid. (Eg.Tr.) Vol.ii,pp.521, 577(Footñaté 
4. Barani.pp.559 -59. 
5. Compare Matinádárán; A Soyúrghál, V. Minorsky; lTámi. ff. I74a, I49a, Insh -i -Mu' in al- Zamaji. 
fol.35a;and The History of the World- Conquror(Tr; John Andrew Boyle ) ; Vol. ii,p. 5I7 etc. 
L-- 
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According to the A'in- i- Akbari the tax imposed on cultivated lands by way of 
quit -rent is termed Mil,as was the regulation in Ire. and Túrán. ' Imposts on manufact- 
ures of respectable kinds are called Jihát,and the remainder Sa'ir- jihát. Extra collect- 
ions over and above the tax if taken by revenue office are Vujúhát,otherwise they are 
termed Fuiu'at. I. Mal and Jihat, appearing in combined form, simply mean land taxes . 
and revenue charges. 
The Mutavaj jahát does not appear in any other Mughal documents and seems to have 
been replaced by the more frequent terms the Si'ir -jihát and the 'Aväridát. Though prior 
to Bebur or more precisely during his period the Mutavajjaht is frequently met with in 
the Timurid documents. In the Ñama-yi -Ñami it associates itself with the Málvajihát as 
in our chart, and is followed sometimes by the term Divni, i. e. Mutavaj jahát- i -divani 
2. 
(dues) or sometimes is preceded by other terms as Ikhrajat and Takalif. 
Many imposts (Vtxjahát) were first abolished by Fixúz Shah Tughluq in A.D.1375 and 
3. 
later by Akbar and his successors. The list of such forbidden imposts under the heading, 
Abvab- i- mamma' a or Takalif- i- mamnú' a appearing in the Mughal Fa-m-ans or simply as,the 
imposts which the natives of Bindústán include under the term Sá'ir -jihát ",includes most 
of the cesses enumerated in the Farman of Sháh Jahn under the heading Ikhraját. The list 
of such illegal cesses and perquisites is preceded by Sá'ir -jihát ,or 'Avaridát,or more 
4. 
often by Ikhrá5t. It is inferred thereby that Ikhrájat meaning occasional expenses and 
disbursement or " various levies ",denotes like the 'Avaridát,the Sa'ir -jihat of the 
5. 
A' in- i- Akbari. 
Qonalgha or Qonalghá 
This Turkish word which appears in the Fariiins of the Mughals with mutilated 
spellings sometimes, has given rise to very interesting interpretations.It is included 
I. A'In. Bloch.Text,II,pp.294; Tr.,Jarrett,vol.ii;pp.57 -58. 
2. Námi.ff.I49a,174a etc. 
3. The Revenue Resources Of the Mughill Enpire in India (From A.D.1593- 1707), Edward Thomas, 
London,I871; pp.6 -7, Compare also Mir' át- i- Ahmadi.pt.I,pp.286- 88(Ilamgir's Fan n). 
4. Vide Imperial Faimens and JRAS(Bombay) 1903, and I920(Faxmáns of Akbar and Jahangir.) . 
5. The 'Avaridát meaning "additional and extraordinary payments and duties ",or "occasional 
taxes" appearsin the Turcoman documents (Matinádárn and A Soyürghál, V.Minorsky)and 
in Juvayni. Vide. Boyle,Tr.Vol.i.,pp.I6,30 etc. 
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in the Abvab- i- mamniz' a remitted by Akbar and is coupled with another Turkish term 
Savari in the A'ir- i- Akbari. The meaning of the latter is given by Jarrett as "simply a 
tax ", while the former appears with a query mark in the text by Blochmann and has been 
I. 
left untranslated by Jarrett,who adds a note saying that he could not trace it. Shams al- 
'Ulama Dr.Modi writing in 1903 his paper " Parsees at the Court of Akbar" ,has a 
doubtful reading of Qonalgha appearing in the Faxmans of Akbar,where it is not legible. 
After a research of nineteen years,he comes to pronounce his judgment on " Qonlaghe " , 
which occurs this time in a Farman of Jahángir. According to him " Qonlaghe " is a hybrid 
form, from " quin ,meaning a slave ", and the " larhe may be the Indian word,known in 
Gujarati(his mother -tongue) as lago,meaning tax ", hence it means " a tax on each head of 
slave ".2. 
The wonalgha, which certainly came to India in the wake of Babur like many other 
words of Chaghatay Tuxici,occurs twice in his Memoirs,under the year A.H.935,coupled with 
'Ulúfa. It has been translated (i) " daily allowance and lodging of envoys going 
backward and forward, and (ii)" allowance and lodging "3' The Indian sense of this word 
_ 4. 
as in the Farmans of Indian Mughals is, "a diet obtained by officers from the ryots ". The 
author of a " Glossary of the Technical Terms used in the collection of revenue" says that, 
it means "an offering(nadhr) to the ruling suzerain,known in.the common parlance as a 
vessel of large cake(avand -kuli) ,full of coagulated miik(jughrát):It was a custom to take 
such victuals, when a landlord went to pay a visit to the ruler. "5' 
Pishkash: It was one of the imposts remitted by Akbar. According to Mir'át- i- Ahmadi, 
the local officials used to exact from the villagers presents which in the local parlance 
6. 
of Gujarati. is called " kachari ".In one of the Farm_ ans of Shah Jahln it is called 
"Pi shkash- i- Sarkár" . 7. 
I. Á' in. Bloch.Text, Vol.i.p.301, Tr. ,Jarrett, Vol.ii,p. 67(Foctn.otc: . 
2. JRAS(Bombay) 1903 and 1920. (Foot note). 
3. Bábur- náma(Bev.) Vol. ii,pp. 646 and 658. 
4. Islamic Culture(Hyderabad Deccan);Vol.xxi,N0.4,0ct.1947, Art. "Qonalgha ", Maulavi Muhamm- 
ad Shafi' ,PP 390 -93. . 
5. Br.Mus.Ms. Add. 6603, III -fol.40 -84, (Vide under Qonalgha ) . 
6. Mir' át- i- Abmadi, Part.i,pp.286-88. 
7. Imperial Farmáns, vide Document No. VI. 
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Jaribana: 
Jarib was the former land measure, also the measuring instrument in yards,and bigha 
was the name applied to jarib during the time of Akbar.I'The suffix "ána" of Persian is 
added to the Arabic Jarib to denote the rate imposed for defraying the charges of 
measurement of land with jarib. 
Dabitana: Fees paid to the assessors and measurers. 
Muhassilana: Fees of the Muhassil(tax- gatherer)paid in connection of revenue collection. 
Muhrana: 
Like the Rusiam,customary perquisite under the Safavids, Muhrana may have been 
the fees for sealing documents. It may also refer to the marriage- tax(ìrahrana)levied by 
Akbar as has been mentioned by Abú'l- Fadl . In the context of land grants,it in fact 
means the fee paid to the 4adi or the Sadr in charge of the " Soyux h .1" and documents 
relating to it,for such papers were impressed with the seal of the Sadr or the Pargana 
2. 
wadi. In the Glossory mentioned above, " muhrána-yi -hákim " has been included in the 
3. ' 
Abvtab (dakhil- i -abvab ast). 
Dazughakána: It denotes the charges of the Superintendent of the locality,and is included 
in the Abvab- i- mamnn'a. 
Bigar and Shikar: 
These two rhyming words always appear together. They are not included in the 
illegal cesses abolished by Akbar,but cones on the scene from the time of Jahangir.4$igar 
5. 
has been read sometimes with additional dots as " paikar ", meaning thereby " war duties ". 
It means forced labour and is still current in India in that sense and has become a part 
of Urdu and other Vernaculars. Since it does not appear in the lists of the Abvabs of 
Firuz Shah Tughluq and that of Akbar, and neither the "kin nor the Taazuk- i- Jahangiri throw 
I. A'in. Bloch. Text,II,p.296- 7,Tr.Jarretkp.6l. 
2. Compare 7,ain .(Bloch.)tr.,vol.i,pp.277 -78.; and Add.6603,fol.80a. Vide also infra(ch.III). 
3. Add.6603.Ibid. 
4. JRAS(Bombay)1920,Document NO.I. 
5. Islamic Culture XII /I,Jan1938,p.68. 
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any light,it may be safely presumed that Bighr must have entered India sometime in the 
wake of the Mughals from its land Turkestan. Juvayni describes a kind of forced labour 
called "bigi -nafsi "in which the wife of a man in his absence performed the duty in 
I 
person in his stead. Shikár signifies a princely hunting organised in the form of a 
battue called Qamargha ,for which thousands of beaters were employed to drive in the games. 
It in this case may refer tt,« such obligations on the part of the beneficiary or his servant. 
(f)Bighas 
The Hindi word Bigha means an ordinary unit of land measurement,prevalent in 
India even to this day subject to local variation . The method of measuring land during 
the time of the Sultanate was by Bisva (from the Hindi Vis,meaning twenty).A Bisva,used by 
3. 
Baran in this respect,constitutes the 20th part of a Mughal Bigha ,which according to 
Abi'l -Fall "is a quantity of land 60 gaz long by 60 gaz broad ". The Shih Jahani Bigha 
was equivalent to two to three present -day bighas.4' 
(g) Jam' 
It is interesting to note that Indians and Afghans vocalise monosyllabic words 
of Arabic with an unnecessary vowel substituted for a Sukun or the medial consonant, 
creating thereby a syllable.Thus the Jam' ending in two consonants becomes bisyllabic,i.e. 
Jama' ,and as such is always spelled like this in other languages of India. This peculiarity 
of Indian vocalisation did not escape the critical notice of BBibur,who observes that 
Hindistanis pronounce the " b_" in Anbah (mango)as though no vowel followed it, and 
sometimes they drop the vowel in certain words such as they say Khabr for Khabar.5. 
In India Jame' carries three specialised meanings in the office jaxgon,(i)a receipt 
side of a cash as opposed to Kharch or expenditure side;(ii)demand ,or(iii)Valuation, 
6. 
according to the context used in the revenue administration. 
I. Juvayni, text,part I.p.22, Tr.,Boyle,p.31. (Vol.1.) 
2. A'in.( Bloch.) tr;Vol.i,pp.292- 97(Á'in.N0.27); Compare also Juvayni, Tr., Vol.1,pp.27 -28. 
3. Barani.pp. 287 -88. 
4. A'in.Book III,Bloch. Teat, Vol.I.p.296,Tr.,Vol.ii,p.62,Cf. Islamic Culture,XII /I,1938, 
pp. 6I-75. 
5. B_ilbur- nima(bev.) Vol.ii,pp.503 and 484, Vol.i,p.3&J. Compare also " Stray Notes on 
Kabuli Persian ",by Bogdanov, J.A.S(Bengal),Vol.rcvi(New aeries),1930 (PP.I -I23), 
6. Moreland. Vide Appendices A & H,pp.2I2 and 278. 
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Chapter III. 
Classes Of Epistles (Contd.) . 
T A U l'A T. 
Section I. Parvánachas. 
The Parvnnacha of the Mughal period is a substitute for the Amthila of the early 
I. 
Muslim chancelleries (amthila- yi- divani). It is the official term for the rescripts of 
the Ministers, Grandees of the Mughal Empire and the higher officials at the Capital and 
the Provinces. The Parvanacha is, in force a 'little Faxman(farmáncha). 
Abú' l -Fall says that a Parvanacha differs from a Faxmán only in two respects. Firstly, 
it does not require the Royal SeaLaadsecondly,it is inscribed in the Ttzghr'L. character,but 
the two first lines are not abbreviated. During the early period of the Mughal Dynasty 
the Parvanacha was used especially for the stipulated salaries of the Begams and Princes, 
for the stipends of the vazifa- holders under the care of the Div n- i- Sa'lidat,and for the 
2. 
fixed salaries of certain employees. The Parvanas which Bbur wrote with his own hand 
3. 
evidently covered a large variety of orders. It,later,however, came to be issued for all 
such orders which did not require a Farman, but practically,the Parvanacha tends to 
support and supplement all the royal orders of the Ahk - i- diváni. 
The following details emerge from a study of the Parvánachas. They are issued in 
the first case (A) in accordance with a previous order of the Eperor(ba -mú jab- i- faxmán, or 
muváfiq- i- faxmán); or (B) by royal order(hasb al -hukm, or barhukm -i -jah n- muta'),and 
lastly (C)in accordance with a counter -order of the Ministers (hasb al- amr),and in this 
respect issued by the subordinate officials. There are again the Departmental Papers of 
each Yinistry and the subordinate Offices in the Provinces and districts,issued at the 
discretion of the departmental officials. They(D) deal with departmental transactions and 
routine business. 
To the category (A)belong those ParvTanachas which form the Asnád(sing.Sanad) of the 
Ministers confirming orders in the Ahki- divani of the Emperor. There are references 
I. Compare Barani. pn.559 -60. 
2. A'in.( Bloch. ),tr.,vol.i,p.273,(A'in.NO.II). 
3. Babun- naa(Bev.),vol.ii,p.650. 
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to Parvanachas preceding .the Farmans incertain cases, but in practice they are issued 
in due course and almost immediately afterwards to confirm a royal order Since their 
purpose is to confine and verify a royal order, we may designate them as Aspad i- Ahkam -i- 
diváni(sing. Sanad-i-Ahkam-i-divmni). The category(B) forms the Ministerial rescripts 
conveying the orders of the Emperor in the personal capacity of some Minsiter. They are 
explicitly called as-Hasb al- hukms. The last category (C) comprises Parvanacha.s issued by 
the subordinates to confirm, support and execute the royal orders,or the Hasb al -ham 
orders, or again, in compliance with the orders of their superiors (Haab al -amr). Such 
Hasb al-amr orders, as we may call them, form the rescripts of the provincial and 
district officials, and in many cases are the last link in the chain of royal orders 
(Fazmans). The departmental papers may be called Kaghadhát- i- daftari (D). They 
include the personal orders of the Ministers commonly termed Parvánajat. 
The Parvanachas similar to the Ahkam- i- divZni bear the Dimn, which contains the 
particulars of the order and explains the details of the official procedure at different 
stages of the Vieille , the Yid -dasht of the Vagi, a , and the Fard- i- hagigat, a.s the case 
may be, prepared in that regard. The procedure appears to be less elaborate than in the 
case of the Ahkan -i- divini. Every Parvnnacha is directed to the subordinate officials 
concerned. 
(A) Asnad-i-Ahkanal-i-divani 
The term Sanadd according to the definition given in the 75.n- i- Akbarï ,has 
a vary wide application.2' In practice it signifies a confirmation and verification of a 
previous order of land -grant, appointment and commission, any privilege or immunity 
accorded to the recipient. It may denote a patent,permit,deed,decree,or more precisely,a 
written authority to enjoy a grant of any nature. The bulk of the Aspad of our period 
shows that,they,mostly relate to matters of land -grants and appointments. 
Ash-ad of Land -grants: 
The many instances of confirmations and renewals of the Fanm ns of land- grants 
in Soyúrghil or Tiyül without military service( bi- dágh- u- mahalli),notwithstanding ti-e explicit 
I. Nigár. fol.I07b. 
2. A'in.( Bloch ).tr.,Vol.i,p.273,(A'in.NO.II). 
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command of the Emperor therein,that the officials under threat of responsibility," shall 
not request every year a new farmán or parvánacha ",shows that the Fazmans in many cases 
I. 
were falsified. There arose also occasions when :a_ change in sovereignty, or the 
personnel of the local officials,forced the grant -holders of land in Soyirghal,to produce 
their title -deeds for inspection to the provincial Sadr, or to the llXnperor himself in 
2. 
person. In actual practice subsequent Sanads came into force for verification of previous 
documents quite frequently. A study of the collections of documents relating to particular 
families in India,yields interesting details of renewals, confirmations and verifications 
3. 
in Fa n ns and Sanads ,sometimes under the same ruling Emperor, or otherwise. 
The fact that the Farman of land -gra0 was not a de facto royal order in the first 
instance,is proved by the subsidiary orders of the Princes(i.e.Nishans),Grandees or the 
Ministers following in the wake of the original Farman. It is that auxiliary order that 
signifies an order de jure, and puts the Farman into force. In the case of renewals of 
land -grants in P;adad- i- ma'ash,the same Emperor might issue another Pari-an to that effect, 
4. 
as is shown in the two Farm ;ms of Akbar of the 40th and 48th years of his reign; but for 
immediate confirmation of a grant made in the Farman,the most convenient instruments were 
the Sanads of the Sadr- i -sudur and of the Divan -i -a' la(vizier) . As the facts stand these 
two Sanads go hand -in-hand and initiate other subsequent Sanads issued by the provincial 
Sadrs and the Divans. 
(i) Sanad- i- Sadarat- a]- 'aliya: 
The first link in the land -grants of all nature,whether, M_adad- i- ma'ash,A'ima , 
Al- tamghá , Jágir without military service, grZamindaxz,was without exception the Chief Sadx;, 
whose seal impression is on every Farman. He,had,however, special authority in matters of 
land- grants in Soyürghal, and his confirmatory order was the most requisite. 
I. Compare Manucci's narrative of the falsifications of Faxmans and asbelocums(Hasb al- hukms) 
Vol.II,pp,380 -86. 
2. Á'in.( Bloch .),tr.,vol.i.,np.278- 79,(A'in. 0.19),also ï9ir'át- i- Ahmadi,part,I,p.335. 
3. Compare the Batala 'Jollection, Imperial Farnans, JRAS(Bombay)1903,and 1920,Fann ns of 
Akbar and Ja li gir granted to a Parsee family of Surat, IHRC- XXVI- 1949,part,ii,pp.I -7, 
to an old falily of saints of Bihar, IHRO -XVIII -part, ii,1951 -pp, I -7, to another family 
of Bihar, IliR XVIII-Decm.1942,pp.I88-94, Hto a family in Bengal, Islamic Culture, 
Hyderabad( Deccan ),No.XII /I,1938,pp.61- 75,to another family it Bengal etc. 
4. JRAS(Bombay)1903,Document Nos.I & 2. 
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The Sanad issued under the seal impressions of the Sadr- i -sudar and other auxiliary 
authorities in favour of the grantee confirming the land -grant for subvention to 
subsistence in the preceding Farman,is called Sanad-i-Sadart-_ al-'_ aliya. 
(ii) Squad- i- imrat, , B n -nama, or Parvana -yi-a + phi: ak 
Under one of these titles ap rears the Sanad of the Vakil(Prime- Minister) , or the 
Vizier or any other dignitory of the State,which purports to suplort and confirm a 
2. 
preceding Farman or a Sanad(of the Chief §adr) pertaining to Soyurghal or royal privileges. 
From a Hukm of Khan i- Khánan dated I0I2/I603, confirming the grant made in the Farman of 
Akbar of the 48th year of his reign,it appears that,it was made out in confirmity with the 
3. 
permission(parván.agi) of the Chief Sadr. 
Such ;ukms, Hukm -nmas or Parvanas, in practice were issued by the authorities at the 
Capital and the provinces on subsequent occasions to verify and settle previous grants to 
the descendants or beneficiaries of the original grantee, and in all cases on the authorit 
4. 
of the previous deeds. 
(iii) Sanad-i-hukkami: 
To continue the story of the fresh grant made to the recipient of the Farman,the 
Sanad-i-sadFrat-i-'aliya and the Hukm obtained at the Capital,we may turn now to the 
subsequent stages inthe execution of the royal order. The recipient of these documents had now 
to bring the provincial administrative machinery into motion. The Hukm of Khan i- Khanan 
refers to another Sanad to be granted by the district Divani to the recipient, in due 
course. Such a Sanad drawn in favour of the recipient is known as Sanad-i-hukkami. If the 
grantee had already obtained another required Sanad from the provincial or the district 
edr,the matter was referred to the officials of the specified pargana,whither the grant 
was made. Otherwise, the pargana officials were instructed in the Sanad-i-hukkami to cause 
him to execute a Muchalka to the effect that he would obtain the same within the 
5. 
prescribed period from the office of the Sadr- i- sarkar(i.e. district Sadr). 
I. Vide Batala.,dated II Ilahi year(Jahángir)confirming a grant made in the Farman of that 
Enperor,dated Isfandyir,IO Iláhi year, also vide Illustration NO.3. 
2. Vide,JRAS(Bombay)ibid,Document No.3,(Hukm of Khan- i- Khanan ),IHRC- XXVI,part.ii,1949,a 
IIuknr -nama of Khàn- i -Jahán dated, A. H.983, confirming a Farman of Akbar. etc. Compare also 
Nigár. ff. I17a -b, I17ó -II8a, I06a-b. 
3. JRA.S.Ibid. 
4. Mix ta- i- Ahmadi.part.i.,p.319. 
5. Nig2r.ff.Il7b -II8a, Mirät- i- Ahmadi.p.319. 
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(iv) Sanad-i- Sadr- i -suba and Sanad-i- Sadr- i- sartiar 
In all cases of land- grants in Madad -i -ma' ásh,whether conferred without a 
counterpart of obligations,or with the obligations such as to discharge the duties of a 
Qadi,the recipient of all the above Sanads had to apply to the provincial or the district 
Sadr to confirmand hence to execute the garret in his favour.' The Sanad-i- Sadr -i- sacker 
repeats the same order contained in all the documents and by virtue of which,the pargana 
officials proceed with the matter. 
(v) Chak -rein 
The recipient is now in the specified locality with all the auxiliary documents 
to deal with the pargana officials such as the Qádi,the Shigdar ,and those directed in the 
documents in his possession. The documents evidently do not specify the position of the 
land of which the garret- holder had to take possession. This fact is significant of all the 
grants in Soyurghál,except the Al- tanghá in which the garant is made in terms of a 
revenue (dam) of a certain pargana. The same applies to a grant in 1Tiy -u1 -u- 
mahalli) made in terms of the income of the holding. 
It was the duty of the local officials to find out a suitable plot available for 
that purpose. It might take years to find out the land and settle its details.Since as a 
rule all So¡arghiil lands consisted of some portion of tilled and some of arable land,it 
was not therefore, always possible to hold the land in one contiguous plot.3. 
The district and the pargana officials,the Qadï, Divin, Désa'i(village head),Nugaddim, 
and the cultivators measured the land accordingly,with the prevalent yard(gaz- i- ilah}, in 
most cases) and settled the boundaries showing from every side the corners where it would 
abut on the lands of others or Government possessions. Every minute detail was registered 
in a chart with statistics and descriptions of growing and adjoining things and places, 
which later was sealed by the Qadi and the official surveyors , and signed by 
I. Niger. ff.I17a -b. 
2. Vide Br.Nus.Or.2285,two Al- tamgha grants, and compare Insha4i- Harkarn(Balfour)pp.5254, 
Niger, ff.II8 -I19b. 
3. JRAS(Bombay) 1920, Vol.xxv- 71,VII,p.46I. A Chak -náma dated A.H.I031 came to be settled 
in consequence of the Farmen of Jahangir dated A.H.I025. Vide also Illustration NO.5. 
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the witnesses. The chart called the Chak-nma of the land was entrusted to the 
grant -holder,so that it forms a legal document for proof(hujjat báshad) ,should a 
I. 
necessity arise to present it in the court. It was the duty of the revenue -collector 
2. 
to ascertain the correctness of the Chak -nma , 
(vi) Tashiha (a) ; 
The fact that the tenure of such rent -free grants was only'during pleasure' 
of the Fnperor and his successors,is well attested by a study of the confirmatory 
documents coming into force even in the life time of the original grantor,i.e.the Enperor. 
The grant -holders were exposed to vexations,by the revenue officials of the locality, the 
Mansabdars(holding jágirs in lieu of salaries),and even were encroached Upon by 
unprincipled persons. Occasional inspection of the title -deeds by the Sadr and the revenue 
3. 
collectors was the order of the day. 'Dose who could produce their documents had their 
grants ratified,otherwise fresh Sanads from the provincial or the district Sadr could only 
4. 
reinstate them in their possessions. The ratification document is called variously - 
Tashiha, Tashih or Tashiha-n.rna. 
A Tashiha was originally drawn up by the Sadr- i -sudúr on the authority of the previous 
5. 
Sanads including that of the Provincial Governor. The last mentioned might in case grant 
his Ih.km -nana in accordance with the Sanads of the former authorities and confirm and 
6. 
settle the grant after the verification and confirmation of the local Madi. 
(vii) Tashiha (b)or Sanad-i-haiy-va-gá'imi: 
Whereas the Tashiha(a) is issued whenever occasion demanded to verify a grant,it 
also appears to originate under different conditions. It is when the original grantee died, 
that his descendants had to lay down their claim of the title. The fact that the Soyurghal 
grants in land were hereditary, is proved by the renewals of them in fresh Farmans or 
Sanads by the subsequent rulers and authorities drawn in favour of the beneficiaries. 
I. JRAS. Ibid. Vide Document No.3. 
2. A'in.(Bloch.text,)vol.i.,p.287, Tr., Jarrets vol.ii.,p.47. 
3. À' in. (Bloch.) tr,yol. i. ,pp. 278 -80. , Mir' át- i- Ahmadi,part, I,p. 319, 335. 
4. Nigár.ff.95a-b. 
5. Islamic Culture. (supra), also Vide Illustration Nos 45. 
6. IHRC:XXVI -Decn. 1949 ,part.ii.pp.I- 7(Hukm- n-ama). 
A drastic reduction in the terms of the area is frequently noticeable. The practice in 
force shows that the same procedure more or less followed in this case also. 
Akbar had ordered that every heir claiming his bonafides should apply to the His 
I. 
Majesty in person. The district Sadr might recommend the applicant's case in his Tajviz 
2. 
submitted to the Central Office. After an inquiry made from the residents of that 
locality,by the local officials in regard to the identity,the facts of his title(istingag4 
and worthiness (ahliyat) and when it became evident that he,alive, living,possessing and 
occupying is the same person, and that he did not have any other means of livelihood from 
any other source, the matter was referred to the relevant offices. If a fresh Fasmán came 
into force, otherwise on the authority of earlier Sanads, the Sadr -i- sudizr confirmed the 
3. 
original grant in the favour of the heir. The Sanad because of its relevant contents may 
be termed as Sanad -i- haiy- va- gá'imi. 
On the authority of the fresh Sanad the Diván -i -a' lá issued a Feriae in the form 
4. 
of the previous Sanad, that is the Sanad-i-imarat or Sanad-i-dargahi to that effect. 
(viii) Mandar -náma 
Before the matter was finally settled in favour of the heir,in view of some 
dispute that might crop up in regard to his title,the Jagir - dar of the pargana(nuvváb) 
executed a document attested by the Qádi and other witnesses to bear testimony to the 
confirmed possession of the old grant in the favour of the recipient of the relevant 
documents. It was.. just like a public recognition of the possession by the heir thereof. 
For the purpose of ascertaining the extent of the old possession,the local officials 
with the help of the cultivators,civilians and other community members examined,measured 
and ascertained the ground. The details were recorded in the form of a1iandar --náma which 
5. 
was attested by the seal of the oidi and signed by the witnesses. 
I. A' in .(Bloch.)tr.,vol.i.,pp.278 -80. 
2.Batala Collection. A Parvána confirming a grant made in the Farman of Akbar,dated A.H. 
979,by the Vizier of Shah Jahan(dated,I6 Ilahi year.) It is again confirmed and verified 
under 'llamgir by his Sadr(dated,23rd year of the reign.) 
3.Ibid, vide also Illustration NO.4. 
4. Ibid. (A )arvana) 
5.JRAS(Bombay)I903,vide Document No.4. 
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(ix) Sanad-i-Jagir 
A grant of Jagir without military service differs from the Jagir with military 
service(i.e.Yarligh- i -dgh) and the Soylarghll incertain respects. Contrary to the view 
expressed by H.Blochmann that the holder of a jagir without military service (bí- dagh -u- 
mahalli) had nothing to do with the collection of government taxes of the parganas,there 
is documentary evidence that such a grant constitutes counterpart of obligations on the 
part of the grantee It was the duty of the grantee of a jágir of this nature,or a 
Zamindárí,or even in the case of a Madad--i-ma'ash grant to a adi,that they," having 
attended to fulfil the requisites of the said business as is proper, shall not fail to 
2. 
observe minutely vigilance and attention(hazm- va- ihtiÿat) ",in the discharge of the duties. 
The holder of the jagir was ordered in the Farman of the Emperor and the subsequent 
Sanads, evidently in this case of the Divan -i -a' la., to collect the revenue to be 
transmitted to the royal treasury. The Sanad-i-jágir directs the pargana of-icials,the 
Chaudharies, L5417ing73s,and the cultivators to acknowledge the grantee's authority in 
matters of government taxes and fees of the Diváni.3' 
In this line we can multiply other Sanads confirming and describing the counterpart of 
obligations of the Jagir- grants in terms of the income by way of Zamindari, Chaudhará'i 
and Naga -séthi(headman- ship).' In cases, as is understandable, if the grant involves 
obligations to the Imperial Exchequer and revenue,the Divarñwas the proper office to 
issue the Sanad, but in the case of all Madad- i- ma'ásh grants with a counterpart of 
obligatians,it was the Sadr who was the sole authority.5. 
Asnld- i- Khidmát 
All appointments to higher posts at the Capital and provinces(for example to 
the post of a Nazim or the provincial governor),were made by the Emperor himself in the 
Farman- i- thabti;whereas all other appointments to district and pargana posts were made 
I. Compare Blochmann's view in the A'in,( Bloch .)Tr.,Vol.i,p.271(footnote). 
2. Compare, Batala Collection, a Parvana of Lachkar Khan holding a jagir in the province of 
Multan (under Shah Jahn);for references compare Harkarn,pp.42 -44, etc. Vide (supra) 
Illustration NO.2, and IHRO -xviii -1942, pp.I88- ,for Jahangir's Al- tamghá. Farman. 
3. Nigár. ff.II8a -I19b, I06a -b; Harkarn, Nos. V- Farman- i -jägir and II, Sanad-i-jagir. 
4. IHRO- op.cit., also IHRO- xxi3Oct.1945,pp.53 -56, a Nishan of A'zam b.'Álamgir, confirming 
a grant(Sanad)of a village by way of In'am with the duties of Naga -séthi. 
5. Mir'át- i- Ahmadi, Suppl.(tr.)p.I49. 
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by the Ministers in their respective departments, but with the approval of the 
Divin -i -a' 1á, in the Hasb al -hukaa letters- patent, the post of the paxgana Q7.1(11 origin& ;+ 
I. 
ted only in the Farman- i- thabti. The appointment was later confirmed by the Sadr+ -i- 
sudar in his confirmatory order called simply a Parvána or Sanad, in accordance 
2. 
with the Farman. 
( B ) Haab al -hukm: 
The Hasb al--hukm orders of the Ministers cuver a large variety of State and 
administrative matters, along with those which the Emperor desired to be conveyed through 
them. The Div -i -a' lá. a evidently had to deal with orders of more importance and 
sometimes of political significance, following in the wake of the Faxmáns of the Emperor, 
3. 
for the sake of emphasis to the additional injunctions. 
( i ) Asnad-i-khidmat ( of Hasb al-hukns ) : 
The letters -patent appointing officials to posts in the provinces and districts 
and which did not v require a Farman of the Emperor, but his verbal order 
( hukm- i- mushäfaha ), issued from the Divan's office ( Divani ) are known as 
Asnád- i- khidmat ( sing. Sanad- i- khidmat ) . 
The Hasb al -hukms followed the same principles in procedure as the 
Ahkam- i- divani, but less elaborately. Fbr instance for appointment to provincial posts, 
a Fard -i- haqiqa- t ( statement of facts ) was prepared ( in the office of the Divan-i- 
tan ) in that respect, which was later reported by the Divan-i -a' lá to the Emperor for 
his approval. The Sanad-i- khidmat was then issued from the office of the 
4. 
Divan- i- khalisa. 
Dast akat : 
A Dastak has various forms of documents relating to State and administrative 
orders. In the departmental transactions, a Dastak is known after the topic it 
purports to deal with, such as Dastak- i =dagh, plagbtktoag. and so cn. Such 
departmental dastakat do not signify more than a permit, a voucher or a certificate 
issued by the respective Ministries, and belong in other cases to the Kaghadhat- i- daftari 
I. Vide Illustration No.2, and compare Or.I842,ff.99a -b, IOIa. 
2.Nigár. ff.I06a -b; Vide IHRO-XXVIII- partii,pp.I -7, and Mir'át- i- Ahmadi, supp.p.I49 
3.Mir'át- i- Ahmadi,part i,pp.247,283. 
4.Br.Mus.Ms.Add.65,99, ff.I52b -53a ; Farhand- i- Kärdáni(Edinb.),ff.38b -39a. 
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(ii) Dastakat-i-khidmát: 
Certain appointments to minor posts in the parganas and the Ministries were made 
by the Hasb al -hukm= letters -patent called the Dastakát- i- khidmet. The D veni,for 
I. 
instance, issued the Dastakát- i- khidmát for the posts of Daxughas, Tahvildars and Mushrifs. 
The Bakhshi al- mamelik and the Khán -i -Samen likewise dealt with their own departmental 
2. 
appointments. In each case the written order of the vizier was necessary. 
The Dastakát- i- Khidmát issued from the Divani to the provincial and local officials 
in the name of the " clerks of the important affairs(mutasaddiyan - i- nazhimmát)" ,tend to 
illustrate administrative orders proclaiming (i'lam) the new appointment made in 
accordance with the " world -obeying order(of the E nperor)" in favour of the appointee , 
so that he ' having attended to the requisites and conditions(lavezim -va- marasim)of the 
said office with uprightness and integrity, shall not fail to observe minutely matters 
of attention and vigilance'. The local officials are likewise enjoined both in the 
Asned- i- khidmát and the Dastakát- i- khidmat ' to strengthen :the hand of the coming before 
(dast- i- tasaddi) in the performance of affairs related(umúr- i- muçlefa) to his post. They 
_ 3t 
Shall consider it an extreme command(ta'kid - i- nihayat) . 
(iii) Dastak -i -Rah -dari: 
Besides the authorised officials at the Court,the Office of the Divins, was ,as 
it seems, the only Consulat d'etat de permis, to issue a permit by royal order to any 
servant of the State proceeding on a journey on official business or State mission. It is 
issued in the names of the officials of every territory through which the bearer had to 
pass, and records the name and nature of the business. It opens generally with the 
Preamble of address to the ' Commissioners of the jegizLholders, land- lords(zaminda7m) , 
watchmen(chauki-darann ,road- guides(rah -daran) ,highway- patrols(guzax_benen)', and those 
concerned, They are enjoined 'to conduct the bearer safely through their territories, 
to escort him on dangerous places, and should by no means whatsoever abandon him(mu'attal) 
I. Inshá i-Harkarn(Balfour text),p.176, Farhang-i-kardáni.ff.38b-39a. 
2. Or.I641,ff.23a-24b. Add.6,598.ff.I89a. Compare also Nigár.ff.177b-I85a. 
3. Nigar. ff. IOIa-I04a, I17b-I85a, Or.I842. ff. IOII13a, etc. 
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and if, God forbid, should any mishap befall him in an one's boundaries,he shall be 
I. 
held to account for it. Let them consider it the command(gadaghan) to that effect.' 
(C)Hasb al-amr; 
The orders issued by superiors,either in accordance with a Farman, or Hasb al -hukm, 
t t 
or again directly from them at their discretion for which the Emperor's sanction was not 
necessary, find expression in the rescripts of the provincial and district officials.It 
refers in this respect to the authorities and the superiors' orders,it purports to 
proceed with, convey or execute. In most cases they are issued in accordance with the 
' amr- i -jalil al- qadr(the counter -order of the high in dignity); or ' aznr- i -'ali ' of the 
Vizier ,or their own immediate superiors. They cover in this respect all orders issued 
from the Capital in the name of the " Clerks of important affairs" of the .jágir,pargana, 
2. 
and the saxicar. 
In the case of the land -grants, the Sanad-i-hukk iii, the Sanad -i- Sadr -i- Barkar 
and the Pary n a of the provincial governors or the local jagirdars ,form the link in the 
chain of the Farman, the Sanad-i-dargahi, and the Sanad-i-Sadarat-al,' aliya . Similarly on 
the suthority of the A.snad- i- khidmát and the Dastakat- i- khidnat issued from the 
"Daftar- i- mu'alla. ", the provincial Diváni issued its own letters -patent repeating the 
same orders verbatim to the appointee and those enjoined in the Superiors' orders(i.e., 
the Ministers ) . Such AS~za.d- i- khidmát and the Dastaka4. khidmát of the provincial or the 
district officials. are not confirmatory orders, but they only tend to proclaim to the 
3. 
local officials in particular and the public in general the order from the Capital. 
The provincial officials could make appointments in the parganas for local posts, 
4. 
only when their recommendations (Tajviz) submitted to the Divan i -a'lá , were approved. 
I. Insh&74i-IiarkamOalfour Text) , Vide Chapt.on Dastaks. 
2. Idigar.ff.I06a II8a, etc. 
3. Ibid.ff.I88a-b, IIIa-b,etc. 
4. P4ir'át-i-Ahmadi. Supp.p.154. 
Zubdat al-inshä(î,I0-2065) f£I2a 
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(D) Kaghawalát- i- Daftari : 
The Mughal rule has been described as a 'paper government'. The enormous transit 
of the routine papers to and from departments and servants of the State, shows the volume 
of business transacted. This is bórne out also by the highly developed office -terminology 
borrowed from outside India in some cases, to which India still adheres closely. Most of 
the departmental papers do not signify more than receipts, vouchers,certificates or 
statements and reports of office accounts. Every rescript, though issued independent of 
the Enperor' s immediate sanction, professed to be On His Majesty's Service. 
(I) Kaghadhát- i- daftari of the Divani: 
Every order from a superior officer or a noble assumes the common term of a 
Parvna. They are to be distinguished and classified only with the help of the definite 
cliche, which applied to each specifies it. Besides the Hasb al -hukm orders, the Diváns 
and other Ministers dealt with those orders which did not necessarily require the royal 
sanction, or were in accordance with the precedents evolved through the former royal 
orders and sanctions. 
(i) Parv7anaját- i -m70; : 
They relate to departmental transactions of the Exchequer and Revenue,but 
generally to administrative orders issued in accordance with the requests or reply of 
the 'Ummál.s. They concern in most cases the complaints(istighatha) from the cultivators, 
regular salaries(tankhwah- i- mavajib) of the servants(ahl- i- khidmat), cash salaries of the 
Bädshahzádas (tankhwah- i- nagdi) in terns of income of certain pargana.s assigned to them, 
I. 
and other fiscal and revenue matters. 
(ii) Dastakát- i- daftari : 
Under this heading come all other Dastakát issued from the Diváni in the name of 
the provincial and local officials, concerning the Exchequer, and tankhwah of the Mutasaddis 
2. 
of the Treasuries. 
I. Add. 6, 598, ff.138b-I39a, 143b, Or.I64I. ff. 27a, 31b-33a,86b-87a. 
2. Ibid. Zubdat al-Inshá: ff. IOa, IIb,12a. 
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There are other Nuskhajät- i- divani, or the records of certificates and office 
statements which deal with the revenue account, and for that reason do not belong to 
Inshá, but to Muhásabát. 
( 2 ) .aaghadhát- i- daftari of the Bakhshis: 
The nature of the State business transacted in the office of the Bekhshi al- 
mams,lik and his assistant Bakhshis, shows that the Department had the control over 
I. 
the entire service of the empire. Every order (Farmer i- thabti ) passed through his 
office, and most of the grants and appointments, such as jagir with military service 
( Yarligh- i -degh) and mansabs were particularly concerned with that office. 
The Bakhshi al- mamálik made appointments for the provinces by issuing Dastakát -i- 
khidmat for the posts of the Amin, Darl-Agha, Mushrif and Chauki -nivis of the mounting 
2. 
guard, branding and verification ( dglrva-tashiha ). The provincial Bakhshi attached 
to the Nazim combined the duty of the Vagi' -nivis 4so, and sent regularly the 
news- letters ( akhbarat ) to the headquarters. The other routine papers issued from 
the office of the Bakhshis concern the recruiting of the army, postings of the Mansabdárs 
at the Court ( ì i ririkab ) , and on duty elsewhere (ta' inat ) , guard -mounting ( chauki ) 
at the palaces, salaries of the Mansabdárs and other business coming under the domain of 
that department. The functioning of the Bakhsh1& offices in regard to the papers dealt 
with, can be best appreciated if compared with the first steps of the first entry of a 
Mansabdár in the Imperial Service. 
( ) Dastak- i -dagh: 
The Mansabdars were paid either in cash ( naqd ) , or in Jagir- i- tankhwah, i.e. 
jagir in lieu of salaries ( dagh- va- mahalli ). In the first case the hagigat of the jagir 
was certified by the Divan- i -a'la, while in the second instance it was the Bakhshi who 
issued the certificate,i.e.Tasdiq. The Tasdiq repeated the stages of the Yad- dá.sht and 
3. 
It was sent to his office for inspection. It seems that the office then the Ta' liga. 
I. Ibn Hasan, p.225 -26. 
2. Mirs át- i- Ahmadi. Supp.p.152, Or.164I. ff.I8a. 
3. Vide supra Chapter III- Section II. 
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issued a permit, Dastak- i -dagh, for the branding and drawing up of the descriptive-rolls, 
I. 
after the Ta' liga was inspected by the Bakhshi. 
(ii) Chihra -nana: 
The descriptive- -rolls of the Tt_ansabdars and their horses,with the details of 
personal appearance and peculiar marks(khal- va- khatt)were drawn up by the Chihra- nivisan 
before the Emperor on the appointed day. The duty of the An was to compare the 
descriptions. The descriptive roll was than countersigned by the officers in charge,and 
the amount of their salaries entered in the Chihra -narra. After it was certified by the 
2. 
a peror,it was signed by the Vagi'a- nivis,the Tfir -i -'and and the Commander of the guard. 
(iii) Dágh -narra: 
On the authmrìty of the certified Chihra -nama, the farligha- yi -dagh branded the 
3. 
horses and the signs were described in the descriptive -roll. 
(iv) Sar -khatt : 
On the day of the muster when the horses were branded, the Bakhshi took the 
4. 
Ta'l_iga and issued a Sar -khatt specif3ring the amount of the monthly salary of the Mansabd 
(v) Tashiha : 
On the day of the muster prescribed for the Mansabdars of both categories, 
those paid in cash or in jagir, the periodical verification of their Tabinan( contingent) 
was compulsory. The muster -certificate, verifying the horses, arms and a=mours maintained 
5. 
by them, is known as Tashiha . It was signed by the Divan and the Bakhshi. 
. . T 
(vi) Dastak -i -ta' ináti : 
The order for posting a Mansabdar with his troops under the command of some 
other higher Mansabdar or to some place,was issued in the name of the Mansabdar enjoining 
6. 
on him to pay the due obedience. 
l'astak- i- chauki : 
The Chauki is a Hindi word which meansibembuntingoraguard. The army at the 
I.Or.I64I.fol.I8a, 20a., A'in.(Bloch.2tx,vol_i.,p.27I. 
2. D in.pp. 265, 59, Compare, Daftar-i-Divani (n"al-va-iiulki) State-documents of Shah Jahan' s 
reign.(11yderabad),pp.279,280. 
3. Á' in. pp-. 259, 265. 
4. Ibid. 
5. Ibidgp. 259-60, Or. I64I. ff. I8a-19a. 
6. InshaLi-Ilarkarn(Balfour text) pp. I80-82. 
0 
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Capital had four divisions and seven parts, each of which was stationed for one day in 
attendance about the palace . The office of the Bakhshi issued the order in accordance 
I. 
therewith, called Dastak-i-chauki. 
(viii) Dastak -i- mahalla: 
An order issued for periodical mustering. 
(ix) Sagat -nana: 
A certificate from the Inspector explaining the casualty of the horse of a 
Mansabdar or an Ahadi. 
(x) Rukhsat -nama : 
A permit of casual leave. 
Bimári -n aa: 
A medical certificate. 
(xii) Bartarafi -nama: 
A certificate of discharge. 
(xiii) Fauti -nama: 
The document stating the death of an employee in the army either on account of 
'a natural death, or on active service_ or in action. In the first case,half -pay and in the 
second, full -pay was disbursed as a. rule to the heir who produced a VarithrnZna 
2. 
(certificate of heirship) attested by the Qadi. 
The following papers were required from the provincial offices and individual 
employees in the army: 
(i) TasdIgat -i -h i r1: 
A document certifying those serving in the provinces(ta'inát). 
(ii) Muchalka: A written bond executed by a newly recruited ;?ansabdar(nau- sar- afr;z)to 
the effect that he would get the horses of his retainers branded within the prescribed 
3. 
period. 
I.A'in.( Bloch. )tr.,vol.i,pp.267- 68(Atin.NO.9) All these details(i-xiii,and i,)are taken 
from the Br.Mus.Mss. (Dasti3r 
2.Compare Irvine. p.27. 
3.Vide Selected Documents. pn.4- 20,No.4. 
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(iii) Tarnassuk- i- damini: 
A security bond executed by the hansabdar who held a Jegir- i- tankhwah ,to the 
effect that he would have his retainer's horses branded within the prescribed period, 
I. 
failing that he would be liable to the payment of the penalty of Chauth_ a'i. 
(3) Kághadhát- i- daftars of the Kh7an-i -S5m n : 
The Khan- i -Saman was technically the Comptroller of the Royal Household,Director 
General of the Karkh7naját, and the Minister for public works, trade and industry. All 
appointments to the posts at the Capital and provinces were made by him at his own 
discretion, execpt for the higher offices which required the Hasb al -hukm orders. 
Dastakat and Parvanas: 
The permits and orders issued from his office relate to departmental transactions and 
State affairs.The following papers were either issued from his office or requisitioned 
2. 
from the provincial offices. They relate to the Royal cattle. 
(i) Dastak-i-an'am,(ii) Dastak- i- dagh,(iii) Dagh -nama and (iv) Tashiha(same as in the case 
of the Bakhshi s. ) 
He also issued permits(v)allowing the nobles of the State for temporary lodging in 
government houses, replying to the inquiries made by the provincial Buyútát and so forth. 
The following papers were requisitioned from the employees such as the skilled 
arti sans. 
( i )Tasdigát- i- hdiri(attestations of the attendance) of the Darúghas. 
(ii)'Ard- dáshts from the Karkhanaját. 
(iii)Tamassuk -i- mal- damini,bonds for money security from the menials(shagird- pisha). 
.(iv) Chihra -náma of the menials. 
(v) jubud, a receipt (for the article given from the Karkhanajzr) . 
I. Selected Documents. p.5. Chauthá'i(from the Marathi Chauth)is a kind of deduction made 
especially from the pay of the Mansabdars who held jagirs in the Deccan and amounted to d 
of the .total estimate income of the Mansabdas. (Ibid.p.19) . 
4 
2. Br.Mus.Ms.. (Dastúr al -' aural. ) .Or. I6I4. ff.2ìa -23a, 
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(4) gabalát -i -Shat' iya: of (a) the Na}lkama- yi -Shar' iya, and (b) Matakama-yi -' Ad.lat. 
(a) The dignity of the Chief Sadrs of the 1<'Iughals dwindled into insignificance. 
The Sadr -i -Jahn of the period of the Sultanate was the head of the Ecclesiastical and 
Judiciary departments and had unlimited authority in matters of grants,variously called as, 
Idrarat, Milk, Vazifa, Madad -i -ma' á.sh, In' gym, and Vaqf, to learned men and for benevolent 
purposes. The Emperor Akbar curtailed the authority of the Sadr -i -kull in Soyurghál grants, 
2. 
who henceforth had to consult the Divin. His duties as the Chief Justice to try criminal 
and civil cases, and the duties of ádi al -qudat of the Saltante and other Muslim periods 
such as, Imamat, Ithitabat, and Iitisab and supervision of enforcement of religious law as 
3. 4. 
described in the old Manshürs ; was delegated to a separate office of the Q:a037 al- qudat. 
Nevertheless, for apno#ttments to the posts of Qtadis, Muhtasibs, Sadrs, N_utavallis for 
charitable foundations, Imams and Mu'adhdhins for the mosques in the provinces,districts 
and parganas,it was the Chief Sadr who issued Sanads as confirmatory orders. Similarly as 
the head of the Ecclesiastical department and as the Royal almoner,it was he who supervised, 
6. 
.confirmed and verified all grants in Soyúrghil, by issuing Sanads and Parvanas. 
The provincial and district Sadrs were likewise delegated with powers for issuing and 
checking. title -deeds of the Qadis,Khatibs, Ivutavallis, Imams acid Mu' adhâhins, and for 
issuing Parvanas, Baráts (cheques) for the stipends and daily allowances of the 'ulami. 
7. 
and other needy persons. 
(b) professors and learned men in law were generally appointed to the office of the 
Chief Justice. He was consulted by the Emperor on controversial and important religious 
matters. He composed Khutba in eloquent Inshi.'to be read in the name of the Emperor as 
8. 
a token of validity to his succession. In the provinces and the districts he was represented 
I. Compare Barani.pp.379, 558 -59. 
2. A' in. (Bloch.) tr. , vol. i,pp.278 -85. 
3. Iduskha. (Br.Mus.Ms. )ff. 6a-8a etc. al-Tavassul.pp. 46-56,56-75, I07 etc. 
4. ì it 'á.t- i- Ahmadi.nart.i,p.248,340. 
5. i r' ät- i- Ahmadi.Supnl.p.I49.Cf.IHRC- .Ií,1942,pp.I5- 20(Sixteen Persian Documents.) 
6. Vide supra, and Cf. Nir' at. Ibid. 
7. Idr'ät.Suppl.p.I49, part,i,p.319. 
8. Mi r' át. part. i , p. 248. 
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by the 1;adis,who were assisted by other officials such as, the Darugh- .yi- 'adalat, Fuftis, 
I. 
and Iiir -i -' adls. Since there was no Sadr in the pargana, the local Qadi officiated in 
that capacity also in the matters of land -grants in Soyurghal. Eis attestation was 
necessary for the final set-dement of Madad -i -ma' ash papers, such as the Chak -nana and 
2. 
Nandar -náma. In case of a partition of the land,it was he who attested the gismat -noria . 
Similarly the Varith -nama was certified by him. 
His other duties as described in the letters -patent, included ' settling affairs, 
deciding law -suits and disputes,contracting marriages with a guardian and without it, 
distributing inheritances, drawing up of legal sentences and decrees according to the 
Cannon Law.' The residents of the locality were directed to consider him as the custodian 
of Law and absolute judge,to whom they referred in all religious and civil transactions. 
We can enumerate the following papers issued from the Nahkama- yi- 'adalat; 
(i) Sikuk and Sijillat : -Legal sentences and decrees. 
) Dasta -i- 'adalat: 
A summon issued in the name of the defendant in a law- suit(mudd. ailayhi_' 1. 
(iii) Nirklrnama : 
4. 
3. 
Price bulletin of the current retes of market prices was attested by the pargaa 
cadi and sent to the Capital. 
The following .)abalt- i- Shar'iya were drawn up by the 
(iv) 1`ikah -nna : a marriage settlement, and all other cognate papers in the case of 
annulment, such as, (v) Taláq- näma, (vi) i:;ahr -dama , and (vii) Hiba -nema. 
: ost of the civil contracts were made in his presence a.d required his attestation, 
such as,(viii) Vathigat or Khatt (sale and purchase deeds)and.óther undertakings. 
Similarly,most of the sureties, bonds and securities (ix)(Tamassukat) were executed 
6. 
before him and required his seal impression and signature. 
I. Br.ì-,4s.Ms.Add.I6,859.ff.43,6Ia-62a, Ar' at-i-Ahmali.part,i.p7).257-58,Supil.o.I49. 
2. JRÀá(Bombay)1920(ibid). Document.II. 
3. Vide Illsutration.N0.2. Batala Collections for 
the Farmáns of 'Alargir.Compare also a Farmán of 'Alamgir Br.Mus.Or.II698 for gadiship. 
4. Inshg'-i-Harxarn(Balf. text) ,,.178. 
5. IHRC- op.ci. 
6. iiarkam.chapt.vi-,A7lat-i-Shar'iya, Namakin. Chapt.vii,ff.34a-82a, T.1si,a-i-'IyFir-i- 
Dazish. (EI0-206ti)ff.76b-8Ia. etc. 
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Section II. 
Language, Style and Forms of the Parvanachas 
The Parvanachas of the Iughal Chancellery are the little miniatures of the Farmens, 
but with greater relevant details in the contents. Hastily scribbled in the cursive and 
swift Shikasta style more often than not, they exhibit a picture of tethnitbally less 
elaboratel drmAghtsmanship and visual grandeur. That inevitable dedicatory superscription 
(sar -námal without exception heads the documents,but the royal prerogatives, the Tughia 
and the Royal Seal, do not appear in the Parvanachas. The seals of the officials find 
place usually in the right hand margin of the charts. 
In the case of Sanads of land -grants in Soyizrghal, particularly in the Tashihas and 
other subsequent documents purporting to verify a grant made by a former E nperor,besides 
the references made to the original orders with relative extracts from the text,the right 
hand margin below the Sar -nana, records a reference to the ruling Emperor under whose 
reign the grant is being verified, in its relative form, for instance, Jahangîri, Shah- 
Jahani and so on .This we may call the ' Unvan(or, , Inv n) of the order. As a reference to 
the original grantor,i.e. the preceding ruler, his post -mortem title figures instead, such 
as, Jannat- makani points to Jahangîr, the original grantor. This is a significant feature 
of the Farmans and Nish-ans also, indicative of the fact that the Mughal Chancellery kept 
I. 
an up-to -date Official Records. 
The " Limn " appearing in the Sanads of the Soyirghals contain the details of 
the land apportioned to the grantee, his children or the beneficiaries as the case may be, 
in terms of bighas and recorded against their names in the Siylk figures. Such details 
provide important material. for the students of Sociology and Economics to form an estimate 
of the social and economic conditiorsaand the joint- family system of Ìughal India. 
The Pary pas of the Ministers in the literary form follow the previous prototype 
of the Farmans with slight juxtapositions of the Chancellery phrases. After the pattern 
of Aklk n-i- divani of the chancelleries in Firs and Khurásán, they usually open in the 
I. Vide Illustration No .4, and Imperial Farmans.Document.NO.XIII. 
ICI 
preamble of Address to the " present and future Com;.issioners of the Krcián and 
Jagir<laran ", and other officials, proclaiming(i'lam) the order recorded therein. In the 
administrative Parvanas the addressee is remembered with his proper Alg2b with the 
assurance of the royal favour or with salautation ( salam). It is interesting to note 
the usual adjective " iiuti' al -Islam "(obedient to Islam,i.e, Tv?uslims) used for the 
I. 
Hindus. The Algab are usually followed by the phrase i'1am- an- ki ",or "inhay- an -ki ". 
The Islam in the sense of a public p'roc.Iamation such as about military march, or a court 
2. 
summons, appears also in old treatises of the Inshá: Parvanas containing the phrase i'lam. 
3. 
are some time explicitly known by that term. Other Parvanachas, particularly the 
Dastakat- i- khidmat and Hasb alamr orders open in the simple Conjunction "Chin "; 
Example : .........-J 41 1dfl .,,Ty?. 
The Ta'kid is dwelt upon in the rigid line of the Farmans with the hackneyed jargons, 
which seem to have become a convention of the chancelleries. 
The Asnád- i- ahkamiÇA)embody almost a resume of the contents repeating Ipsissima 
verba of the Farmans which they verify, confirm or sup-:-'ort. For example the Sanad-i- 
Sadárat al-' aliya and the Sanad-i-Imarat(Hukm) address the' officials proclaiming the 
grant made in terms of certain bighas of fallow -arable land in the specified locality in 
accordance with the Farman of the Emperor issued on such and such date in favour of the 
grantee and his children if any, according to the particulars, with effect from the 
commencement of either of the seasons(i.e. Kharif or Rabi')counted according to the TMrkish 
Year -Cycle. It behoves them to measure the land mentioned from a proper place and having 
made the lines of demarcation,put him in possession of it. So that having spent the income 
thereof,he should without any interference, with repose of mind engage himself in 
offering prayers for the perpetuation of the eternity -allied $ingdom(of . His Majesty)'. 
The Ta'kid declares the immunity of the grantee from government taxes and the customary 
levies, it does not however, enumerate them in items. The officials are enjoined'not to go 
I. Compare Harkarn.C,apt.III- Parvanas .AIO.IV, Zubdat al- insha. ff.IOb -IIa. 
2. Compare Dastúr. ff. 85b,86a, 89a, etc. I' jaz. fol. 45a. 
3. Dastúr al-' amal- i- Khálisayi$harifa.(Edinb.)Vide under I'lám. 
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beyond limits of what has been ordered and that they shall not need every year a new 
farm n or parvánacha. ' 
Henceforth every subsequent document proceeding with the order would repeat verbatim 
the contents of the previous documents and as is understandable, it does not end only with 
the final document, the Chak -nema ,but the contents are repeated in the Tashihas also 
with the relevant alterations. 
The Tashihas of both the categories(a and b)differ Only slightly from the original 
documents, but they contain definite cliches, which are aids to distinguishing this 
category of Sanads from the earlier ones.'The officials are informed of the old 
possession fixed as Madad- i- ma'ash,as having been settled and fixed(again)in the same 
manner as per details contained in the "Dimn" in favour of the recipient of the Farman 
and Sanads : They are enjoined that " they Shall not introduce any alterations or changes 
into the prescribed rules relating thereto, by no means whatever permit ", and " they 
Shall leave the said land to the said person, whole and complete ", and " they shall 
I. 
necessarily consider it a complete injunction(ta'kid- i -tamm 1:Lim darand.)" 
There appears a significant formula in this category of Sanads, which incidently 
alludes to the beliefs and social custom of IVughal India.'The land is consigned once 
again in the usual manner to the beneficiary(or grantee),as a sacrifice over the 
auspicious heads of the Shahzádas or the Badshahzadas ,or even the slaves of His Majesty, 
2. 
to guard the Empire from evil fortune. It runs thus: 
----,,.,  .,)1/ c ') JU'V)C'J .1--  . 




ample: N~% 9/%(c... / Gf 0.,; 
Similarly in the Sanads confirming an appointment made in the Farmán(i.e. 
Farmán- i- thabti) of the Emperor, the contents are repeated ipsissima verba. This practice 
I. Vide Illustration Nos, 4 & 5. 
2. For references compare, Nigar.ff.Il7a -b, and JRAS(Bombay)1920, Document. II. 
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is followed in the Asnád- i- khidmát and the Dastakát- i- khidiit of the Ministers, the texts 
of which are resumed not only in the counter - orders of the subordinates,but in the 
Luchalkas also, executed by the appointees before they took charge of their posts. 
.:v'. ~6.9/N / / /p7T f /C) ---. _T_ 1.i---- 
G "1 ::4 15 ( Repeats the duties enumerated in the letters -patent),., C / 
The Tamassukát- i- damini have also the same prototype forms and begin with the phrase: / 
T. 
The undertaking purports to be a Sanad so that in future(thani' al -h7L1) it should serve 
2. 
as a pro of ( hu j j at b á.shad) . 
A Matzçiar --narra does not issue forth necessarily from an official, but it is a 
summary of evidence with public attestation in which a wronged person in a land dispute 
calls for the support of the public. The person" asks and summons evidence(su'val mi kunad 
va istishhad m.-khwZhad) from the residents in general and the noble Sayyids and 
3. 
Mashá'ikh in particular. 
The Kaghadhát- i- daftari have various forms and technical expressions. The Dastakát 
" however,have definite beginning as," . As a rule " all Qabalas, 
_Sijillat and other legal documnets ought to be strongly worded and composed in an 
4. 
elaborate language interspersed with Arabic quotations and sentences ". Compared with the 
models of the Qabalas and Tamassukát of our period, the extent documents of the later 
period of the it!ughal Enpire that have come down to us, display a rigidity in expression 
5. 
and legal form, which incidently has servived in the present-day legal forms in Urdu. 
The deeds such as Bay' -nEma and Khatt- i- farukht show a historical persistence in 
6. 
literary draughtsmanship, which seems to be as old as the Persian Inshá: 
I. Add.65,99. ff.I87a- 190b.etc. 
2. Selected Documents. No.5. 
3. Rarkam. pp.184 -86, and JRAS(Bombay) ,1920- Document.NO. III. 
4. Daga' iq al- Inshá(Edinb.) ff. 4b-6b. 
5. Compare, Dastúr al- 'adálat. IY ?aulavi Qadi Muhd.Bashir al -Din Siddigi(Urdu), Meerut, 
I932(index), also a Nikah -narra in original of the marriage settlement of the last 
14°ughal Emperor Bahádur Sh-ah with 2inat 14ïahall.(India Office Library). 
6. Compare Some Early Documents in Persian, byV.Minärsky, JRAS(G17.3r.)1942,pp.181 -94. 
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The other important features of the Qabalát and the Vathigát are the dates, places 
and witnesses( shah id- va- guvah) recorded therein. Every such document is executed in 
writing by way of a Sanad, so that should the occasion demand, it might serve as a proof 
(' ind al -hñjat hu j jat bishad) . They are drawn up in matter -of -fact style and with 
redundant expressions. Another interesting feature of the Qabá.las of our period is that 
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Section III. 
Princely Orders : - N I S H :RN and H U K M. 
In theory the Taugi'.t, consisting of the Akik-a:m and the J nthila corresponding to 
the FarriTans and the Parvanachas of the Flughals respectively, does not include the Princely 
orders, the Nishans and the Hulce . A Nishan is the order or a missive of a Prince, 
Princess, or the sons of the Princes(Badshahzadas) . A Vukm is a precise order from the 
Royal Consort or the Queen Mother. 
(A) Nish n: 
A Nishan has much in common with a Farman and a Pary hacha. In the first case it 
resembles a Farman in technical and literary forms and deals with all the orders of the 
Ahktun- i- divni. In the second case, like the Parvnachas of the Ministers, a Nishan is 
issued in accordance with a Farman or by royal order conveying the Emperor's command. In 
this respect like the Sanads of the land -grants and appointments, it tends to confirm or 
verify a grant in the Farman of the Emperor. In theory however,it differs from both the 
I. Insh -i -' Iyar -i- Danish. ff.79a-b,80a, etc. 
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categories of the Taugi'at. It ranks only next to the Farman but higher than the Parvana- 
chas as the addressee in the Nishan may be any servant of the State, a Minister, a Noble of 
the Empire or even the vassal kings and the feudatories of the Mughal dynasty, save the 
I. 
Emperor, members of the royal bloód., and foreign sovereigns. 
From the study of the Nishans we can delineate the following principal features. 
(a) Sacramental Superscription: 
Prior to the period of Akbar,the common dedicatory formula as it appears in the 
extant Farman of Bábur and a Nishan of his son Mirza'Askari ,is the Haw al -Ghani, a 
2. 
special feature of the Soyurghal of that period. It was later substituted by the 
Allahu Akbar. From the time of Sháh Jahan the Bismiiiah frequently figures in the 
Chancellery documents. 
(b) Royal Tughrá of the Emperor; 
Since it purports to proclaim a royal order by no less an authority than the 
Prince or the heir -apparent,it is distinguished by having all the royal emblems.In most 
cases the `I'ughra gives the name and titles of the Emperor,but the phrase " Ba -farm n -i -á 
3. 
is sometimes noticeable. 
(c) princely Tughia 
Below the Royal 'itzghrá figures the Tughra of the Prince containing the name, 
titles and the 'Unvan, Nishan-i_'áli-shán -i- Sultan It implies that the royal 
order is issued under the insigni a(ni shan) of the Prince. 
(d) The two first lines are made short to distinguish it with the Parvanacha of the 
Ministers. 
(e) Subject-matter: 
It concerns in most cases State affairs, Soyzrghal grants, and privileges 
such as are conferred on the European travellers and traders, and facilitating free trans± 
and conduct in the territory(Nishan -.i- rah -dari). It follows a Farman in most cases as an 
I. Vide. Cat. R.A. S.Bengal. 1 s.No. 374. (Majmú' a- yi- Naktúbát)fol.84, a Nishan of the Prince 
Aurangzib to the King of Bijapur. 
2. Vide Illustration. N0. I. , eompare also IHRC -Decor. ,1939, Appendix, a Ni sh n of Mirzá ' Askarï, 
dated 945 /1539,Item -no.3. 
3. Vide Imperial Farmans. Document No.XIII. 
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I. 
auxiliary document and as a confirmatory order(Sanad). 
There are many pit -falls in the study of the Nishans, the strikingly similar visible 
features, the very tone of the Farman which echoes through it, have confused many a 
students in ascertaining its right position. It has been wrongly designated as "Royal 
2. 
Farman", a term of more than one interpretation. It contains however, certain guiding 
formulae, such as, " Mir- i- rafi'al- gadr," "Hukm- i -jalil al- gadr", and "Amr- i -'ali ",which 
make it stand out from a Farman. Another intersting characteristic of the Nishan is the 
assurance of the royal favour," sinayat- i- shahana ",or" 'inayat- i- sultani ", to the 
addressee, which features in the Nufavada.t and Ruga'at of our period also,in which the 
addressee is lower than the Kátib. In the last mentioned it assumes the tone of the D3 . 
This allusion 'to be honoured with the royal favours', shows the temper of the age and the 
position of the Emperor. 
The Nishans have the same beginning as the Farman(a) , opening with the Algab, and 
as in the Parvanachas, with the Preamble of the Address in the name of the " Mutasaddiyan- 
- i- muhimmat ". The 'la'kid follows the same stereotyped phrases which are so conspicuous 
in all the J ughal Chancellery rescripts of all categories. A Nish n, if it purports to 
3. 
confirm or emphasise a royal order, almost repeats the contents verbatim of the Farmáns. 
given if it issued as a fresh order for instance for a grant in Madad- i- ma'ásh ,it is a 
4. 
miniature of the Farmans of that category. Like all other Ahkam- i- divani ,the Nisháns 
contain the relevant extracts from the Office Records, the details of the several stages 
in the drafting, and other auxiliary seals of the officers, on the verso. 
(B) Hukm: 
Like the Nishan, which appears in the Timurid period with different connotations as 
royal order, a diploma, or a permit for transit, the iikm for the order of the Consort is 
5. 
in all probability of foreign importation. 
I. Add.2, 4039, Copies of Farmans and Nishans etc. (A. D. I633 -17I2) ,IHRC- xxvi,1949,pi. I -7, 
2. Compare IHRC- xviii,pp.236- 45, ='ghal Farmans in Peshawar, Imperial Formans, Documents 'o. 
VIII, XI, XII,XIII,(Nishâns of Dárá áhikúh) etc. 
3. Op.cit. 
4. IHRC -1942, and 1949.pn. I- 7. 
5. Vide Nisháns in the Sharaf -narra of Marvirid(Roemer) . N tinadaran. vide, document No. 3, 
where a Hukm is titled " Farman- i- Malika IBegim Khátffn; but compare the text," In hulm 
- i- yarliah nafadh yaft ",and" in HUkm -i -Hum .yin dar gal= amad ". 
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A Huhn as the order of the Queen Mother such as was Hamida anú Begam,the Consort 
of Humayun and mother of Akbar, and Maryam Zamani, the Empress of Akbar and mother of 
I. 
Jahangir, has wrongly been designated as a Farman. A Hukm,it seems was the privileged 
order,not only of the Consorts(present Queen Mothers), but any favoured person with any 
kind of relationship with the Royal family, such as was Khan- i- Ehánán with Akbar,who 
2. 
could not as a rule issue a Nishan, had the honour of issuing a Hukm. 
A Hukm of Hamida Banu Begam dated IOth Ramadan 989/ 8th Oct.158I, follows a Farman 
of his son, the Emperor Akbar, dated Safar,989/ March I:58I, and emphasises the Royal 
order according to which the officials were ordered to permit the grantee of a land 
in Madad- i- ma'ásh to use the domain lands for his cattle to graze in. In technical and 
literary draughtsmanship it resembles the Farman of the Enperor,although it does not 
contain the tughra ,but the two first lines are made short. The seal impression of the 
Begam is interesting to note,in that it contains the name of her father,viz," úamida 
3. 
B2nú Begam biet -i -' Ali Akbar 
Another Hukm that of Maxyam Zamani, with the title Vail Ni'mat Bégam(d.I032 /I622) 
is issued in compliance with the request of Fane of those born in the fami ly(khána -rad) 
and well -wisher(khayr- khwáh) who had been wronged by the Zamindr of the pargana in 
which the complainant held a 5gir . It enjoins the official whose name does not appear 
on account of the lacuna,but who certainly was the Qadi(or the Sadr of the district)to do 
what is needful according to what has been ordered(hasb al -hukm ' amal nanzda) and consider - 
4. 
ing it an absolute injunction(t'kid- i- tamám)'; 
We can form our study on the basis of these two Hu.kms which have come to light so far. 
The I4ughal ladies holding higher position in the seraglio and as favourites of the 
Emperor, were authorised to deal with grants of Soyúrghal in.lanior cash in the case of 
I.IiIRC -viii, Nov.1925,(Facsimile), Imperial Fannans.Docurnent No.I11. 
2. Vide Imperial Farmans. Document No.IIIA, and JRAS(Bombay)- Document No. 3. 
3.Imperial .4rmans Document No.III. 
4.IHRC op.cit. 
I08 
females. In this respect Haji Kuka the foster sister of Akbar enjoyed an authority 
Under Jahángir almost equal to the Sadr- i -sudur in that respect. Her seal 
I. 
impression was necessary for attestation and confirmation of such grants. Similarly 
Jahan Ara, the favourite daughter of the Enperor Shah Jahan dealt with the 
2. 
Nadad- i- ma'ásh grants and issued Nishans for that purpose. Babur speaks of his 
3. 
favourite wife, Miham Si-gam's command as Farman which she issued for various orders. 
In cases involving the interest of the Crown property(KbIlisa,yi sharTfa) or of 
a personal servant, it was left to the elderly ladies of the Harem to take actions and 
issue Hukms to that effect, as it was the practice under the Turcomans, relating to 
matters of " Khassa'yi- sharifa ". 
4. 
I. Vide Illustration No. 3. 
2. A Ni shin of Jahn Ara dated I051/I64I preserved in the Calcutta Museum. Vide IHRC- 
xxix, part,i,1953.(Items). 
3. Babur narra (Bev.) vol. ii,p. 650 ,etc. 
4. Compare MatiniAgran .op.cit. 
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S A N AD-I- SADIRAT AL-'X LI YA. 
God is Great. 
( Illustration No. 
The proclamation(which is directed)to the agents of the present and future Króriy-an and 
2 
Jágir- holders of the Pargana Batála of the District of Lahaur (is to the effect)that 
about sixty bighas of cultivated and fallow lands(granted )to the chaste lady,the wife 
of Shaykh Qutb with her children in the guise of the Madad- i- mash,in accordance with 
the Royal Mandate of high degree,dated 7 Khwardád ,13 Ilahï Year,has been fixed (by me) 
(with effect)from the spring harvest of the horse year(Rabi'- i- Yún.t -yil). It behoves 
them that having measured the said lands from a proper place and settled its boundaries, 
to leave the aforesaid in the possession thereof,they shall by no means whatsoever 
encroach upon(it)and shall leave('her)unmolested,so that havin spent the income thereof, 
she may,with repose of mind, engage herself in offering prayers for the August Empire. 
Having considered exempted and withdrawn their pen(from taxes)in this respect,they 
shall not demand every year a new Faxman and Pary nacha . And if at any other place 
(she owns any land they shall not take it into account) a) 
Seals s (i) With the gracious kindness of the Sadr of the ocean and the continent, 
Sayyid Ahmad Hagq,_b)by order of the Emperor Nur al-Din Jahangir,the son 
of the Emperor Akbar(I023) . 
(ii) Háji Kúka. (c) 
(iii) Sabir 'Ali ,the disciple of the Emperor Jah agir (I025). 
I. Batala Collection (1.0.4551). 
2. Vide Illustration No.4, where it explicitly reads "3atála ". 
.`' - s- 4 
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SAN AD- I- H A I Y- VA- QA' IF; I 
I. 
( Illustration No.4 ). 
God is Great. 
placed in parad; se,i.e.Jahangir. 
The Shadow of God, the Lord of 
( Happy ) Conjunction. May God 
2. 
perpetuate his Kingdom and Empire. 
The proclamation ( which is directed ) to the agents of the present and future Jagir - 
holders and Króris of the Pargana Batala of the District of the Panjab ( is to the 
effect ) that whereas, in accordance with the Royal Mandate of high degree of His 
Majesty ( i. e.Jahangir ) ,dated 7 khwUrd .d, 13 Ilahi Year, sixty bighas of land from the 
said Pargana is fixed in the guise of the Madad -i -má }ash of the chaste lady, the wife of 
Shaykh Qutb: At this time, it ( has) become evident from the attestation of the people 
of ( that ) locality that the aforesaid ( lady ) , alive, resident, and in occupation and 
possession, is the same person= therefore, by way of sacrifice over the auspicious head 
of the slaves of His Majesty, the ( illegible ) of Soloman, the Jamshid in 
Grandeur ( and ) Power, the said land is hereby confirmed and settled in its old place, 
as previously, in its entirety and under the ( same ) possession, in accordance with the 
particulars on the back. It behoves them to leave the aforesaid land once again in her 
possession, and to allow absolutely and by any means whatsoever, no alteration or change 
in it, so that having spent the income thereof on her subsistence, she may remain engaged 
in offering prayers for the perpetuity of the August Empire ( of His Majesty ), 
Written on the date 4th of Dhu' l- Qa'da, I4th year of the Auspicious 
Accession, corresponding ,to A.H.I050. ( Seal : The "Slave" Sayyid Ma'súm). 
I. Batala Collection ( I.0.4551 ). 
2. Vide Illustration. The an obvious mistake for the ~")"" . Such orthogra- 
errors are very common in the documents of the above collection, for example, 
" 4f j(J " and so on. 
Illustration No.5. 
III 
T ASEI tiA ( a) 
I. 
( Illustration No.5 ). 
Whereas Shaykh Gada'i, (d) the son of Shaykh Raja' Sahib, clad in ( the inner 
garment of piety tagva " ?), the sign of rectitude, is living in seclusion and ( is 
blessed ) with many children and has no means of livelihood from any source: Therefore, 
in accordance with his worth, ( as ) a sacrifice ( from over the auspicious ) head 
( of His Majesty ),we have settled for the subsistence of the aforesaid, as of old, 
twenty -five bighas, and fourteen bisvas of cultivated and fallow lands, as detailed 
below. It behoves the ( officials) of the Fergana Sandêla ( Lakhnau District ), the 
Shigdär, the accountants, the Pargana- headmen, the Qánungós and the Village- headmen, 
having measured the said land and settled its boundaries, to leave the afore -named in the 
possession thereof, from the beginning of the autumn harvest of ' the crocodile year ' 
( Lui -yil ) , the year 988 ( A.H.) so that having spent ( the income thereof ) on his 
subsistence, he may, with repose of mind, eagerly attend to offering prayers for the 
perpetuity of the August Empire. They shall consider it, in this respect, an oblige- 
tory command and shall not molest ( him ) on any account whatsoever. 
( In siyáq notation :) 
( Total : ) 25 bighas, I4 bisvas 
Cultivated Fallow 
I5 bighas, 14 bisvas IO bighas 
( Seal: Illegible ) 





in all : 'Idupur: 
Cultivated: 5 bighas, 14 bisvas. 
Fallow: IO bighas. 
( Total : 15 bighas,l4 bisvas.) 
Written on the date 15th of the month of Shauval, 988 ( A.H.) ( Akbar). 
I. Batala Collection ( I.0.455I ). 
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Single Poinst are as follow: 
(a) One can easily catch up the missing phrase :" 
(b) Sayyid Ahmad Haqq.: 
I 
The histories mention only two Sadrs under Jahangir,(i)M ran Sadr -i Jahi.n 
. . / 
(,.cyl%-412 r,¡, . , r,+LJ 
and (ii) Musavi Khan (d. I054/I644) whose date of ap-''ointment is not known ,but who rose 
to the high office of Sadr -i -kull some time after the 15th year of Jahimgir' s reign and 
2. 
held it till the I6th year of Shill Jahan's reign. Miran Sadr- i -Jahan who lived to an 
advanced age (I20 years) is last mentioned by Jahangi r in his Tuzuk in the narrative of 
the IOth year of his reign corresponding to A.H.I024 as coming from his native place 
to wait upon the Emperor. 
3. 
There is another document (a Sanad-i- Sadarat al- 'áliy!) in the Batála collection 
(I.0.4551)ß issued under the seal impression of Sayyid Ahmad Hagq dated II,Ilahi year 
of Jahángir's reign. The seal impressions of the Sadr and Sábir 'Ali read I023 and 
I025 respectively in that document also as in our chart. It may be that Sayyid Ahmad Haqq 
performed the duties of the Sadr- i -suddr from some time A.H.I023 till the appointment 
of Mizsavi Khan. The present chart at any rate fills a gap in the history of the Sadrs 
under that Emperor. 
(c) Háji Kúka 
She was the foster sister of Akbar. Under Jahangir she was entrusted by 
4. 
that Emperor to present deserving ladies grants in Soyirghál. The presence of the 
seal impression of Háji Kuka on the present chart which confirms a grant of land in favour 
of a lady presents documentary evidence. 
(d) Shaykh Gadá'i= 
He cannot be identified with the famous Sadr of Akbar, Shaykh Gada'i,son 
of Shaykh JaQna- i- Kanbúh, who died according to Badá'úni in A.H.976.5. 
I. Compare Ibn Hasan. p.287. 
2. Ma'áthir al- Umará',Vol.ii,pp.326 -27; Vide also Illustration N0.2a (Farman dated :I038 /I629. 
3. Túzuk, Tr., Rogers, Vol.i.p.293. 
4. Ibid.p.46. 
5. Badá'úni, Text,Vol.3,p.76. 
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Chapter IV. 
Classes Of Epistles (contd.) 
M U HAVARAT. 
Section I. 
Classification s 
The intellectual and cultural achievements of any age are closely interwoven 
with their social counterpart. a The red thread of division of all the organs of 
administration into the dargáh and the diván which runs through the whole system of 
Muslim political organisation' , runs through the literature of that age also. Epistolary 
composition, more than any other literature mirrors the social system and relationship 
between individuals. The epistolary literature of the Mughal period therefore, should be 
judged in its proper setting . 
The organisation of Mughal society may be broadly described as consisting of,(I) 
the Emperor and the Royal Family,(2) the Ruling classes or the Nobility,(3)the Religious 
classes and (4) Muslim and Hindu masses. The last three classes correspond to the 
attempted division of the State officials by the Emperor Humayñn into,(i)Ahl -i- daulat, 
(ii)Ahl -i -sa' ádat ,and (iii) Ahl- i- murád.I' 
The Mughal rulers like other Muslim monarchs claimed the Divine Right of 
Kingship. He was the 'Shadow of God (s- ya- yi- Khudá)' on earth,the " Imam- i- 'Adil" or the 
spiritual leader of the nation, and the "Insán- i- kamil" (perfect man).* The Emperor was 
thus the godhead and paragon of all religious and cultural values,while the rest of the 
population, all the chiefs(sardlrán) and the haughty ones (gardan-kash n) had girded up the 
3. 
loins of life (miy-an- i -ján) with the girdle of servitude(kamaT- i- bandagl) before him. 
Royal majesty and power reinforced by religious dogmatising erected an unbridgeable 
barrier between his subjects and the Vice - regent of God on earth. 
The great variety of epistles classified according to the relationship between the 
Kátib and the Maktizb- ilayhi reveals the many distinctions maintained and recognised 
I. Compare Ashraf, J.A.S.(Bengal),Life and Conditions of the People of Hindústán(I200 -1550) 
pp.I70 -95. 
2. Láhauri, Vol.i,part,ii.p.174; Á'in,(Bloch.)tr.,vol.i,pp.3,5. 
3. Insha' (A. F.) . p. 23. 
T"-4 
in the Mughal regime. The elaborate distinctions adopted in epistolary nomenclature might 
seem to be a counterpart of the hierarchical composition of Mughal society. On close 
examination however, the system of nomenclature is far looser than appears at first glance. 
Many of the terms are used synonymously -often indeed, as complimentary phrases-so that it 
is often impossible to determine the precise significance of any one particular term. 
We can however, enumerate the following epistles as they appear in our period, 
belonging to the Mufavadát or the correspondence exchanged between the members of the 
privileged classes,or addressed to members of the lower classes and in this case,as is 
understandable, the addressee is always inferior to the Katib. 
(A) Mufávadát 
(i) Shugga, (ii) Ragám, (iii) Ahkama, (iv) Khitáb, (v) Kitáb, (vi) MUkhataba, (vii)Mulatafa, 
(viii) Mufá ,(ix) Sahifa, (x)Mushrafa, (xi) Sharifa , (xi.i)Mu' atafa . 
As the facts stand, most of these terms simply denote a letter and do not specify 
any definite position, and as such, except those which have distinct connotations, all are 
used by members of any class as honorific epithets to designate a letter(khitabi) from a 
superior, equal or even an inferior in replying thereto(javabi). It was only a show of 
great politeness 4tat such respectable terms expressive of favour, regard, and affection 
were dwelt upon. They are without exception qualified by adjectives and nouns such as,vala 
arámit qudsiya, sharlf, navazish,iltifat, 'inayat, la fá, semi, n rami, and with a host of 
others of the like. These adjectives and qualifying terms sometime` are aids to ascertaining 
the positions of some of them. For example the inferiors identify the letters from their 
superiors as equal to'mandates and diplomas 'by designating them as Manshhr, Mithal and 
Taugi'. It is the adjective or the noun which precedes or follows it, that determines the 
position of some cf them;for example in the case of a Nama, when it is prefaced by 'inayat, 
I. 
navazish,iltifat, it then implies superiority; if preceded by niyaz, inferiority. Again, 
most of the names of the letters enumerated above, appear in the Kurasalat or the friendly 
correspondence, and as such they are briefly discussed under that heading. The following 
I.Compare. Charles Stewart, Original Persian Letters, p. xiii. 
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seem to have definite positions as belonging to the Mufavadát and in which the K.tib is 
superior to the Maktúb -flay hi . 
(i) Shuqqa: 
This term signifies a short piece of royal missive addressed to some noble of the 
Court in the Emperor's own hand and under his own personal seal or signature. A Shuqqa 
differs from an ordinary Farman in its technical as well as literary forms and like the 
latter does not bear the impression of the Great Seal(muhr- i- kalán)and the tughra, the 
I. 
essential features of a r'axman. The ahuggahát -i -' Alamgiri is a collection of such missives 
of the Emperor Aurangzeb ' Alamgir. 
(ii) Raqam : 
2. 
This is a letter from a noble to any subordinate. 
(iii) Abkáma : 
Any letter addressed by a religious authority such as a Sadr is,out of respect, 
3. 
termed an Abk na. 
(ice) Khitib, (v) Kitáb,(vii) Mukhataba,(viii) Mufávada. 
All of them are used sparingly as honorific epithets sometimes together only 
G j'Alra",,.iLI', v %?v k U (, Vi ' for the sake of Saj' ,for example : , and ,,,J 
Nevertheless, a Khit-ab appearing with the Kitab has a definite connotation, applied to a 
royal missive addressed to a foreign sovereign, such as that of Akbar to the Shill of 
Persia and the ruler of Tizrán. But in other cases, it denotes a letter from a superior to 
4. 
an inferior. The Mukhátaba , Mufávada and the Mukataba appear as rhyming terms identical 
with one another and denote letters from superiors to inferiors. Again, they have been 
used to qualify letters from friends, but in all cases they belong to the correspondence 
5. 
of the privileged classes. 
I. Vide Mir'át al- Istiláh. fol. 144 and Br.Mus.Ms. Add.6603, (under Shuqqa). 
2. Compare Badá'i al- Inshá',p.25; and Mir'át al- Istiláh (vide under Ragan). Under the 
contemporary Safavids a Ragan signifies a general term even for the king's oral orders 
and the one issued by the Grand -Vizier. (Tadhkirat al- Mulúk,p.2fl3) 
3. Bade' i al- Inshá: p.28. 
4. Compare InshitÁ. F.) pp . 4, 26; and Badi' i. pp.15, 24, 31 etc. 
5. Compare Latifa- yi- Fayyadi(RAS) f.2Ib,28a,35a -38 a, etc.; Insha -i 
-Bagir Kh i(EIO- I535)ff.353a. 
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(vii) Nulatafa and (xii) Mu' atafa 
They are used as identical terms for letters expressive of favours from the superiors, 
but again they appear to denote friendly correspondence. They essentially belong to the 
I. 
correspondence of the privileged classes. 
(x) Mushrafa and (xi) Sharifa 
2. 
They are used as qualifying terms for letters from the Nobility. 
(ix) Sahifa 
In most cases it is employed as an honorific epithet,but it definitely implies 
letters from respected persons like the parents, teachers, Murshids and the Sufi- novices 
(i~ ustarshids) , or religious persons. The Mushaf, a variant of Sahifa appears in that sense 
3. 
during the period of the Sultanate . The Sahifa belongs to the Murasalat also. 
(B) Mukatablt ; 
The Mukátabát meaning technically epistolary correspondence ,should not be 
confused with the Makatib(sing. Maktub) or the friendly correspondence between equals, 
which term corresponds to (a)the Murasalat below, as one of the classes of the Mukataäat 
(i.e. Muhavarat), the other two being (b) the Ruga'át and (c) the Murafa'á.t. 
(a) Murasalat 
The friendly correspondence betweën equals, has been defined as Kitabat-- i- y-arana 
or î irasalat- i- ma'navi(spiritual communication). At this stage we may point cut that 
Khwaaa Jahia in his learned treatise the Manazar al- Insha; elaborates the definition of 
equals by assigning three grades to it, basing his distinctions on mutual relationship and 
personal affection between the Katib and the Mak_tub- ilayhi . The Maktab (pl.Makatib)of 
Khwaja Jahán identical with the Murasalat of the Bada'i al- Insha' of our period ,forms the 
conmspondence amongst the following' three grades of people.(I)'The Kings write Maktúb to 
grandees and nobles(akabir- va-- ashraf) who, although they do not rank with that in material 
power or riches , claim reverence from them'. Letters communicated between saintly - 
scholars , Sufis and Masha'ikh and the kings fnrm also the class of Maktib." The grandees ", 
I. Latifa.fo1.35a; Inshá i-Khanazád Khan(Br.Mus.Ms.Or.I4I0)fol.59a, Bágir.ff.353a-54a,etc. 
2. Badá'i.p.20 etc. 
3. Compare I' jai. fol. 67a: 
,. jl-c.:, 
;and vi4eiChanazâd.fo1.66b; Namakin,Preface. 
L 
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continues Khwaja Jahan " themselves write to and receive Maktub from persons(2)of proved 
loyalty,who in turn have earned the genuine confidence(asalat- i- mu'tabara) of their 
patrons,or (3)they are written to those who are looked upon like fathers(hukzn.- i- atabak 
I 
dirand),such as close associates,or old family servants ". 
Belonging to the first category, we may mention the correspondence exchanged between 
the Mughal Noble, Bagir Khan Najm- i -Thini and the rulers of Gólconda, and between the 
Emperor Bibur and the saintly scholar, Sayyid Nür Bakhsh. 
We can enumerate the following kinds of friendly correspondence of the Mughal. 
period, and as it will appear most of the terms are overlapping, uncertain and synonymous. 
(i)Murisala ,(ii) Rasala, (iii)Raqima, (iv) N T qa, (v) Aniga, (vi) Kitabati, (vii)t at ya, 
(viii) Mutiyaba, (ix) Maktizb, (x) Náma, (xi) Khatt, (xii) Da'váti. 
(i) Murisala : 
The Murisala appears in the sense of epistolary correspondence . It is also 
designated as a royal missive addressed to a foreign sovereign, for instance the ?urásala 
2. 
of Shih Jahn to the ruler of Tartan. 
(ü) Rasala 
This term appears generally in its plural form the Rasá'il to signify a treatise 
on the art of epistolary composition.or a munsha'at. Its application is however uncertain, 
but it may mean a letter from the Shurafa' to the F nperor, and in this case it is 
identical with the Maktüb of Khwija Jahan. The Rusul- i- ras'il is the frequent phrase 
used for epistolary correspondence. 
(iii) Raqima 
This is a letter exchanged between equals of any class, for example between 
kings ,such as Akbar addressing the ruler of Turán , and Chandra Bh n Barahman his 
friends. 
4. 
I. Man-azar, fol.60b ; and Insh7i4i-Miz'in al-Zamaji, fol.77b 
2. Lahauri, Vol.i,part i,pp.234. 
3. Compare Insha(A. F. ) p. 36. 
4. Ibid.pp. 4, II ; Munsha' át-i-Barahman, ff.30a35a, etc. 
(vi) Namiga and (v) Aniga : 
Belonging to the same family of Ishtigaq, they signify letters exchnaged between 
I. 
equals, and in this respect have definite positions. Sometimes they are used to qualify 
each other ,such as , V ",,; The Namiga of our period is sometimes associated 
with the Qabilát- i -Shar' iya for instance, Namiga- yi -Nikáh and Namiga-yi -vafá and so 
2 
forth, and in this respect it refers to writing only. The usual term 
1-' 
. 
"://) associated with both of them is the Ragima, for example : 
(vii) Matliya 
This term stands for an epistle conveying a message. 
(viii) Mut,yaba : 
It simply means a letter compiled in a jocular style and facetious mood. Such 
i,;ut yabat are found in the Rasa' it al-I, 5z of Amir Khusrau Dihlavi and the Runsha' at- 
al- Namakin of our period ,which reflect the sense of humour of those periods. 
(vi) Kitábati; 
This term denotes simply a letter addressed to a freind, but more precisely 
exchanged between kings.3. 
(ix) Maktüb (x) Nama,(xi) Khatt; 
The Naktub does not need any further elucidation save that, it has a varying 
connotation applied to epistolary correspondence particularly of a Sufi. The Khatt and 
the Nama have a very wide application in the general sense of a letter. They,added to 
various substantives, denote particular documents, like the Chihre,nama, Dagli-náma, 
Ta'ziyat -nama , Sar -khatt and so on. The Nama in the connotation of a royal missive 
and a chancellery order(nama- yi- diváni)appears in the earliest Persian works,the Shah -nma 
4. 
of ßrdausi, the ladkh- i- Sistan and the Qabizs -náma. 
I. Blgir,ff.349a,350-353 etc. 
2. Munsha' át al-Namakin I ff. 254a, iabalát-i-Skiar' iya, 
3. Vide Pduskha, ff.2I8-19 etc. 
. 01;05/%i":4"1 
4. Compare Shah-näma (Tehran,131I) , vol. iii,p. ; i/ 
Tärikh-i-Si stán. Fd. Alhauuuad Taqi Bahar (Malik al-Shu' ara , Tehran, Shamsi,1314,p. 209. 
(xii)Da'v.ti; 
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This is a friendly communication between equals of any class, although it 
literally means a petition and in this respect may refer to a letter from an inferior to 
I. 
his superior. 
(b) Ruqa' at ; 
A Ruqa a meaning a short epistle or note is of uncertain application. Khwwraja 
Jahn defines it as a communication between all classes of people. He does not however, 
ascertain its position and syas that a Ruga'a from a superior to an inferior or vice 
2. 
versa,or between equals is warrented. .(ja'iz). During the period of the Mughals, the 
Ruga'a seems to be the most widely exchanged epistle between all classes of people. 
Belonging to our period there are several collections of Ruga'át such as,the Ruga'á.t -i- 
Abú' l -Fadl, the Chahar Bagh or the Ruga' at of Hakim Abü' 1 -Fath Gil n1 the Ruqa'-at-i- 
. 
ásim Kahi, the Ruqa` at- i -Munir and the Ruga' át -i1Abd al- Latif. 
(c) Murafa' at 
The Murafa'at precisely forms the petitions submitted by the servants of the 
State to their superior officials and nobles, relating to mu'ámalát- i- mulki- va -mali. Every 
such petition takes one of the following tenns;(i) 'Ard- dasht,(ii)'Arida, (iii)'Ard , 
liv) Vajib al-'ard. 
(i) 'Ard-dasht; 
This usually refers to a petiton Li. e.letter) submitted to the Emperor by any 
person from a prince to a plebeian save those privileged ones who wrote Naktub. The Ruling 
Princes of India under the vassalage of the 1ughal dynasty ,could only write 'Ard- dashts 
to the Emperor. As a matter of fact,every letter whether private or official addressed to 
the Emperor is termed as an 'Ard- dilsht,even if it tends to be a congratulatory letter or of 
3. 
condolence. The 'Ard -dasht in this form appears in the earliest epistles, such as of 
4. 
Nizam al -Hulk Tasi' s ' Ard -dasht to his master Jalál al -Din Malak 
(ii)' Ar 4a and (iii) ' ArlI refer to epistles from the employees to their patrons(i. e.Nobley 
(iv) Vajib al-lard: l' is is an administrative epistle addressed to the Superior official. 
5. 
I.Badá'i.p.25,Raga ' imiKara ' im (Edinb.)ff.30a -35a etc. 
2. Ma_názar . fol. 60b _ _ - 
3. Bair.ff.364a. Bagir Khan's 'Ard -dasht to Nur Jahn on the death of Jahangir. 
4. Nuskha.ff.5b- 
5. Add.I6,859.ff.38b -39a. 
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Section II. 
Language and Style : 
The purpose of an epistle is to open a cause i.e. Mudda' a. . The mudda' a. is 
the nucleus round which is woven the pattern of feelings and literary texture. In 
the Muhavarat the mudda'á forms a variety of topics that could be brought within the 
purview of epistolary composition. 
The political missives of the ìfughal Emperors do not differ from their Fa=mans 
(a) to the petty rulers and feudatories, in so far as their magniloquent tone and 
mighty expression is concerned. Intended to overawe their rival kings, the diplomatic 
epistles are essentially inflated, euphuistic and couched in a sonorous diction. It is 
difficult to delineate the various features of the Emperors' correspondence with the 
foreign sovereigns, but they have a common mudda'a and definite openings in the praise 
of God or a figurative preamble in the Insha- i- Baháriya like the Tashbib in the Qasida, 
upholding the importance of diplomatic relations through the channel of correspondence. 
Bumayun's missives very few though they are in number and found almost in every collec- 
tion of letters, invariably begin with the simple Preposition," " in the Praise of 
God or with a Duá. They are, however, comparatively terse and show a simplicity of style 
ar:_d -- a naïveté of expression. The one addressed to Shah Tahmasp appealing for a 
shelter, from the " gloomy and narrow Sindh ", strikes us more with the retiring and 
pensive mood and the feeling of defeatism of that Emperor; 
Examples :- I J /7 1J 
(i) Humay%an to shah Tahmásp : c.-"4 lsi/ ' O :4;CY,lJ > "'í / ' M (// 
(ii) tiuma,yún to the King of GujaratLííCr ,JV (^; 
i ., . 
(iii) Akbar to ' Abd-Allah Khn Uzbeg ` ^C;4;14."141(&11,1::),,16411, __.._L-. 
1 ,,i .. /.. J/ 
iv -- - M! l~ L f/ 1.L/_///l l 
I r ., « V 4.1 M w ' : ( ) Jahangir to Shah Abba.s. (_ 
(Ld/2iJ1)r. 
I. Vid e. Nuskha, fol. I04ó; Bodl. per. D.84, fol.256a; 85a; Inshá(A. F.) p.17, Raqá' im ará im, 
(Fdinb).ff.44b -46b etc., for all these letters. 
I2I 
(v) Shah Jahan's letters drafted by his Viziers, differ slightly from those of his 
predecessors in that they begin in most cases with an adverbial clause," 1:;~ ",followed 
by the usual trains of the Algab with rhyming synonyms and ending with the Du'a in the 
Optative or Benedictory form," 4 " 
I. 
Example: if.*"`J9 1i// // >i4,1%'(,v aj i ¡it~ 
N 
Like the Ruga'at, the Iufavad-at, forming the correspondence of the Privileged classes 
among themselves, are exchanged between equals also. In this case the form of the 
Mufavadát may vary with the writer and again with his particular style and mode of 
address. When the Mursal -ilayhi is inferior, as it is generally in this class of epistles, 
it stands out distinctly due to certain epistolary phraseology. (i) The Algab properly 
employed in keeping with the status of the addressee ends with the (ii) assurance of 
favour as in Chancellery edicts ;(iii)the Khitab is in the Third Person Singular or in 
the Imperative Mood of the Second Persona' 
(i) 
(ii) ldi3O 'L'Ó'li >(}oc' .....JJ Úl?i 
(iii) lL /{'/w I / J )/ /I / /.NitA /_ O /'Y l_yc_ll P I { .I lO t i /Y l /'/ .I .// Í/ r-IYIL-- ( M 
It is to be pointed out here that such Mufavadat differ with the Parvanas only 
in matters of the Mudi6L' which in the last case is strictly official or administrative. 
The position of the Ruqa'at of our period is uncertain for it stands on the same 
level as the Mufavadát and the Murasalat. A Ruga'a is a short epistle and embodies three 
Rukn(p1.Arkan) as the component parts, (i) Du' á ,(ii) I' lam- i- hál(informing of the state) and 
3. 
(iii) Du,a- i- ikhtitam or the ending expression of wish and blessing. The Ruga'at of most 
of .the Munshis and others of our period exemplify exquisite specimens of succinct style 
and controlled expression in a colloquial tone, in which the murasala attairsto a 
mukalama. Each thought is expressed in the minimum of words but full of meaning or 
what the munshis call " Qali 1 al- mudda' a va Kathir al -ma ' ani, (11041 ,,> 4r) . 
I. Lahauri, Vol.i,part i,pp.234, Vol.ii,pp.572. 
2. Inshá(A.F.)pn.2I4-15 ; Inshia=i-Tarab al-S.ibyán (EI0-2066),fo1.57a. 
3. N'anazar, fo1.71b, and ff. 76b-77á. 
4. Dastir al-Subyan(Add.9697),rf.19a-b. 
22 
To this category belong the Ruga" -at of Abu' 1 -Fall, Abu' 1 -Fath Eilani and of Chandra 
Bhan Barahman. The style of Abu' 1 -Fath at time approaches the rare 5ahl- i- mumtani' . 
The Raga' át of 'Urfi 6hirazi found sporadically in many collections exhibit his 
prolixity and rhetorical indulgence. Though he writes in the standard Persian of his 
I 
country and like Abu' l- 
FFaçll 
has an artful hand in coining fresh compounds like, 




,1 , láyiv,çíl lv r (ii)_ 4ì4:.J,( íkic1 f 
The Murasalat of our period are the best specimens of literary craftsmanship and 
euphuism. The rhetorical and ornate prose found full expression in the Insha.; and is 
most skilfully represented in the friendly correspondence. Inshá pardázi began with 
Abu' 1 -Fall and during the reign of Shah Jahan it became a fetish with the munshis and 
others. For a group of munshis Abu' l -Pall was a beau ideal. A literary resurrection 
later appeared on the literary scene in the group of dilettanti for whom the hitherto 
obscure Amir Khusrau was the master of style. Abu'l- Barakit Munir of Shah Jah n's 
reign rediscovered from Khusrau and his follower Zuhúri, the forgotten literary 
artifices of Iham, Majaz -i- mursal and Khayal. 
The Murafa'at is the most distinct branch of epistolary composition. It shows a 
literary persistence from the early period of Persian Insha' , and has undergone very 
little change in the draughtsmanship, as did the class barriers. The choicest of words 
expressive of humility and meekness like, murid, fidvz, kamtarin, ghulam, faqir and so 
on , at the same time display some of the engaging traits of the Oriental character. 
The epistolary phrases are rigidly adhered to in the 'Ard- dashts and the 'Aridas . 
Every petition submitted to the Emperor more or less assumes one of the following forms. 
(i) iac/ ?`i »i >(f / t:% /1,,; 111CJ%i'c 
, 6ái ° C..," Igo " ly 19 
I. Kulliyát- i- 'Urfi(Edinh) ff.331a -b, 342a -b, 347b, 323x- b(Ruga' át and Maktúbs) . 
2. Khulásat al- Insha(Bod.Ms.)ff.I27b --28a, 357a -b and Br.Mus.Ms.Add.7689.ff.I2lb -22b etc. 
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(i)--- (%.,..s>,¡b G f°GIJIs>D .J%l`---,co ;. / 
, 
w . . 
(ii) Utj/-/ Ci/ o,}( . -,cd i vj.... Cf'>)Ú%/ c/ r 
The phrases, " U°y1 and t1 It 
I. 
even in letters from a son to the father. 
, constantly figure in all petitions and 
, . 
W CS >{- .y (i) % ( 1 í l Ul >.ç 
%r M . . , . r . rl ,',P D.i1 
( d ;Ls../ Cí .. />G1 Oi/9 / L GW >>l / 'll % - - 
The Du'a as a precedent ends in the Benedictive form according to the dignity of the 
addressee. Fbr the Emperor the usual form is a prayer for the perpetuity of the pnpire. 
(i) `4.-;.;1'J"() ~tVi > 
Except the Algab and the complimentary epithets of the addressee, no proper name of his 
is ever mentioned, nor as a rule does the 'Unvan figure in the case of an 'Ard-dsht to 
2. 
the Emperor for, " he does not stand in need of any introduction The petitioner speaks 
1 
himself in the Third Person Singular ( > ) and the Khitab to the addressee is in 
the Third Person Plural and with the simple Demonstrative Pronoun " Án " , qualified by 
adjectives. The adjectives used for the Emperor and the Princes such as, 
( the cynosure of the Faith and the world ) , ; l- +.?; 
smack of sanctity and contain the idea of the Universality of Kingship. 
From ATnir Khusrau to Abú' 1 -Fad1 the Persian language and style took many 
new turns. On the eve of the Mughal era Persian had exhausted all possibilities of 
further progress in quality. Babur' s short reign and Humayün' s chequered career could 
do little to add to the existing conditions of the Persian language and literature, 
but they are, no doubt responsible for arresting a further decay in the language. On the 
I. Compare Inshá' ( A.F. ) pp. 84, 86 and Harkarn Chapter IV. 
2. Tarassul-i-Nusriyya. ff. 23b-24a. 
Ì / 
other hand new avenues lay open for the development of the Language and Literature in the 
succeeding periods of the Nughal Emperors. With Babur and Humayun came fresh currents of 
words and official technology in Persian and Turki from linguistic springs. The 
Indian -Persian which had hitherto received a strong influx of vocabulary from the 
vernaculars grew more rich and fertile. 
No wonder that Babur:inspite of his unequivocal criticism of India, which for 
him was ' a country of few chasms', succumbed to her all -pervading influences. Besides 
freely using a host of. Hindi words in his Autobiography, there is that " Macoronic " verse 
with an uncommon combination of Turki and Urdu, the first hemistich of which being in 
pure Urdu Vàrb: ,, 
" I have no desire for carol and pearls, 
I. 
For faqir ( poor people ) water and bread is enough." 
The few authors who came in the wake of Baur and tiumayun from the literary centres of 
Persia like, Shaykh Zayn Khwáfi, Hakim Yusuf of Herat and Khwandamìr represent the 
style of the later Timurid period. The Shaykh and the Hakim like their other compatriot 
2. 
Shih Tahir al- Husayni ( d.A.H.952 ) are highly erudite and figurative in their Inshas. 
The style of the Shaykh in his Wági' ât- i- Baburi and the official documents, the Farman and 
the Fath -nama which he composed for the Emperor Babur, is essentially rhetorical and 
pompous. The long- winded quotations suggestively drawn from the Qur'án and the intermina- 
ble rhyming synonyms all stand in striking contrast with the simple but uncouth style of 
the Indian writers of the later Sultanate period, like Barani, 'Afif, Yahyá b.Ahmad 
Sirhindi and others. Bábur who himself cultivated a naive and downright style in his 
3. 
Chaghatiy Turki and advised his son Humiyún to write his letters unaffectedly, admires 
I. J.AA ( Bengal. 1913. IMF -plate XVII -p.2I. Divan-i-Babur Padishah edited by E.D.Ross. 
also 1910 number ) 
2. Vide. Br.Mus. Harl. 499. The Insha- i -Tahir of the EIO does not appear ,as the inter- 
nal evidence shows .to belong to that author. He flourished in the Deccan under Burhi 
Nizam Shah of Ahmadnagar. 
3. Compare Shaykh Zayn. Br.MuS.OT.1999 (Wagi'át-i-Bäburi) ff.96b. He admires the 
epistol ary co mposition of B bur ( in Turki ) as " //:)//.,..,/ //l i . 
T 
I. 
the high -flown style of his ISadr al- sudür. In a letter to Sayyid Muhammad Núr Bakhsh, 
the founder of the sect laur- Bakhshi, the Emperor deplores the literary style of the 
2. 
writers of his time who according to him are the ' slaves of artifices and tropes. ' 
Babur's letter in question, itself exemplifies the abstruse and inflated style of his tim; 
and seems to be from the pen of the Shaykh. 
With Akbar we enter the most brilliant period of Persian literature. Under 
his enlightened patronage and policy, Persian and Hindi came closer to each other as did 
the Hindus and Muslims. His liberal patronage attracted a host of poets and scholars 
from the literary centres of Persia, who were soon influenced by the new trends developing 
3. 
in the Persian prose and poetry of India. It is interesting to note that only a few 
could escape the influence of the Sabk -i- Hindi, but at the same time the foreign 
influence infiltrated into the standard idioms of the Persian language. One however 
meets frequently Hindi words and imagery drawn from the Indian milieu in the prose and 
4. 
poetry of these sojourners. The fresh currents of foreign idioms nevertheless could not 
stay the growth of the Indian style; on the other hand, as 'Ali Quli Salim from Persia 
5. 
says, " Henna does not develop its colour until it comes to India. " 
The stock of Turki words and terms brought in the preceding periods, had 
become familiar and almost naturalised by the time of Akbar. The translation of the 
Babu/Lriama by ' Abd al -Rah im Khan- i-Khan n into Persian retaining a number of Turki words 
6. 
untranslated proves this fact in certain respects. The flow of the Turki words was 
becoming stemmed and by the time of the succeding periods there does not seen to be any 
new contribution of that language to the Indian- Persian. T4-' ._ is also noteworthy that 
Akb ar's great interest in the ancient Persian books expressed in his causing the words of 
Zand and Pazand to find place for the first time in the dictionary which Mir Jamal -Din 
7. 
aisayn Inju compiled and dedicated later to Jahangir. 
I. Baburi-ntama.-TBev7.vol.ii.p. 624-27 and p. 553. 
2. Bod. Per. D. 84. ff. I47e -b. 
3. Badá'ûni. Text. vol. iii. pp. 170 -390 
4. Vide infra ( Book II ) and 'Urfi's QRaï'das with the 
5. Shi'r al -Ajam. vol. iii. p. IO. ( Urdu) I . 
6. Compare Beveridge Turki Text. pp. xxxii- xxxiii. 
7. Blochmann's Contibutions. 
r+¿I, 
opening verses: - 
` . . ) .. .. M 
J1 J c..,"' 
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It was during that splendid period of Persian art and literature that the great- 
est Munshi of India, Abui 1 Fadl laid down the foundation of a new style in the Insha, 
which is so far unsurpassed. A literary innovator, with a host of followers of 
his own, 
his style is unique by itself and does not stand comparison with any other Munshi of 
any age. His predilection for the Isti'mZ1-- i -Hind, and his peculiar formations of 
phrases and novel compounds give the stamp of a new mint to his Insha: 
Insha -writing attained a wide popularity under Jahangir and Shah Jahan. The 
Hindus took zealously to that art and to the vocation of munsh1 -garï. They enriched 
the 
language with their own ways of thought and homely idioms. On the other hand, a new 
current of foreign vocabulary issued forth, but this time from overseas. The visits of 
the European travellers, traders and missionaries became more frequent from the time of 
Akbar, but the Importation of foreign words appears mainly in the chancellery documents 
from the time of Jahángïr and Shah Jahan.The chancellery issues relating to the EngliSh 
trade contain not only words from that language, such as "kiptán "(captain); 
(knight) ; Angréz " (Egli sh) ; "Yórup " (Earope) , but a host of associated Words from the 
provincial vernaculars of India. Such words as enumerated below are from Gujarati, the 
language of the coastal region: "Mahájan"(banker) with its plural in Persian, "Mahájanán7 
"Beopari " and "Beopariyan" (merchants) and the 1 i ke. 
I. 
The period of shah Jahan is characterised in the development of Insha' far many 
reasons. The language had lost not only that purity of idiom, which in fact had become 
a tale of the past, but it suffered a great deal on account of the new generation of the 
munshis. On the one hand, a literary controversy over the current idiom was developing 
amongst the Iranians and Indians; on the other hand, the Indian scholars were askance 
at the mushroo. -like growth of the Munshis, mostly from amongst the Hindus. The preten- 
sions of the Iranians to literary superiority were checkmated by Indian scholars, such as 
I. Compare Br.Mus. Add.24,039 (official documents relating to English trade, A.D.I633- 
1712). Also cf. Br.Mus. Harl.Roll 43,A.4. A copy of Jahangir's Fazmân dated 1028/I619 
and Sloane 4090, ff . 25: Shah Jahan' s Farman dated 1047/I 637. 
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Muhammad Sal.ih Kanbuh Lahauri, Mulla Shaydá of Fathpúr and Maulana Munir Lahauri. The 
last mentioned compiled a treatise to champion the Indian cause.I. Mirzá Jalálá. 
Tabátab 'i Isfahan who considered himself a more elegant chronicler than Abú'l -Fall whom 
he calls "Bü'1 -Fadúl "(idle- talker)and'a parrot, with low voice and gloomy speech, in an 
iron cage, 2' had to discontinue the composition of the Shh -Jah n náma, owing to his 
rivals in the court. The work was later entrusted to 'Abd al -Hamad Lahaurï, who was in- 
directly(bi-vasita) a pupil of Abiz' 1 -Fad1. In the same way as Abú.'1 -Fall had profoundly 
derided Khagani's poetry, Mull Shaydá and others spoke contemptuously of Abu Talio Kalim 
of Hamadan and pia Muhammad Jan Qudsi of Mashhad.3' This controversy hightened its tone 
during the fall of the Mughal regime, and it was in this connection that critical 
dictionaries were compiled by the Indian authors, mostly by the Hindus. 
The deplorable standard of the poets and the munshis, which set in from the time of 
Shah Jahn, is best illustrated in a letter of Maulani 'Arif Lahaurl to a friend. He says, 
"A group of children, who have not as yet opened their lips to read the Abjad, have not 
brightened (their eyes) with the blackness of writing, and who cannot distinguish Dart 
from Pahlavi, are blackening folios of white paper in their own book of deeds(nama -yi- 
a' mal) . " The Maulana then turns to the 'immature old men' (piran- i- n- baligh) , who have 
not as yet reached the rank of Fasahat and Balághat, which is the fountain -head of the 
subtleties of the eloquent, but they are engaging themselves in imitating the clàssical 
and modern masters. They sometimes subsist on the victuals of Abúi l -Fadl or else go 
begging at the door of Sharaf al -Dîn Yazdï, Zuhúrl and Nasiray- Hamadani. 
.spite of the manifold literary defects, one cannot overlook the standard works 
on Insha' produced by notable Munshis of that period, such as the Munsha' at- i- Barahman, 
the Ruqa'at -i -Abd al- Latif, the Baha -i- sukhun of Muhammad Salih, the Nigáristan -i -N nir 
of Abu' l- Barakat Munir and the Mukatabat- i- Mugima of Muhammad Nugim b. Muhammad Sharif 
al-Hasan. 5. 
I. These details have not appeared so far and the topic has been hitherto neglected ex- 
cept that Blochmann makes a passing reference to the already developed controversy in 
the 19th century in India in his Contributions(JAS.I869) .The Khulasat al- Inshá' (Bod. 
I4I66promises to_yield material on this topic(ff.4lb -46a). 
2. Khulásat- al- Insha'f.28b. 3. Makhzan al- Ghará'ib(Bodl.)ff.206a -208a. 
4. Khulapat al- Insha,ff.69b -70b. 
5. Vide infra Book II. The Ruga'at-i-Abd al -Latif and Mukátabát- i- Mugimá could not be 
available. The MSS are described in the RAS(Bengal) Ivanow Nos.364 and 370 respectively. 
PART TWO. 
Authors and their Works on 
I. Bada' i al- Insha' , (Comp. A.ú.940) , 
Hakim Muhammad Yñsuf of Harat ( Humayún ). 
2. Chahar Bagh , (Ed.after..997 /I589), 
Hakim Masih al-Din Abu' 1 -Fath Gi.lani ( Akbar ) . 
3. Munsha'at al- Namakin, (Comp.I006 /1598) , 
Mir Abú' 1 -Q:asim Khan Nanakin ( Akbar ) 
4. Mukat abat -i -' Allami, 
5. Rucia at-i -Abú' 1 -Fadl, 
6. Latifa-yi-Fayyadi, 
7. Insha'-i-Tarab al-Subyan, 
8. InshD-i-' Iyar i-Danish, 
(ici. 1015/1606-7), 
(Ed. 1035/1625-26), 
' Allami Fahhami Abú' 1 -Fada ( 
( 
( 




Abú' 1-Fayd Faydi or Fayÿadi Akbar 
. . 
( Comp. A. H. I037) , 
Com . circa ditto), P ), 
Hakim Núr al-Din Muhammad 'Abd-Allah Jahangir 
9. Insha'i-Khanazád Khán, (Comp.Not known), 
Amén-Allah Khánazad Khan Fiñzz Jang,Atnani( Jahangir 
IO- Insha'i-Baqir Khán, (Not known ), 
Baqir Khan Najm-i-Thani, Bi4ir ( Jahangir ). 
II. Zubdat al-Insha' (Comp.I027/16I8), 
Anonymous. ( Jahangir ). 
I2. InshaLi-Harkarn, (Comp.between I034-35 and I045-46) 
Harkarn Das Mathura Dls Kanbúh (Jahangir-Shah Jahan) . 
13. Inshati-Muni r, (comp. A. H. I050) , 
I4. A?au-Bávah, . ( Comp. A. H. I05I) , 
Mulla Abú' 1-Barakat Muñir Lahauri ( Shah Jahán) . 
15. Alunsha'at-i-Barahman, (Comp.circa I067-8/I657-8)? ( Shah Jahán). 
Munshi Chandar Bhán Barahman. 
). 
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BADA'I al-I N SHA: 
The Author: ( Huma.yun ) . 
It is with the Bada'i al- Insha' that the history of Persian epistolography of 
the Nughal period begins. Yúsuf b. Muhammad of Harat,with the poetical title of Yasufi, 
is identical with the physician and maula of that name who flourished under Babur and 
Humayun. He is the author of several works in prose and poetry, chiefly on medicaments 
and hygiene. The best known are the Fava'id al- Akhyár,compiled in A.H.913, a panegyric 
titled Qasida- fi -Hifz al- Sihhat dedicated to Babur in A.H.937, the Tibb- i- Yusufi or 
Jami' al -Fava' id. The last mentioned is a commentary on his own earlier work the ' I1m al- 
Ajnrád , a versified treatise on therapeutics. The Riyad al- Adviya ,another treatise of 
his on the properties of medicinal herbs, was compiled for and dedicated to the Emperor 
Humayun in A.H.946. The present manual on epistolary composition, the author undertook 
to compile for the training of his son, Refit al-1 n Husayn, ' the pupil of his eye I and 
other students,in A.H.940 ,which is conveyed by the following chronogram, obtained by 
doubling the numerical value of its title : . 
. : , 
: A 4/,,Irt.f,(y) 
An Estimate of Hakim Yusuf 
It is a noteworthy fact even in present day India,that Hikmat is considered a 
highly learned profession,the study of which involves a profound knowledge of many other 
subjects and languages. Hakim Yusuf was the product of the cultural Renaissance of Central 
Asia, and the emblem of the age like his many other contemporaries, the Emperor Babur , 
Shaykh Zayn Khwafi and Tahir al- Husayni. His erudite style, abstruse language and 
Arabicised diction interlarded with outlandish vocabulary and technical terms from other 
sciences such as, Astronomy, Philosophy and Logic, speak of the profound learning.. of the 
Hakim. 
I. Vide, Rieu,pp.529 and 564 ; and Br.Mus.Cat.Of Persian Printed Books, p.734 (Riyad. Add. 
I7,955- fol.79 -174; Jámi: Add.23,560- fol.262 -64. Haji Khalifa mentions only the.Jami' 
(Vide: Vol. ii,p. 564.) . 
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Description: 
The book opens with the conventional Muslim form with the Praise of ' the Creator of 
the Pen', ' Who is Scribe of mature Wisdom, and Who granted His Apostle the luminous 
diploma of Fas.hat and Balághat, with the honour of a bright tughra inscribed on it. 
The author then describes the two main branches of epistles, the Taugi'át(i.e. Ahkam -va- 
Aymthila)and the Muhavarát,which consists of the Mukatabat and Mufavadát. The Muhávarát 
is divided into three classes of epistles according to the social status of the 
correspondents, and consists of the Ruga' at, h;urásalát and Murafa' it. 
The Bada' i contains specimens of the Muhávarat only, for persons of all ranks and 
of every walk of life, and for all emergencies and occasions. At the end of the book appear 
stocks of phrases and formulae suitable for use r_letters on diverse topics. 
Manuscripts of the Badá'i are very numerous , and it has been lithographed in Delhi 
in A. D. I870. I have used the lithographed copy. 
Language and Style: 
A. As has been pointed out above, the Hakim is extremely erudite and prolix, his 
style is musajja' and is language is metaphorical. The most redeeming feature of his 
diction is the dominant element of Arabic vocabulary to which he clings even to the 
complete exclusion of more common and current Persian equivalents. For example for the 
Persian " cMi,r "(kindness, or favour),he uses the following Arabic equivalents : 
N 
4; 5,i; ; JE; ; I; 
;, /,, 
Similarly instead of using 1/" and " V 1 /';the author has an exhaustive list of 
I. 
the following Arabic words: 
M 
! TY P 
; 
(1;p 
; f ; w . ; ; 01:4 ; 
, 
.117; ; 
/ j(r ; ; 
, 




Ul f V 1 , ) (,/ ! f / ; ; M 
B. He does not refrain from employing words of outlandish origin, such as: 
(a (trash); 6-'14, (bubbling); (excited) ; s f (earth); (she- camel). 
I. Vide Br.Mus.Ms. Add. 5, 629-ff. I44a -179a ( A Glossary of Bada' i al -Insh 4) . 
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C. Mutaradifat and Takrar are very numerous, and this tendency of the author to repeat the 
same thought in different garbs of synonyms and tautological expressions, leads his 
language to verbosity and diffuseness. 
D. Although the Hakim usually writes with grammatical purity according to the rules of 
Syntax,one meets irregularities in the order of Mubtada'and Khabar. Sometimes for 
the sake of brevity he omits the Predicate altogether,which is noticeable in the old 
writers also. 
y 
(i) p.92. -4. 
¡, J t L cN, LL-i7 > c.)11.9 « (J 54) 
E. The most glaring peculiarity of his rhymed prose is noticeable in the 
parenthetical clauses ending with a Predicate in a verse or a hemistich; 
(i)p.22. i>1 -'ls`"(f.-vl 
.. 
,!%'i1'ii!1Q.b1.cr. v tU-'i- 9V s ( tl w; (J9 
Ile V 
(ii)p.24. ,.,.%l j `'1V çS LZ 0,k/ (5P-1454,14,;.-1' a/x 
( 
Uvj."-4 ,.r>? ,i i 'J°) v4,4fr 01 ..;v11L G 
Single Points are as follow: 
F. Excessive use of Arabic Participles in the form of Nutaradifát: 
e ...11...eÌ.4;4il/'1i$>. ALt'j:/#1:2 _: 1.-f, al z_l___44Lati_i-lY u TJ V,r -,... 
G. His Knowledge of Philosophy and Logic: c).7.0,&579 
H. Compare the following Astronomical Terms and phrases: 
14$; ,t;/ ; l Úl;it,'C 'eall ; ; ,.T/ ; .NJ; ,.. .," 
I. Use of Ishtigáq(etymology):- 
. - ;Lc? vLkV c,..v ;c. 
ÿ Examples of Saj' %; /fr4,A:;bi11 (I --- - - - -- - 





CriAïili R BAG 
The Author: 
(Akbar) 
The Chahar Bagh is a collection of the Ruga'..t of Hakim Masih al -Din Abú'l- Tatti, 
son of Maulana 'Abd al- Razzaq, a learned scholar of Gilan. The Hakim is well -known for 
his many- sided<_.activities and as an enlightened patron of literature, a profound scholar 
and an intimate friend of the F#nperor Akbar. He canne to India with his two distinguished 
brothers, Hakim Humám (d. A.H.I004) and Hakim Nur a1-Din M4amnad, a poet with the 
takhallus Q.arári'in the 20th year (Á.H.983) to take service under the aforesaid 
Emperor. Hakim Abü' 1 -Fath rose to higher favours and acquired ascendancy over the 
Emperor due to his exceedingly winning manners and intellect. His influence over the 
Emperor has been mentioned by Badá'lini,as one of the chief reasons of Akbar's abjurement 
of Islam. He was appointed Sadr of Bengal in the 24th year, a post which his father had 
held for years in his native place.2. 
The authorities speak very highly of the Hakim'sprofound study of classical 
literature, his vast attainments in the field of current knowledge and of his literary 
acumen. He is responsible for creating an intellectual atmosphere for the poets in 
India and introducing new trends in qasida -writing. His was the most promising patronage 
that attracted every emigre from the Vilayat(persia) and a good many like Khw.ja 
Husayn Sana'i, Mirza Quli, Mull a Hayáti Giláni, Mulla 'Urfi Shiræi and other 
candidates (musta'iddan) had joined his service. His literary circle included amongst 
the most outstanding votaries of the pen, Shaykh Faydi, the poet -laureate of Akbar and his 
brother the great Munshi Abui 1 -Fadl. 4. 
It was not only his illustrious patronage that made him the subject of panegyrics 
by the poets of the day, but his own poetic taste was of a higher order and 
I. Badásúni( Ranking. Tr.vol.II.p.2II). Also Ma'áthir al-Umara:vol.I,p.I07-II0(Tr.) 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ma'áthis-i-Rahimi (BI) 1927, vol.3,i-pp293,3,ii,p.845. 
4. Ch. Ba. SOAS..Ms. No.445I. ff.2Ib,15a. 
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his literary acumen which gave incentive to his encomiasts. Especially ' Urfi ,his chief 
protege ,more than any one immortalised his master's name through his forceful gasidas in 
imitation of Khágani and Anvari. In one of the panegyrics composed in his praise,with 
the opening line : 0/- /(4: »4j(JLv.Tira/j'7 : the poet admires the critical 
appreciation of the Hakim thus : 
T r. How good or bad his verses may read, 
Thou knowest his tongue, (his poetic deed) , 
To explain it thou,is to err it more, 
To carry it another(patron's door), 
A s though to idols,'tis to read. 
In a Raga's to Khlni-Khlinan,the Hakim once idirectly referred to his owl efforts in 
raising the standard of poetry in India by opening new vistas to the poets. "The panegyrics 
which the friends composed there (in Persia) became worn -out for the poets here (in India) 
1'iullá 'Urfi and Mull Hayati have improved considerably." 
His death has been recorded in history as an important event of the age and many poets 
such as Sarfi Savaji, Mullá Tálib Safaháni and no less a poet than Faydi composed 
elegies and chronograms. He died on the 19th Shauwál 997,(A.D.15B9). No one could have 
mourned his death more than 'Urfi,who never turned his face to another door till the Hakim 
was alive. In a gasida in praise of his new patron Khan- i- Khenán he could not supress his 
uy r)4,), il.4.:447 : '0,c5,1?).1tfre6.b 
Thou knowest Oh Master , my heart's sorrow-deep, 
What should I tell thee,how heavy 'tis with grief. 
deep grief: 
An Estimate of the Author: 
From the pages of the Chahir Bágh we can form 
diverse sceinces, his turning to sifi contemplation 
of life and above all his u j dgement on his own literary style. 
an estimate of the H.akim's erudition in 
and the study of Ethics,his philosophy 
He had devoted 
I. Vide : Qasá' id- i -'Urfi (Lith.) Luckhnow. 
2. Shi' al-' jam. (Urdu) . Vol. iii,p.II -I2. (The Ruqa'a in question is not found in the two 
Mss. (EIO and SOAS) available to me. 
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himself to the study of Safi works so assiduously,that he could not turn his attention 
I. 
to other studies, save that of Ethids ;and that too once a week or so. He seems to have 
made a profound study of the Ihy ;' and Kimyay- i -Sa' adat of al- Ghazzili, the philosophical 
treatises of Afdal al-Din Kashani (d.circa A.H.707),the poetical works of Hakim Sana'i, 
Nizami of Ganja, Sa' di and Efiz. Of the last mentioned he was greatly enamoured, 
and quotes extensively from him 
The Akhlaq- i -Jalaii and Akhliq- i- Nasiri were the most widely read works on 
ethics during the Mughal régime , and the Hakim allows us to estimate his profound 
knowledge of the " Four Virtues "(Fada'il- i- arba'a i.e. Sakh ;vat, Sbujá.'at, 'Iffat and 
'Ismat). He makes it incumbent upon himself to recommend strongly to his correspondents 
to devote themselves to the study of ethics, to make the best use of time, to attend ;o 
3. 
the words of the virtuous and to acquire a knowledge of the vices of the soul. 
His deep knowledge of Persian poetry is well attested by his in extenso quotations 
from the classical works, and the suggestive insertion. -of some of the verses to suit the 
occasion and the mood, seems to be his own composition. Though he stimulated a great 
deal of poetic activities amongst his proteges and friends,he speaks in unfavourable 
terms about the art itself, " It is to be cultivated a little, he wrote to his brother 
Humain," For it is the disease of the soul.' He is said to have entertained a profound 
contempt for old Persian poets,particularly the qasida-writers like Kh ;q nI and Anvari, 
5. 
the last he called by a diminitive Anvariak. 
The pages of his Munsha'at betray his great interest in philosophy and Logic,and 
an account of the old and modern philosophers titled Khulásat al- Hay ;t, was compiled 
by Mull; Ahmad Tattavi for the Hakim 6: The frequent quotations from the 4ur'án 
I. EIO. Me.(Chahár B-agh)fo1.9b. 
2. Ibid. ff. 2a, 15b,17a, 26b, 27a, etc. 
3. Ibid. ff.Ib, 6b, 9b, 27a, etc. 
4. Ibid. fol. 2Ia. 
5. A'i.n. (Bloch.)tr., Vol.i.,p.469. 
6. Br.Mus.Ms. Or:1904-III,ff.I2I-I29. 
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and his predilection for Arabic phrases, exhibit his vast attainments in that language. 
Of his own principal subject, medicine, he makes extensive use for similes, metaphors and 
imagery. Every sentence from his Ruga' at constitutes the figure Nura' át al- Nazir, 
deriving correlative terms from that science. 
Description; 
The Ruga' át are addressed to his friends, superiors, subordinates and a major 
portion to his brother Humam. They include Miran Sadr- i -Jahn Mufti(d.IO2O), who went 
with Humm in the embassy to the court of 'Abd Allah Khan Uzbeg in the.3lst year of 
Alkbar' s reign; I'Mir Sharif Amuli, the heed of the Nugtaviyya sect in India, and author 
of a treatise, the Tarashshuh- i- Zuhúr;2'Mir Jamal a1-Din Husayn, probably Injú, 
who was earlier in the service of Akbar and later served Jah2ngir under whose name he 
compiled the famous Persian dictionary, the Farhang -i -Jah ngix Qadi Nar Allah 
(Shústari) , perhaps the one introduced to Akbar by the Hakim4' Asaf Khan Jai fer Beg 
(d.A.H.IO2I), who earlier acted in different capacities and rose to vakilship under 
Jahángir and was one of the best poets of the period, the author of a mathnavi styled 
Núr-.Ninah(hwája Shams al -Din Khwafi (d. A. H.I008) the divan --i -kull under Akbar, who 
committed the body of the Hakim by the order of the Emperor to Hasan Abdal, and buried 
it there in a vault which the Khwaja had made for himself. And there are many others 
whose names do not appear in the two available copies of the- present work (E10- 
2063 and SOAS No.44551). 
Though Abú' l -Path died, according to best authorities on the 19th Shauwal 997, 
them appear dates after that, Dhu'l- hajja 997; 999 and even I087 (in theElO), and 
similarly in the other copy of the Chahar Bagh. 
I. l'in (Bloch) tr., vol.i.p.522. Also Insha'(A.F.)pp.Il-17.(Letter to'Abd Allah Khán 
Uzb eg. ) 
2. Badásiini. II. p.245(Ranking). 
3. l'in (Bloch)tr.,vol.i.pp.499-50I. 
4. Ibid,p.615. 
5. Ibid,p.453. al-Umara; vol.i.p.285. 
6. i7 IT). (Bloch.) tr.,vol.i,p.469; Ihshá'(A.F.)pp.52-55. 
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Most of the letters are despatched f rcxn Lahore, and the one dated 996(A. H.) (R T0. 
fol.l3b) is explicitly directed to BukhLrá, but almost all 6f them which are addressed 
to Hummiin and to Sadr -i -Jahn I9ufti, as the internal evidence shows, were despatched 
thither. The EIO.P_s. has two curious insertions made at a later period ;the one mentions 
the Hakim's imrovising a git'a extemporaneously at the death of Fath -Allah Shirazi(d. 
997/1589). It is dated 5th Rajab,996(fol.15a) and says that the Hakim died after 
nineteen days later. Thus again the above date is a mistake for 997, but at the same time 
the date of his death according to the insertion in question falls in Rajab instead of 
the above -mentioned date. Another insertion by the pen of one Qádi nusayn,frequently 
mentioned in the Ruga' át appears between folios 22a-23b and is found in the other capy 
also, but in a Ruga' a dated wrongly Muharram 999(ff.25a) . 
The epithets : / 1 % : in the EIO. Ms. insertion clearly shows that it is 
due to a-later addition made after the death of the Hakim by 4adi Husayn, who 
presumably edited the Ruga' át also after his death. The later view is supported by a 
superscription in the same copy at the beginning running thus " Written by the 
meaning- painting pen (ragamzad --yi- qalam-i- ma'na- nigár) of Hakim Abú'l -Fath Gilanl , 
may God illuminate his grave'. The SOAS copy forms a larger collection but it is more 
defective in spelling than the other copy. The colophon of the EIO.Ms. mentions that the 
text is defective, both in the beginning and at the end. 
A short preamble speaks of the object of the creation of four gardens of the 
world for man to behold the spectacle of this wonderful workshop. There is a group of 
people who are anxious to possess all they can lay their hands on, giving no thoughts 
to comprehending the elegance of the workshop ; but there is another group who intend 
to acquire knowledge of God and the subtleties of the workshop of creation. God is 
pleased with such people, and they with God. 
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The Hakim then says, that he borrows his 'vocabulary and meanings from the 
afflicted hearts of the lovers,with the intention of scattering them on the highway of 
love,which by its perfect appearance(kamál- i- zuhúr) does not need any elucidation'. 
It is submitted that the preamble appears to be only a part of the first Ruga'a 
addressed to Hakim Hum-am, at least in the SOAS copy. 
Language and Style ; 
We can best reproduce the views of the Hakim on his own style.He regrets his 
destitute fortune for not having 'any share from the manufactory of destiny to be able 
to express the meanings of his affection and love in pleasing manner. To wield the pen 
by hovering around the current phrases in order to write a few words about a remote 
object,does not possess the aptitude for removing the sorrow from the heart, or 
augmenting the joy. 'To seal the lips and retire in silence, God forbid,if it ever 
entered the narrow pass of ambition of the lovers. I' These were the thoughts that 
held up his ambitions for practising the art of letter -writing. It was only after he had 
waged war against his infidel spirit for fifteen years, he came into agreement with it, 
rendering him able to open the door of correspondence, for he was certain of the fact 
2. 
that 'it is easier not to be a munshi '. 
'Since he has to express his object and deep sentiments of the heart to his 
friends, the best he could do, is 'to put down on the surface of paper whatever 
approaches his tongue from his mind. 'However,to wield the pen thus,writing 
extemporaneously; in a pleasing manner, is not the task of every disturbed mind(áshufta- 
dimágh ) like him, 
3. 
'He does not grapple with his mind in order to create subtleties, 
nor does his mind soar high enough in imagination to capture ornaments of style ;but 
remaining content with the current phrases,he expresses his object in plain(pú ch ) 
Persian'. In reply to a Ruga'a from Ásaf Khán,he admits his inability to send him one to 
I. EIO. ff.2b. 
2. Ibid.ff.7b, SOAS.ff.7b-8a. 
3. EIO.fol.7b, SOAS.ff.7b-8b,19a. 
4. EIO. fo1.7b. 
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tn_dqual his Rugs'a. With such limited vocabulary as he has, ' how long would he 
have to go begging at the door of Nulla Sharaf al-Din 'Ali Yazdi, for single phrases 
from his composition, and to knock at the portals of Shaykh of Ganja ( Nizami ), for 
I. 
every verse from his mathnavis. 
No one can be a better judge of his style than the Hakim himself, who receiv- 
es uncontested support of opinion from his readers. Like his contemporary Faydi, he is 
the first to turn the soil suitable for the growth of plain and direct style. Compared 
with Khwaja Jahan his own compatriot, who is erudite and difficult to understand for the 
average student, and his contemporary Abu' l -Fall, who is rhetorical and grandiose, the 
style of the Hakim approaches to mukalama. At times, when in the grip of sentimentality 
he speaks with such personal intimacy, that seems as if he is busy in a serious 
conversation with his Mukhátab: 
2. 




Il //T IV /i. M 
( 2 ) 
Some of his Ruga'at are rich with pithy and worldly -wise sayings. When he 
speaks of the futility of life, or passes on a serious contemplation like a mystiop he 
plunges into a retiring mood. His unctuous tone in such passages reminds one of the 
style of the Sufis. The short sentences in the forms. of a colloquy resemble the style 
3. 
of the Gulist n. Example. %(1/ 4i L3tf 
V i V iv r / Ñ / . / r 7LN '(U f` (,S u,,v Ú,ßi J . 
The above extract illustrates besides his rare indulgence in rhyming prose, 
the figure of Tajnis -i -khatt i.e. ' 4. 0,/4 
I. EHO. Ms. ff. 17a-b. WAS. ff. I2b-13a. 
2. SOAS. ff. 7b-8a. and 4b. 
3. SBAS. fol.3b. 
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C. The Munázara(Strife= poein)between two objects has a favourite theme with the 
classical poets. The following extract will appear a short paraphrase in prose of 
I. 
such a Mun zara. ¡ % N «%L` `.rGji% vi/',. ( ir f l ¡ «% + I / / t , %/ (,fY/l /.. /.j>/' .y [J 
D. The Emperor Akbar seems tohàve.hada great liking for his plain('Ari) and direct 
style. Once ordered to draft a Farman, he did it so well that it did not only elicit the 
admiration from the Emperor, who exclaimed " khUb nivishta ast "; but it was accepted , 
2. 
with the rejection of the one composed by A111'1 -Fadl on the same subject. 
Single Points are as follow : 
E. His Knowledge of Philosophy and Ethics : 
(i) tLy"(Reason);(ii) A.1.4%. (Essence);(iii) (Theoretical Premises); 
(iv) LL? (Syllogism); (v) 6.- '(Imagination); (vi);'9tfat9(Fbur Virtues). 
Medicine: 
(i) j v(a purgative wholesome for temperament); (ii) .t."; 
(the antidote of the elixir of love). 
F. He uses very frequently the following Arabic Compounds, mostly current in 
medical parlance: (i) AY"V'/ (returning to decline); and similarly, (ií ' )' ' 
G. Though he writes grammatically pure sentences, but syntactical inconsistencies 
are apparent, such as when he addresses the correspondent in the Iszz- i- Tafdil,i.e. 
Tsb7an for Shumá, he does not hold fast to it throughout. Simi larly in a Ruga' a to Mir 
Jamal al-Din Husayn, he addresses him as Thou : (.. , V / , ,a9 îj ; 
and again switches over to Shumá as ` ;"Óoj Jr I 
H. Like most of the authors of the period, the Hakim writes in idiomatic style 
%,'// 
and in the course of his composition, he quotes poetical proverbs ,pithy sayings from 
others and of his own : Examples :- 
(i) (J i L1 4)«. 1/ t (To break the market .of the jewellers of meaning ,i.e. 
to cause to lower the prices or market value.) (ii) (J V 4ut, 
I. SOAS. fol. I8a. Compare Asadi' s Strife -poems between Night and Day. (Browne, A Literary 
History Of Persia. Vol.II, (1920)pp.I49 -50. 
2. SOAS.ff.22b -23a. 
3. EIO. ff. I4a, 6a-7a etc. 
(To refrain from ); (iii) 
of) ; (iv) 
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(J) /11 «t /fJVf(To put to shame or to be ashamed 
(1 ,./ (To beat in the air) . 
The following are some of the famous poetical proverbs: 
(i) aft, (r" >i> . °%14; ii; (ii) 
Compare Gulistan : 
His own sayings and novelty of expression. 
% ( (s/,.i ;. ?ia.7 ( 
d'IP/t'.(>ç11A.)41 
(i) 1 (The killer himself is a sufficiènt ,ransom money for 
the slain). (ii) `,,,..v%J,,j' / >er./ "r/.."2 (A criticism on the time : The time 
is such that whosoever 
I. 
becomes mad is a sensible fellow.). 
The age of Akbar is notable for the construction of metaphorical phrases and 
fresh compounds, and amongst the exponents we can 
shown great skill in coining new expressions to 
Aba'l- Fath's compounds are not novel since they 
quote 'Urfa. and Abt' l -Fadl as having 
be used later by their successors. 
are common phrases. 
i / 
(ii) J°9(11U (iii) 1; ,L/« 
He derives his imagery from the subject of his profession,and among the figures 
of Speech the Mura' át al -Nazir predominates more: (t) 
(II) Similes and Metaphors: 
(i) 
, 
,,, 0,¡ /6e úi, ̀', lam: >,40, -i, j c,,(1'ß r t 
; 1 (The Mary -like pen with pearl -like belley); (ii . r >0 />/_,A)g 1,- 
(The hopeful eye attentive like the ears of the observers of fasts (in the Ramadan)to the 
call for prayers (in the evening 
(III) Ìhn: 
to break the fast). 
~'/J 15)-./-i4"(7i7// //, ¿(;r2' (Sacada: bargain; Sacada' :madness. ) 





.. . v" %' ; (iii) CJ> 
; 
The diction of the Ragas :a, except for the predominant Arabic elements, is in 
the pure Persian of Persia, and only a few words of Turkish and Hindi have come out 
from the pen pf the Hakim. 
(i) I1ghir : (Expedition)s 
This word is found in Abu'l - Fadl and other authors of the period very 
frequently. The Yalghir is the Indian form meaning a forceful attack. 
(ii) Jirgä : ( ' ) :(Jerge or Cherge) 
The Nerge meaning a row or"an encircling movement as in the battue ", appears 
I. 
in Juvayni frequnt'ly. In the common parlance in India,the Jargá ( b) is used to 
denote a group of robbers. 
(iii) Kaharan :( W ): Palanquin- bearers .(The Hindi word for a palanquin is Doli: 
2. 
and appears in the Akbar -nka. 
(iv) Mórchhal : ( (j%) : 
The Mórchhal apparently a compound word from the Hindi M©r (a peacock) and 
Chhal, a varient from Jhalnä ( 1.40,r) to fan, and thus meaning a fan of peacock's 
feathers used for driving away flies in India and used especially for the Sultans 
and the flnperors, as it appears from the works of those periods. 
I. Vide: Tr. (Boyle)Vol.i,p.28; Vo1.ii,pp.554,613 etc. 
2. Akbar'-nama.Vol.iii,p.6I0. 
I4I 
M U N S H A'AT Ably AM AK I N. 
The Author: (Akbar). 
The Munsha' át al- Namakin, which is described by Ethe as, " A large Inshá or detailed 
work on letter- writing in all its private and official forms, together with an 
elaborate treatise on the proper composition of prayers and invocations for all 
emergencies, illustrated throughout by numerous specimens, ",is in fact a curious 
collection with a major portion of authentic documents, most of which are of great 
historical interest. 
Mir Abu' l- Qasim Khan Namakin was a Husayni Sayyid of Harát , who was earlier in 
the service of Mirzá Muhammad Hakim,brother of Akbar, and then served subsequently 
under Akbar and Jahingir. Under Akbar he distinguished himself and on account of his 
meritorious services was appointed the governor of Bhakkar in the 43rd year of the 
reign. He later recieved a Viyal in Gujarát(panjab), or more precisely according to the 
lettelspatent drawn up in his favour to that effect and subjoined by him in the 
I. 
present work, in a village(mahál)of the Sarkar Bhakkar. Under Jahingir who raised his 
2. 
rank and appointed him again to Bhakkar, he settled down there in A.H.I015. 
Description: 
The EIO.Ms.,the only one as yet known,is dated Jumada.I,I0I2/ I603, only a few 
years after its compilation,and was collated several times with the authors own copy 
in the same year. The work -was. completed on the 23rd of Sha' b n A.H. I006, March 31, 
I598, in the 44th year of Akbar's reign to whom it is dedicated as a token of blessing 
and benediction (tabarruk- va- tayammun). 
In the preface to his work, Namakin says,with the usual pretensions made by the 
authors of works on Inshá' of our period, that it was in compliance with the request of 
his friends that he collected ample materials fbr the present work. He gleaned his 
materials from numerous sources, but avoids disclosing them, contenting himself =with 
I. EI0 -2064. (Etbe)pp. II4I -42.( Ethe evidently allows the author to remain unidentified), 
ff. 26b, 
2. A' in. (Bloch. )tr. , Vol. i,pp. 525-27, Ma' áthir al- Umará' . Vol. ii,pp. 508 -II. 
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saying that it was from some munsha'ats of the masters, mandates and State papers,to 
which he added also letters addressed to him by his friends. 
The book contains models in all the branches of Insha' in the Taugi'at and the 
ì uhavaiat . It is divided into eight chapters and a Khatima. Each chapter contains 
several Fasls. 
I. The first chapter traces the mythical origin of Kitabat and epistolary style which 
is followed by the manners of writing(adab- i- kithat). 
II. On drafting royal mandates and diplomas( faramin- va- manashir). 
III. On the salutations, complimentary epithets,verses, and different kinds of epistles 
(sahá'if and makátib).This chapter forms the Mufávadát or the correspondence of the 
privileged classes. 
Iv. on the Murafa' at or letters addressed to superiors by the inferiors. 
V. On friendly correspondence,i.e. Murasalát or Mukatabat. The correspondents are the 
Spiritual preceptors,novices, teachers, pupils and members of the family. 
VI. Letters of condolence and congratulations. (ta' ziyat -namas and tahniyat- namas) . 
VII. On civil contracts and legal deeds (q011at- i -Shar' iya, i.e. Tamassukat and Si jillat ), 
VIII. Racial-at on diverse topics ,including Mutayabát(pleasantries). 
The Khatima is devoted to religious topics , on prayers, sexmons(khutba),_and such 
other subjects which are beyond the scope of Inshá'proper. 
Characteristics: 
The first dallier which dea]swith the origin of Inshá' is taken wholly from the 
Nama- yi -Nami of Khwándamir, which is one of the chief sources of Namakin. Khwandamìr 
mentions Hafiz- i -Abriz and Kamál- al-Din Aar Husayn Yazdi, on whose authority he 
describes the " Ava'il ",in the use of the pen by the Prophet Enoch (Idris) and the 
introduction of sacramental superscriptions by Bateman bin Isfandiyar Kayani, for the 
I. 
first time ; and Namakin follows him almost verbatim. 
I. Compare Námi. ff.2b -5a, and Namakin.ff.2b -3b. 
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The chapter on the royal edicts has a curious collection of authentic and historical 
documents most of them warranted by contemporary histories and events. The author 
seems to have gleaned his materials from the official records of the Mughal Government, 
the Tá'ri.kY- i- Humayun of Bayazid Baÿat (comp.I000 /1591 -2 ) ,Nama-yi -Nami, and from some 
parts of the Akbar-náma (comp.I004/1596). 
The first Farman is the copy of the famous order of Shah Tabmásp to Muhammad Khan 
Sharaf al -Din, governor of Khurásan informing him about HumTaytzn' s visit to Persia (A. D. 
1544),and enjoining him to accord a sumptuous reception and conveyance to the court. 
The present Farman appears in several col etions of letters,and histories, such as 
Akbax -nama and Ma' athir.-i- Rahimi,but both of which have copied from Bayazid who was 
the first to make an exact copy of it,when it was produced on 20th Rajab,I000,by Mir 
I. 
Mirdad Juvayni,the Daxugha of the Records. 
Single Points are as follow: - 
A. A Faxman(fol.4b) in Feel II, though it appears to be fictitious ,is a pseudo- 
historical document,in that it relates to the campaigns against the Afghans in the 
reigns of Ifabur and Humayún(Firdaus- makni and Jannat- ashiy-ani). 
B. The Manshúrs in Fasl III(ff.13b- ) are modelled closely on the Mansh rs and Farmer. 
drafted by Abu'1- Fall contained in the Mukatabat- i- 'Allami(i.e. Insha.= i -Abñ'1 -Fall ) 
C. Feel IV contains specimens of Fath -n mas, which chiefly relate to Akbar's 
victories over Chitór in A.D.1568, and the Mankót fortress(ff.17a,-2Ia). The letters - 
patent (ff.26a -b) is in all probability a copy of the Fannin of Akbar granting our author 
the jagir in the Sartiar of Bhakkar with the administration of the Vbrt. of that district 
(in the 43rd-44th year of Akbar's reign.) 
D. Most of the diplomas and letters patent are exact copies of those from the Narra -yi- 
Ñ ami. Our author, as if to show that he is not a servile copyist ,makes frequent 
alterations in the synonyms,but' at times he transcribes with all fidelity. 
I. Vide AkbaiLnáma. Vol.i,p.418(foot note),also p.432. It is also found in the following 
collections: Br.Mus.Ms.Or.4678; Br. Mus. Sloane 4093 etc. 
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Examples: (i) NIna-yi-Ñami(fol.l6lb) A Nishán to the post of vizierate : 
171,":1' s Ú ! v;s c f, , 
Namakin (fol.36b): 
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Namakin(fol. 54a) 
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E. Many other examples which can be mutltiplied prove that Namakin has utilised 
the Nama- yi -Nami extensively, besides actually copying from this source. It is also 
probable that he had at his disposal all the famous works on Inshá' produced during the 
Timurid period, such as the Sharaf -n;na of Marvarid and the Sahifa-yi -Shai of Kashifi. 
The contents in thapter III. support our statement. 
(i) The stock of prayers, complimentary adjectives and the verses are all taken 




,L .,Cb  I/ . » ? v%frv / 
F. He seems to have had access to the State papers and documents in private hands. 
He has subjoined letters addressed to the Emperor Akbar by Sh.h 'Abbés I.(ff.I00a,IIIb.) 
Most of the letters have beginnings identical with those contained in other collections 
forming part of the correspondence of Akbar and the Shih of Persia. Most of these 
letters are identical with those collected by Ev oghlii Haydar in his Majma' al -Insha 
G. A petition ('Ard- dásht) to Akbar addressed by Khan- i- Khán(ff.II2b -II4a) in reply 
I. Compare also the letters patent for appointment to the qadiship of Dihli, (Nami;ff. 
I71a, and ff.I62b,another diploma, and Namakin: ff.36b,60b, and 5Ib,52a,53a etc. 
2. Sahifa-yi-Sháhi, printed Mirzapur, I260/I844;pp. 6, I2, etc. ,and Namakin.ff.79b,149a,etc. 
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to Akbar's Farman for appointment to tutorship(i.e. Faxmcn- i- thabti) perhaps to 
Prince Salim in the 28th year of the reign. There are several other 'Ard- dashts also 
perhaps by Khan- i- Khanan to the Enperor (ff.I18b etc.) 
H. The chapters V. Murásalát (ff.318-- 40),VI. Letters of congratulations and condole- 
nce (ff. 337 -54) and VIII. Ruga' a (ff.382a) , are mainly based on the Bada' i al- Insha' 
of Hakim Yúsuf. Not only that the topics of the epistles are identical with those in the 
Badá'i but m aj or parts have the ve ry same wording as that work. The following 
comparison will suffice to support our statement. 
Baal i.(Lith.pp.III -1I2): 
w r / r 




/ M r 
oeci.v LesLf.,L.k-l; 
The author certainly has used other works on Insha' and a rigorous research 
will show that his only contribution is the voluminous collection into which have 
strayed and are preserved documents and extracts from such other works which do not seem 
to be extant now. The above chapters form also that part in all probability,of the 
materials based on the authentic letters which the author received from his friends. 
I. One can safely ascribe the materials forming the chapter VIII -on drawing up the 
legal documents and Qabalát -to different pens. Incidently the Nam- a- yi -NamT is perhaps 
the first treatise on Insha' which deals with the civil contracts to some extent. Our 
author who knows the tricks of epistolary composition offers the old wine in new bottles. 
It is to be pointed out that the Munsha'át al- Namakin itself is the first treatise of 
the Mughal period which contains models of the gabálát- i- Shar'Iya . His association 
I. A' in. (Bloch. )tr. , Vol.i,p. 355, Ma'athir-i-Rahimi. 
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_ I. 
with the Sadr of Bhakkar, Shaykh Ma'ruf, and with (5ai Ja'far Mufti and Maulana Isrná' it 
(both the last mentioned being responsible for collating the present work) would have us 
believe in the easy access of the author to such documents. 
Conclusion 
It is more difficult to indicate in the voluminous work (ff.4I2),the actual 
portion by the pen of our author, than to trace and examine his sources of materials. One 
may value the rigorous research and profound erudition of the author in that,but as he 
himself professes his debt to vast collections on Insha' in the preamble,the latter is 
the only portion by the actual pen of the author ; he obviously did not contribute 
anything original to his work. 
Since the present work is the contemporary copy,it throws side- lights on other 
aspects of learning and culture in Mughal India, such as calligraphy ;how widely were 
studied the N a- yi- Nimi,the Badá'i al- Inshi.' of Hakim Yúsufi, the Sahifa- yi- Shahi. of 
Mullá Vi'iz Husayn Kishifi and the like, and with what eagerness people copied and 
preserved their own personal letters and State documents. Works on epistolary composition 
were admired by all and imitated by the munshis who were stimulated to compile such 
treatises on that art. 
In conclusion it may be said that the Munsha; at al_- Namakin, like the 
Munsha'át- i- Salátin of Feridún -bey (d.99I /1583) and the Nuskha- yi- Jimia- yi- Murásalát of 
Ev -oghli Haydar (circa I052/I642),is a valuable collection which may throw light on the 
hitherto obscure corners of history. The Munsha'át al- Namakin has i eier been utilised 
by any modern author of Mughal history. 
I. 7Min.(Bloch),tr.,Vol.i,p.525. 
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IN SHA- I- ABU'L-FAD L. 
The Shaykh Mubarak Family: ( Akbar). 
What Amir Khusrau is to Persian poetry as the greatest poet of India,Agú'l -Fadl 
is to Persian prose, the greatest Munshi of that country. " In the great clime of 
Hindustan,after Abu'1 -Fadl there appeared no other Munshi of such acuteness of thought 
and ingenuity of intellect(jaudat -i- dhihn) as he was".' 'He was the leader of the 
accomplished élite and the forerunner of the men of learning and excellence'.'In the art 
of Inch.', he laid a new foundation and raised the dignity òf speech to the zenith of 
the celestial throne(auj- i- kursi) and rendered the works of the classical masters 
obliterated. '2' Sa'd -Allah Khán,the great Vizier of Shah Jahn, a distinguished scholar 
and stylish writer though he was, in private assemblies and conversation(mutarahat),used 
to exclaim, " Howmuch soever I ran in the spaciousness of the art of epistolary 
composition (farakhnay- faun- i- Insha) I could never succeed in catching up with that 
son of the Shaykh. 3' 
The Shaykh Nubarak family with the two illustrious sons, Shaykh Abu'1- Fayd(d.I004/ 
1595) well known under the poetical sobriquet Faydi or Fayÿadi , and Abu'l- Fadl(mur.IOII/ 
I602), rose to high dignity in the face of rivals at the Court of Akbar. In the literary 
attainments, distinguished scholarship and intellectual superiority, the Shaykhs formed 
the most brilliant galaxy of that period. It is in the field of social- religious 
philosophy that they left the most enduring landmarks in the history of India. 
Abú'l -Fadl and his brother Faydi are branded with severe charges by the bigoted 
mulls and pharisaical casuists, and almost by every Muslim writer of narrow views,for 
their cosmopolitan views, liberal religious philosophy and for leading Akbar away from 
Islam and to apostacy. Abú'l -Fadl himself says," The worshippers of God who seek the 
truth, give him the name of Abu' l- Vandat(the father of Unity, i. e.unity of God) and 
account him a unique savant of the Supreme Giver . Wisdom proclaims him 
I. Nigar, ff.4a-b. 
2. Khulasat al-Inshá'(Br.r'us.),ff.158b-59a ; compare also Abú'1-Fadl,(Inshá')pp.284-85. 
3. Nigár, Ibid. 
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Abi' l -Fit rat (the father of sagacity) and considers him a choice specimen of that house. 
In the writingsof the Vulgar herd some attribute worldliness to him and hold him to be 
I. 
one of those plunged into the whirlpool, while others regard him as given to apostacy.." 
Truly indeed, remarks the author of the bra' áthir al- Umara' , others in whom 
2. 
justice prevails such as with mystical outlook consider him a pantheist. Abi'l- Fa:dl 
was essentially a Sufi of a high order, who dedicated his life to the mystical search 
for truth, and ' fettered his vagrant heart to the words of that group'. While young, 
he felt a strong desire "to drink at the fountain of the savants of all climes " , and as 
the hostile Bada'ini reports Abi' l -Fall once said," I wish to wander for a few days 
in the vale of infidelity for sport ".3. 
The policy of toleration and peace with all (sulh- i -kull) which he annunciated and 
fought for by his pen, led Akbar to build up the most glorious society of mixed races 
that was truly Indian and national. The universality of the conviction and the perfect 
toleration of Abui -Fadl prevades his works. rie says that ' he plays the backgammon of 
4. 
enmity with himself and with others the chess of friendship' . A paragon of all virtues, 
he was the microcosm of his age, the very incarnation of the pantheistic beliefs 
prevailing in the religious climate of the sixteenth century. 
Born in the conflicts of time, Abi' 1 -Fadl betrays countless traces of the inner 
conflicts of his mind and spirit. "'Tis the heart or the enemy of my soul, since 
Abi'l -Fall by fate is a receptacle of contradictions, what am I to tell him5 '. Elsewhere 
he says in his Inshá' ," It is for some time, since my mind is grappling with my dispositic, 
.that I have fallen a prey to the distress of the sons of the age,neither have I strength 
6. 
to escape nor courage to abstain ". To appreciate his works it is almost necessary to 
understand him in this perspective. 
I. A' in, Vol. iii, Jarrett, pp. 450 -51. 
2. I a'athir. Vol.i,pp.I24 -25. 
3. Badá'ini. Text, Vol. ii,p.262. , Compare also Insha(A. F. )pp.230, 242, 243 etc. 
4. Inshá(A. F.) , p. 232. 
5. Ibid.p.225. 
6. Ibid.p.235, also compare,pp.223,225 etc. 
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An Estimate of Abu' l -Fadl: 
Abú'1- Fadl's crowning achievements in Persian Literature are monumental. Though he 
is the doyen of court historians, has far too often been accused of the ' adoring 
prostration of his pen' ,and being'a professed rhetorician ',by those who judge the history 
of that period as a detached subject from literature and rhetoric . There are others who 
compare his Insha'in the Ielukatabát- i- 'Allamï, as ' paralleled in the West only by the 
decadence of taste, soaring in prose to the vicious affectation of poetry, and in poetry 
I. 
sinking below the flatness and insipidity of prose'. Blochmann and Elliot have given a 
fair and significant answer to the first accusation admiring'his love of truth and 
encomium for a true hero that was Akbar ', and that 'his style ought to be judged by 
2, 
Oriental standards. We can recall Blochmann once more who has critically valued the 
merits of Abu'l- Fadl's style objectively in these words." It is almost useless to add 
to this encomium bestowed on Abu'l- Fazl's style .'Abdu'llah,king of Bukhrá, said that 
he was more afraid of Abu'l- Fazl's pen than of Akbar's arrow. Everywhere in India he is 
known as "the great Munshi ". His letters are studied in all Madrasas, and though a beginner 
may find them difficult and perplexing,they are perfect models. But a great familiarity, 
not only with the Persian language,but also with Abú'l- Fazl's style, is required to 
make the reading of any one of his works a pleasure. His composition stands unique, and 
3.N 
though everywhere studied,he cannot be,and has not been,imitated. 
As against the 'decadence of taste in Persian prose and poetry',we may point out that 
the Mughal era has been happily termed the "Indian summer " of Persian Literature,with 
4. 
special reference to Akbar's period. The age under review,on the other hand is 
characteristic of the development of a fresh style in poetry known as the Shiva -yi- Hindi, 
as distinct from the iva -yi -' Iraqi, or the Old School. It was Hakim Abt' 1 -Fath Gilani 
who, according to the I1a'athiz- i- Rahimi, is responsible for 
to Persian poetry in India by laying down the foundation of 
giving a new lease of life 
5. 
Tizl-gr'i(freshness in speech). 
I. Jarrett, A'in,Vol.ii,p.v. Compare also Smith's Akbar(pp.415- 16),Prof.Browne has ably 
answered to Vincent Smith's harsh judgement on Persian poetry(Persian Literature in 
Modern Times. p. 249) . 
2. _Elliot.Vol.6,p.7 -8, Bloch. A'in,Vol.i,Preface and Biography of Abu'1 'adl. 
3. A'in , (Bloch.)tr. Vol.i,Bi.ograóhy.pp.li -iii. 
4. Browne.Ibid.pp_163 -68, Compare also Sabk.Vol.iii,pp.290-96. 
5. N. a, athir= i- Rahimi(BI)Vol.3,ii,pp.847 -48. 
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The new School of Indian poetry found many adherents among Indians and Persians like, 
Faydi, 'Urfi Shirazi, Nishapuri, Sa'ib Tabrizi and Ghani Kashmiri. It was under 
I. 
the Mughals that Persian poetry entered a new epoch in India, after Amir Khusrau of Dihli. 
Abu' l -Fadl is,indeed a wonderful Munshi and a conscious literary rebel, who was no 
slave of the master -stylists but a master himself. He turned the soil in Inshá' for the 
first time by cultivating a new style of his own, and fertlised a whole generation of 
writers and munshis. The lasting influence of his Insh -pardázi may be seen in the 
Urdu epistolary composition of the early period of its development. 
The Style of Abi'l -Fall 
Abi'l - Fadl discarded the old style of the masters, who according to him have a 
'Single tongue (zab n i- yaktá'i) and a common form'. Their followers ,those ' smitten 
with self -high- opinion ( rah- zaia- yi- pindár)' and'plundered by imitation (gharat- kaxda- 
yi- taglid)"&how off the same second -hand form(tarz -i- dast- farsida). The whole design 
( basij) of their Inshá' is embroidered with words to which the meaning is subordinated. 
The Saj' and interminable periods are valued as the stock of Pasahat, and the same 
oft -quoted verses of the poets embellish their prose. They depend on verbal tropes and 
Figures of Speech and prefer Igtib s (goutation), Bará'at- i- Istihlál, Talmih (allusion) , 
and enigmatical (ta' miya) and hyperbolical expressions( itra') . They consider the Verbal 
beauties (muhsanát- i- Badi'i) as the source of dignified composition,but do not value the 
2. 
excellencies of Balághat and glories of meaning.' To Abi'l- Fall's ideals of literature, 
the ' I1m al- Balagha, with its two branches,the ' Ilm al-mail-II (Science of Signification) 
and the ' I1m al -Bayán (Art of E cposition) with the exclusion of the third,the ' I1m al- 
Bi ' , or the art of Euphuism, was not the only basis of the structure of Speech. Fais 
profound contempt for the poetry of Khágani,'the poor of the world (mustamand- i- dunÿa) t ; 
Anvari,'the son of the father of encomium (Ibn- i- Abi'l- Madih) ',and Kama Isma'il,who 
is likened to ' women fond of ornaments' , and his great admiration for the Slzfi works 
I. Badá'uni.,Text,Vol.ii,p.396. 
2. Inshá(A. F. ) . pp. 283-84. 
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'the pearl -finder of the Speech of Tajrid' , invoked him'to speak of the external and 
spiritual domains resplendent with Truth: He therefore,'desired to hold his hand 
I. 
back from the merchandise of the market- place' and the ' banquet of the brethren of form; 
The S<.ifi trend of thought, is the guiding thread of Abu'1- Fedl's style in all his works. 
These views expressed by him in his Insha' help us to form our judgement on his 
style, which is (i) Original or Tahgigi, as contrasted with the Taglidi(imitative), (ii) 
Eloquent or Baligh in which the meaning and words are balanced and the representation 
of ideas is governed by the 'Ilm al-Bay n ,and(iii) it displays the emotional intensity 
and sentimental implications of his if search for Truth. 
As the Muslim writers begin their works with the Name of Allah according to the 
traditional Muslim form, the followers of Abú' 1 -Fadl invoke him as the literary prophet 
in accordance with the epistolary conventions. They find his style wrought with 
literary miracles, with fresh and novel compounds, grand diction and mighty expression 
and such subtle ideas expressed in succinct words, which need an elaborate commentary. 
His diction is pure Persian (i.e. Dari) and his words are so appropriately and 
eloquently used that it has been said of his prose that he put into it the Khamsa of 
Nizami of Ganja. 
2. 
(I) M U K A T A B 4 T- I- 'ALL-AM i. 
The first collection of his epistles is popularly known in India as the Insha =i- 
Abii' l -Fall or Mukatabat- i -Abüel-Fadl and has been lithographed under the former title 
in Calcutta,A.D.I8I0, in luckhnow, A.H.I262 and I280. The proper title appears in the 
chronogram as the Mukatabat -i -' Allami. This collection was made by 'Abd al- Samad, son of 
Afdal Muhammad, who was a nephew and son -in -law of Abu' l -Fall, and is the author of 
Akhbar al- Asfiya' , a small hagiology, Arms al -{ ab;.' another treatise on Sufism(comp. 
I0I1- I015/I602 -7) and of some mathnavis.3' The present collection was begun after the 
death of Abú' l -Fadl in A. H. I0II /I602 and was completed in I015/I606 -7. 
I. Inshá(A.F.)pp.245 -48. 
2. Compare Ma'athir al- Umara',Vol.i,pp.I17 -I26, and Sabk.Vol.iii,p.290. 
3. Vide EI0- 641,ff.74- ; Rieu,iii,p.I087a; and EI0- I880,ff.1 -54; Bodl.Majmú'a,ff.182b- 
I85a(mathnavis) . 
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One of the most widely studied works on Insha'even to the present day in the 
I. 
Universities for higher education,it found place in every private library of the munshis, 
which proves at the same time the existence of numerous manuscripts. Many glossaries 
were also compiled such as, Farhang- i -Insha i- Aba'1- -Fail and the Basatin al- Iughat,the 
latter containing also a commentary on the different passages and rare terms found in the 
In sha: 2' 
Description: 
3. 
The Insha' is divided into three Daftars,but originally it seems to have four. 
(i) Letters of Akbar addressed to foreign sovereigns, and his Farm ns and Manshars to 
the nobles and ruling princes of India. 
(ii) Private epistles or more correctly the Mufavadat and the 'Ard-dishts of the author. 
(iii) Exordia, critical reviews on poetical and Safi works, and short prose pieces. It 
contains a commentary in the beginning, on the Qar' anic Surat al-Fath,which Abu' 1 -Fail 
had presented to his patron, and a learned essay on calligraphy,fpund in the A'in- i- Akbarl 
also. 
(II) R U QA'AT- I- ABU'L- FADL. 
This is the second collection of Abiz'l- Fadl's short epistles, which contains 
also several ' Acidas of the Shaykh,though the collection is popularly known to consist 
of the first mentioned only. In the published edition (Calcutta, I238/I822 - 23) there 
appear names of the addressees quite frequently, such as, Hakim Hum-am (d. A. H. I004) , 
Hakim Abú'1 -Fath Gil i, Khwaja Hasan Saná'i(d.A.H.I000) and Mulla Hayáti. Most of the 
Ruga' at are apparently addressed to his brother Faydi. However, in some manuscripts 
such names of the addressees appear only rarely. 
This collection was made by another nephew of his, Nar al-Din Muhammad son of 
Hakim Shams al -Din 'All i trayshi,popularly known as Hakim ' Ayn al -Mufle. Shïrazi, in the sane 
y ear iim which he had made another collection,the Latifa- yi -Fyy tli. 
I. Compare Add. 16,859, ff. I24b -I25a. 
2. Vide (i) EIO -3492, (ii) RAS(Bengal)Ivanow, Ms.No.355. 
3. Blochmann, A'kr., Voli, Biography, pp. liii -li v. 
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Language and Style: 
The fact that Abu' 1 -Fadl had a command over his pen is proved by the different 
styles,he has employed in history, fiction,and epistolography,in accordance with the 
demands of the subject- matter. In the Akbar -Nama, the style is grand and full of verbiage 
while the 'Iyani- Danish, a new version of the famous Kalila- va -Diurna ,displays a simple 
and unadorned style, for, as he himself says,the style of Nasr -Allah Mustaufi and Mualana 
Vá' iz Husayn Kashifi. abounds in rare metaphors and difficult words Even the style and 
expression in the three Daftars vary from one another, while the Ruga' at materially diff- 
ers from the Mukátabát or the Inshá' in the epistolary style. 
In the contents of the first Defter, we find Abú'1 -Fedl a finished diplomatist, 
who guards and elevates the honour of his master in the eyes of the foreign rulers and 
refractory chiefs, with a decided political flavour and statesmanlike expressions of 
vague threats and a patronizing tone . The language is forceful and the style is ornate, 
and the preambles of several missives illustrate . some of the best specimens of 
paraphrased Tashbib of the gasidas in the Inshá i- Bahariya. 
The second Defter shows a more controlled style and the author speaks with 
emotional intensity and a personal touch,and assumes the tone of a scholar and a Sufi. 
The third. Daftar contains the masterpieces of elegant composition and gem -like thoughts 
and splendicL compounds. 
In the Ruga' át the style is conversational and euphuistic. Strangely enough he 
indulges in the artful devices of tropes like the munshis whom he criticises severely 
for such figurative embellishments.Though he writes impromptu (irtijál) or what the 
Indians call, Qalam- bardáshta ,in his Ruga' át, he seems to take pleasure in Ihám and 
Khayil and at times in the calligraphic devices of puns . THindi words are frequently 
met with in the Ruga' át. 
Single Points are as follow: 
Â. . Beautiful Expressions : 
I. A'in.(Bloch.)Tr.,Vol.i,pp.II2. 
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(i) An expression of deep sincerity (Insha p.139): 
. ',i;fob;t), lJ [:4%Z1J,Dír>: Y/"% 
(ii) For the world(p.I70): 
11 . NM .Nr J N I M ->r2í,!>(,J ' ríCJ'` ,,,>Lf`:(fL WCJ'1 
(iii) An expression of grief(p.I69): 
oi)(75 2#A > U, li;'v', 
N / i Y 
-o d.vit j 41j-i0-it-0 ,a Zili %v%61 ,..1044 
(iv)On the death of Faydi (pp.241-42) : 
M Y Úli1;.jî.vvr''Jb¡>i-4)il(-i),1,--' 
Gr'c-)/ r. i> , .: . " Ñ '1.., ¡ , iLi> /iJ,1 N % ,.-,._G >y I , ,,. .? . 
(v) Self- criticism. (p.227) 
I 
2f it. >> 1 y( i.- Lik> 4.J i ó i - - /1 (.)--L1,1AW: lr 4' 
; GG'" CJ ,,,OJIí>.C>oL °[S'iUii> `o>(fiCSi 
B. Compounds: - 
Abu' l -Fadl with every stroke of his pen creates a new adjectival compound, 
sometimes qualified by another adjective 
» M 
(i) (f,'o ; (ii) ?(JVir ; ( iii ) ; 
M N 
( v) GJb-'i á/-v/'; (vi) 4(J N , , ( vii .. 2i; ( vi ii) 
. . . 
(iv) CJ4r? ; 
Y 
C Compare the following expressions used for the " world " . Such compounds and adj ect- 
' ... ival phrases are very common. They also constitute some time the Figure _- 
r/- GII. I 
(i) UbIrU,.dJy; (ii) 
(y) 
,(,v) (fJt.> >>rir,d2`CJl 
M 
(vi) v1:-.1( vii) 




(i) Cú(W , (ii) 1,C 1;(iii) (o,c'ícjll5o2/;(rv) c;Uy(.'1(v) ",74r'.: «« 
E . Such compounds and expressions are also common in the Ruga' át: 
(i) 
(y) 
. ,' icÌl ; (ii)L r%kía- N / ;(iii) 19~/jlvirj ; (iv) I~ r 
(f`' ri ;( 
.. r l / ! 
4,V4.:61471."' r - v ; (Vlll %; (lx) %iO7-. 
F. Another interesting feature of Abu' l -Fadl' s composition is the number of 
peculiar formations and constructions. They are used to indicate Intensive Adjectives, 









r jv1 %; (ix) 6.40" ; (x) d'C (xi ) L ; (xii) 
41 
(iii) v ;(iv) 
? (for sparrow -like capacity);(vi) ( for : 
G. Arabic constructions, Participles and Adverbial phrases are very common. Sometimes 
peculiar formations of Persian words are made according to the rules of Arabic Grammar: 
//I. 
(i) '%1.1,z.yal instead of (JAW ; (ii) l; for U ; (iii) 
ii , . r [I Li/ 
; (iv) (/ i'(I 1 v« 
H. Such Arabic Past Participles constitute tautological.and synonymous expressions. 
I. Outlandish and foreign vocabulary, including Hindi words associated with Persian: 
; ; , 
0,74 : kalpatra : foolish saying, perhaps is a r ndi word. /kir/ :Chhapar- 
bardar : Chhapar in Hindi means a roof. . ;Kajkól i.e.,Kashkól (a beggers cup). 
:Uchakka: (thug) ; ->or : Jharoka (It is very common in all the Mughal works): 
(It means a balcony). 
1. r/ with its plural in the Arabic form is found in the Tabagát- i- Ñasiri also. (Vide- 
Text (Lees)p.26 etc. ) 
J. 
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Use of consecutive Idäfats ,the Fakk- i- Idafats and Conjunctions : 1t 4";(iii) 
---- c."4-', (i) d447Ú"%'d'VÚ'i:A (`v N`',,/ - ,L 
K. Figures of Speech:' 
/ ,l. /(.Zv)c ;r 
(i) The following example illustrates the Figure Laff- va -Nashr : 
d »/» U,íl %(S¡.-(i ('i()i/j« , r 
.J «/ ~/ 
(ii) Tajnis(Homonymies) of various kinds : 
,.%",// ; 
, « .., 
In this connection the following examples of " visual puns " may also be quoted from the 
Insha' and the Ruqa' ät. 
(i) C.)%Lia' ; (ii) (iii) 
They 
(y) 
also constitute Alliteration. 
__.- 
/ . f o , í a ̀;;.o :(1v) GJ ,Gl G. L )kr 
o 
i.c-/ y4C J/%i,Yi>/ % 1/l> .-41 . _y " !l -;j ,w,^j ;,1j ,v l 9 ,,4 ! r( j¡- (fi`i>1'%Utl. 
, . ,,,c,t U°1L>r %°Cl.vl ift r")J,/,Z, 0 
Ih 
¡ r 
(i) 1r,C,r ,, v-r 1.e. (i) hope, (ii) eye. 
Í o,i>i/:" Ji,:Aj- ' 
izra' at al- Nazir: 
The preamble of a Manshúr (Inshá'pp.47- 48)illustrates a good example of the Insh -- 
Bahiriya ,with Metaphors,Si.miles and the Mur .t t al- Nazir: 
° ral ;fi°Cl% ',-°k /e> > -)1 Jl`r m;íì /í ,iCJ/i1./.iJ ñl r1(fi 
1 « 
/ ° ' " H !l; uvb, cr o. ir(f'ÿo ̀ .., Zy[S , i ; -v . aJil>; .,.-o i i i ; i .. > > r . >- t;+o.r.-l- 
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LATI FA-YI-FAYYADI. 
An Estimate of Paoli: 
According to the considered opinion, after Amir Khusrau, Muslim India has seen no 
greater poet than Faydi. Even the bigoted Badá'uni praises him for his learning in the 
sciences, such as poetry,riddles,prosody, rhyme, history,philology, medicine and 
epistolary composition.I. He is the unrivalled author of IOI books. The best known, 
besides his poetical works, are the two works in Arabic which he composed in the 
San' at- i- muhmala (without the use of dotted letters)to display his mastery over that 
language and lexicographical abilities. They are the Saváti' al- Ilhim, a commentary 
to the tzr' n, and the Mavarid al -Kilam ,on ethics. The famous Sufi- Shaykh of the 
period, 'Abd al-Haqq Muhaddith Dihlavi admires Faydi's literary merits,the graceful 
ease of his style and the eloquence of his periods.2. 
(Akbar) . 
Description: 
The munsha' at of Faydi known under the title, the Latifa- yi -Fayy 0 , was 
compiled by his nephew and disciple(tilmidh), Nur al-tin Muhammad 'Abd- Alláh,in the year 
I035/I625 -26. In the preamble of the book, the editor says that whereas his very 
reverend uncle Abü'1 -Fedl arranged the Markiz al- Advár, which Faydi composed as a replica 
to the Makhzan al- Asrár of Nizami Ganjavi ,there were other prose and epistolary 
compositions which ' were scattered in the nook of concealment and comer of obscurity, 
like him' (i. e. Na al -Din) , which were later collected by him. These, which he collected 
included the Munáját of Abtz' 1 -Fedl and some of the Raga' át of Shaykh Abu' l -Khayr , a 
younger son of Shaykh Mubirak .Hecorraborates the above statement in his own work,which 
3. 
I have referred to as his Diary, in an 'Arida to his patron Khánazád Kh n. 
Manuscripts of the Latifa are numerous, but the one belonging to the Royal Asiatic 
Society(G.B) N0.347(Morley No.226), which I have used, seems to be the only perfect copy 
available here. The fact that it. contains the three Mantúgas of which the editor speaks 
I. Bade;Uni. Text,Vol.iii,p.299. 
2. Elliot. Vol.6,p.490; compare also Tabaq t- i- Akbari, Vol.ii,pp.716 -I8. 
3. Vide Infra Inshi -Nur al -Din. 
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I. 
in the preamble and which are wanting in other copies, proves the said copy to be a 
rare one if not unique. The first N'antiga consists of the Munáját a very rare work, 
which Blochmann also notices in the Biography of Abu'1 -Fedl appended to the A'ín --i- Akbar.., 
The second Mantaga contains the Ruga' at of Abi' 1 -Khayr (Raga' át- i- Latá'if -i -Khayr al- 
. 
Anami). The third Mantiga contains miscellaneous letters addressed to Faydi by his 
father Shaykh Mubárak N giri(ff.57b -59a), Abu'l -Fadl (ff.59a-60b),the same as are found 
in the Mukat abst -i -' Albi, Hakim 'Ayn al -Molk (f f. 60b- 6Ib) , Hakim Humám from Tirin 
(ff.6lb) and ZuhurT, the famous poet and prose writer at the court of the 'Adílsháhi.s 
in the Deccan(ff. 6Ib -62a) . 2. 
The book is divided into the following five Latifas 
I. 'Ard- dashts to the Enperor Akbar (ff.3b -I8b). 
2. Mufávadát to the Ashráf,'Vlamá' and 'Urafi' (ff.I8b -33a). 
3. Mufávadat to the Hukamá'- i- mu'ásir (contemporary physicians)ff.33a -40b). 
4. Mulátafát (i. e. friendly correspondence)to the Mari' and Ahibba' (ff.40b -45a) . 
5. The Raj'im or epistles addressed to the elderly relatives (Niy7i;) and-kinsfolk 
(ff. 45a-47a) . 
Some of the famous addressees are the following: 
(i) Maulaná ' abd al- Latif, a Munshi to the ' Adilshai King; (ii) Hakim Humám on the 
death of his brother Hakim Abi']. -Fath Giláni. ;(iii) Hakim 'Ayn al- Mulk;(iv) Raj 'Ali 
Khán, the ruler of Khándès; (v) Shaykh Mubárak,his father ;(vi) Abi'1 -Fadl ;(vii) Shaykh 
Afdal gadiri ,the father of Shaykh 'Abd al- Samad,the editor of the Mukátabat- i- 'Allami; 
( viii) Mai' sum of Bhakkar, the author of the Tá' rikh -i -Ma' somi ; (ix) Shaykh ' Abd al-Haqq; 
(x) zuhari. 
Language and Style: 
That Taza -gú'i, which marks an epoch of originality in the Persian Literature 
of India, owes much to Abi' l -Fadl and Faydi. The last mentioned :is the first who 
I. Compare the Mss. IIQ -I479; Br.Mus. Egerton, 695 and Bodl. 2703. 
2. The KhulAsat al- Inshá' (Bodl.I4I6) contains some these letters, Mubsrak- ff.2I8b,Hum5m 
ff.73a etc. 
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introduced a plain style (sida- nigari) in epistolary composition, and has a rival in the 
priod only in Abú'l -Fath G11 ni.I 
The styles of both the Shaykh brothers differ from each other only in that, Abu' 1- 
Fadl speaks in the tone of a Sufi and writes with the pen of a scholarly Munshi, while 
Faydi is essentially a literary man in his epistles. Fayds' writes in a simple and 
succinct style and rarely encumbers his composition with elaborate figurative language 
and high -flown diction. Although synonyms with Arabic Pant Participles abound in as is 
the case with other writers with a profound knowledge of Arabic, one hardly meets a 
dry phraseology. In the loftiness of ideas he has an equal share with his brother but 
expresses them in a low tone but in beautiful exposition. He writes admirable Persian 
suitable for correspondence, and this feature far too often shadows the style of his 
brother. Unlike Abi' 1 -Fadl, our author is very cordial and friendly in his MuraVaCat 
and only rarely gives vent to his melanchály and retiring mood, which echoes from every 
word of Abi'l -Fadl. He shows great intimacy in addressing even to the Emperor simply as 
" [ 
Vr110. 0nd, 1)4... ; to Zuhuri as, " LsiY ' 't and to another friend as,1474. ". 
Sometimes he omits the Algab altogether. In the letters to the learned men,he shows 
great regard to them and employs complimentary epithets in Arabic and quotes verses 
and phrases in that language . Besides the numerous examples of verses of his own 
composition and of others, with which he embellishes his epistles,there are a few letters 
entirely versified or Manzum. Most of the letters deal with literary discussions and 
contain information about his own poetical and prose works. 
The ' Arci dasht s which appear in the English grab in Elliot' s Hi st ory. under the 
title the " Waki'at -i- Shaikh Faizi ", as remarked by the translator " are of a gossiping, 
familiar character..:" They certainly do not contain, to the regret of the translator, 
anything of importance for the political relations of the time,but their utility for the 
social and literary conditions of. the Deccan, whither they were despatched to the 
I. Shi'r al-' Ajam. Vol.iii,p. 67. 
2. Elliot, Vo1.6,pp.I47. 
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Emperor, is beyond question. The author is in the mood of a traveller who does not omit 
to report anything which attracts his attention and observation. The poets such as 
Zuhúri and Malik Qumi,the Hakims and learned men he met, the geographical conditions, 
the fauna and flora , and again his own loneliness where " the wall is the only confident, 
and the door,the only one in harmony with him ",all are linked unsystematically in his 
narrative. The 'Ard- dashts remind us Babur's account of HindUa n in his Memoirs,but 
Faydi, unlike the Emperor, is very superficial and elusive and does not hold fast to 
the threads of his narrative. He is more of a conversationalist who says what he has to 
say without giving second thoughts, in that excitement of a traveller. In the 'Axdási 
Faydi breaks away from the bondage of conventional phraseology and the rigid 
beginnings of the Nurafa' át, but the intense feeling of humility prevails throughput 
in the usual phrase :" >//1(1(//%`4//.7/61. d/V ". 
The one (ff.I4a -I6b) in which he recommends the case of Mulls 'Abd al -Qadir Bada'izni, 
who had been in disgrace at the Court, was so much admired by the Emperor that he ordered 
Abú' 1 -Fall to embody that ' Ard -dásht in the Akbar -Nama, in order that it might serve as 
a model of a petition.I' 
Single Points are as follow: 
A. The following is one of the best examples of his style,in which he derives his 
imagery from a symposium between the dust of his feet raised by his setting forth towards 
the friend,and the pupil of the eye longing to behold the vision of the friend. The 
" mardum- i- chashm " is compared with the " dida- bdn- i- safina- yi -nzh " (the sentinel of 
the vassal of spirit),the blackness of which is like the veil of Ka'ba,and as the 
nector is found only in darkness,there are trays of light(i.e. tears) placed_ in the 
nocturnal- chamber of the darkness of the eye, which are to be sacrificed on the day of 
vision. (ff.42b-43a). 
.. 6 i r l l l' » I C r ..; > cS''.r. . o -cr 
I.Badá'úni. Vol.iii,p.303. 
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.rl2,if,'.UDÑa,Í;. >J,coJf,."loÑ >lá1JU .. v1`>>íriG" r,cc:or ,.v,,cv, C lx)5-:/ar 
» 
- °, lo?,¡/y^ ̀(i(f11/:%U->is°iCsl>/Ú°Ka? .. i>' 
N 
l » i?~ i(iJ>I Ú°1o1(J " > o ivf:/i%j > U». 
» «« IÑ ' I « . ,N. % °-v`-J ,t f ,v%'vWf tCJ.. ;v(`(ó.. -`(>> 0 6 j 
j r>C/C%,--r`'rsCJ`'cJ'`róí> ' C,»`/ (! (''r ̀ % 
.. r t rr%J>J,cloi(fC%.cGx:'r>s >C%îok%vo!u/';4.-14:" 
B. Another example of a metaphorical exposition extolling the greatness of his mother- 
land Hindústan (ff. 20a -b) : 
. A 
1 1 
(. % 1 J9/' w(,/C%17, 
. 
# 
Crtd; L»l i> árí/C6/();,4(, ,L-" (kI 
C. To Zuhúri expressing his sincere desire for looking forward to seeing hìm(ff.20b -2I3 
» U9°r 
/I ,` 
//l(7 v- /r v o, 1' ! "/f ¡' % (f 
D. The following illustrates the examples of Sa.j' and (maté stgle(ff.2la -b) : 
fV (CrjoiU°/lti"i ̀ i'1-!io,rs ri>í:,.'..". 
te/), C'C°>l,u %`'o.w;í.c,i.-,fo t . M 
.. r r. " ' 
1/,)/.-44;), lo " ÿ . t 
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E. An example of the Insh - i- Bahariya with the dominating trope of the Mura' at -al- 
Nazir (ff.31b). ,-. -s- --+ ,; ,.,Wi , >y>yv°u°)4,4$%(LÚ51 1,4M y l,vç ". ' M 
4 
F. Figurés of Speech: 
(i) Isti'ira (fol.20a): 
(ii) The mind is metaphorically spoken as the place of drinking and the mirror,- (fo1.20a1 
,(5`,/k);;-': ,í l N S' ! 
(iii) Tansiq al -Sifat : The qualities of Mulla 'Abd al -Qadir Badá'úni are enumerated 
thus in the 'Arc- d-asht to the Emperor: (ff.14a -I6b) . 
>("t > (f'>f46., t:3/5 4;1' (J>1:7>>r%L:1>rl,,s¡/ 
, -- - « . - t. 
02' 
:. l 04, > (> >-`-°' "/> « ( 
(iv) Muzdavij: Examples of the rhymed sentences are scarcely found,but in the course 
of a sentence the author brings in several other rhyming words, phrases and compounds. 
Such specimens however, abound in Aóú'1 -Pads. 
() 3 
." JDÁ,út ." ii, 1 () (yf (r,, U' 4 a) ff. 2b. « . b fol. 40a; , vrM « 
(v) Ishtigal and Tadadd (fol.31a): > >' / 
G. The peculiar use of Niy g (fol.2b)tor the Singular and sometimes fair the Plural, 
instead of the Niyágán (sing. Niya') appeazsin Abú'l- Fadl also. However,the one in 
question is from:the pen of Núr al -Din (in the preamble). 
Hindi words are very numerous in the ' Ard -dasht s: 
(i) Bida ( fir) : A chew of betel -leaf offered to the guest in India. This word frequen- 
tly appears in Amir Khusrau. (ii) Buv&-jiu ( ,.. Y ) : Mother. (iii)Barsät( 
The rainy season in India. (iv) Jógiyán (sing.JQgi) : Hindu ascetic. (This word is also 
used by Shaykh Zayn Khwáfi in the Wagi'át- i- Baburi. Vide :Br.Mus.Ms.0r.1999- fol.I8b). 
x 
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IN SHA- I -NUR AL-DIN MU HAMMAD. 
The Author: ( Jahangir). 
Nur al-Din Muhammad 'Abd -Allah is known to the literary world as the editor 
of the epistles of his uncles Faydi and Abiz' 1 -Fall, and the author of several prose 
works. He was the, son of Hakim 'Ayn al -Hulk 5hirzzi(d.27th Dhu'l -hajja I003), who traced 
his descent on the mother's side to the philosopher Jalal al -Din Davani. Mullá 'Abd al- 
Qa:dir Badá'uni who for some time was associated with the Hakim as his friend, speaks 
very highly of his learning and distinction in the treatment of ophthalmia. He-quotes 
his verses which the Hakim wrote under the nom -de plume Davá'i.I' 
Nur al -Din does not seem to have found any place in the histories, and is known only 
from the stray references from his pen in his literary output . A short piece of prose 
2. 
work described by Dr. Rieu as a " collection of letters and short prose composition ",is 
in fact a Diary of Nur al-Din and contains only four 'Aiidas addressed to his patron 
Arran -Allah Khanazad Kh n 1ï r z Jang ,which throws some light on the hitherto hidden corners 
of his career. 
Diary: 
He wrote his diary during his stay in Bengal (at Dhika or Jahangir- nagar) .. where 
he seems to have gone in A.H.I025, and stayed there at any rate till the early part of 
A.H.I035. It was during his stay there that the " feelings of his heart strutted on the 
surface of paper with the help of pen through ink ".3'During his sojourn there, he must 
have come closer to his patron Khánazad Khán who held the governorship of Bengal in the 
20th year of Jahangir' s reign (I034/I625 --26) , but was soon recalled to the Court after his 
father's bold seizure of the person of the Emperor in A.D.I626. We next see our author 
in Lahore on the eve of the 'Id al -Adha in A.H. I036. Between the period I035 after he 
left Bengal, and I036, he apparently was separated from his patron which fact is proved by 
I. Bada'uni. Text, Vol.iii,pp.I64 and 230. 
2. Br.Jis.Ms. Add.I8,882, I,ff.I -I4. 
3. Ibid.ff.2b,7b,9b,I0a. 
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the first de sp at ch, in ci dent ly not dated, in which he wrote to the Khán, how busy he was 
having retired to the " nook of obscurity (zaviya- yi- khumil)and hermitage of disappoint- 
ment (sauma'ayi -nákmi )" , working on the scattered manuscripts of his uncles, Faydi , 
Abi' 1 -Fall and Abi' l- Khayr, and that he had collected the lettexsof Faydi and styled the 
collection Latifa- yi- Fayyadi, which expresses the date of its arrangement i.e. A.H. 
I. 
I035/I625-26. It was during the same year that Nur al -Din transcribed extracts from the 
Báburrn ma (in Turki) ? 
The Khan at that time was in Lahore ; thither he marched (nandat) to Kashmir, 
3. 
as one of the despatches shows. It seems that Nur al- Din went to Lahore to join his 
patron(still in Kashmir) some time at the end of A.H.I036. In the last two despatches 
dated the 17th and 19th Safar I037, and the last being communicated from Lahore (to 
Kashmir) after a few months of his arrival there,he writes to the Khán " What should I 
write to thee of the crowd of griefs full of separation (muhájarat- ágin),how long(will I 
4. 
remain) a captive of the pangs of separation and restless in the snare of expectation ". 
What happened to our author in Lahore we cannot possibly know, but we find the Khan 
reaching the Capital from Lahore to attend Sháh Jahn in the beginning of his reign 
(I037- 38/I628 -29) and soon to take the charge of the governorship of Ialawa.5' 
It was some time in A.11.I037 in the reign of Jahángir that our author had to his 
credit his first regular compilation the Insh ,Li -Tarab al- Subyan. The word " V/ " in the 






M ~ M Ñ M 
In the same year he had collected the Ruga'át- i- Abú'1- Fadl. A more fruitful literary aìd 
contemplative career blossomed forth in the life of Nur al -Din . The Inshe-i- 'Iÿar -i- 
Danish almost identical with the preceding treatise on Insha;mzst have been composed by 
I.Diary.ff.I2a-b. 
2. Babur--ñama (Bev.) Eng. Tr. Vol. i,p. xli. 
3. Diary.fol.l3a, Cbmpare also N'a'áthir al-Umara' Vo1.i,p.214. 
4. Dairy.ff.I4a-b. 
5. N'a'áthir. Ibid. 
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him during that period. Next year A.H.I038/ A.D.I628 -29, he compiled a description of 
drugs styled Alfaz-i- Adviya ,and dedicated to the Emperor Shah Jaháni' After a lapse 
of more than a decade, in I050/I640 -41, our author keeping alive the family tradition. 
produces his long- cherished work the Qistis al- Itibbá; a glossary of Arabic and 
Persian technical terms in medicine. ' He refers to his project in his Diary that 
'since most of the mdeical terms found in the works on medicine are difficult to 
understand because of their being foreign importations from Greek, Arabic, Turki and 
(even) Hindi (ie.Sanskrit ), he collected his material after research on the terminology 
2. 
of medicine and investigations from the intelligent physicians. His only contribution 
to the Safi learning is the small treatise Maratib al- Vujad, on the terminology of 
Sufism and in the doctrine of Tauhid (Unitarianism),'Collected and compiled by him for 
the guidance of the travellers on the path of Safi knowledge: '3' 
The dates of his birth and death are not known, but he obviously lived to an 
advanced age like most of the Sufis of the Middle Ages. He must have been sufficiently 
grown up to be able to study under his uncle4'Faydi,who died shortly after Hakim 'Ayn al- 
ñialk on IO Safar I004,15th Oct.1595. 
Language and Style: 
A son of a learned doctor and a pupil of Faydi , Nar al -Din found a congenial 
atmosphere for his literary and contemplative temperament. The glorious achievements 
of his uncles in learning and belles -lettres gave incentive to the nephew to keep 
burning the torch of knowledge in the family and make the best of the splendid heirloom. 
How deeply he was carried awayby the influences of that " sovereign of wisdom, Faydi ", 
and " the most excellent of the learned maa ,Abú'l- Fadl ". With the last mentioned he was 
more infatuated. It was on his thoughts the dwell d his writing which echoes the very 
retiring mood of Aba'l - Fadl who was more of a Sufi than a man of the world. Sur al -Din 
was-by_ no means a learned man himself of his age. 
I. EI0 -2325, ff.127b-128a. Vide also Bodl. Nos.I603 and I604, 
and Madras in A.H.I265. 
2. Diary.fol.IIa. Vide Cat.W. Pertsch. Berlin,pp.587 -88. 
3. EIO- 1924,15- ff.257b -266b and I82a -83b. 
4. Compare Latifa. fol.2b. 
lithographed in Delhi 
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His investigation into the medical terminology from the Greek, Arabic, Latin, 
Spanish, Hebrew, Syriac, Berber, Turkish, Persian and Sanskrit , may be beyond the normal 
capacity of a human being to become such a distinguished linguist, but there is no doubt 
that he had a proclivity for linguistics. During his sojourn in Bengal he had picked up 
the Bengali language and a list of words he has subjoined in the Diary. He must have had 
sufficient knowledge of Turk' to enable him to make an extract from the Babur -nama .He 
could not have escaped the increasing influence of Hindi which by that time had developed 
in Urdu (during the reign of Shah Jahan). Of Arabic he shows glimpses of his deep 
learning, by quoting verses from the Qur'an and indulging in Arabic compounds. The 
very fact that he ventured to touch upon the controversial topic of the age,the doctrine 
of Vandat, at a time of conflicts which had witnessed the mystical height of nationalism 
under the eclectic Akbar, and the narrow and orthodox doctrine of the Vandat al- Shuhúd 
expounded by Shaykh Nujaddid - i- Alif- i- Thsni(b. A.H.971)in refutation of the Vandat al- 
VUjúd of Ibn al- 'Arabi , shows that Núr al -Din had drunk deep at the fountain of ifi 
knowledge. 
Possibly inherited from his Shirari father, Mgr al -DIn's style in Persian betrays 
traces of the influence of Abi' l -Fadl. He had before him the model of a master stylist whose 
name had become a watchword and Or al -Din attempts to follow closely his uncle. Though 
he had no fascination for poetry, as he says in his Diary, he seems to have studied the 
works of the old and contemporary masters. Khayyam and Hafiz were his favourites and 
'Urfi' S sober gasidas fascinated his imagination most. He frequently quotes from his 
I. 
uncle Faydi's mathnavis , and his Nel -Daman appears to have attracted him most. His 
style on the whole differs in every prose work. In the Marátib al -Vujúd he is more of a 
Slzfi than a literary man,in the Inshà' he indulges in epistolary tri&s of style and 
secretarial jargon and it is more laboured than his authentic ' Acidas. In his Diary he 
is precise and moralizing and writes short sentences as they occurred to his mind. Though 
he lists Bengali words which he had picked up,nowhere does he yield to the influence 
of that language,nor to the Hindi in his other works. 
I. Compare Diary, ff2a, 4a, 5b,7a- b,IIb,13a etc. 
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(I). I N SHA- I -TARAB -AL- SUB YAN. 
I. 
In the EHO.Ms. it is called the Inshe- i- Tarab al- Sabban, which is apparently a 
mistake of the copyist, but the correct title of this treatise appears in the. Royal 
Asiatic Society (G.B.) Ms. No.232, which is described simply as " A collection of letters 
on various subjects. The Tarab contains forms of letters in the Muhavarat only, or more 
precisely in the (i) Mufávadat ;(ii) Murasalát and (iii) Muráfa'át. Although no classif- 
ication appears to be by the author himself in both the copies,the specimens as they 
come in. follow closely the pattern of the Bada'i al- Insha' of Hakim Yusufi. They are 
both Javabi and KhitebI. 
(i) Mufavadat: Models of letters belonging to the nobility, intelligensia and the Ashra-f. 
(ii) Murasalát: The correspondents are friends and family members. The author frequently 
quotes verses expressive of his feelings of friendship and affection. Most of these 
verses appear in his other treatise and the Diary also. 
(iii) I4iräfa' át: Only a few forms of ' Ard- dashts beginning with the usual conventional 
phrase 
(2). I N S H A' -I- 'I Y A R -I- D A N I S H. 
What occurred to the mind of Nur al -Din to give his other treatise the title 
' Iy-ar- i- Dánish,was perhaps the ' Iyarii -Danish of his uncle, Abi' 1 -Fadl . The present 
work is modelled on the official correspondence ( Tauei' át) and contains at the end forms 
of civil contracts and legal documents. 
Like its preceding counterpart, the present treatise also opens with the Praise of 
God and Benediction on the Prophet. The author then says that, since a few needy ones 
" prone to felicity (sa'adat -kish) "and "thinking in love (mahabbat- aanish) expressed 
their sincere desire to him to compile the necessary letters (mufavadatI) ", the result 
was the present work which deals with both Mukhátaba and Muiávaba. 
Only a cursory perusal of preambles in both would attract the attention of the 
I. EIO -2066. ff.46b- 60a:'Insh li -Tarab al- Subyen ";ff.60a -192a: Insh i- 'Iÿar -i- Danish. 
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reader to the almost identical statements in the slightly different garb of phrases 
and synonyms: 
(i) Tarab (IIO. Ms. ff. 46b -47a ; R. A.S.(G.B) , ff. Ib -2a). 
, , J " lo (f 9J ? f (; l J(,% (f 1 0- » K 
. . 
ifI`> >;4.4 i(j0,5-41); `-JJ9. fc31.o,iO%'L.%/!t o .. it Ì(fa°l 
(ii) ' Iyar (,IO.Ms. fol. 60b) . 
,./ ¡ / 
IN Z1:1 
TNf¡N-+ N JV fd N l ` V I ( so . the teÏ.tl..^  ÑKL- 
(1GJJ or''ri ̀ IJ,:IDl/o% ! U°tl 
Strangely enough all the three copies of the above two treatises are in the same 
hand. The fact that bóth the -wórks have identical preambles, suggesta that the copyist 
perhaps considered them as two separate treatises under different titles. This is 
strengthened by the continuity of style, language and contents. 
Single Points are as follow : 
A. The titles and complimentary epithets at the beginning of each form are 
disgustingly long and tautolcgical. He overdoes this in the section of Farmans and 
I:ufavadát . In the choice of the adjectival phrases and the set-up of the Alqib,he makes 
use of the Mukátabát- i- 'All;ni. Compare the follow example ):  ing yar,ff.62b -63a, . 
. N N r / . 
rtá,t-il ,° .i'6 
I. 
9ó,vd/y' 6 i " c " l,vr l" Ci` cJJ. ObU,r4_ (j,l-l>,(Jy ,, Ú o 1`' j 
(-.7 
`; 1W (, ' . . . 40),f rfrO lLJ IL (fPl .. 
( //61 j 5 1 , A 1 ( ,/ y / )1 // j.QT , 
I~ . 
';>7?(// (j ,' r/A;! Y/rÁJ M VIV `1 ~ r~ . r/ VVV _ 
4 ,cP5iith6» ld:10> vl;l,r ,j-'(s - or 1,,h Z li' C %r(,16,- 
I. Compare Insh2(A. F.) , pp. 42-43,47 etc. 
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B. The usual endings in the letters in both the treatises are the auspicious marks: 
C.J,PlUu,and " LAJ"; a common practice with Khwája Jah2n, who usually marks the 
endings of letters in the Riyád al- Inshá, with the above two letters which open the two 
Qur'anic chapters. 
C. A popular beginning with the Tighals as well as their contemporary Safavids,in 
their letters is in the Insb i- Bahariya. They qualify the lettér.received by them,or 
the time when it reached (Rule- i- iblagh) metaphorically, displaying one of the engaging 
traits of their national character. Compare the following example (Tarab.fol.49b): 
,, % , . r,1 1,r s>/ ¿1°(,,1 .. (; `'toj 
D. Saj,. Although the Alqlb and the long trains of complimentary epithets constitute 
examples of the rhymed prose, but Nür al-Din seems to :do` it more often: 
(i)Tarab: 
.1__ly`Cü.°> okÚ 
t, ),cJ11 (J1- w t" 
(iii) To Khánazád Khan: 
(1l l? ". '°i CÑ Cbi i,.i 
i 
l . cJ v; )}'cJ ls 
/ LS,.,'jívl(ffícJ,lr,,'Cfi ,.,,,,í>Urp; i% 
E. Like Abú'1- Fadl, he does not proceed further without repeating a word with another 
synonym : 
(i4 ,y> 14''»1 ; (iii) f> ; (iv) U > . 
» 
F. Constructions 
Most of the Compounds are drawn on the lines of Abñ'l -Fadl who excells all 
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in this art. 
, % U 
(i) " 01 1. L% -'y; (ii) N 7144' ; ; (iv) . ; (v)4i-dzw,,, 
7 . 
G. Expressions; 
Repetition of the same word is the most redeeming feature of his style. 
. . . 
(i) .ivGovL ; (ii) L,iri ; ; N (f/ or) . i . 
H. The only crude combination of Persian and Arabic which I have come across is the 
:x/64.47 (Tarab, fol. 55a) . 
I. Figures Of Speech: 
(i) Ishtigáq s The use of etymological words is not infrequent in his writing . 
. 4, I' ; .isk 
(ii) Metaphor 
JJ /. 
/74/ ° g 
The style of Núr al -Din in his Insha' works does not show any originality and 
presents a picture Of the rigid structure of the Inshá'style of that period. However, 
he ranks high amongst his own contemporary munshis. 
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IN SHA- I- KHANAZAD K HAN. 
The Author: (Jahangir) 
Aman -Allah ,with the title Khanazád Khan Firúz Jang who is better known as 
Khan Zeman with the nom de plume of Awani, was the son of the famous general Mahibat Khan. 
Both the son and the father distinguished themselves for their military services during 
reigns of Jah ngir and Shah Jahn. Khnazád. Khan, unlike his -fàther, occupies a very 
prominent place in the literary world for his intellectual explorations which are more 
meritorious than his military exploits. He is the author of a Divan, which according to 
the Tadhkira- yi- Nasirabadi.is of a high degree of taste.I. He wrote a history of all 
the princes of the Earth and a tract styled as Ganj- i- bed -avard on agriculture. In 
medicine he compiled a treatise known as the Umma' l -' Illáj, on purgatives. The Ruqa' at-i- 
Husayn is the collection of his correspondence with the famous Shaykhs and afIs of his 
day and deals distinctly with Sufi and religious questions. He compiled a voluminous 
dictionary of the Persian and Arabic languages called the Chahar- 'Unser - i- Danish. The 
Insh- i- Khánazad Khan ,which forms the present topic was written by him on the art of 
2. 
letter -writing with models selected from his own correspondence. Khanazád Khan died 
according to the Ma'áthir al- Umari' in I047/I637. 
An Estimate of the Author: 
Khanazad Khan does not seem to have attracted the attention of the connoisseurs 
as a stylist in prose. However, he has been praised for his wisdom ,poetic talent and 
erudition. He, as his literary output shows,had diverse interests in many fields. Much 
r r 
may be credited to his association with his protege, Nur al-Din N_ammad ;for example his 
turn of mind for Sufi contemplation, medicine and Inshit He was very fond of associating 
with ascetics and dervishes and carried on correspondence with them to quench his thirst 
for the Truth. Among the many letters to the Sufis which appear in his Ruga' át ,there is 
one addressed to Dervish Baba Zalim,perhaps the famous saint for whom Akbar had the 
I. Tadhkira- yi- Nasìrábádi.. (Bodo ff. 6Ia-b, 63b -64a. 
2. The Ma'athirral- Umara; Vol.i.pp.212 -2I8, mentions the three first works of his. Vide 
Bodl.NO.I095,for Chah r- ' Unsur}i- Danish ; 'Unma'1- 'Ilaj,litho. Cawnpore,I873 ; Ruga'at 
printed, Calcutta, litho. Luckhnow A. H. I269; and the Inshá; Br. Mus.Ms.Or. I4I0- II -ff. 52 -IO2. 
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greatest regard. In his Inshá, like the Emperor Babur, and Faydi in his Latifa, Khanazád 
Khán shows great interest in the fauna and flora of the country and speaks of the fruits 
and vegetables of the places he visited. This may well lead one to account for his 
interest in the virgin topic of agriculture, which least attracted the attention of the 
Mughal Indian writers. Kh;nazad Khan's deep knowledge of the Arabic language and the 
religious sciences is apparent from his style particularly in the Ruga' at. His great 
fascination for the poetical works of the masters of the past and the modern poets, such 
as 'Urfi is equally marked in the Insha: 11úr al -Din tells us in his Diary that his 
patron once presented him with a well. transcribed Divan of 'Urfi, and it may be that the 
Khan had a soft corner in his heart for the Shi' a poets of the day, for like that poet 
T. 
our author seems to have a profound regard for the House of 'Ali. Similarly 'Abd al- 
Rahim Khan i -Khanan had also caught his imagination, and now and then he quotes the 




The Inshi- Khanazad Khan is divided into the following four Fasls. 
(I) 'Ara' id -va- Mukatab-at : This part contains some of his ' Ard- da.shts, as they are 
more correctly designated in the actual text, addressed apparently to Jahangir. They are 
drawn in the conventional form and the tone sometimes tends to extreme humility. The 
Emperor is addressed with the following epithets which are more current in the SufI 
parlance and appear frequently in the Maktñbát; 0(,? .-5 ;2/...r; , 5J ; 
() ' ? ;l`'; y9)r» , and so on. The Mukátabát forms the class of the u 
1vufavadát addressed to his equals of the noble class. 
(2) Ruga'át: Although in the preceding portion there are several epistles designated as 
Ruga' át, this part again covers several of them,. It contains very few of them. 
(3) Havashi Marginal notes. (4) miscellaneous notes. 
I. Compare ff.97a, IOIb, -dc.- Compare Diary, fol.8a. 
2. This Ghazal is found in the Ma'athir- i- RahIml, Vol.2,p.551. 
17:3 
Language and Style: 
It will not be unjustifiable to remark that Khanazad Khan and N r al -Din have 
much in common in their styles. Both of them write in a Persian which approaches the 
standard of those who hailed from the literary centres of Persia. At the same time their 
styles differ to a striking degree from those of some of the Indian writers -for example, 
the author of the Zubdat al- Instia' and i unshi Harkaxn Das Kanbñh. Writers who are 
distinguished in Arabic display their knowledge of the same profusely in their compositions 
to quote only Hakim Ytisuf, Abú'1- Fall, Faydi and Bagir Kh2n. Besides the numerous 
quotations in Arabic,they reinforce the edifice of their grand style with the ponderous 
phrases, and words from that language. The most common uses are the Verbal Nouns and 
Active Participles. Compare the following examples in the Irish 0. 
A. Masdars in Arabic: /60 ; ....440V ; (f,,L f ; . 
1 N M J M M 
B. Sifát -i -Fá' ili- va -N?af' wñli 
C. Another characteristic of the style of Khanazad Khan is the frequent use of Arabic 
Compounds: / .. 
Jr) . , (v " r ` " ' .. ; , cJ . ; ; !w ; yU f ; , 
Single Points are as follow; 
D. The language of the Khan is very metaphorical and figurative and at times attains 
to Itnáb. He derives imageries mostly from oceans and in this respect fresh compounds and 
constructions appear which are associated with the ocean. 
(i) fo1.75b: i(f t.?úrfú 
/ M °,`í",`'d°l,A'f?'0"41vúíek)t,t)>/;',..6 4,;J,v /,hl> (rVoV;(4:).' 
(ii)fo1.70b= ;- 
c (;)j545.,/ i . tJ%Y://:1;/ ís yr /' úp r i ` < ° 1.:, (r 
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E. Examples of other Compounds and Constructions 
; 4S1 nM ; úúv ; 4,,/° r ; . M 
; 
Abñ'l -Fadl also). 
6.!/4W/ " : (This appears in the Ruqa' át of 
F. Use of consecutive Idafats with multiplied adjectives for the sake of Saj' 
. 
c>Zii#Zr 
G. Repetitions and use of synonymous words (Takrar and M_utaradifát): 
, ;c'íl ̀úlúGoví,l6`. ,ÿ úp%rfye ; ú° 
H. Figures of Speech: 
(i) Metaphors (Kinayat- va -Isti' arat) (ff. 63a-b) 
(i) W /(f1;,r;37v%4 ,ú,. irCSiCf(,lLi>ú)o-tii(,.r(áÚriA 
r ' // /, ¡r/ (/ ir. V ái/'r ylr%" (ii/i/ .. il ; . 
(ii) Similes (fol.70b); -'.4 iF,b/it,i-,>f,r.rV',,4.:r. : 
< ,, -N l_V.EUi i1 % A!'%/r-V j .+t /1_17 
M 7'- T - vc;r,i ̀
 





CJ V (> , .% .i 
' (iv) Husn al-Ta' 111 (Beauty of aetiology): 
(i)fo1.56b; 
r 
d,i}fr ' ",,/ v, ú ' . t," 
- N 4--//1/,-;1 
, PJ,>l/i if o I,.e5 
. 
I. The following are the only two peculiar formations which I have come across in the 
Insha (i) 4,44" ,for 1d(dispute,animosity) It appears in the Kalila -va -Dira 





I N SHÁI-BA I RKHAN. 
( Jahangir ) 
Bágir Khán Najm- i- Thani, better known as Baqir Khan, with the poetical 
sur -name of Bagir is identical with the B-aqir Khán frequently mentioned in the 
Tuzuk by Jahangir, and corroborated by theKa'áthir al- Umará: According to the last 
mentioned source he belonged to the family of ar Ahmad Najm- i -Thani, a noble from 
Isfahan who was in the service of Shah Isma'il and was once sent to help the Emperor 
I. 
Babur. 
Baqir Khan came to India some time during the last days of Akbar, whose 
2. 
death he records in the preface to his small collection of epistles. He served 
Jahangir and Shah Jahn With distinction and held in succession the governorships of 
Orissa, Gujarat and Allahabad. He died in I047/1637. 
An Estimate of Bagir Khan: 
As a poet, Baqir Khan occupies a place in the biographical work, the 
Safina- yi- hhwushgu, The Mal athir al- Umara' briefly remarks about his skill in 
calligraphy, prose and poetry. He seems to be almost unknown to the literary world 
as an author of several small works in prose on diverse subjects. 
Like many other from his country, highly educated and trained at the literary 
centres of Persia in the current arts and helles -lettres, Baqir Khan stands on the 
same level in the field of scholarship and learning. He had a profound knowledge of 
the Scriptures and the Arabic language, and it is possible that he had learnt, if not 
the whole, at least the major part of the , irr an by heart. His deep scholarship in 
political and ethical wisdom, is attested by the essay, the Mau ' iza_yi- Jahangiri, 
composed in A.H.IO2I /I6I2 -13. In the art of riddle, one of the most cultivated 
literary hobbies of that period, he composed a Qit'a' explaining briefly a S'afi 
I. 1,10áthir. vol.i.pp.385-88. 
2. EIO. 1535, ff. 354b. 
T?6 
I. 
question inspired by a vision of the Fifth Imam in his dream. His own expressed view 
on the Insha' and style of epistolary composition, shows that the author had studied the 
subject profoundly and with a critical approach. To this art he contributed, a few 
epistles and khutbas. 
Description: 
Among the few epistles, there are two 'Arc- dá.shts, one addresed to 
Shah Jahan on his accession to the throne, and the other to the Empress NUr Jahän, 
whose sister's daughter the author had married, expressing deep sorrow on the death of 
Jah agir. Instances of epistles i.e. 'Ard- dásht, addressed by the nobles of the Court 
to the female members of the Royal Household are scarcely found. There are a few 
A Iaktübs addressed to the King of Golconda, P"dziammad Quli Qutb Shah and the succeeding 
King 'Abd -Allah gatb Shah. With the former he seems to have had close friendly ties, 
obviously because of the common creed, the Shi'a, for our author gives numerous 
2. 
reference to his orthodox Shi- 'a beliefs. The rest of the epistles are the íNufàvadat , 
in reply to friendly correspondence, that is the Nufavada, Nulatafa and Aniga. 
Language and Style: 
Bagir Khán does not show any originality of style in the Inshá; and seems 
to be a strict follower of the master Ì1unshïs and Nutarassilñn. In a letter to a 
friend he severely criticises his style, which was so overloaded with involved 
phraseology and use of outlandish words and phrases that it became a ' veil of words 
( tutus- i -alfaz ) that concealed the beautiful faces of the sentences and meanings '. 
He advises him ' not to fall in the pit -fall ( h..viya ) of meaningless and obscure 
sentences, to render the discovery of this a by no means an easy task. He should 
write whatever the mind produces with the exclusion of phrases not in use like the old 
calender ( tagvïm- i- parîna ) i ' He then warns him by saying that ' it is not easy to 
I. EIO. ff. 335a, 34Ib. 
2. Ibid. ff.34lb, 348a, 354b, etc. 
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be a munshi and the journey from the wilderness of Istifa' to the border of Inshá' is 
boundless and infinite. It is incumbent on any one aspiring after acquiring proficiency 
in Insha' to get training under a master and after he has worked hard he must only then 
set his foot on the carpet of that art'. ' He himself' i continues Bagir Khan,' In spite 
of the fact that, had the ability of separating a pearl from a shell,puts aside his own 
comprehension, and whatever the masters write, paints on the canvas of his mind with 
the blood of eyes (i.e. studies them) and buyes the stocks from them at the oast of a 
thousand soul 
The fact that Bagir Khán imitates the style of the masters of the art, is borne 
out by his own statement above . He is one of those highly educated Munshis, who were 
attracted by the enchanting style of Abu' 1 -padl ; and this is not an insignificant fact 
in the history of Inshá'of Mughal India. It is in matters of diction that he presents 
an identical picture of the master pattern. Bagir Khan is essentially a rhetorician 
and composed several of the epistles merely to show his mastery of the euphuistic style. 
The one characteristic feature of his style is the artifice of Bara'at- i- istihlal ,in 
which he makes it incumbent upon himself to maintain the relevancy of the subject- matter 
from the beginning of the letter, by using suggestive phrases and terms to identify the 
addressee. The tendency of a great number of Munshis of our period is to indulge in 
this sophisticated style only to show their erudition and knowledge of rhetoric. 
Compare the following examples in which the author disposes of his knowledge 
of Hikmat , since the addressee is a Hakim, called Sayyid Ahmad. (ff. 35r1ó) . 
¡ 
.- 
/.1 flOtii'.,`ij...(Jl,%/tGJ (J(!/'(ivbiL42,1Lj1)1 Zi1J,f(71,i, 
.. ,..- 
I » .. M o;1(fr,,s,,V i'lr (> o, a >r ̀ % Z ls 9ib, J -'>;;" 
M 
I. ff. 364b and 353a. 
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(ii) To a friend parading his knowledge of Rhetorics and Prosody(ff. 357b -58a) : 
, `L (fl,,6LJ I l%(fv i9Jfl íj,rf iv .. - 
(iii) Hi s knowledge of Philosophy : 
(?° %U,li,19,%r i`,,v'ríli 4:;L KL&41,12, (3/./bed`(J°L'-64:ca 
« 
Single Points are as follow: 
B. The use of Arabic Past Participle and Verbal Nouns: 
.-1.;;)1.0.1.;;) 
« « , Ñ " ', f > ; cr, r°»>-íj 
C. Saj' : Examples of rhymed prose with the Figure Muzdavij,and synonymous 
expressions are very numerous : .,.. 
/ / ,llr(fv" ((,ál y(y(,.v,4:J;,,ri7)l M,ÇJ,(& ">!c,,,,,c,,;i4! 
.- . ,_ %_ , . 
(ii) (f1/11 vG« i ly/l)/(PCi/L'4`viillr¡ l 
D. An example of metaphorical language (fol.364a): 
0>(1v>J>1' / 74}t(1a (f;7J-4),4. (ir(.2 111 « 1:k- r . 
,. ;-' v! Ó,c> L;(,JU,cI,IIGUI>,yCJti'!«`'C`,- 
E. Note the following example in which the author combines the Qur'ánic verses (from 
the Surat al- Rahman) with Persian sentences. This artifice resembles the Poetical Figure, 
al-Mulamma'(ff.358a-b): 
/ 7 7 / 4 / 1A/, / A, / 1 j i 1 ¡, y / , 
r 1 "'. (ílyr "/ 
1 /A /f / /, i 
o4 1r vb1,9°(,i''), » tÚ;(?° r.,:>>>) ̀ ,, 
F. Compare the following expression(fol.353b) with Abú'l -Fadl (Inshá;p.I04): 
Bagir Khan: « ,. .. . : . ?, 
« " 
Abü' 1-Fadl: 
- 4V« 2 l61 
» 
lf°!, f°« V lltJj %l ífr .>Ú/ / r k/'i / 
a- 
I79 
ZUBDAT Air IN SHA' 
(Jahangir) 
The Zubdat al-Dish-a' is a snail collection(ff.12)of epistolary forms compiled by 
an anonymous author during the reign of Emperor Jahangir. The date of its compilation 
is expressed in the following poetically defective chronogram: 
. 
( (:li0i 0. fi,' i l . 6` 
a 
»r'6 s . t.21F !i¡/,cIJJ,/ 
/V GJieir.}; 
: g ̀t___ r 
. 
`...h fts!= -= c,. (I027/I618) 
There is hardly any literary or useful feature of the treatise which deserves if 
at all, any recognition as a work on the art,or a text book for the instructican of 
students, which the author professes to be his intention. Compiled in a very haphazard 
way, the worse feature of it is the desperately bad transcription of the India Office 
Manuscript (EIO -2065) ,the only available copy. A great deal of negligence and ignorance 
on the part of the copyist,who could not at any rate have been the author himself,but 
some layman,contribute to the glaring mistakes in the spelling and the syntex,for 
/ example : o,Jlj for V1; 'L.o for ,i ?'for ,L ; (J1.-4 ror4.1: p; ,' 'L for 
, and so on. lowever, the author himself, who appears to be an indigenous man 
of poor learning with an inadequate knowledge of the Persian language, and whose mother 
tongue seems to have been Hindi,cannot still be forgiven for blunders from his own pen. 
Besides the syntactical errors, some of which he shares with the copyist,there is 
evidence of his ignorance of the simple rules of Epistolography. No date of transcrip- 
tion is recorded but the type of paper used is significant of an earlier period. An 
Inshá' of the same title is mentioned in J. Aumer. I' 
The book opens with the usual benedictory dedication to God and His Frophet,follcwed 
by a sharp criticism on the munshis of his period and the retrograde system of educatio.. 
He says, how the parents coax teachers in the Maktabs to get their children trained 
I. Die Persischen Handschriften Der K. Hof Hund Staatsbibliothek in Muenchen,1866, 
p.125, fï .1 -25. 
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in a considerably short time in the art of letter -writing, to enable the latter to be of 
some help in their business and profession. It is interesting to note how unjustly our 
poorly - equipped author speaks of the munshis , of their shallow boast of perfection in 
the art of epistolary composition. He calls them ignorant(ablah n) and block -head 
(bu'l -havas n),but all the invectives in fact can be appropriately applied to him. 
Description: 
The book does not contain chapters nor is it divided specifically into the 
different classes of epistles. 
I. The first is modelled on a petition addressed to the Emperor Jahangir. Although it 
begins with the usual cliche of a petition :" ' Ard- dasht- i- kamtarin- i- muridán -i- shaYr -", 
it is wrongly entitled as a Nama to that Emperor. Against the rule of Epistolography,I' 
the author mentions the proper name of the Emperor," Nür al -Din Jahangrr ",in the text 
of the petition. 
2. Two specimens of Fann ns (Ahkám- i- div1.ni) incomplete in matter but similar to the 
Chancellery practice are recorded. 
3. The Muhávarat contains Mrurásalát. The correspondents are parents, relatives, 
teachers, pupils, murshids, disciples and various friends. Addressed to fictitious 
persons, the usual Noun to denote the addressee is the Hindi word " Jiyiz " which is so 
favourite a pet -name with the Mlughals used for their relatives by them. Several letters 
which purport to be about domestic affairs throw interesting side -lights on the social 
and economic conditions of the ridlle classes. The letters frequently end with the 
auspicious letters of al -Sád and al -Nun. 
4. There are some forms of the pary nachas, several of which are Hasb al -hukm: and 
Ilan. They adhere closely to the Chancellery documents. 
5. At the end are models of a Chihra -nama , a Qabd al- Vusül, a Bar2.t, a Khatt- i -Qard, 
I. Compare Tarassul- i- r!usriyya, ff.23b -24a. Vide also p. I23 (supra). 
T8I 
and a nastak. The last four are dated fictitiously, at least two of them as I056 and 
I066, after the reign of Jahangir. 
Language and Style: 
A. As it has been pointed out,that the compiler himself like the kátib,seems to have 
been a layman poorly educated in the Persian language ,bereft of all elegance in 
composition and devoid of all literary delicacies. His sole qualification appears to be 
an acquaintance with the reading and writing of that language, which so many of his 
fellow- countrymen possessed at this time. His ignorance of the simple rules of the Inshá' 
and grammar is appalling. He does not employ the correct terms -to him and 'Ard -dasht is 
a Ñama, and a Nama an ' Arida from a friend(ff.2b,6b.). The very Qita quoted above 
reveals his futile attempt to improvise it according to the rules of Prosody. Allowing 
for the negligent omission of a letter or more on the part of the copyist,the hemistichs 
do not conform to the metre which is Hajaz -i- Nandhúf ie, 
B. The most glaring errors of his scattered throughout the present work, are his 
inconsistencies in the Syntax where two different Predicates in different tenses are 
used for one Subject or a personal Pronoun: 
. / 
(i) (ff .2a,5a-5b,6b,I0a) ..%í.J% s'.6r//(fi1)1 (1,4, 0:1,"L% 
(ii)0;.álD.Ñ,>.,,. v^/v(,.oj7 ( NN 
(iii) A,ÌO,L. ,and 
C. Conjunctions are omitted rendering the periods disconnected and disturbed. This 
may be due to the copyist.(Vide the above example No.i)(ff.4b -5a, 2a-b, etc). 
`irl c,,1//0.0, I5 / L/ 1 L/ i /,v.' ( /' ,4*,-(4, 41.1 N 
D. The word u Mlablagh " denoting an amount is always followed by a redundant "Adad ". 
. 
..- A^ » ..1.0 0 j 
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E. The Transitive Verb," Ráh randan meaning to drive or expel or even to move off, 
has been used in the sense of traversing a distance,instead of the fah-burden or Raftan: 
4ff . 5&- :raóLs'o,4 pJOv-Als'(,.."i44P., aia 
a The Arabic suffix " hu "( D) has been used for a Third Person Singular Feminine: 
i+ D.b (i)ff.55b) v' I .. ; (ii)' t 
G. The most striking feature of the work is the constant use of Hindi words and at 
times the sentences seem to be direct translation from that language. The following 
exemplifies an analogous expression of Hindi (modern Urdu),used in the present day letters 
in that language: 
(ff. 5a-5b) V ' L LL:J..u1 /° %'1 Z"iJl°°9. /1 '(1) ., ¡.vi ,,. . 
,, f -- C; 1 i / r 
(Urdu) :1I N(,; :'ili>>lfi (i`i>> _ . -vf ̀ (11.-- ;to:, 
.. 
(Tr. of the above passage): 
" After conveying my salutation, I write to inform you that everything is all right 
here and I wish you the same and to your relatives. Other affairs are as follow 
H. The forms of Address in some letters are purely in Hindi with Persian epithets. 
Mám -jiyia : for mother ; Bizbiz -jiyú : for the elder sister; Bháy'i -kalan : Elder 
brother ; Bhábi -kalan : elder sister -in -law. 
As a concluding remark we may say that the author does not deserve to rank with 
even the..owest grade of the munshis. 
Te3 
IN SHV-I- HARKARN. 
The Author: (Jah;ngir - Shah Jahan). 
Harkarn Das son of Mathur . Das, a Kanbuh by caste and a native of Multin,is the 
first regular Hindu author of a Persian work. The details of his biography are wanting 
and nothing more is known about him,except that he was attached for a long time as a 
secretary to Nuvvab I'tibar Khan Khwája -sari, a confident of the Emperor Jahángir. The 
Nuvvab is frequently mentioned in the chronicles and the Tamik-i-Jah7ingiii with regard 
to his meritorious services rendered to that Eiperor, from whom he received, besides 
many honours, the governorship of Akbarabád(Agra),some time in the 17th Regnal year of the 
I. 
reign (A.H.I031 -32). He died about two years later, some time in I034 -35. 
Harkarn compiled the present work after the death of his master, as he remembers 
him with such epithets as, " ghufran- panih"(one who has taken refuge in divine forgiveness) 
and " ridv n dastghah ". The date of its compilation is nowhere recorded. The book contains 
fictitious models of epistolary composition,but as is natural,the author could not detach 
himself from his environment and , age. There is some circumstantial evidence that 
leads one to ascribe the date of its composition to the early period of Shih Jahan's reign. 
One of the Namas in the first chapter deals with a topic which forms the subject- matter 
of the historically well -known Farman of Shah Jahn addressed to the ruler of Gólconda 
enjoining upon him to put down the offensive Shia practices and to stop the reading of 
the Khutba in the name of the Shah of Persia.2. This Nama of the Inshi-Harkarn is 
quoted verbatim in the little known history of the Deccan, called the " Muntakhab -i- 
Ta'rikh- i- Bahri, where it is designated as the "Fermin- i- Badshih -i- Sahib -girán Shah Jahn 
3. 
to the Rulers (hukkam)of the Deccan ". It may be that the author of the aforesaid history 
copied it from the Insha'mistaking it for an authentic document, since the actual Farman 
subjoined in the B-adshih,n7ama of Láhauri materially differs from the fama in the Inshá' 
and hence from the Bahri also. 
I. Ma'athir al-Umara; vol.i,pp.704-5. 
2. Lahauri. vol.i,part,ii.pp.130-33. 
3. ILA. S. Ms. (G. B. ) , No.78, ff. 6Ia-b. 
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The FarMan in question was despatched in the 9th LRagnal year of Shah Jahn' s reign 
(I045-46/1635-36)1' 
. ,cr(fi lacti 
,. . . 
The relevant passage in the Inshá'runs thus 
,..01 t AP D ' 9 /ì }' 
In the sixth chapter of the book, he refers o n several occasions to : : / / ", 
although he gives fictitious dates to most of the forms. 
The author in the short preamble says that he undertook the compilation of the 
present work at the suggestion of some of his friends, while he was enjoying their 
company at Mathura ,where it seems he had retired after the death of his master. It was 
argued by his friends that he had spent the whole of his life in the pursuit of the art 
of Insha' and ought to write some thing by way of remembrance(y dGari)to be used as a 
text book by the students pf that art. 
That Raja Tóder Malls reform introducing Persian into the account department 
caused a dissemination of Persian studies amongst he co-religionists is proved by the 
authorship of the present manual being undertaken by a Hindu Munshi in the subsequent 
period. It must also be pointed out that the Inshi- Harkarn is more useful as a treatise 
than the works of the preceding periods, in so far as it illustrates closely the office 
draughtsmanship as practised in the Mughal Chancellery . A comparative study of the 
specimens given in the book with the authentic documents of the same category, shows 
that the author must have transcribed them from the Office Records accesible to him or 
from the originals in private hands. The models of the Farmans and the Parvanas 
belonging to the Ahkam- i- divani, illustrated by the author bear close resemblance to the 
original documents available to us. It also shows the literary persistence of the forms 
and formulae, which essentially follow the stereotyped draughtsmanship of the Chancellery 
papers ,mastered by every munshi. 
The utility of the present work can be judged by the fact that it heads the earliest 
series of works translated into English from Persian manuscripts, during the East India 
Company's regime , to provide the prospective foreign diplomatists with a 
I. The date of its compilation as A.H.I031 -32, given by Sayyid 'Abd -Allah in his Adabiyát- 
i -Farsi main Hinduwón 1cá Hissa (Urdu),p.72, is wrong at any rate,since it was compiled after 
.A. TEL I034 -35. The paris Mss. (E.Blochet, eat .des Mss.persan,i )is entitled Cr.110,1iil1' . 
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knowledge of the clerical style,correspondence and drafting of legal and civil documents. 
It was edited and printed for the East India Company by Francis Balfour,with the Persian 
text and English translation,in the year A.D.178I, at Calcutta,under the title " The 
Forms of Harkarn" . 
In the preface to his translation the author says that his translation is, " literal 
as far as consistant with the preservation of the sense ". Had it not been for the 
discrepancies in his translation, so often met,it could have boasted of being a successful 
rendering of a work in a language so foreign to an EMropean in a country,where hitherto 
there had been no centre of Persian learning. One cannot however, pass without noticing 
the European barbarous pronunciation of Persian words noteworthy in abundance throughout. 
Manuscripts of the InshaLi- Harkarn are very numerous. It was lithographed at Lahore in 
A. H. I286/ A. D. I869, and again I288/187I. 
Description : 
The book contains seven chapters as described below: - 
(I) Royal missives exchanged between kings on various topics, diplomatic relations 
through peace(Sulh),threats of war. warning etc. 
(2) Farmans: This contains specimens of the Ahkam- i- divani,such as letters- patent to 
the posts of gild, governor, IsTati4, grant of a jgir with the counterpart of obligations, 
soyúrghil,and a farman --i- rah -diri. 
(3) ' Parvanachas : The Ministerial rescripts ie. Parv7anas consisting of the As1ad -i- 
khidmát (letters- patent), administrative orders, confirmatory orders (Sanads) and Hasb al- 
. 
hUkm orders. 
(4) ' Ard- dashts and ' Aridas. 
(5) Murásalát : Letters exchanged between equals, relatives and friends. 
(6) Forms of civil contracts,and legal documents, for exampj.e ,sale -deeds, bonds and 
certificates. 
(7) Dastaks issued by royal order (Hasb al -hukm) and by the of.iìals concerning 
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departmental transactions, and models of a sagat -náma , mandar -rama, and other certifica- 
tes.At the end a stock of the forms of address is provided under the caption Sax' -n-ana. 
Language and Style : 
The book opens with the traditional Muslim form sacramental dedicatory 
formulae appearing at the top " Huw al- auval -B4w al -ikhir " and followed by the Praise 
of God and Benediction to His Apostle. The author with the conventional expression of 
humility, introduces himself as the most infirm of the slaves of God (`Ibad- Allah) , and 
requests at the close of the preamble the learned of the time to cover with the mantle 
of generosity (dhayl- i- karam), and strike off with the pen of correction(qalam- i- isláh) 
the errors in his writing. 
In the first chapter, illustrating specimens of diplomatic and political 
correspondence, the author has an opportunity tb display the originality of his style. 
Since auch epistles do not essentially follow any prototype or recognised draughtsmanship, 
the author gives a free play to his imagination and imageries. The king is likened 
to a royal falcon of swift flight(shahbáz- i -tiz- _- parvaz) ,and the negligence on the 
part of the hostile king is compared to a hare's sleep. 
For compiling such a treatise intended to illustrate the art with great fidelity 
to the time -honoured practice ,it was inevitable for the author to consult standard 
text books of his time. Whosoever came,became spell -bound by the magic of the style 
of Abü' l -Fall, who as the guiding star for the munsh7 s beckons them to his direction 
and track, and Harkarn is no exception. A. munshi- yi- majazi as Harkarn was,he had 
not the ability to imitate the style of that great Munshi,but picks up the ideas,idioms 
and phrases from the Mukatabat -i -' Allami, and grafts on to his own composition 
successfully. He chooses for his topic ,the letters written by Abú'l -Fall on behalf of 
Akbar to foreign sovereigns, twists the periods of Abuu'l -Fadl and'with juxtapositona 
expresses the same thoughts contained in the P,iukatabat. 
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Examples: 
A.(i) The idea of sovereignty and shepherding the subjects: 
}lexica-1"n 
(p.6j G-' vCf,ls,r¡>» e 1 Gy t 
Abu' l-Fadl(pp.I2,13,22,31); 
(ii) The show of strength: 
iY ,III,INI \Ie',' 
N .. /r11 Oijk7alY 
. / ` . 2 ' i 
Hark arn (p. I 6) : ...&Ú>0 PA) c. i...! ( .r ,^1 D%(/ _,/Di / .. r r- 
(iii) Instruction to the Envoy: 
Harkarn(P.8) :t,) # " 
Abt'1-Fadl(p.15): 
' c v 
Cy » 1 ; ,l ( JGv/4 :1,w f°d .. , ; :,. , rr ~,. ''jr,ú út,.;' 
B. Besides the above examples, which can be multiplied, Harkarn borrows from 
Abt'1 -Fedl many compounds and adjectival phrases : 
v / `,,; ! 'L r/y . ., (3 ` 
« . , 
In the models of the Farmans and parvánas (chapters II and III),the author could 
do little to show his originality, but had to illustrate them in close adherence to the 
Chancellery practice. The specimens in all cases follow Rukn by Rukn the Ivghal documents, 
and thus can be called perfect models . 
Single points are as follow: 
C. His knowledge of Arabic :- 
(i) 
lam/ 
t(Peace is the best); (ii) 
(Iv1ost important information); (iii) 
441 ;' (God avert); (iii) 
/,(,/,/,q (Most willingly); (v) u(,..y141 
(Broken -pointed pen) vi) tWj.4`4.'ri61...d(Mey God extend your shadow eternally). 
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D. Idioms and Poetical proverbs: 
(i) c 
1 ( To strike iron against iron i.e. to fight with an equally 
formidable opponent); (ii) /í' (to block up a road); (iii) v,4.;0,á1r1) 
(to be delayed) ; (iv) (:),Jj(/ /,W,, (to cultivate patience ) . 
(vi)1/170r4 %/ `( This is from the Gulistan (v) 
/ 
of Sa' di . . r ',,, ~ - f ;, Ì. H t ./""il l(7r4).. 
jY! / ,/ V' 1 vlll) V ! ' - I/ N! / (TV.Zaml) 
/ M / 
E. Harkasn writes in a very simple style and plain language without ever indulging 
I. 
in involved phraseology or ornate diction. There are very few examples of Saj' and those 
if at all in the conventional titles and complimentary epithets: 
. 
(i) (p26): -u10'.4lvT v7; 4V`t» t -/1J1/JX 
(ii) (p. 26) " 'J:(J(/.i (JFy: // ß9,íßp (JI " #ç (1/4,:h4i/ if 
Compare the following parallels : 
( i ) Abü' 1-Fadl (p. 47) : ), -' D4 Ul (l/ 4::124-)1 
. 
(id 
. . r ,. 
lD (ii) NUnsha' át al-Namakïn(fol. 5b) : , ,.,p! .., D !d v /
F. Figures of Speech: 
(i) Similes and Metaphors : 744:4:.,11e0. 4 4, 5° (Life is compared with water past 
which never returns.) (ii) For the beloved: ,,,(5 
G. Hindi words: 
(i) L", (Chüná) :lime -water ;(ii) a (Chabñtra) : platform -office; i.ii P ana .ter 
We can conclude by assigning him a place in the grade of the Ninshi- yi- majázi. 
I. It is strange that Ivanow (RAS- Bengal Cat.Ms.No.363)notes the forms as "bombastic 
epistolographie models ". 
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I N SHA' -I- MUNI R. 
The Author : ( Shih Jahan) . 
Abu'l- Barakat Munir(b.A.H.I019),popularly known as Maulana or Mulii Munir Lahauri, 
was the son of 'Abd al -Jaill of Multgn who was a poet and a calligrapher under Akbar. 
From a very early age, the Mulla showed great mental precocity and even at the age of 
_ 
fourteen he imitated Falaki, Sana'i and Anvari. 
I. 
He joined the services of Mirzá Safi,with the title Sayf Khan (d.I049/I639 -40) 
in Akbarábád in A.H.I045 in the capacity of Munshi and went with him to Bengal at the time 
when the Khan was appointed the governor of that province. After the death of his 
patron, as the numerous letters of our author show, he received many invitations from 
various nobles and the prince Sháh Shujá',but he entered the service of I'tigád Khan(d. 
I082/I671) at Jaunpur. In the service of both the Khans, the Mullá seems to have been 
always hard pressed with poverty and his distressed condition resembled the " dishevelled 
tresses of the beloved (parish,n)" and at times he was so destitute that nothing remained 
with him save the " land of poetry (zamin -i- sukhun) to cultivate contentment ".2' 
It was at Jaunpur that M nir found a congenial literary atmosphere among poets 
like Nasini, Maulaná Jalal, Kalimi and Badihi,that stimulated him to undertake the 
compilation of many poetical and prose works.3. The I ill. died there very young like 
'Urfi at the age of 35, in I054/I644 -45. 
An Estimate of Mulli nun r: 
As a poet and Insha=pard -az , Munir stands higher than many of his contemporari 
He has a large circle of friends and admirers like, Mirza Jalala TAbataba'i , r unshi 
Chandra Bhan Barahman, Khwija Muhammad Sadiq, Shaykh ' Ingyat -Allih Kanbuh and his younger 
brother, Muhammad Silih Kanbuh. The last mentioned was a great friend of the Mulló. The 
poetical talents of the Mulla became more polished under the care of Jalalá and Barahman 
to whom he used to send his creations for their corrections saying " jiy'- i -isláh kháli 
4. 
¡tat ". 
I. Khulgsat al -Insha Bodl.I4I6)ff.47b- 49a(the Preface to the Tadhkirat al- Shu'ará'of Munir), 
There is some confusion as regards the name of his father which in the Sharh-i-Qasá'id-i- 
' Urfi (Bodl.11f0.14054) and the Makhzan al- Ghara' ib(Bodl.) appears 'Abd al- Majid. 
2. Inshgi- Munir,(Litho. )Cawnpore,I874,pp.19,2I,24,32. 
3. Ibid.pp.37 -38. 4. Nau- BEvah(EI0- 2079)ff.38b- 39b,54b. 
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As a poet he has been given a place only next to Faydi,and has been looked upon as 
one who had the ability of imitating Niz`ami in mathnavi.Asthe author of many poetical 
works, some of his mathnavis have been published» 
As a Ttinshi, even Jalalá,himself a master of a new style in composition, regards 
MMunir's epistolary composition of a very high degree in ornate style.2. He has for long 
been a model for the munshis and poets of the succeeding generations, because his 
composition contains " extreme subtle meanings and metaphors ". "The scratching of his 
pen brings the scribe of heaven (dabir t- i- sipihr) into a dance in the assembly of -the 
stars, and on his resplendent verses the Venus sings the tune of approbation ".3' 
His Prose works: 
Among other works, he is the author of a commentary on the first forty 
Qasidas of 'Urfi,for whom he seems to have great liking, as is apparent from numeroui 
quotations from 'his gasidas in the epistles of îrnini r. He wrote a treatise in defence of 
the Indian style in prose and poetry,but which,like his biographical work on the Indian 
poets begun by him in A.H.I052 and completed by Sàiih afterwards, does not seem to be 
4. 
extant now. He also wrote a preface to the munsha'átof S.1ih,the Bair- i- Sukhun,which 
the latter began to compile at the suggestion of the ill ,but which,as the internal 
5. 
evidence shows, was completed in I074/1663 -4. The best known works of his are the 
two collections of his epistles and writings in a refined prose style, under the titles, 
the Insh- i- YunIr and the Nau- bávah. 
(I) Nigaristán -i- Munir; 
Manuscripts of both the works are very numerous and have been lithographed 
several times. The copies of the manuscripts and lithographed editions of both 
works contain that part of the epistles which 1 nIr wrote under the psuedonym of Sayf 
Khán and which forms a separate collection under the distinct title of Nigristán -i-ix 
I. Nau- bvah. ff.54b -55a. His mathnavi entitled Mazha -i- Gul,which he wrote in praise 
of Bengal has been republished by the Pakistan Publication Karachi. Another poetical 
work,a historical romance,the Karistan has been lithographed in Luckhnaw in I848. 
2. Nau- bavah.Ibid. 
3. Khulásat.( Bodl.) fol. 2Ia,Br.Mus.Ms.Or.1705,fol.159b, Compare also,'Amal- i- Sálih.pp. 
408-9. 
4. Compare 0. C.Magazine, Lahore, Tray, I`>27,Art. on munir,by Ivauláná Mahmizd Sh%ráni Sahib. 
5. Bahini- sukhun ,(Br.Mus.Ms.Or.178)ff.2b -4a. Compare Rieu.i 398, 
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The first collection of his epistles comprising the Nigaristán and writings in a refined - 
prose style was completed in A.1I.I050 and it is corn_only known as the InshaLi- Munir. 
The Nau -bavah another collection of his Ruga' at and short prose pieces, he compiled one 
year after the preceding Inshá'. Both the collections were made at Jaunpúr . There 
seems to be another collection of his epistles described by Ivanow (No.366 -II?) as 
Mukatabát- i- Munir, which has quite a different beginning from the preceding two. The 
Inshá' and the Na bavah contain Munir' s own Maktúb.t, Ruga' át and ' Aridas . I have 
used the 0- 2079,Ms. of the Nau -b.vah and the InshaLi- Munir, lithographed at 
Cawnpore, in A. D. I874. 
Language and Style: 
Munir is essentially a dilettante like most of the IVlunshis of his younger 
generation for example, 'Tughr. Mashhad , Bidil ,caatil -and others who all belong to the 
School of Atnir Khusrau and Mull. Zuhúrí. To them Fásáhat means indulgence in rhetorical 
devices and in a diction that must conform to the Khayal in which the meaning is subordi- 
nated to telling words and phrases. The great exponents of the art like Khwaja Jahn 
instruct the munshis to avoid loose speech caused by the use of such words which are 
I. 
capable of more than one interpretations and constitute the Figures Iham and Majaz- mursa]j 
Munir follows his literary prophet Khusrau,in violating professedly all the rules of 
Fasáhat and Balághat,and he uses words which create T.'kid- i -lafzi and Ma'navi(Corraborat 
tive Apposition in words and the sense). The words he employs have multiplied meanings or 
2. 
what Khusrau calls, N takaththir al-Mai-an-1. There is hardly any trope with which Munir 
has not ornamented his letters and elegant prose pieces. He is an insufferable 
rhetorician who exhausts all the tropes with artful devices. Those who are acquainted 
with the Nuzhat al -arváh of Fakhr al -Sad-at al-fi sayni, would probably find our author 
an equally dexterous master of rhetorical skill and of euphuistic style who plays on 
words which are " homonyms "either is spelling or calligraphic shape, or belong to 
I. Compare Manazar ,ff.IIb -I4a. 
2. I'jaz, ff.29b -30a. 
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the pseudo -etymology. 
A. To a friend Shah Fayda he makes it incumbent on himself to dwell on such words 




Similarly toaandra Bhan Barahman he :again observes the same 1i' ayat- i -lafzi and this 
time it is based on the Khaÿal ,with reference to the " Mah " (noon), since Chandra in 
Hindi means the same. All other words which he makes use of are correlated to the Mah. 
(..;.,/ir . ; , ; . ., .. !. 1J-LQ rtUi f!w v°U 
! . r f .. 
(ii) Nau-bávah ;fo1.54b, Inshá:pp.13-I4) : G,,:! 1:%: 4// DG1- ` 
Je. DóD.irif'(1i,"" L,`CJi 
N M 
/' ii/ ̀1Li "foiG /(f 1n: J1%, / 
The Figures of Speech in the above passage are the , Tajnis- i- tamm,i.e, Mihr, "the sun ", 
and "love "; the Tajnis- i -nagis i.e., Muhr, "seal "; and the Murâ'at al- Nazir,i.e., 
Mihriva -Dláh , Akhtar,(star), Sit-ara , and Auj . 
B. Much is written to show the beauty of demand (Husn al -Tal ) in his Ruga'át for 
instance, :'J '4 ; 44....4/' ; and i, . compare the following 
example of the Husn al -talab ,displaying the beauty of demanding a Qalam- tarash(pen- kriifel 
(Nau -bávah ,fol.55b)= 
There are several specimens of the Insha= i- Bahariya ,which exemplify his metaphor- 
ical language and involved phraseology. 
Single points are as follow: 
D. An example of his idiomatic and figurative language: 
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iji.k¡;Yyr),c/e);01(63,.7;), rtt4., 
The Idiom "/kr" , presupposes the use of (; and 
0 
,the places which have 
association with the musk of fi (deer). Examples of such artifices and devices in his 
euphuistic style are so numerous that the whole composition of his appears only a 
" Love's Labour Lost ", in which the ordinary meaning is shrouded with a chain of tropes 
and haze of phraseology. 
E. The following example displays his knowledge of music, the correlative words 
and terms suggestive of that art come into play because the author in the beginning 
uses the word ""(unprovided) ,which also means one who is without a song or a tune 
(Navi'). The Khayil ,in fact, presupposes the Figures of Speech he has to employ in its 




j (not in harmony)D .%%irLl (fl 
¿),,, iÇJ .1°lJr o > >ii "'LLf Jbi / tJLJcJ' v/ t'Cfl. `' 
( kinds of tunes Wr2,1 (f Al(f /`:v >fi (ili 1 1 , I(%(Jl/ 
The Figures appearing in the above passage are the Ìham, Mutadadd,i.e., Kúchik and 
Buzurg, and the Tajnis- i- Khatt, i. e. , Nar() L') and Tax, l k. 
F. Examples of other Figures of Speech: 
(i) Mutad-add (Antithesis ): c,, 
(ii) Tajnis-i-tamm, Tajnis-i-za'id and ihm 
. , / Q' J A 1 ¡ ' 
(fl(1})l(hope)Irj«",..,/.ibi/ t ,(/. (manliness /' .u.il . 
-.. 
r't}c ccr 
. I . I M /Ll : / ̀ . / i/ A M . / (eye an hope) ' 
N N 
The device " '(,, ,i.e., 
N 
noteworthy. 
(iii) Iham and Tashbih: 
6,1;(1- beginning with the letter " tj ", is also 
M 
% 
Dil)J7;'%/C/1/ %LJ?',1:LJI v 
(i) / : thread with reference to a kite( (,1 -I, "),but /i1 means to afford 
opportunity. 
I. Compare Ri sála-yi -' Abd al -Wási' , litho. Cawnpore,1869; p. 64. 
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M U N S H A' A T-I- B A R A H M A N. 
The Author ; ( Shah Jahan) . 
Chandra Bhan,with the title Ray, the honorary epithet of Khwaja and the poetical 
surname of Barahman or Barhaman,the son of Dharam Das, Brahman by caste ,was born at 
Lahore. He took to literary pursuits under the celebrated scholar and mull:, 'Abd al -Karim 
of Siÿalkót (d.1067/1656) .I' 
Barahman started his career as secretary to Afdal Khan, who became the Divan -i- 
kull after Shih Jail-ail-1's accession to the throne. After the death of his patron (I048/ 
1639), he passed into the Imperial service some time in A.H.I057,and held the duties of 
the Vagi'a- nivis- i- hudúr. He was promoted to departmental secretaryship in the 
Dar al -Insh2 and later was appointed to Sa'd -Alláh Khan as his Munshi to help in draft 
ing the Farmans.2' According to one source he acted as personal secretary to Darn Shikuh, 
the heir -apparent ,and after the death of that Prince he retired to Banaras,where he 
3. 
died in I068/I657 -8, dr I073/I662 -3. 
An Estimate of Barahman: 
From the study of his works, Braahman emerges as a very noble character like his 
friend and patron Dari Shikah . He is the very incarnation of the Hindu Vedantá and 
Muslim mysticism. His poetry and prose breathe the spirit of his pantheistic beliefs and 
Safi tendency . To his brothers Riy Bh n and day Bhán, he writes that the ' real 
endeavour of a human being consists in the gnosis of God and the knowledge of oneself'. 
Similarly to . khwája Tej Bhán he advises him to devote to the study of works on Ethics 
and Sufism.4' Muhammad Salih,who has included him in the list of prominent writers of 
the period in his'Atnal- i- Salih,says that 'although apparently he wears the sacred thread 
(zunnár- band),he turns his face from infidelity,and ._however much he appears a Hindu 
I. Chahar Chaman.ff.86b- 87a. Ethe. and Ivanow pronounce his takhallus in the irregular 
and Anglicised form of Brahman,but the poet himself uses both stated above: 
(i) ,1(r¡l ,6 sb. r/ ( i °f6,- /;(ii)UI,J >tr,(:4-/ (114 jd 
Most of the modern writers have 'Abd al- Hak;m(Vide Storey,Fas.3,p.570),but Barabman 
himself calls his teacher as 'Abd al -Karim (Chaman.Ibid.) 
2. Ibid. ff.4b- 6a,87a -90b. 
3. Mir ' at- i -J ahan-numá (cited Ri eu iii , I087 a, 397bß . 
4. Chaman.ff .95a. 
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in form,he speaks unto the meaning of Islam 1. ' He has' ,observes Salih,' such a 
tender heart that at the time of reciting his verses ,tears flow from his eyes and his 
eyelashes are always seen wet with tears'.I. 
Although Barahman follows, like the Muslim writers, all the traditional Muslim 
forms in his literary works, being an upright Brahman ,he gives vent to Hindu beliefs 
and ways of thought and never looses his identity as one who is, " Barahman- i- 'Agidat- 
kish " , " Barahman- i- durust- I'tigad --va- Safi -nihád " ,or " Zunnár --dar ". 
Barahman is the first Hindu poet to be the author of a Divan. As a writer, like 
-Arland Ram Mukhlis and Munshi ÑC Chand Behar, the Hindu writers of his younger 
generation, Barahman left many works in prose and poetry. There the contemporary writers 
who have a fair opinion on his composition,but others, like the authors of the Makhzan al- 
Ghará'ib and the Kalimát al -Shu' ara.', and some Munshis undervalue his literary merits, 
with a bias. apparently, as is understandable. According to Mull Munir's estimation, 
Barahman was an eloquent poet and a stylish prose -writer. Himself a prominent poet,he 
ragards Barahman as his teacher, and this itself is not without significance according 
to the Oriental conventions of poetry. 
2. 
Sálih pays a worthy tribute to the pleasant 
poetry of Barahman,who, as he says,' is the ido worshipper at the temple of poetry and 
the sweeper at the threshhold of this dignified art. He writes a correct hand in the 
Shikasta style and speaks with the tongue of the pen of Nasta' liq 1. Salih considers 
him as one who imitates Abñ'l -Fadl in Insha!pardázi,and says that'he has distinguish- 
ed himself in the style of Tarassul and Insha' and has a perfect skill in expressing 
his Mudda'a in the epistolary compositions 
3. 
Dag. Shikkh had great fascination for the simplicity of his style in both prose 
and poetry.4. He had found in Barahman a congenial.friend who was like him, a confluence 
of the Védánta and Sufi philosophies. Shah Jahn used to call Barahman affectionately 
I. 'Amal. p.434. 
2. Nau-bávah. ff.53b and 54b. 
3. 'Amal. pp. 434 and 443. 
4. Makhzan al-Ghara' ib. (Bodl. ) ff. 56a-b. 
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I. .! 
" Hind -yi -farsi -dan "(4J1j(0(0 `)but,those who looked askance at the great proficiency 
of Hindus in a language that had become a semi- religious language of the Muslims, 
ascribe all the laurels won by Barahman to his flattery and sheer luck. For them, 
'his Divan is tasteless and he had no source of knowledge (dastmaya- yi -'ilmi nadásht)but 
after constant imitation of the style of the old masters, he could pen a few relevant 
epistles (khatt- i- marbut ),and that among Hindus ,he was barely a sufficient writer. 2' .. 
His Works: 
In the preface to his Munsha' át he enumerates the following works: 
(i) Chahar Chaman ;(ii) Guldasta ;(iii) Tuhfat al -Anvar ;(iv) 'a hfat al -Ft sahá' ;(v) 
Kar -N71-ma ; (vi) Majma' al- Fugará' and (vii) Munsha' at- i- Barahman. He also translated 
a Sanskrit work on Vedántá styled as " Atma Vilás " into Persian under the title, 
" Nazuk- Khayálát " 3. Another work ascribed to him is the collection of the questions 
and answers on Ved ntá topics ,from Dara Shikúh put to the Hindu Yogi, Baba L21,this 
he translated into Persian from Hindi under the title Aaukálamát- i -Bábá 
Chahar Chaman. 
The present work was compiled during the period, as it seems, when Barahman 
was acting as the Vagi' a- nivis- i -hudúr to the Emperor. The book is divided into four 
chamans (parterres ) . The first contains descriptions of various festivals at Court 
and the author's own verses which he recited on those occasions. The second describes the 
daily occupations of the Emperor Shah Jahan. The whole material is obviously taken from 
Lahauri's Badsh-h -Nama, The third which concerns us most gives an account of the author's 
life and some of his Ruga' át and Raqimas addressed to his brothers Uday }Min and 
Ray Bhan and to his own son Téj Bh7an. There is one Ragima which he wrote tàtbaLaureate 
of the Emperor,Haji Jan Qudsi. A few of them which are left without headings (in the 
Br.Mus.Ms.) are addressed to an imaginary friend or a beloved. Most of these epistles 
I. Chaman . fol.89b. 
2. Compare Makhzan al- Ghará' ib. fol. 5a. 
3. published at Lahore in 1910. 
4. Vide S.M.' Abd- Allah, Adabiyát -i -Parsi main Hinduwón ká Hi. ssa. p. 75. 
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are found in the Munsha'at. The fourth chaman contains short prose pieces on moral 
and religious reflections. It seems to have been a common practice with all our authors, 
like Abu' 1 -Fadl , Nur al -Din Muhammad and Bagir Khan to give vent to their innermost 
feelings in the form of Khutab , Dibachas , Tagrizat and writings of 
_ a refined -prose 
style. 
Munsha'at- i- Bara1anan (1dinb.Ms.No.334). 
This is a collection of his (i) 'Ard-dashts addressed to Shah Jahn, and most of 
them are despatched from Mewar (Udaypar) whither he was sent by the EEnperor in 1654 to 
conduct negotiations with Rani Raj Singh. There is at least one that is addressed to 
Aurangzib 'Alamgir after his accession to the throne (in A.D. I658) requesting him to 
relieve him from the Imperial service owing to his old age. The second part contains 
'Aridas addressed to the Viziers and Nobles of the State and includes some of his Mamas 
also to his friends among the nobles. The most notable correspondents are Sa' d -Allah 
Khan, Lashkar Khán and Afdal Khan. They deal with the poet's own poetical compositions 
and contain his Ghazals which he frequently improvised. Yost of them are recommendator3 
letters written to the nobles requesting their kind attention to the wretched plight 
of several men of letters like, Khwaja Ánand Rip, Harnath Barahman., Nunshi Bhapat Ray 
Khwija Kh n Das , Indra Bhan and Gópal Das MUnshi. The third part consists of his 
Mukatabat, Names and Ruqa' at addressed to his relations,his father, brothers and the son 
.Téj Bhán. 
Language and Style 
In the Munsha'at Barahman says that the fame of his literary style had spread 
in Iran and Tarin and everywhere in the nooks and corners of hindústan.i. He is,no doubt, 
the leader of the Hindu Munshis, and like Abu' 1 -Fadl his influence could be seen in the 
epistolary composition of Balkrishan Barahman and Anand Ram Mukhlis. He writes in the 
style called the Sahl- i- mumtani' , with considerable ease and fluency and sober and 
I. Munsha' at. fol. I2a. 
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succinct expression. In his case also a murásala approaches a muki1ama. Most of the 
epistles seems to be in imitation of Satdi' s style in the Gulistin. He is not, as Salih 
I. 
remarks, a follower of Abu' l -Fadl, although Barahman could not escape his influence. 
Unlike him, Barahman does not indulge in secretarial pomposity nor he has so much 
command of high-flown diction and majesty of style. He is the first Munshî who chooses 
very simple Alq.b of everyday conversation and expresses his Mudda'á with the 
minimum of words and short sentences(Ijáz). One hardly cames across rhymed sentences 
and laboured periods ; but at times he becomes very ornate and euphuistic and indulges 
in metaphorical expressions. Such examples though very rare, are found in the Chah'ar- 
Chaman, and in the epistles composed presumably to display the elegance of his style. 
Single Points are as follow : 
2. 
A. Compare the following Algáb._ of Barahman with those of Ánand Rim Mukhlis : 
(i) Barahman: for the Viziers and Nobles: 
Q_) .PFL A4,^l1e641;(ii A /j1.,: JUe.:4r%r'CA; 
(iv) J` ( for Sa' d -Allih Kbin ) . 
(ii) For relations: 
(i) -'' ü ;(ii) 1 / .1 ;(iii) (f-l / >r ; (iy rG 
,r Jl' / , ( y) , / ./_ % -; ( yi ) (1 
Mukhlis: 
. . -;kvt`v; (ii) 'ro. ; ) ',,.Cv(.s(f (iyGJ./l.o « 
lv) ,47 
LIAfil 447G° () rrCJl1iar 
B. He derives his imageries from Hindu beliefs and customs, and in this respect 
his is the best specimen of the Sabk- i- Hindi. Every epistle and petition more or less 
begins thus: 
I. Compare S.M.'Abd- Alleh, Adabiyât.pp.76 -77. 
2. Br. Mus. Ms. Or. 92, 93. (Autographed letters of Anand Rim Mukhli s );Compare ff . 5a, II a, 
22a-b, 25a, 31b, 35a-b, 41a etc. 
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( i ) - '
" c 
/( I N . (iii) iJ l" > % ,i/ fff./J . vv f 
N i 
C. Similarly as a product of Hindu-Muslim Qzlture,he does not neglect to use the 
correct phrase or idiom religious in its nature, in accordance with the literary 
tradition of the Muslims. He opens his Munsha'át with the customary I;uslim form with the 
Bismilláh and ends with the Du'á' in that form. 
(i) .i (J 
N K I H YCi ,r) -'9 f7 1 . N !7/ h,4, f,,1,.. N ;,1 / i` ,/ ;..t . Flo, /> . 
D. Barahman is perhaps the first cautious Munshi who writes with an uniformity of 
Syntax. He does not use different Pronouns for one and the same person which most of the 
Munshis (even Abiz'l- Fadl) do not avoid. 
(i) An example of a repetition of Impersonal Verb " Bayistan " for the sake of 
uniformity of the Syntax; 
(Punsha' át, fol. 6b) ; ,, 6.;6:6-4 teN/1/ (s/,;/21L1.1 
N et M , M 
E. An example of Idiomatic and metaphorical expression of d$ép sorròw, 
( Chaman, fol. IOIb) . ( Compare also Abu' 1-Fadl, supra No. A-iv) 
./ . 
" "/ (Ja (,1U1-/+;`'LI:o>,i la>(J/áa.cJrlí>1>li . 
N . N 
.I ,, 1 . o;cJ9...,(i/>o>i>r " [J''>r>.-..,,11f1° 




Ifp . ~ ' 1 1 ,y p . ¡ Y ÌI % ,, ,,¡ , Ñ i.(v Ìi/1(J L/,.7 -4-4<14 f ̀ 1>(,C / . lGJ i' 0 tfl/ Ñ1 
F. An example of his Omate style with the use of Figures,the Tafdil (Comparative or 
preferential -a kind of Tashbîh) , and Ihám and Husn al-Ta' 111. ( Chaman, fol. I08b) ;- 
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4fi--/ (/1, v 6y; C .rv- ~i G tUc.v ..// l I 1 1 6/ / L 
A 
: V: o ' .. %,,[í J 
G. Imitation of Sa'dil s Gulistán; 
, . . . 
(i) C1 1 z , (L-r lóZy` J 4J1711. 
kii) Ì (,7 ,L ; 1,4Vj.1),4?/(.4 1 
H. peculiarities: 
Expressions peculiar to an Indian mind especially the Hindu are very common. 
Besides using a host of Hindi words, Barahnan has the following peculiarities: 
(i) Sometimes he uses 411.4.%:', instead of the more correct Ú4+i..e.,plural of 
(ii) 1' used as the plural of , instead of the more common 
(iii) He uses v4( instead of . N ,in order to get the Saj' with 4.ó/2,O41; . 
.. 
(iv) Similarly Ú4r(próhitin) ,the Persian plural of the Hindi i. e., a priest, 
appears with its rhyming word, 
(v) He omits the Preposition " _22'2 to express multitude in the following -phrases: 
(vi) Note the peculiar use of " (1 " instead of " "(Munsha'at,fol.IIb): 
(vii ) Another peculiarity of Barahman's style is to use in the same sentence plurals 
in Arabic and Persian and some time a Persian plural of an Arabic word: 
.(instead 
. 




The period of the Mughal rule in India froms one of the most glorious epochs 
in the history of the eastern Muslim Kingdoms. The new rulers brought with them the 
heritage and institutions of the Mongols and the Timurids from their homeland , 
borrowed score ,if at all from the Sultans of Dihli ,yielded enormously to the 
indigenous influences and assimilated all of them with their own to create a distinct 
entity of Indo-Mughal society and culture. 
Contrary to the repeated assertion of some of the modern Indian historians 
who strive to find an immediate link between the political organisation of the Mughals 
and the Sultanate of Dihli ,or to trace it in the ' perso -Arab t system of the 
government, it becomes almost evident from the scattered facts in the preceding pages, 
that to ignore the Mongols ,the Timurids and the Turcomans,the most immediate links, 
is to omit the major premise of this syllogism of history. The institutions of Chingiz 
Khán,the military exploits of Timúr and the Cultural Renaissance of Central Asia under 
the Timurids ,were all transplanted to India,and it was through interaction with the 
indigenous culture that the Mughals left behind the most enduring monuments of their 
achievements in sandstone and marble , arts and letters. 
It is quit. understandable that the Mughals with the materials at their disposal 
left by the preceding Sultans modelled the organisation of their government broadly on 
the lines of their ancestral institutions. The position of most of the officials under the 
Mughals is attested in Mongol and Timutid times. The Di.ván as the finance minister 
appears both Under the Timurids and under the Mughals,holding the same office ,but 
enjoying the highest position under the latter . This change in the application of 
the term divan for an official instead of its old signification of "Office " ,necess 
itated a change in the name of the office of correspondence (Divan- i- Insha') ,which 
hitherto came to be known as the Dar al- Insha'. During the later Mughal period it is 
frequently mentioned as the Bayt al- Insha' or simply as 1unshi -Khána , a term which 
I. Compare Bábur -náma ,(Bev.),Vol.i.,p.282. 
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survived till lately under the local States of the Indian Nabobs and Rajahs . The 
conception of the Munshi of our period emerges from the Y;atib and the Dabir ,but he 
stands out as unidentified with both of his predecessors. The only qualification of 
a Munshi of the Mughal period was to be adept in drawing up the drafts of the 
Chancellery edicts in elegant style and to be a stylish munshi with a refined -prose 
style. The portals of the Imperial service were open to all irrespective of caste and 
creed ,while during the early period of the Sultanate ,only those born of noble birth 
I. 
were given employment in the State Chancery. The Mir Munch; from the time of ' ilamgir 
appears with the title of Munshi al- Mamalik as under the contemporary Safavids, a 
2. 
title which is ' already attested in Mongol times '. 
When we turn to the actual functioning of the Mughal Chancellery ,we feel 
closer to the chancelleries outside India under the predecessors of the Mughals. A 
comparative study of the bureaucratic machinery under the Safavids and that of our 
period reveals a great many similarities. The contemporary Safavids were in direct 
possession of the traditions from their predecessors the Turcoman dynasties 'with whom 
they had manifold relations' .3. We may also, for our purpose look back to the Turcomans 
as the immediate source for drawing parallels in the administration of the Mughal 
Chancellery. This aspect of the question appears more striking ;. after a study of the 
edicts of both the chancelleries. Parallels in technical and literary draughtsmanship 
are the most redeeming features of this borrowing of the Mughals from the immediate 
land. Again ,we may go further to the main source ,the Mongols,to establish the asser- 
tion in question. Not only die_ some of the Mughal institutions . identical with 
their predecessors' ,but the associated terminology and nomenclature of the chancellery 
parlance and official life were borrowed ready-made from the Mongols. Suffice it to 
4. 
enumerate the following terms which appear in Mongol times : Soyurghl, Barat, Al- tamgh5 
Yarligh, 'Avaridat, Bigár, Ikhraját and many others ,which were almost unkown to India 
I. Compare Barani, pp.38 -39. 
2. Tadhkirat al- mulúlc, V.Minorsky, p.132. 
3. Ibid. p.30. 
4. lost of these terms appear in Juvayni. The Soyúrghal,however figures in a letters of 
Rashid al -Din I!adl- Allah addressed tc Mauläna Sadr al -Din (Vide Per. D.84,Bodl.ff.I4a -b) 
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during the period of the Sultanate. 
In the section of the parvánachas, there is a broader field to bear the same 
question ; again in this case we have to pass to the Turcomans, and the Safavids,the 
direct successors of the first mentioned. The renewals of land -grants with immunities, 
in the subsequent farmáns of the Turcomans , and later under the Safavids ,on the 
attestation of the rescripts of the highest officials such as the Mithál issued from 
the Divin- i- Sadarat al- alayhi' 1- âliya , the Sanad of the Divan- i- Ashraf ; the technical 
details recorded on the subsequent documents with relative extracts from the Office 
Records ,the references made to the former ruler (grantor) on the right hand margin of 
the documents ;the conventional Ta'kid and Tandid enjoining the officials under threat 
of responsibility " not to demand every year a new fannán , nishán or parvanacha " , 
all speak for themselves in the Ministerial rescripts of our period. ' It shows not only 
a literary persistence ,but also an administrative transplantation to Mughal India. In 
the section of the Kaghadhât- i- Daftari, the Mughals did not forget to resort to the most 
current terms in India; at the same time most of the following terms collected at random 
relating to accountancy and departmental functioning appear in the bureaucratic 
administration of the Safavids and we may safely assume that they have a long history 
of descent:2. 
.I n 




/ / V /% ,v lc?' ,(; ,ci ^-;, /` 
i r i i ' ' i i 
,? , 
1 
-/i v r i i 
Another set of terminology developed with the Mughals in the Indian milieu, 
others having had their origin during the period of the Sultanate. This prevailed, and 
soon India became rich with an highly developed official parlance ,to which the country 
still adheres closely. We may enumerate only the most notable items in the curraent 
I. Compare Matinädàran, and A Soyúrgh .l., V.Minorsky. 
2. Compare the Tadhkirat al -mulúk and the A'in- i- Akbaxi for all these terms. 
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pronunciation that have survived in the vernaculars either in their mutilated forms or 
slightly differing. It is to be pointed out here that it was during the East India 
Company regime ,that most of them became Anglicised : 
Sunnud(for Sanad); Takid- patra (an additonal order for emphasis);Mahajarnama (for 
MandaI- nama); Kharita(under the Marathas ),a roll of letter,( the khaxita,according to the 
A' in- i- Akbaxi., was one of the illegal imposts) ; Hibba -n ma ; Sudder Nizamat Adawlat, 
Sader Dewani Adawlat (civil and criminal courts); Kaji or Kati; Divani(civil court); 
Bar and Bigari(the last mentioned meanä a menial);1óchalca; Qabale ag ,and a host of 
other civil and legal documents and administrative terminology. 
It is also to be noted the East India Company did not long feel inclined to change 
the prevailing model of the state administration of the MUghals,not to speak of the 
local States which were the little miniatures of the Pfughal government. One at the same 
time is surprised to note the same literary structúre and chancellery practices in the 
documents of the East India Company, and of the Afghan rulers outside India in the Iath 
century. 
The yithál and the Manshúr appear under the Ghaznavids and other IVuslim 
chancelleries and,as is understandable,thene were among the principal mandates during 
the period of the Sultanate. The Nishan appears underthe `Iughlugs as a public 
proclamation. of an ordinance,' and which term seems to have been associated with 
different connotations under different periods. According to a Nishan of the Emperor 
Icbar,adcressed to his son,the Prince Murad,it implies a royal missive for that purpose, 
but later under the same Emperor it acquired a definite position as the Princely Order. 
The Hukm as we have seen,is the precise order of the Queen Mothers and the Empresses, 
and as such it appears during the period of the Turcomans. 
It is a significant point about the impact of the Persian language on India,that 
it did not only enrich the vernaculars with a stock of loan-words from it on 
I. Compare IHROLxvii, Dec. ,1940, pp. I49, and Vol, xix, Dec.1942, pp. II4-I I9. 
2. Compare Insh7arti-Ñ7ehrú, J. A. S. Bengal,1923. 
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fountain head,but helP.ed:alsoih the growth of a new language,the lingua franca of the Indian 
sub- continent, commonly known as the sister language of Persian,that is Urdu. The lasting 
impact of Persian literature on Urdu can be felt only after a study of Urdu Prose and 
Poetry. Suffice it to say that the very currents of thoughts in them issue forth from the 
spring of Persian literature. The Nughal poets and the Munshis are still studied and 
admired,although not imitated but quoted in extenso in the daily conversation of every 
Urdu speaking Indian. The ornate and rhymed prose and the euphuistic style were these 
chief features of Indian -Persian prose,that first of all influenced Urdu literature in the 
early period of its development. It found great exponents in Rajab 'All Bég Surúr, Pandit 
Ratan Nath Sarshar and amongst the writers attached to the .Fort William College. The 
characteristic features of the Persian Insha'- pardazi are mirrored in the letters of the 
great Urdu poet,Mirza Asad -Allah Khan Ghalib, Sayyid Insh -Allah Khan Inshá ,Sir Sayyid, 
Mandi Ifadi and of their successors;but the very pattern of correspondence in Urdu strikes 
us more by the texture of Persian epistolary composition. The great varieties of epistles 
and the memoirs of the elaborate classification of the Muhavar t faded away. As the class 
barriers are taking new and progressive turns,the humble tone of the I uráfa' at ,and the 
highly complimentary tones of the friendly correspondence in Urdu have become only a 
polite convention. Nevertheless the Algab and the several Arkan,such as the Du'á,the 
I' lam -i -hál and the Ikhtitám,i -Duá have retained their original identity. 
In present day India, the future of Persian even in the educational Institutions 
is very dark, and although it is not spoken anywhere,it is studied by certain sections 
of the population. It has retained the peculiarities of the Turani Persian along with 
its own indigenous ones as developed in the Indian environment. Fbr the Iranians,the 
Indian Persian as written is "Pars- ye- nádurust" and as spoken with them is " Parsi-ye- 
classici (pastani) ". It is true to say that it is easier for an Irani to understand an 
Indian attempting to speak Persian with him, but difficult for the latter to understand 
the Modern Persian of the former, owing to the wide divergence between the two which 
has grown since the xvii -th century. 
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71. Dastúr al -' aural- i- Khálisa- yi- Sharifa, Edinb.No. 230. 
72. Farhang- i -K5r -d ni, orDastúr al- 'amal. Edinb.No. 83. 
Abbreviations. T I T L E S. 
73. Farhang-i-Bad' i al-Inshá' Br.r¡fus.Add. 5, 629-I44, 
Javami ' . 74. Javiai' al-Hika,yat Va Lavans.' al- Rivayat, ( Chapt. xviii-only) of Muhd. 
' Awfl Br.Mus. Add. I6,862. 
Churrat. 75. Kulliÿat-i-Khusrau for the Dibácha-yi-Churrat al-kama -ff.I6I, 
E10-II87, and abácha,-yi-Ghurrat al.-Kamal, EIO-I192. 
76. Makhzan al-Ghara' ib, Bodl. 395. 
77. Mir'at al-Istilah of liand Ram Mukhlis, Br.Mus. Or.1813. 
Persian Mss. Sufi Works (Aiaktúbat etc.) 
78. Bahr al-Ma' áni of Muhammad b. Nasir al -Din Ja' far al -Makki al- Husayni, 
EI0 -I867. 
79. Maktúbat-i-Ashrafi of Sayyid Ashraf Jahangir al- Simnanl, 
Br.Mus. Or.267. 
80. Maktubát -i -'Ali Hamadanl of 'Ali Hamadani, Br.Mus. Add.I6,840. 
81. Maktubat -i -Ahmad b. Yahyá Munyari of Ahmad Munyari or better known 
as Sharaf Munyarl , EI0 -1844. 
82. Maktitbát- i- Qudditsiya of Shaykh 'Abd al- Quddus GanguhI, EI0 -2873. 
83. T aratib al -VU jud of Nur al -Din Muhammad, the author of Nos. II, I6 and 32. 
EI0- 1924,15. 
84. Ruga' át -i- Husayn of Aman -Allah Khanazad Khan, the author of No. I2. 
EI0 -I893, Litho. Luckhnow, A. H.12ó9. 
Persian Histories, Biographical,Poetical and Prose Works , 
(printed) , with translations. 
85. l'In- i- Akbarl of Abu' l- Faiil, 3 parts, BI(Calcutta) I877. Ed. by H. 
Blochmann. 
A'in(Bloch.)tra6. A'In- i- Akbarl translated by H.Blochmann and Jarrett, 3 Vols. BI(Calcutta. 
I873 -94. 
87,88.Akbar -nana of Abñ'l -Fail ,translated by H. Beveridge, BI(Calcutta) 
Vol.iii, 1897 -1922. Text,3 parts, BI(Calcutta)I877. 
89. 'Amal- i -Salih of Muhammad Sálih Kanbüh , Ed.by Ghulam Yazdani, BI. 
(Calcutta) ,1912, Vol.iii,only. 
Bábur- nama(Bek90. Bawl-Zama (I)translated by A. S. Beveridge, 2 Vols., London 1912. (II) 
translated by 'Abd al -Rahim Khan- i- Khanan, Br.Mus.Add.24, 4I6, (Iii) 
Ilagi' át- i- Baburi, Br.Mus.Or.1999. 
Lahauri. 91. Badshah -nama of 'Abd al -Hamid Láhauri, ed.by Mawlawis Kabir Al -Din 
Ahmad and Abd Al- Rahim. Under the superintendence of Major W.N.Lees, 





92. Chahar Mac 51a of Nizami 'Arndi Samargandi, text ed.by Muhd.'Abd al- 
Wahhab Qazviní ,Gib.Memo.Ser.1327 /1909.Tr. Browne,JRAS- July- Oct.I899, 
93. Humayún -nema or the History of Humáyan ,by Gul -balan Begam,text and 
tr. A.S.Beveridge, Oriental Translation Fund New Series,I,Lonodon 
1902. 
94. Ma' áthir al- Umará' of Shah Navaz Kban,tr.by H.$everidge, BI. (Calcutta) 
Vols.I and 11,1941 and 1952 respt. 












Tadhki rat . 
iì sain, BI. (Calcutta)1910 -31. 
Mir'át- i -Ahmmi of 'Ali Muhd.Kb n,text Vol.i,only, ed.by Syed Nawab 
Ali,Gaekawad's Oriental Series,33 and 34,Baroda 1927 -28. 
97. Supplement td the same,tr. by Syed Nawab Ali,Baroda 1928. 
98. MUntakhab al- Tawarikh of Badá'úni,texts 3 parts,BI. (Calcutta)I869. 
99. Trnaslations by Ranking,vol.i, W.H.Haig,vol.iii,and Lowe voi.ii. BI. 
Calcutta I899 -1925. 
I00. Nuh Sipihr of Amir Khusrau ,ed.by Muhd.Wahid Mirza,Oxf.1950. 
IOI. Qabús -nema of Kayká'as ibn Iskandar,ed.by Rueben Levy,E.J.W.Gib.Merno. 
102. Ser. 1951 ; Tr.by the same VA Mirror for Princes ", Lóndon 1951. 
103. Tabagát- i- Akbari of Khwája T,izám _a1 -.lin Ahmad ,Tr.by B.De, Vol.ii only, T 
BI. (Calcutta) ,1936. 
104. Tabagát- i- Nisiri of Jazjini, ed. W.Nassau Lees, BI.(Calcutta)I864 ; 
I05. Tr. by H.G.Raverty, London,I88I. 
I06. Ta'rikh- i- Jahan- Gusha.- of Juvayni,Per.text,ed. Mirza r °ubd. I,Gib.Memo. 
Ser. , Tr. by John Andrew Boyle, 2 Vols. Manchester University Press, - 
under the title The History of the World- conqueror, 1958. 
107. Ta'rikh- i- Mas'údi of Abú'l - Fadl Bayhagi,ed. Morley,BI.(Calcutta)I862. 
108. Tá'rikh-i- Fiñzz -Sháhi of Diyá'al -Din Barani,BI(Calcutta)I862. 
I09. Túzuk- i- Jahangiri i. e.Toozuk- i- Jehangeeree,ed.by Syud Ahmad,'Aligarh 
1864/I281; tr. A.Rogers,2Vols. London 1909 -14. 
II0. Tadhkirat al- MUlalF, Facsimile with translation and commentary by 
V. Ninorsky, E. J. W. Gib. Memo. Ser. (New) xVI -1943. 
Criticism and Rhetoric,(consulted) 
III. Kitab- i- Hada'iq al --Sihr fi Dagá'iq al -Shi'r (A work on figures of 
Speech),Pers.Text,ed.by 'Abbas Igbal,Tehran (author: Muhd. Ibn 'Abd al- 
Jalil Rashid al -Din called Vatvát). 
112. Risala -yi -'Abd al- Wasi',(A work on figures of Speech ,orthography etc.) 
Cawnpore,I869. 
vii 
Abbreviations. TITLE S. 
Sabk. 113. Sabk- Shinasi of Agaye Muhd. Taqi Bahar (Malik al -Shu' ara') , Tehran, 
3 Vols. 
Arabic. 
Subh. 114. Subh al -A'sha of al- Qalgashand Y ,Vols.I and Z chapt.pn India only. 
I15. Cairo, tr. of Vol.jy- chapter on India ,byütto -Spies ,An Arab Account 
of India in the I4th century, Stuttgart,1936. 
Urdu. 
1I6. al-Faraq by Shibli Nu'mani, Cawnpore,I899,Vol.ii only. 
S.M.'Abd- A112kII7. Adabiyát-i-Farsi mair"i Ilinduwón ká Hissa ,by Dr.Sayyid 'Abd-Allah, 
,Adabiÿat. Anjuman-i-Taraggi'yi-Urdu (Hind) Delhi,1942. 
II8. Shi'r al-'Ajam by ;,hibli Nu'mani, Vol.iii only, 'Aligarh 1324-25. 
English. 
I19. Akbar The Great Mogul (1542 -1605) by Vincent A. gnith,Oxf.1919. 
I20. A Literary History of Persi a, by E. G. Browne, London 1902, Vol. i and 
121. A History of Persian Literature in Modern Times (A.D.1500- 1924), 
Browne. Camb.1924. 
I22. A History of Persian Language and Literature At The Mughal Court,by 
Muhammad ' Abdu' l -Ghani, 3 parts, Allahabad 1929 -30. 
123. unir Khusrau ,i.e. The Life and Works of; Oxf.1950,by Wahid Mirza. 
124 (The)Administration of the Sultanate of Delhi,by Ishtiaq Husain 
Qureshi, Lahore 1942. 
Irvine. 125. (The) Army of the Indian Moghuls, by William Irvine,London 1903. 
Moreland. 126. (The) Agrarian System Of Moslem India,by W.H.Moreland,Camb.1929. 
127. Contribution to the Study of Seljuq Institutions (Thesis) by Prof. 
A.K.S.Lambton,London University, 1939. 
Ibn Hasan. I28. (The) Central Structure of the Mughal E spire, by Ibn Hasan, Oxf. ,1936. 
Elliot. 129. Elliot, Sir H.M.E.,and Dowson,J., The History of India as told by its 
own Historians, Vols. V and VI only, London, I873 -76. 
130. Introduction to Elliot's History, 'Aligarh University ,1951,by 
Muhd.Habib. 
131. Literary History of the Arabs, by Reynold A.Nìcholson, Camb.1930. 
Nazim 132. (The)Life and Times of Mahmud of Ghazna, M.Nazim, Canb.1931. 
133. Life and Conditions Of the People Of Hindústan (1200- 1550)by ILunwar 
Iuhd.Ashraf, pub. J.A.S. (Bengal) Letters,No.2,1935. 
134. Literary Progress of the Hindus under Muslim Rule,by Sayyid Sulaiman 
Nadvi, Islamic culture, Vol. XIII- No.4,Oct.1939. 
viii 
Abbreviations. TITLE S. 
Sarkar. 135. (The)YUghal Administration, by Sir Jadunath Sarkar,Calcutta,1924. 
136. (The)Orient Under the Caliphq, Tr. of Von Kremer's Culturgeschichte 
des Orients ,by Khuda Bukhsh,Calcutta,1920. 
Law. 137. Promotion of Leaxning in India during Muhammadan Rule by Mohamneda 
nsi by Narendra Nath Law, London,19I6. 
I38. (The) Revenue Resources of the Mughal Empire in India, by Edward 
Thomas ,London,I871. 
Manucci. 139. Storia Do Mogor,or Moghul India (I653 -1708) by Niccolao Manucci,tr. 
by William Irvine, 3 _ Volins,7London ,1907. 
Levy. I40. (The) Social Structure of Islam, by Reuben Levy, Camb.1957. 
I41. Turkestan Down to the Mongol Invasion, by W.Barthold, Gib.Memo.Ser, 
V,London,1928. 
Bernier. 142. Travels in the Moghul Empire, Bernier, (Constable._ O.M., London. 
Criti ci sm, Revi ews and Essays (English). 
I43. A Civil and Military Review in Fars in 881/1474, BSOAS , x, i s T9 39, V. 
Calcutta Rev. I44. A Chapter from Mohammedan History, Calcutta Review, 1817. -Minorsk9 
Bloch. ' s Contr.145. Contributions to Persian Lexicography, pub. J.A.S.Bengal, Vol.xX.XVII. 
part -I,Nos.I and II -1868, Calcutta,1869,by H.Bloohmann. 
J. A. S(Bengal) . I46. D v'Ln- i -Bábur pádi shah ,edited with facsimile by E. D. Ross in J.AS- 
Bengal, 1910 -13. 
Isl. Cul. I47. Inch- i -Pahru ,pub. J. A. S. Bengal,1923 and Islamic Culture, Vol. XVI- 
No.3,1942. (Hyderabad Deccan). 
0. C.Magaz. 148. Mullá. Abi' 1- Barakát Munir, by Hafiz Mabmud Sherani Sahib, pub. 
Oriental Collage Magazine, May 1927. 
Is1. Cul. I49. Qonalgha ,by Maulavi Muhammad Shafi' , pub. Islamic Culture, 
(Hyderabad Deccan), Vol.XX1- No.4,0ct.1947. 
Isl. oil. 150. (A) Study in Nughal Land Revenue System, Islamic Culture. ,XII /i, 
1938,61 -75 (Hyderabad Deccan),by , M.Sadiq Khan. 
J. A. S. (Bengal) . 151. Stray Notes on Kabuli Persian, by Bogdanov, pub.J.A. S. (Bengal) , 
VOI.XXVI( New ser.),1930. 
For Frequent References. 
(i) Catalogues of Persian tISS. and Printed Books ,quoted in the footnote 
(ii) Encyclopaedia Of Islam. 
-s. 
:1 (iii) Haji Khalifa. 
(iv) Ibn Khallikan,tr. De Slane. f.Jt,yl L,7 
(v) Higher Persian Grammar,by phillott, Calcutta,1919. 
(vi) Persian Literature,by C. A. Storey. 
(vii) Persian English Dictionary,by F.Steingass. 
(viii) The Holy Quip -n ,by Maulvi Muhammad Ali,Lahore,1935. 
